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INTRODUCTION

Very few studies in American social 'history have examined

institutional transforjnation. There are, of course, numerous
.

- studies of particular,institutibns, usually highly detailed celebra-
\
tions of various direCtors and their administiations. The Centennial

f
histories of universities, colleges nd other schools. are merely out-

standing examples of this tradition of historical writing. Such ac-

counts inevitably prefer the details and personalities associated with,

an organization rather than the institution as a,. peculiar historical

phenomenon. This study attempted to puttogether he details of one

such past organization ,and to use it to shed some light on the pro-

fessfonal schoolmen of the nineteenth century,

The central organization in this study'is the Arneriown Institute

of Instruction, founded in 1830 and surviviz(g until 1908. The Institute

began as a voluntary association and aspired to a national influence.

It attracted schoolmen from all the ranks and levels of teaching and

provided a backdrop for assessing the merits and power of intra-

professional groups. In 'order to discover its peculiar plan and func-

tion I attempted further to ex, lore the institutions which sent mem--,, ,

bers to the Institute. The graph on the next page becieni then more

than a skeleton of the institute's historical shape; it became the pivotal

context for selecting, analyzing and interpreting the nature of the other

00004
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.professional institutions allied to the Institute' -- the lyceum, the.

academy, the teachetr!s instlitute, the national association, and the- .

normal sclaool.k sC..

The. selection -of the American Institute of Instruction made my

historical focus the interrelatibonships among various professional ,

I 4 ,

institutions. .GenOrally,sp9alsing, the graph of Institute.biembers
a

i

17 . .1 ,
drariaatized several important patterns. Perhaps most important
.

. 1
the rhietoric of harmony and solidarity'-- s6 repetitiou's and so ubi.-2© .. .....,; . ,

fi. . .
quitOus-an the schoOlrnen's literature ,-.:. ,reflected a reality and ;riotb" '5 . %.,. ,

I simply a vain hope' through the period between 1840
a

and 1880. More-
.- . . 6

A o p

over, schoolmen on the elementaiy levels of inithction participated-v-
.,7 ' .

- .5
in and were served by the professional institutions until the 1870's

,..
when ti ble prsfession ecane.predominantly feniale. By the 1900's

, .,.
the twentieth century stratification -- superintendent, public gram-:

mar and high school and the private or highly selective schools

had appeare'd undeniably, and were novel arrangements in schoqlmen's
4

rianks. These',,6.nd other patterns transformed the Anierican Institute

of Instructions ankthe teaching profession several times before caus-

ing the dramatic changes wpich ended the contributioh of the nine-
.

a r
o

teenth century association entirely. The nature of these changes has

PecOme an intimaterleature, of the a."' nalysis of the -Institute.a.nd the

profeisiobal s'chooline'n in the eteenth century.

This' history has tried-to 'reveal the nati.ii"..e of the 'Institute by,
J

44,



examining the realignment's of its.parts over time. In a ,sense,
.

relyslieavily on the assumption that these realignrrients could have-.

been otherwise, that they need not have developed in the partiou-'

lar way'they did. As a consequence, the underlying norms and poli.-.
.

cies at crucial turning points have necessitated two additional con-
/

cerns. -First; the offibial and unofficial rationales of pertinent

..,..groups a:nd individuals.have highlighted the role of, ideas. Ideas

have been examined then as histoAcal facts and institutional pheno-.
. t, :, j"

mena theiEselves and not exclusively, as pragmatic istorians have
1) v

it:. sevidence with 'lesser authority than hard facts.k Secondly, inch-
. .

vidual participants in historical change have- become more. rather

than less important because.ofthis interweaving of ideas'and insti-

tutions. In the context of broader intellectual and structural' patterns.
the role of choice -- whic'h so intrigued the thinking men .of the nine-.

a °

teenth century, often becomes totally obscure in'soeial and institu-

tional kistory. Changes appear to follavy from impersonal causes.

Here, instead, individuals play key roles in the determination of holw

voluntary or involuntary certain shifts have been. To the extent that

individual careers follow or depart from established tradition, one

can assess rattler precisely the relative roles of men, ideas'and insti-
.

.
4:4 The dominant characteristic oPthe Americgn Insitute of In-.. #

struction as a.profeszional association T- the characteristic which

iv 00001
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insured its demise in the twentieth century -- was itsunspecialized

and non-exclusive pretensions, It proposed to give all,ideas a hear-

ing and to receive representatives of all types of chools. Vxpected- .

.ly the maintenance of a'working harrb.ony and coop eratipmbecame its

doihinant problem. Out of this ongoing ' difficulty- developed the function-)al preferences for cer tan educational. and social Values. The all-,

pervasive feature of these values whatever their particular beha-
b 4

o

*4:" vioraland rhetorical forms over these years =- stemmed from the

evangelical oriins of teaching as a professional. work.. The preoccu-

pation with
, educating men, of moral character led American school-

men curiously toward a social service which itself shunned dramatic

social issues or political controversies. Moral men taught:their fel-

lowS by example: and other indirect strategies. Not only did this lint

of thought drdw sustenance fr,Oni tradition, it' ali-01 cf the 1J:rime,-

diate needs Of a new profession with a highly rse membership.

Clear specification of practical political programs to advance educa-
A

tion would not only have divided the new profession (and the American

Institute of Instruction) internally. It would also have pre sided the
1.

impartial financial support of a multi-grouped and multi-classed so-

ciety.
,. .

. The hist9ry of this profession and these institutions advanced
--.

I .

a peculiar and novel set of notions about education, and its evangelical

roots - caused in no small way the schoolmen's aversion to ideology and

.

t
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social theory. As a consequence, their work has labored awkwardly,

then and since, to insure certain social and political effects without

direct involvement or overt effort; Instead, they ha 'e traditionally

kept their official attention within the confines of the claa'sroom --

simulating social changes -- or:else devoting therithelves to the me-

chanics of the student's mind in the study of psychology. T ese ra-

ther exctusive efforts have had important professional and social

ramifications, but, true to their assumption, schoolmen. tarely have
.

correlated those outward realities with their work in the clas-sroom.
dq

Instead of moving to the necessary analysis of their society and its

'theories, instead of generating their own-ifttheories of social and edu-

cational interactions, schoolmen Dave done their utmost to rationalize

their pragmatic stance. In an effort to understand why they preferred

the nineteerith century ,rhetoric of pragmatism. (and the theoretical

anti-theories of John Dewey), I offer this historical analysis.

Vi
7
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THE. FRIENDS OF EDUCATION
a

In the history of. American patriotic oratory and rhetoric,

one. of the more endtring themes has been the 'notion of education
A

as,the, harbingv of personal, and national achievement., The pursuit

of social advancement through education was rooted in the very ear li-7

est decades of the .Republic when it was realized, at least by some,

that the young nationts viability resed on the educational aspira-

lions of its people. The January, 1327 issue of the North American

Review contained a review of James G. Cart*r!s Essays upork,Popu-

lar Educafion, in which the anonymotis author observed:

No schemer nor empiric will bring forward the great'
destiny which is before us, but it will be slowly and-
gradually wrought Qut, by principles already in opera-.
tion. It be wrought out by the consenting inquiries
and purposes: and endeavors of the whole people; but
the grand lever, radh.i.ch is to raise up the mighty mass
of this community, is education. We forget not the
power of a free press; so often .deGiominated the ialla:-
didin of our liberties, we. forget not our excellent form k

of government, we forget not the institutions of religion,
but all these are to take their character from the inte111.7.
genre of the people. The empire of these States must
rise' or fall with the mind. The schools hold, in embryo,
the future communities of this land. The schools are the
_pillars of the republic.1

The reviewer was equally convinced that the contemporary

system of common, schools fell far short of even beginning to fulfill

these expectations. "In. the first place," he, remarked, "better

00011
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school's are wanted. We mean that the Free Schools; or what are
-, 4,.

usually called, the, Common, and in the country; District-Schools,

need to be made better, and more efficient organs; ir instruction and t,.

influence. 1,2 The concern for the appa.reni disintetest of the citizenry
\-.'t,!

if

in eidf6Ucaticmal improvement might have been,Soindwhat mitigates}, had
' .. , .

thefrreviewer been aware of a meeting held' the previous. October in,
N.

Erg ktyn, Connecticul.

g

In" the spring. of 1826, the Reverend Samuel J. lVfay'of Brooklyn

called a convention foil the consideration of the condition and improve-,
.

. .

ment of common schools. By-way of advertisement a circular of in- .. ,.
,formation with a number'' of questions was distributed to interested

'
N

parities. More than a. hundred delegates attended, repeestnting more .

than twenty towns in five counties.' Eithe'r in person or by letter
,

many of'Connectiont's -most distinguished educators participated

Professors'Denison Olmstead and James, L. Kingsley of Yale College;

Reverend Thomas H. .Gallaudet of Hartford and William Russell of
,1

Farmington, who was then editor oPthe first, and at the time only,

x'educatimial journal in the English langUage. All members of the:

'totventio bore witness to a general indifference to the schools by

Connecticut communities. After the meeting itself, a report was

drone nd published in order to familiarize the public with the

eras in their schools. This 'document, May re\dounted later, sur-
-

prised andimortified the better part of -the people of the State, and

* 00012
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fed to the commencement of essential improvements." 3 Recollect-

ing the events years afterward Samuel May and Henry Barnard, the

educational encyclopedist and first United States Coramissioner of

Education, agreed that the Brooklyn conventi9had been the first
°held for any such "educational purpose in the /United States. 4

, .
$

--, The real novelty of this convention,' howevter, Vas the preoccu-
Q. .

pation it reflected about educational affairs. In the early.182018 such
N

concern was-not widespread among the publit
o

as a *hole, sok much as
%4,

among a particular group of enlightened citizens-. Yet after 1,826,
4,<and due directly to the impetus of conventions like May's, interest

-in edu9tional reforia became more public and was maintained through

communitwArtipipation in lyceums, a novel experiment in educational

improvement. For the moment, however, serious discussion of edu:-

cational matters was left to an efiii discernable yet lrsely defined

group of citizens, categorized in the parlanCe of the period. as "the

friends of education."

For the most part, the friends of education were not officially,

involved in the direct instruction of students. Usually they had had

some schoolteaching experience and had recognized, either during or
g.

after their classroom work, that education vas a far more significant

activity than popular opinion had all . Frequently, they were

themselves trained in one of the three established professions - the

ministry, law, or medicine. As distinguished.citizens, moreover

00013
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they Often maintained at least an ogicial, supervisory capacity over
.the process of education, in their communities, since common

0

practice suggested the appointment of leading citizens as Schobl

Visitors. May's own influence on the educational affairs Of Brook-

lyn capp.e.more from his position As a 3vell-known citizen than from

any specific educa tional duties attendant on his office as minister of
0

the First Congregational church. During the late 1820's, the friends

of education used their positions of influence to command the atten-
... q 2tion of large, gatherings of citizens to dismiss the Condition-of cow-

a--

5mOn schools. The Brooklynl convention was tote first of these ventures,

and among the most successiul. Before the
,
establishment of prepara-

.

tory institutions for teacher, the promotional activities of the

fiiends of educationia.nd the organizations which they founded pro-
.

vided the strategic instruments for rallying public support for edtioa-

tional reform.

Samuel May reflected a cbmmon pattern for the friends of edu-

cation when he attempted to solidify the 'gains of his 1826 convention.

He devised a convention-like organization for his town, one which

_brought together local citizens and exposed them to the instruction

,and example of qualified teachers as well as to the candid reactions

of their fellow townsmen. The lyceum, as the organization, came to

be called in imitation of Aristotle's school, attempted to do for a
a

community what the style, of a skilled instructor did for a schoolroom

00014
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of young students. The special Characteristic of this town meeting

of the mind was the mutual instruction of citizens. Without an ,en-

lightenedconcern on the part of each immediate community, the
, . .

friends of education believed, no broad regional change in educa-.
1 ,

.
ation or society...waA possible. ..

\ . .

Initially, the friends of. education restricted their criticisms

of the common schools to their own communities, only to realize

''!" quickly that they were nat confronting mere local or state-wide
. -

problems, but general and regional,, social ones. In 1826 Max, for\
. example, lodged his first criticism against Connecticut's peculiar

dilrana: the state had more money for education than any other in

the Whited States yet. spent less on its teachers and educational faCili-

-Aies than -Many,:statem*ittr,lesserevenue. Connecticut had recoived

$1,2001, 000 from the sale of the s'tate's claims to the, Western

d
i

Reserve it 1795.. T e interest from this money was set aside toT

provide the bulk q annual. support for Connecticut's public schools.

By the mid-1820's thelund had grown sufficiently large that' local

communitie's seldomjelt obliged to t9.x themselv9s,in order to supple-
.Merit their portion of the fund. Since civic priorities may be gauged

by the distribution of public funds, and, since citizens of Connecticut

seldom evidenced a willingness to tax them.selves, so the friends of

education argued, Connecticut's poorer school system was directly

00015
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caused by the state's unusually ample endimment from the Western/

Reserve.
O

Over and above critiques of specific educational practices,

such as the Connecticut school fund,k and popular attitudes toward
0

education, conventions of the Vila May called sought to polemicize
fit

Q

New England's educational plight. These conventions, intended in
,

great measure for the awakening of community interest in scholastic

matters, tended to rely more on rhetdrical exhortations than on. , .

rsiXgestions for, particular prograrasi 'the dedication of the4e
I .r

friends of education was unquestionable, but they often employed

their dedication in an inchoate faShion, a practice which disguised

their lack of concrete proposals. In addition, their own experience

in school-keeping, usually restricted to private schools conducted

for privileged youth, limited their ability to formulate the specific

issues and techniques that would be necessary to institute a forward-
,

looking system of universal education, adaptable to the varied educa-
,

tional n'eds if). New England:

Mayas background indicates the difficulties which the friends

of education as prominent citizens faced in appreciating the needs

of common school teachers. The eminent merchant family from

Which he came provided May with more than the advantages of Boston's,
obest private °schools and study at Harvard Colldge; it insured him'

00016
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the n,ecessary financial resources to progress without interruption

in his studies from elementary school straight through his pr6-

fessional training. As p. consequence, May's career distinguished

him from many less fortunate, not only becauSe of this continual

progress of study 'but also i;ecause of the yoling age at which he

was able to enter college (16) and the ministry (25). Though it is

not likely that he required supplementary funds Kor hil schooling -

the usual motive fo devoting one's 'college vacation to school-

keeping - May engaged to teachdistrict school in Concord, Massa-

chtThetts for the Fall of 1816, his third year at Harvard. For the

next six winters he varied-his studieS by giving portions of the

school year to school-keeping, usually in private schools at Higham

onci':r-r---tdiaciTaMail.alaVgdeliasdettaiegf"-*-TAT

Once ordained and called to Brooklyn, May was required by

the press of his ministerial duties to abandon the practice of school

teaching, though custom almost automatically assured his appoint-

ment to the school committee. "Everywhere in our country, a well

as in Eurbrpe," he later ..recalled, "it was taken for granted that

protestant ministers must appreciate ,the importanceVA the right,.

culture of the young, .and alway-s-be ready to proTote their education. "6

His own affluent background and almost exclusive experience in pri-

vate education gave May little preparation for the deplorable condi-

00017
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tide of Connecticut's public schools. His subsequent reaction to

the "intolerably tedious" work, which he engaged in on these

schools in his adopted state, suggests how t anguine had been hith
.4previous imderetanding of the actual nature and practice of instruc-tt

tion in common schools. ,

On October 22, 1826 Samuel May addressed the Brooklyn .

Lyceum on "Errors in Common Education." The most striking im-

pression of this address was the extreme vagueness it. conveyed of

May's-concept of education. In spite of several bold contrasts in
o

his lecture, May's discussion did not evolve a clear and compelling

set of proposals for administering changes in Connecticut common

schools. The essay, -in short, was the typal product of awn inte'lli

gent, educated man concerned about the quality of the educational

system, but unable to conceive of a preci context in which reform

should occur. AS such it was an expressio of the varied senti-

ments, mot]. ons and attitudes prevalent among the friends of edu

His clearest effort to define educgion revealed the serious-cation.

tress with which May and men like him began to view education.

Education, in its broadest sense, may be understood to
mean the complete and harmonious development of all
the intellectual and moral powers of our nature the
subjection of ourselves to the supreme control of right
principles, and the ac9uisition of all knowledge that
may be necessary, in order to our filling well the
sphere of duty, in which God has placed us. Thus de--
fined, it is the great purpose of this present state of
our being:8

00018
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The ambi guities of the address becomf 9orrxewhat clear when

the. characteristics of his audience are recalled. 'Schooling, May ;

/. .realized, should aim at equipping citizens to meet the social disloca-

tions which poor agricultural towns like Brooklyn were beginning tb

experience during the first quarter of the nineteenth century. As New

England became increasingly industrialized and densely populated,,
1

more and more people found that during their lives they would have

to adapt themselves to unfamiliar careers, different from those of

thei
rot4iL

parefitet PAraary ands secondary education:for the mass of '

the opulace shouldimbue peqple with the idea that learning was a

ymtinuols process. "Increased demands" .and new responsibilities;'
a y

May noted, "render it necessary to seek highest acquisitions of

knowledge and to ponder anew the correctness of our moral principles,"

in their operation upon new classes of duty. And thus the pr' oceis of

education goes on, or should go on, toward'perfection."9 Perfection,

lowever, was not a quality to be obtained merely by formal schooling.

during one's youth, "It

tinual progiess, until,

our faculties: May

[learning] is the work, which ought to be con-

in the providence of God, we are deprived of
1110 labored to bring the community to the realiza-

tion that greater acquaintance with and acquisition of education was
'.the hope for greater social and personb.1 enrichment.

Actually, for all its amorphous( qualitVes, t4is address was an

00019
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. implicit challenge to those who considered education a matter of rote

restricted to the classroom.4 "I am not disposed; " May emphasized,

"to find so much fault with the branches, which;'.it is pretended, are

. taught to children,, as with the manner in which instruction is gene-

.

rally given - a manner unfriendly, I am confident, yes, utterly in-
s,

Ad

v .

compatible with the attainment of a-thorough, practical knowledge of

either of thebe sciences, and tending scarcely at all to that unfolding
. t

.
of mind and heart, in which, as has been already said real education

11
consists. " May objected to instructioz(which began by presenting

"general rules, abstract principles,

Principles of learning,: he believed,

tedious definitions" to the learner.
.

could not' proptarly be established

in the cla.ssrooni by reliance upon`prescription or fiat, wsince outside

the classroom a child learned by inference "by reas.oningincm.pat,

ticulars to generals
la Rote and routine, moreover, were objection-

able as methods instrtion, because they

velopment of a young mind. Pupils' minds, Ma

ered with the de-

sumed, contained

natural. facilities frit understanding which 'Could be developed by the

process of instruction. In exercising only the faculty

contemporary methods of instruction, May concluded,

paralysis rather than in learning.

f memory, the

resulted in

May consideredan instructor's style asrimportant as his fami-

liarity with various subjects, his disposition toward teaching as essen-

.
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11
tial as-his actual knowledge. The art of instruction4 May explained,
depended upon a-teacher's ability to dravi out of stuc exits' insights,
inferences and inductions Troia facts which the stud nt was known
to possess. Aqualified teacher stimulated his pupi s to follow out
independently trains of thought that 11 head suggeste deed May
-went fUrther and otlairned that once the skillful teacher had won' the
voluntary attention of his' charges "any subject of knowledge may,

become ... instroMental to the expansion of most of the mental
faculties. 1,13

Mayls essay placed an extraordinary confidence in
6

the teacherrth. style; a confidence that the teacher's own personal
manner would insure the proper train of thought for each of his
students. Precisely how the teacher with his, own principles ,and4.4 4

values would keep from interfering with the natural development of
individual students was unclear., In part, May's confidence in the
teacher's style was a function of his assumption that the community
itself would act as a check upon educational practices and innovations.

In fact,

teacher's individu

unities did not provide the
necess9
ary checkto the

style the late 1820$s and early 1830's. Underr
takings. like the Brooklyn lyceunlincreased concern for education
less among the citizens than amtifig the teachers themselves. As :a

'consequence of the growing educational literature and the work of
the friends of education,' 13y the end of the 1820's many,,,educational

°
o
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experiments had begun. W4ile-this experimentation indicated a degree
a

of constrtictive adifenturousness in a serious work, the variety of

innovations in educational methods and techniques'began to point

up the basic weal mess of the stress men like May placed upon the

style,of a teacher. Without the scrutiny of each community the 4nan-k

, of -tner t a partipulat teaCneriwenrunexamined, and the teacher was left'
1 '

,

to his own initiativ and devices to deteimine the pioper mode of
. i

imparting know dge. Within a relatively, short period of-time, men

like May begap to 'addio-their'concern for communal enlightenment
, .

,

it, about education a regard for the evalukion of instruction and teachers.

At first; when conftOnted-by-methods of instruction whose lizni*

tions surprised and shocked them, the friends of eclucatiori.seldom

turned to the IpeciaI training of teachers as an immediate and effi-

cient means of imProvingcoi4nnon School eaucation. Indeed few

friends of education, especially those who were ministers, questflined

that :the educator, once called by heaven to the work, could not s tably

instrIuct himself in the skill of teaching. May's efforts in educ4iOnal

reforrri exalted the, community's ,role precisely because educe. on was

in their eyes a social and not exclusively a pedagogical proc The

friends of education urkdoubtedly took this view, in part, bee use their

accustomed 'influence upon communal affairs, educational
/

other-

wise, was seldom direct or authoritative. They assumed, as did May,
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that the indii.ect force of personal style would be somehow sufficieht

to meetatly educational need, given appropriate awareness on the

partof each citizen. Ultimately the very teachers who attended.

the lyceum began to demonstrate to the friends pfechication the

errors of this a.ssumpiion.'
a e

Pi
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2. PROFESSIONAL QUICKENING
4 414

40.

The service of early exhortations to educational improvement
_

was not entirely beneficial. By the early 1830's articles began. to

disparagelhosec,whio interpreted the.appeal for an "enlightened" style
in education as a liCense topraCtice:all kinds of innovative teeh-

14 -piques and experitaental methods upon children. Insufficient

attention, it was telt,. was being givn to the proper theory of educa-

tion as a means of tenvering practice and rendering it juectous.

Teachinghad always assumed some measure of discipline, a measure

which, of course, the friends of education easily,recalled whemthey

remembered their own days orschiialtea.cliing.'Veliritirck -the

friends of education began to do more than call for enlaiged standards
of education and improved qualifications of teachers. Focusing their
eclucallonal concerns on the central 'role played by the teacher him-

selfk these men called not simply for gene 1 educational improfve-\
meet but for teachers to provide educational leaderhilD. Through

.the 18.30's the friends of education cir w upon the experience of their

own professions and training as a prece ent for recommendations to

teachers.- In a sense the increasing call for professional standards

reflected how disorderly and undisciplined "improvement" was be-
15

cording.

Q'
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During the 1.820's and 1830's there were very few facilities
, . ,

74 tl
1 for-the special preparation of teachers!),,enreral private efforts

were made,to establish seminaries,- but thede were all short -lived.
- ,

Even had, they been successful, such efforts were too restricted to

meet the .broad, immediate needs for qualifiedleachers. In 1.832
.

one Connecticut teacher estimated the\teaching personnel of that

state alone to :be in excess of four thousand, while the first and best

known experimental seminary for preparing teachers during this

same, period graduated less than one 'hundred, students in its entire

twelve-year history. 16
Even if many young men had been properly

disposed toward teaching as a profession, the expense for attending

such an -institution remained prohibitive throughout the early nine-
.

'tsenthl.century so long_as these efforts were privately financed.-
C C..074 4,

-Appeals were cohsta,ntly made for institutions of special pre-

in the reports of school-committees, school visitors and

friends of education. More and moA during the 1830's the state

goiernment was urged to participate with money and other support

in such an enterprise. However, the first state-supported normal

school was not founded until 1838 in Massachusetts, and Connecticut
:OP

did not follow suit until 1849. Before 1838, for\young men who

might hakre entertained teaching as a serious occupation as well as

for. the 'friends of education, professional training of teachers re-,

00025
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maimed conceptually and institutionally a vague and inforMal pheno-

Menon.

Between the third and fifth de.1 cades of the nineteenth century

between the period when preparation of teachers was initially dis:-

cussed' and the establishment of actual, specialized facilities for

\this purpose - strategies for improving teacherst. qualifications under-

went a transformation which though less dramatic, was as-profound

as .the development which followed the founding of state- supported

normal schools. The informal and somewhat haphazard character

of the lyceum and the indirect influence exercised by the frriends of 49.

education did not lend themselves to dramatic reformi such as We're
17begun after 1838. Nevertheless, these organizations and indi-

r.ortrriduals-:provided the only context-within which the.nanytyangtm4Matibteldv,J.

-realize their aspirations for becoming professional teachers before

1838, when the first school dedicateillo the speciaal preparation of

teachers was established. In large measure, the young men for
0

whom teaching graduaily,emerged as a professional possibility did

much themselves to change the public view of education both,-with

their independent experiments and with their, participation in lyceum

activities. The development of more specialized institutions and

professional techniques for teachers accelerated in the 1830's be-

cause many young men without professional prospects began to trans-
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fer their energies into the improvement of an occupation which had

hitherto not been considered a full-time activity.

May and his associates tended to extrapolate from their
c

own experiences as students and masters in e schools and

academies when fashioning their image of a public school teacher.

The majority of common school teachers in the early nineteenth.

century, however, had experienced few such social advantaggs either

in background or training. Only by intense self-motivation, ambition

and effOrt uld the common school teacher transcend his milieu

and approach May's image. One who succeedewas William A.

Alcott. Almost the exact contemporary of May, Alcott's early life

left him ten years Mars-junior in professional opportunity and sta-
.

were tntirrerbythe-time both were thirty: '.-Alcott's family were farmers: fir ott-::-.; ramoilA

moderate circumstances, working the poor farming courxtry. of Western

Connecticut. These ties confined his education to district schools for

three or four months in the summer and four months in the winter.

After his eighth year Alcott studied in the schools during the winter

term, supplementing this rudimentary instruction with his moth
tutoring and, for a year, with a school kept by the parish minister.

Alcott's aspiration was to become a printer, but his service

was required on the family farm for a'portion of each. year. The only

non-Agricultural pursuit open to him was school-keeping, which could

aft'
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be carried on close to home. In 1816 apt the age of 18, equipped

Only Ihth. h s unsystematic education, Alcott began work as a

schoolmaster. Only after teaching six years did it occur to him

thSt schoolkeeping might be a permanent occupation. It took an

additional foul.- years - ten altogether - before Alcott realized that

his own to ching style might be improved by knowledge of theories'
18and methods of instruction.

The strategies for "improvement "- which Alcott. employed on

his own before 1826 suggest quite specifically the probIm the

friends of education encotmiered in promoting teaching as a pro-

fession. The circumstances under which Alcott undertook his

first school appointment in Wolcott, Connecticut, did not prompt
1.0 : _.--

serious considerS.tions of teit-ching a
U

ything More than a tempo-

rary or accidental occupation. His own community had little cause

to reflect upon methods of improving their teachers, for at that

time, Alcott explained, the art of "governing" a school was regarded

as a "peculiar gift of heaven. " Indeed the suggestion thatinstruction-
.

- al ability could be developed "would have been deemed a strange inno-

vatibn - not to say a dangerous heresy. 1119

Generally, teachers in'rural communities like Wolcott came

immediately from the ranks of the school's' student body. Near the

end of his study in the district schools Alcott had been employed fre-
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quently as a monitor arid, outsidelhe,classroom, as a tutor. Usual-

ly schools employed monitors and tutors when the size of the student

body became too great for one man afid help was needed to keep

order! The oldest students of a class were invited to assume the

responsibility of monitor on the basis of past deportment and physical

size. His eall,...,yAuccess as a discipliriarian, Alcott remarked later,

was "noised abroad)," and he developed.a reputation for "good learn-

ing." In actual fact and by his own admission his only talent was in

spelling, indicating the truth of his own remark "that if this good

learning' had "been duly analyzed, ... I was [but] a good monkey or

parrot."20 His selection as a schoolmaster was not questioned,

since approval was given by orie-man committee composed first of

his father and then his uncle. Alcott scarcely needed to append the

remark that two weeks before entering the schoolhouse, he had not

sought the position nor had ever given schoolteaching consideration

as a serious occupation.

In the third year of teaching Alcott began to realize the value

of having his talents "noised abroad. "I was invited [in 1819] to take

charge of a school, at considerable distance from my former sphere

of labor. What report with her thousand tongues, had testified of

me', I- never knew; I only learned that they wanted a 'smart master',

and therefore came for me ... They wanted one who had the 'gift' of
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21governing.3: Not only did reputation serve to enlarge Alcottds

14;pliere of activity and the number of alternatives open to him, but
.0

an engagement on the basis of general.vreputation gav6 him a particu:
.

lar kind of security. During the following year, for example, Alcott

Was able to divide his duties as schbolmaster with those of a civil

officer in his native town spme distance away, all without fear of

adverse Criticism by either community. Travel between the two

towns and the two' offices sometimes required cancelling his school:

I have sometimes, wbridered how it came to pass that
the people of the district did not complain. But 'the
king, you know, 'can do no wrong, and he who-gets
his name up, may lie in bed all day. I had acquired
... a high reputation in that neighborhood as a schOol-
teacher; and therefore it was, perhaps, that a Sew
irregularities did not easily injure me. 22

Until he decided to commit his energies completely to school-

keeping, Alcott viewed his reputation in the s e way the community

did, as a tribute and an evaluation of his inhere t skill. 'I

A serious commitment, to teaching as a more .permanent career

came in Alcott's sixth year of school-keeping. Afterwards, his esti

mate of the value of reputation took on a different character. Even

in retropect, his deseriptibn of this commitment to teaching re-

tained a tone 'of painful compulsion/

I was now twenty -four years of age; and no occupa-
tion was determined on for life. It was ideal to
think of spending my time as I had done, dividied
among so many' various employments. I wished to
devote myself, for life, t9 keeping school; but what
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encouragement had I to do so? Few didtricts
employed \male teachers except in winter; and
in those which did, I was entirely unacquaintt&I.23

However hesitaneand cautious it may have'been, Alcott!s

commitment marked a shift in his attitude toward the usefulness

of reputation. He began, to speak of "securing his dist ict," of

selecting the town he should serve rather than having e town select

him. He also hoped to capitalize on his notoriety s a schoolmaster

to require any town to appoint him for some period of tenure longer

than the one term which was 'then customary. Reptitation to Alcott

. ,

became less a n atural consequence of inherent skills and more a

manipulable instrument for achieving his own ambitions.

During six years of striving to achie e respect and confidence

as a teacher, Alcott determined to inaugurate sonerapaatic, new,
reforms in his school. He had concluded that any success an indi-

a

vidual teacher could he to achieve toward ixapr,oving Op school
:

system was a function of the public aw,areness of the bold and. estimable

character of his work. Till ,innovations, ,Alcott reasoned, would sure-
,

1..Y have a beneficial effect on the :students and, hopefully, they would

. Serve also to enhance his own reputation, a-circumstance which Would

in,turn, Amble him to initiate further changes. He began with tech-
.

nical improvements: backs for benches, story telling at the beginning

of the day to insure punctuality, ventilation of schoolhouses during
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recess, slates to occupy non,--reciters. °

The chtiges were popular, but they_hardly.affected the funda-

mental. alterations in educational policies and praclices which Alcott

envisioned.- After ix years; his schoolhouse practices had become

so well:kno4n,that he felt able to trade 'on his wide reputation and
L a

suggest a bolder innovation' aimed not at the students but at the

system of school teaching itself. He focused on altering the employ-
...

ment procedures of teachers. Alcott volunteered to have his salary

substantially reduced in exchange for a year-long contract. His terms

were nine dollars a montht to which the school committee agreed one.

the condition that Alcott shorten the school year to eleven months.

Sich negotiations with the school committee carried on by a single

6 'leacher, for his own welfare as- well as that of the schoOl, demonstrated

both to the citizens and to other teachers that an individual school-
,

master could effect substantial changes:

The circumstance [of Alcott sacrificing.a 'Portion of
''his own salary] excited some surprise'throughout
the town. What could it mean Mr a strong, healthy
man, in hi's twenty-fifth Year, to engage for a year,

` a large school, at a hundred dollars, they could
of cpliceive 'There must, they thought, be some

other object intended or aitiad at, or some deep-.
laid scheme to be effected.

..
His extraordinary., sacrifice'of salary, Alcott believed,would

itself argue' 'the difference.... between the efforts of a teacher who

feels that he is concerned in an employment, which is to be his per-
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manentemployraent - one in which and by which he is to gain his

daily bread, and what is of more consequence, his reputation -.and

those of one who is only desirous of teaching a term or two as a

1- preparation for something else, merely to busy himself until he can
,25.get a place which is more profitable.' Atthe very least, Alcott

was convinced, the town would havq to recognize the seriousness of

his purpose as a schoolmaster and the extraordinary talents and
,

sacrifice which should be expected from the local schoolmaster.

Alcott's experiment was only partially successful. Wheii.hd

applied for a continuation of the saice arrangement the next year,

the school commree would agree to a six month ''contract, although

they raised his salary Wo thirteen dollars a month. The community

at laite seemecrto iatisfiedvaqiis irtiaTmer
EP

tion, though,-asAlcott noted, few,visited the,school to see his teach-

ing firsthand. Yet according to the custom of financial support, es-

Connecticut, citizens objected to spending beyond the state

fund allotment; to do so would necessitate taxing thentselves. 0"In

short," Alcott asserted, "a reform was begun, externally. Had I

known at this time a little better how to carry the spirit of reform
t"

into the internal concern of the schbol, much more might have been

accomplished. A good.work was begun; but it was not completed. ,,26

Alcott's extragrdinary exertion during the next few years resulted in
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injury to his health and necessitated a break in)his teaching career.

AAfter suitable rest Alcott began study for the,medical profession,;' N41,

and after six months, he received a license to practice 4urgery and

medicine. After three years in this profession he returiied to teach-

ing. In his Confessions written sonde years later Alcott made'a most
1;)

interesting comment oniiis motivations during this period, III had

only resorted to another professi0 as a discipline to my mind, and

that I might have, as the common-saying is, 'two strings to my biaw,4,

- that is, that I Might have, as a'last resort, and in case of neces-

sity, the benefits of a profession which though respectable I knew 4

I could never love: "27

When Alcott re-entered the classroom, he found that his stature

-r.in-dhe- community NT/s° as much a:function-of his znedicalitraininglas: or.

of the years he had already spent in school-keeping, educational
I

planning d experimentation. It was.an asset and yet a disapptrini-

ment that ublic should consider his medical license a higher

achievement than his years in the common schools, "I had the pre-

possessions of the people in my favor . . They had all heard of my

former reputation, ... and were therefore preparedto hope much -

perhaps too much - from my exertions. "28 His fellow townsmen

considered school-keeping a,much inferior pursuit to that of medical

practice and some were, therefore, prone to regard Alcott with some
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degree of suspicion. For the most part, however, medicar~studies

25

enhanced his reputation; even t&the point of arousing excessive
expectations in regard to his teaching work.

filcottis resumptiOni of school teaching began initially th a"
sense of experimentatiort, much like his previous effort. ver-
theless, his newest educational enterprise in :1825 reflected how.
much Alcott had altered his own attitudes toward educational im-
provement in the years spent away from teaching. "Here I had
resolved," he stated, "on a grand eXperimentvin school keeping,,

although I meant to begin cautiously. It want my intention to
attack or even to slight old ,usages. ,object w Obange the
spirit of the school, ,rather than to innovate largely u z its forms. "29

.Ilia =second experiment was predicated Upon gratitraZfatborthii -dra-
NNmatic innovations. Instead -of a reliance solely upon technical de-
0

vices to manifest his effectiveness in instruction, AleOtt made his N

QRsecond experiment contingent upon an unselfish commitment to educa-
.

tion. While silll proud of k.s previous record of skilled instruction
and of the authority it gave hini n educationabmatters, Alcott be-
gan to consider teaching not only a permanent occupation but an

6actual profession. The transformation from an occupation to a pro-.

fession was recorded in his manual for professional teachers,
Confessions of a Schoolmaster. In the work he described a ten-year
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process.of4conversion to the benevolent and selfless work of in-
.

struction. The form and content of the Confessions demonstrated

the purity of Motive which Alcott believed defined the true profes-

sional. After 1825 Alcott began to stress the formation of individual

character as much as the efficiency of pedagogical skill among the

essential qualifications of a professional teache'. In a short period

of time he reoriented his immediate concern..for professional im-
,

provement from sthemes for enhancing his own reputation aziqictow-
,

ard more diredt forms of enlightening the public about education.

By 1826 Alcott could clarify from his own experience the essen-

tial problem that confronted any young man who aspired to becoine a

professional teacher; On the one hand, his teaching style, Alcott

assumed, should be inrme1 almot completely lm.;the Atensity,2f

his commitment to instruction. The best teacher labored without

reservation and preferred to work "in and out of season, " to cite the

phrase Henry Barnard employed later to characterit Altott,s own

efforts. To intensify and hence improve his manner, of instruction,

the teacher had to give his full attention to the school and the pupils

in his charge. On the other had, the success of his teaching style

was traditionally evaluated by the local community through its school

committee and public approbation, rather than by experienced teachers

ho understood his professional difficulties. At the same. time, the
. -
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teacher who developed improvements had little to do with the process

of judging them. In thp 1820's teachers like Alcott conceived of the

district community as wholly untutored in educational natters, and

pt as possessing total power in admitting or dismissing teachers

and thus in supervising both the form and 'content of instruction.

The entire, question of the traditionally intricate relation bi-
4

tween teacher and community occupied a great deal of Alcott's atten-

tion after 1825. Confronted with the' lack of, any widely recognized

educational standards outside the community to which a teacher might

appeal, the only hope for freeing the sa'hool from total subjugation

to public whim lay in educating the public to advances in teaching

method and practice: This was bound to be a difficult task, and was

one which Alcott was hesitant to impose upon .the 19pa1oteach.er,,

ready so burdened with duties in the classroom. Originally Alcott

had assumed that the entire matter could be overcome by a teacher's

attempting to cultivate public faith and confidence-in himself, that is,

by his acquiring a substantial reputation. lithe local schoolmaster

was trusted, Alcott reasoned, then the community would be willing

to allow him a free hand in the schoolhouse. After 1825, however,

Alcott came to feel that this was rarely a successfql strategy, both

because the school co'in,mittees still retained the power of the purse

and'because most teachers simply could not gain sufficient reputation
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on their own to be free agents.

The !solution to-teacher-commUnity, conflicts, if there was

to be one, would have to be conceived in less personalized terms.

If there was no appeal to generally accepted'norras of school-keeping,

.then t4 community would always retain the final word in educational

debates. This being the case, Alcott realized, the community would

simply have to become enlightened about the nature of,the teaching

enterprise and the specific conduct of its :own school. The public

through its school committees had always insisted upon the right to

be fullyjinforraed about the conduct of the schools, a positiOn 'which

Alcott accepted enthusiastically. In fact, lie" inetisted.that the ar

meat be pushed one step further, and that the public redognize an

(equally strong cilliigation to inforMitself about edutation.',.rAfter*ten

years in common schOols, Alcott felt he was able to distinguish clearly

between those duties of the teacher and those of the communitrio

education. The question then became a technical one: how best to

achieve this increased public knowledge. Preoccupied with this

question and ever anxious to learn Of recent developments in educa-

tion, Alcoft responded enthusiastically to Rev. Samuel May4 notice

of the Brooklyn convention.

Apart from cultivating a personal reputation, there were two

practices or customs already existence by which a teacher might,



attempt to involve and inform the .communityunity on educational issuesattempt

visitations and school exhibitions. Concerned teachers
'1 (

and their sympathizers observed during this period that the one

means by which improvement could be efficiently advanced was
.the visitation. It was realized that an accurate, assessment of a

teacher's Practises could only be made by having been present in

the schoolhouse during actual instruction. If* visitations were con-

ducted systematically and periodically, a teacher's personal re-
.

putation would not havg to carry his government of the classroom.

Unlike reputation, the visitation provided a more sure and direct
V

med:is for the teacher to clarify his methods and aims to-parents

azid;i4teredted citizens:- Alcoa prided himself upon his receptivity

= to, parental visits Andavasdon&ot.challengingi,odvendeicriticisinlk.t

by liotiiV-how little first-hand knowledge was employed either in

supporting or questioning his manner of teaching. 30

Vi?itations, however; presumed communal concern, 'and in

presuming the very characteristic they hoped to. cultivate, etrisita-

ilons remained effeCtive more as an idea than as a practise. Commu-

nities tended to abrogate their responsibility for direct and broad

supervision and support by delegating School Visitors. These

Visitors were poorly paid, if at all, and most frequently they them-.

selves considered the office a mark of the community's respect for
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themselves rather than a serious responsibility to th community.
. .

AIM,' As visits by parents and citizens- grew more and more infrequent
4

during the 1830's the initiative for involving the community' in educa-

.. tion passed back totthe teacher. By 1.840 the whole concept of visita-
,

tion had been reversed. It then meant tIT practice of the local.
.

schoolmaster calling on parents to inform them' 1
em' of his work.

Before the end of the 1820's the only other means fca. enlighten
4

ing the public about improved educational proceddres-was the schoOL:.

exhibition.' At the end of a school term several schools of the

trict assembled at the request of the schobl committee. Teacher

put theii pupils through recitations and exercises most of which they

had prepared especially for the event. These were frequently large

gatherings, sometimes held outdoors, and the occasion ,gradually

became a popular social affair, a seasonal festival for the locality.

Schoolmasters; however, began to object to the exhibition, since

School Visitors viewed exhibitions asosubstitutes for their visita-:

tons. Teachers without interest and ability clearly had reason.to

1)1:11ct, for their success or lack of it was publicly displayed in such

gatherings. But criticism was alsovoiced by able teachers, especially

as they began to think of their work as a distinct and worthy profes-
C

sion. They objected to becoming performers for public entertain-

ment.
32

. The exhibition, as they saw it, was a staged and contrived
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representation of schooling and could hardly sereither to improve
classroom piacedures or for ptiblic enlightenment of them. In the

teacher's view the exhibition, since it confused mere entertain-

ment and serious instruction, was combining two distinct functions.

Gradually commencement exercises assumed the more social aspect

of the exhibition'sctivities, while the lyceum took on the more serious

and professional responsibility of public instruction.

40.

at
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LYCEUMS AND RESTLESS PROFESSIONALS .

32

By 1826 Alcott had come to realize from experiences in his

own community the limitations and weaknesses of the various strate-
f

gies he had employed to advance himself as a teacher and to enrich

the common school s stem in his district. Neither the high esteem

in which he was held throughout the community nor the school exhi-
OR

bitions and visitations in which he had participated had served to

stimulate interest sufficient to accomplish the educational renova-

Lions Alcott's emerging professional awareness demanded. In his

correspondence with Rev. Samuel May, Alcott learned that-tbe Brook-

lyn convention had met with such a surpriSingly favorable reaction

that May had deterinined that it should evolve into u more permanent

organization. May had become acquainted with the lyceum move-

ment, then just beginning under the inspiration of Josiah Holbrook,

and he seized Upon it as a means of carrying on the discussions be-

gun at the convention.
A .

The lyceum as an institution for public instruction had been a

British tradition since the late eighteenth century. What connection

-ar

there was, however, between a British lyceum and its r.
erican counter-

part vas tenuous at best. The essential - and in the context of May's
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33

intention - the crucial difference betireen the two lay in the pelb.-
r

neat and formal quality of the British lyceum tin Enid the term

always designated a building, housing a library, meeting rooms,

etc.) and the casual quality of the American variety. One 1 ceum

lecturer emphasized to his. audiencethis informal charact r;

I hold it to be a positive benefit of the lyceum .

that individuals voluntarily associae for the pur-
poses of mutual improvement - that all distinc-
tions, except those of individual merit: are un-
known - that the object is4to communicate instruc-
tion td each individual - and that the individual is
compelled in a measure to task his powers, to test
his proficiency, to ascertain and supply his defects,
to compare himself with others, and by such compa-
rison to learn to do justice to their pretentions
and to realiv,his own claims, advantages, and
obligations. "

7:-,Lyceum membership of the type May conceived would be.7.-r? concel,

unrestrictive, open to the entire community arid strictly voluntary.

' In fact, the lyceum tried to insure by its organization that every

citizen would have an opportunity for full observation and self-ex-
a

pression on all topics, whatever the individual's background, education

or occupation.

The lyceum aimed at a broad range of public instruction and

was not fcCused primarily upon questions of immediate concern to

teachers. Nonetheless, the lyceum did serve the teacher's efforts

to jmprove education, and during the 1830's the expansion of lyceums
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throughout New England as extraordinary.
34

In part, this ex-

pansion was possible du to the organization's adaptability to forms

es varied as public addresses -conversation or Upon occasions pre-

sentations of model school-classes. The lyceum's chief service,

. to the teacher was the incorporation of the best aspects of visitations

and exhibitions. Like the visitation, the lyceum gave citizens.a

personal knowledge of an individual teacher, his skins and hiS plans;

and.like the exhibition it provided not only the demonstration of differ-

ent teaching styles but the opportunity of di s sing them. The very

informality of the ly precluded, so its proponents believed,

the evils of false display and selfish design which the exhibition

was thought to encourage. 35 The lyceum was neither a wholly serious_

activity like the visitation nor a mere entertainment like the exhibition.

It was, one lyceum exponent claimed, a "rational entertainment. "36

But, above 'all else, May's lyceum and its counterparts enabled the

:teacher to participate directly with the community in the 'evolution

of educational and professional standards.

In championing the-lyceum concept Rev. Samuel 1VIay had stressed

its service in advancing local community interest and knowledge both-

of teaching and of teachers. 37
There was, however, latent within

the lyceum another service, one which Alcott wished to eiploit. Al-

though his own years in common schools had given him a firm appre-

ciation of the value of serving a community sophisticated in education-
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al matters, he was even more interested in employing lyceums for

the professional benefit of teachers. Alcott's youth had made him

acutely aware of the need for establishing and enh.an.cingfeducation

as a recognized profession among those whose only career it was.

-One of the most serious impediments to such recognition had been

the lack of a sense of communality among teachers themselves.

"How much the young need wisdom," he exclaimed in his Confessions

of a Schoolmaster, "especially at an age when they are exposed to

danger! How valuable at this period, are faithful friends! Would

that I could haVe had but one! Even one continued remonstrant would
38''probably have saved me from many errors and much sorrow. , If

teachers working throughout.a state- or county could assemble at a
(

lyceum to,discuss their problems and compaie methods, they would,

he felt, come away with at-least a feeling of professional kinship.

This awareness was every bit as important a contribution of a lyceum

as increased public interest. The tendency to view the lyceum from

the teacher's Viewpoint rather-than that of the public distinguished

May and Alcott despite their broad kindred sense of educational commit-
.

ment. May was after X11 primarily a minister, while Alcott was a
,-

teacher only. In this context May tended to stress the importance of

communal support for and. interest in public education; Alcott was

more concerned with the professional improvement of common school
1
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teachers.

If a lyceumys purpose was tb improve the public-regard for

the importance of education as well as to improve teacher efficiency

through mutual instruction, its very success seems to have belied

its purposes. those communities where the operatfon of the lyceum

demonstraled the value of patient search for efficient teachers,

citizens became more willing to augment their portion from the state

appropriations to attract such teachers. Indeed the competition fc:r

well-reputedleachers and for the establishment of model school insti-

tutions became for .many New Unglind towns the sign not only of social

-welfare but of benevolence and moral health. Innumerable articles

in the educational literature asserted that the condition of the school-

house indicated precisely the phpracter of the town..

Concomitantly the teacher who participated in mutual instruction

within a lyceum learned not only techniques of improved teaching but

also of professional opportunities elsewhere. To the extent that a

more competitive community and more ambitious teachers resulted

from the proliferation of lyceums - the only organizations for educa-

tional improvement in this period, - the effect of a successful lyceilm

was to draW efficient teachers from one local community to another

and thereby to insure in the occupation of teaching a heightened mobility.

To Many teachers like .Alcatt this mobility, although it freed the teacher
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from dependence upon one locale, prevented teaching from attaining

the permanency and stability which characterized the highest forms

of the established professtons.

A combination of these factors operated in the professional
t

careers of both William Alcott and his more famous cousin and

fellow teacher, Amos Bronson Alcott. The Brooklyn lyceum pro-
,

vided both Alcotts with advantages which their teaching styles, repu-

tations and prospects (all of which were practically identical) would

probably not otherwise have afforded them. The advantage lay not

so much in having attended a lyceum, the benefit of which was not

widely recognized before 1830, but rather through the personal ac-

quaintances and friendships which a teacher formed there. In addl-

.,- tion,tsan incipient, sense of professional IcirisAip-mspsorn.9.,,greatAr

knowledge of teaching method, the lyceum bestowed that traditionally

useful- quality of American professional advancement - social Connec-

tion. Alcott and his cousin by being brought into contact with the

friends of education, many of whom were influential and widely re-

spected, were drawn away from their native region of western

Connecticut and steered to Boston where the high salaries of teachers

made the city an,index of New England's best teachers.

Although they were perhaps more, ortunate than many young

men who attempted to improve their work in teaching, the Alcotts'
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r.careers beyond the Brook lyii lyceum and May's role in their advancer

merit suggests the highly practical and personal benefit that teachers

drew from the early lyceums. William Alcott's letter to May in

1826 reported the efforts which he and his cousin made in western

, Connecticut during the preceding ten years. May became sufficiently

interested in their work that he invited Amos Bronson Alcott to his

Brooklyn parish for a visit. This first visit developed into several

during which Bronson Alcott gradually came in contact with some of.

May's Boston friends. Alcott went on to Boston with high recommenda-

tion from May, and, there established one of the early Infant Schools

in the United States. Eventually he founded there the controversial

Temple School, conducted with the assistance of Tlizabeth Peabody,

the sister-in-law of Horace Mann and Nathaniel Hawthorne. Soon

Alcott was befriended by Ralph Waldo Emerson andthe Transcendenta-

list group in. Concord, Massachusetts, where he spent the remainder

of his life as School Visitor and resident philosopher. His most
A

educational experiment came with the founding of the utopian commu-

bity, Fruitlands. Certainly his career was not hindered by the fact

that in May, 1830, shortly after his arrival in Boston, he married the

sister of Rev. Samuel May. 40

The Brooklyn lyceum provided similar professional opportuni-

ties for William Alcott. Within a year or two after his attendance at
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this lyceum, he too travelled to Boston with letters of introductions

from May to some of his influential friends, notably the Rev. William

Ellery Charming. 41
When in 1830 the editorship of the only educa-

tional journal in the United States was transferred frOm one of May's

close friends, William Russell, to William Chsrrning Woodbridge,

a cousin of Rev. Channingat was not mere accident that William

Alcott became first Woodbridge's assistant and later editor of the

retitled journal, The American Annals of Education. 42 its

responsibility was ultimately directed toward informing the public,

the lyceum also served, therefore, to place teacheis whose aim

preparation and qualifications would not readily suggest them to

respectable and prestigious positions of instruction.. For many

rural. ew England teachers the lyceum became, if not a bridge to

Boston, at least a bridge to better opportunities in other towns.

If both Alcotts expe need the advantages of Boston and un-

.,common professional oppo ties, they also recognized' he for

tuitous quality of their opportunity. The professional contribution

of both men subsequently reflected an attempt to make their own ad-

vantages not just accidents of circumstance but opportunities which

the( profession itself systematically provided to talented young teachers

like themselves. They spent a substantial portion of their remaining

work in education, but not as teachers of local or even city schools.
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By thq end of the 1830's the Alcotts had committed themselyes to

writing and lecturing among lyceums, seeking to provide for many .
.

local communities the service May had provided for them. 43 While

such full-time educational proselytizing, especially in the travels

of William. Alcott, was a novelty in the early 1830's, the Alcotts'

work served as a precedent for much of the 'abor in behalf of edu-

cational reform carried- out by Josiah Holbrook, Charles Brooks and

Horace Mann. In William Alcott's subsequent effort to render teach-.

ing a distinct and special profession the education of the community

and the contribution of the lyceum were neither abandoned novig-

flared. Still, after the work of teachers like Al Cott and men like

May the role of the community increasingly became a separate,.
thoughsignificant, 'aspect of the professional preparation of teachers.

'4,

William Alcott's extensive travels to lyceum8 reflected also the in-

creasing concern of teachers and the friends of education for special-

ized organizations, professional preparation and systematic proce-
.

dures for selecting and improving talented young Men for teaching.

The Alcotts had no better experience than their own lives to

demonstrate the necessity of evolving institutions which would be

wholly dedicated to the preparation of teachers. Talent, ambition,

common sense, inventiveness, community trust,
% sense of kinship
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with other teachers, career mobility and increased social status

could carry a person, just so far in approaching' secure professional

standards. As long as the only forum for teacher advancement re

mained the lyceum in its informal and unspecialized form, there

would be something lacking in the teaching profession - namely;

institutions for educating the educators._

41 s
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PART II

Fli.01V1 CONSECRATION TO C NVERSION:

EARLY EXPERIMENTS IN PROFEgSIO L PREPARATION,

1825 -1837
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Only admit the importance of the object [a seminary
for the preparation of teachers], (and who can -deny
it) and it looks like an impeachment of their Chris-
tian sincerity, to suppose that among those hundreds
of young men who are pressing forward into the ranks
of charitable enterprise, none can be persuaded to
enter upon a domestic field of labor, which promises
so much fox-the advancement of the Redeemer's kingiata.
No, only let the project be begun, let the way ,of use-
fulness be opened, let the countenance and support of
even a few pious and influential individuals be afforded,
and I am persuaded that agents to carry on the work,
at least to commence it, will not be wanting.

-- Rev. Thomas IL Ga Daudet, 1825

My preparation for school-keeping consisted, primarily
in attending the district school near my native home
from three to four months every-Winter, Irony-the-age
of four to thirteen, andra few months every summer,
from that of four to eight ... For .I scarcely ever had,
in4my early life, 'notwithstanding my ambition, one se-
rious thought of 'keeping school' myself.

--- William A. Alcott; 1839
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4: THE UNH)LY WASTE OF YOUNG MEN

From earliest times the education of American children had

been within the prerogative and power of churches,and-ministers..

The evolution toward recognition of a professional 'educational system

in America as a consequence progressed only as rapidly as did recog-

nition of the professional status of teaching. CoMucting elementary

and district schools had been a traditional, ate dant function of an

American minister's duties with clergymen co, ucting tutoridls and

small,classes as an integral part of their religious duties. During

the eighteenth century, -moreover., the instructio4 of youth provided

men of God with a means of supplementing their salary. In both legis-.

lation and public opinion a habit of thought emerged which regarded the

instruction of youth as a sacred responsibility. This habit perdured

into the early decades of the'nineteenth century, even as school-

keeping became separated from a minister's numerous tasks. By

1820 instruction itself had become a full-time occupation and during
9

this period 'ministers increasingly left the actual teaching to others.

The instruction of children became a work for persons undivided by

. other occupational loyalties.

This rearrangement of the minister's involvement in education
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set the stage for a broader eductttional development, the distinct

forms of which began to take shape from the early 1820's to the Civil

War. Whereas during the early part of the nineteenth century, the

actual instruction of the young became less and less a specific part

of the ministerial vocation, ministers did not siinply abandon the

education of the young. They insisted on preserving for Themselves

the role of advisors ,and overseers as members of *the school com-

mittee in local communities. In such positions they dide important

work of selecting those who actually taught. They also sustained

their influence in the educational sphere by officiating as School

Visitors, whose principal duty involved-the semi-annual inspection

of the school committee's selection. Frequently the law designated

zeveral-leading men in a comraunityas Visitors-pbut.often.only,Thes- v t.ry ha S....4 1.4

minister performed this task with any regularity, thus providing the

only continuity among the Visitors) Finally, a number of ministers

saw school-keeping as simply a social extension of the pulpit, an

effective and distinct mode of implementing their sacred calling.

Such men left the ministry in order to commit themselves whole-

heartedly to what had been the irregular and subordinate functiop of

their earlier profession.

Much of the actual school-keeping of this period, hayirever, had

little to do with ministers. The majority of persons in education were
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yoking men in need of temporary' jobs to finance other aspirations.

The influx of such young men sparked a crucial issue, the question

of standards and needs in professionalizing teachers. Some very

specific reasons engendered these discussions. The most fortunate

communities of New England staffed theirchools with young men

who spent their winter vacations from college in their native tors._
a

Frequently the town fathers had to employ considerable persuasion

with the young man and his parents in order to compq,him to ex-

change private study'or vacation travel for the instruction of a hete-

rogeneous group of youth, most of whom were not much younger

than himself. In addition, many cikzens -rebelled against the higher

costs of maintaining a school staffed by college thtudents; the sala-

txr.:4 thiAeLrAquirAd ggcp-,94,AvorilttA.nt,fog:,the ..service rendered. ..Not,417-

frequently committees preferred young men who plied a local trade

when not teaching school. When the ground was frozen, farmers

often occupied themselves ateaching in the district schools in lieu of

handcrafting domestic objects for their families or for sale. In such

a situation it was not s6prising that men concerned with improving

schools and education would soon raise questions abouttitability
44,

of such practices in so important and "sacred" an activity.

Professionally trained indiiriduals, especially ministers,

were the mostifrequent critics ofthe values and mechanics in the
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existing procedures for training teachers.' One of the earliest and

most important of such statements was contributed by the Reverend

Thomas H. Gallaudet. His newspaper articles, Which appeared in

The Connecticut Observor of Hartford in January of 1825, were soon

republished in pamphlet form and later were reprinted in numerous

educational journals. Undoubtedly he found this notoriety as grati-

fying as it was surpris since in the early years of the century

very little discussion had occurred about any educational topic, and

no educational literature existed before 1827 to provide supporting

authority. Not that Gallaudet needed substantial supporting authority.

In the year of this publication, 1825, he was nearing the peak of his

effectiveness in one of the most publicized philanthropic experiments

of the;'daY. Gallaudet Was' thitiy-eight years! otcr.aniflia.dIfcii%theIiast

eight years acted the American. Asylum for the Deaf and Dumb,

which he had founded at Hartford. At this time, too, he was sought

after to assume the direction of several educational and benevolent

organizations and was engaged in corresponderice beyond the bounds

of his native country.2 In a word, he was a commanding figure f

a puinber of `charitable efforts, like the institution he currently di-

rected, which had substantial investments in matters of education.

During the 1820's the recurrent theme of Gallaudet's articles

centered on the need for a seminary, devoted exclusively to the train-
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ing of teachers. His innovation of the proposal rested explicitly on

the assertion that, if teachers were ever to achieve maturity and
40,

profitable training, the only way was by "a diligent course of pre-
paration and a long discipline in the school of experience. "3 A

special trinity of priorities informed this preparation. First, teach-
ing had to be made a "distinct profession or,calling." Secondly,

npvices in the occupation must yield to those who-hasre experience

in the work, and finally they must "devote themselves to it, and ...
pass through all the preparatory steps which are necessary for thee

consummation, of their acquaintance, both with theory and practice.'

Over and over again Gallaudet's articles focused on the needs,

which would be met by his proposal, especially the need for young

xp,eillto prepare for teaching careers through specializ4d2training..

'4

Comparatively little discussion occurred about the mechanics of such

an institution. Without "auxiliaries" like seminaries, he envisioned

individuals would be forced "to grope their way, through a long and

tiresome process." Such institutions, he suggested, would "render

a thousand times more easy, rapid and delightful, " a course of

strained and painful effort. The product of the seminary, the pre-

pared teacher, would through his apprenticeship have enlisted an

"entire devotedness," an "undivided consecration, " and a fitness for

success in his profession. The promise of the specified "terms of
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years" in the proposed training school-wciuld be an imme
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e and

subsequent achievement of the highest arid n7st positive sort. If

one's qu ications were commensurate, any hesitancy to commit

oneself to such a regimen could conceivably raise doubts about one's

spiritual condition among prospective teachers. The absence of

immediate "consecration" to this benevolent work, Gallaudet judged,
5"almost looks like an impeachment of their Christian sincerity."

The primary dread playing through Gallaudet's writings was

the fear that a particular kind of waste would be he by-product of

this absence(of formal teacher training, namely, the loss poten-

tially proSesaional talent. The analogy of-the teacher's pligh

other professions which had achieved by 1830 tangible 'forms of so-,

cial esteem and influence made this sense of loss particularly keen.

Whether he discussed lawyers, ministers, physicians or even the

mechanical trades, Gallaudet emphasized that the striving for

qualitative workmanship in one's occupation was more than a 'service

which the public aggressively sought and had a rigt to expect. The
'41

orderly production of such workmanship was a justification of

"Christian sincerity, " a virtue which could only be achieved by

some form of specialized training. Even a gardener's task, he

observed, must proceed' upon softie datured and well understood
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plan of operation. On this subject I can hardly restrain my emo-
6

tions." And again:

"Here, as in everything else, system is of the
higjest importancIr Nothing should be left to
whim and caprice ... Then Might we hope to see
the heart improved, while the mind expanded;
and knowledge, human and divine, putting forth its
fruits, not by the mere dint of arbitrary authority,
but by the gentler persuasion of motives addressed
to those moral principles of our nature, the cultiva-
tion of which reason and religion alike inculcate. "7

Arbitrary authority, whim, caprice and groping were some-

how to be excluded in the operations of the teachers' seminary. By

contrast with these evils, the matters of the heart paced themselves

by moral principles, operated only with the indirect force of gentle

persuasiveness_and externalized themselves in the affairs of reason

and religion. In Gallaudet's mind the seminary was directed ag

ills far broader than th9se which impirr ed specifically upon educa-

tion and the occupations of teach s. It was, in ahort, a formidable

counter to all forms of moral debility. The need to prevent moral -

debility in American society through the enlistment as teachers of

inspired, though often professionally anxious young men, was to

Gallaudet a paramount need of the young republic.

The public, Gallaudet asserted, could not aecept an unsystema-

tized preparation for any professional activity. Without structure /
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and planning, proper qualifications were left to the determination

of "solitary, unaided, unadvised, untaught, inexperience&efforts. "8

Gallaudet reinforced his relentless explicitness of this point by an

appeal to general public values which, he assumed, disparaged any

manifestation of disorder and waste in human affai s. He could as

easily have dramatized these values by a description of his own ex-

perience, which probably hovered in his consciousness as he wrote

these pieces at the end of 1824.

After his graduation from Yale in 1805 Gallaudet arranged

himself, as did the majority of his graduating class that year, 9

in a study of the law. His access to the library and office of the

Hon. Chauncey Goodrich10 was an uncommon opportunity. Yet after

a -shbil time a deteriokationi-Of health corlipelle'd. Erb; degartiire mom

that office. Apparently his health was not so severely impaired to

warrant a refusal of Yale's offer to appoint him a tutor in the College.
-44

Before long, that occupation, too, proved somehow unworkable for

him. Gallaudet then went west t? try his hand as a merchant. This

venture eventually returned him to New York, where he once again

was unable to complete a basic apprenticeship. In 1811 he joined

Rev. Nathan Strong's First Congregational Church of Hartford. In

the fall of that year he took up the study of,-44eology at the recently

formed seminary at Andover, Massachusqtts. Within the next three
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years he received his education and a license to preach and re-

turned to Hartford to await the call f,r4iiv a congregation.

In the period, of months while he waited, Gallaudet occupied

himself with experiments in educating the deaf and dumb daughter

of his neighbor, Dr. Mason' Cogswell. In April, 1815, still un-

called, Gallaudet once again committed himself to a wholly new

activity, which required a different preparation.. Alroup of Thene-

volent neighbors" in Hartford, headed by Dr. Cogswell, offered to

finance a two-year trip to Europe for him to study the methods of

instructing the deaf and dumb. ,Gallaudet returned from Europe in

April, 1817 and opened the American Asylum for the Deaf and Dumb

in Hartford. 11 The process of fitting himself for his profession had

dozen years since his graduation frora....college,andfour..

false starts, only one of which, the ministry, even4'11 remotely approxi-

mated the systematic preparation outlined in his articles on the*semi-

nary for teachers. Although Gallaudet's early experiences concluded

more fortunately than those of other y6ung men who shared his aspi-

rationb, the broad contour of this meandering was not uncommon in

the period. Gallaudet's conception of the value of system anclPhis per-

sonal erratic pursuit of a calling form the boundaries of one.r.of the
0

important social and moral problems of this period.

In the context of his own experience Gallaudet's seminary pro-
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posal became a specific antidote for the= special dread which emanat-

ed from a young man's meandering and wasteful engagements.. This

real fear was the waste of a dozen prime years of a young man's

life with the concomitant accusation, whether expressed or implied,

that his "Christian sincerity" was wanting. This kind of waste im-

plied a lack of interest in fulfilling moral obligations;. it might also

indicate a willingness to risk temptation and moral corruption. Too

long a hesitancy to engage a calling raised questions about a young
o

man's genuine fervor and Christian sincerity.. If such sincerity

were pure, Christian, humility would-qualify a young man's aspira-

tions, and his goals would be conditioned to his abilities. In other

words, proper preparation gave an individual a framework for self-

understanding, an ability to commit: himself, wholly to, a workof which

he was capable. It acted also as a caution to pride and kept him from

overtaxing his abilities for the sake of ambition.

While engaged in his last preparation Gallaudet's letters

from Europe repeatedly described to hid benefactor the intense na-

ture of his commitment to the instruction of the deaf and dumb. The

frequency and fervor of these descriptions seem more concerned

with a verification of his benefactor's trust than with the communica-

tion of his thoughts and feelings to a respected friend. Quite likely,
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this stress was a funclion of his previous failure to enlist his "en-/
tire devotedness" in any sustained, effective way. Precisely be-

cause his previous advantages for preparation had been somewhat

exceptional, his sensitivity to this failure would have been more

than just embarrassment. "I begin to think, " he wrote Dr. Cogswell,

"that one intention of Providence, in permitting some men to reach

lofty heights of intellectual excellence while their hearts are stranr

gers to the love of God, is to illustrate in the clear light of the. approach-

ing futire world, how 'insignificant and worthless are the proudest re-

quirements and efforts of genius, that idol of literary paganism,

when contrasted with the silent and despised graces of moral worth.n 12

Such passages suggest also the all important feature of any course

of preparation; they demonstrate that 'preparation provided an oppor-

tunity for manifesting a Christian sincerity by "professing'it.

These prOfessions gave a particular character to preparation and,

to an extent, shielded a young man from the implication of insincerity

and wastefulness during the time of study for his calling.

Thus, only secondarily did preparation involve the training to

, a particular task or occupation; primarily it provided an individual

conditioning which would apply to any worthy occupation. This con -

ditioning Gallaudet called it "training up" -- did not circumscribe

an individual's potential for good but shaped it, or aided in the shap-
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ing of it, in order to realize and mature one's latent Powers. The

auxiliary institution Gallaudet described was fundamentally ursiob-
)

trusive; its positive effect upon an individual's moral character

was indirect and subtle, if the seminary was conceived to have any

measurable effect' at all. In this context there emerged something

of the difficulty men like Gallaudet had in conceiving what the pur-
,

pose and nature of the seminary was to be. Assessments to the

institution's actual effect were couched in analogy and hyperbole

rather than definition. A young man's groping, loneliness and
r.

awkwardness, for example, were not eliminated by seminary train-,

ing; tite/stay became "a thousand times more easy, rapid, and de-

lightful." The process of seminary preparation neither wholly created

nor wholly removed any aspects of a student's character or commit-

ment, at least not directly.

The more important factor in thraining of talented individuals

was their own consecration, their own devotedness and willingness

to undergo some sacrifice for their aspirations, their personal pre!

fession. Paradoxically, the value of the institution of preparation

was sustained only by a Christian assiduity, a sincerity which the stu-

dent brought to the seminary and which was unaffected by the institu-

tion in any positive and direct manner. The fact of a sustained educa-
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tion in a seminary became almost as important as the kind of educa-

tion a seminarian received. Particularly for ministers like..Gallau-

det a prepara\ory education seemed to be as important in manifest-

ing his personal devotedness and consecration as the occupation

. which would logically follow as a consequence of preparation. Train- .

i.ng and maturity were, in his own words, achieved by diligent

course of preparation and a long discipline in the school of experiencer13

0 Still, in his concern for the early consecration of a young man's life,

Gallaudet necessarily became less anxious about the particular,

eventual manifestation of commitment -- ultimately experience in

work determined that - and more about the fact of being ready and

qualified to do the will of Providence. Schooltgaching was one of

many occupations well adapted young malebitiftnseAtinizi:1iovidence.

The term, seminary, could refer to the preparation of more than one

occupation. His particular emphasis upon the highly personal devoted-

ness of an aspirant professional kept him from clarifying how an insti-:

tution for preparation could engage a young man in a work of Provi-

deribe.
A.6 c
The conception of a teacherls seminary responded to the need

for enlisting the Christian sincerity of young men in benevolent enter-

prises. In the initial stages, however, such seminaries merely locat-.

ed the real ground of such men's fear, the limbo between college and
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personal calling. Increasingly the discussions of a professional

preparation of teachers itibluded an anxiousness over this period of

a young man's life. This worry was as much a function of concern

for the fate of young men as it was for the unworthiness of young

men who misapplied their advantages. In this context, preparation

itself came dangerously close to unworthy inactivity, needless pro-

crastination and lack of Christian sincerity. As a state distindt

from the activity requiring it, preparation interjected a qualification

into the genuine conceiji for moral worth and Christian sincerjity.

The longer mite remained patient in the limbo, the more one risked
P

challenge to spiritual values, for such values were only sustained

in a worldly context by activity in their behalf. While one waited

for the: opportunity decreed by Providence, one might.Nra.ste substan-

tial amounts of precious time.

Preparation precluded the simple polarity between worthy

and unworthy activity, since it was pursued before one's calling

was clear, yet it could not approach the dignity of that calling once

engaged. It was a kind of worthy inactivity which demanded scrutiny

lest one develop a habit of not recognizing' opportunity,.until (pride-

fully) a young man was convinced of his,own readiness. Was there

a way of working immediately for one's eventual, temporal work with-

out complete devotedness but also without being accused of halfhearted
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cqnsecration, which implied divided loyalties and insincerity? This

Implicit ambiguity about preparation reflected itself in the ambiguity

of Gallaudetis conception of a seminary and a profession. In his

attempt to conceive preparation as a worthy enterprise, Gallaudet

filled his discussions with appeals to quality, with a.nalogies to re-.

spected occupations and with hopeful prognostications. However,

greater clarity could only emerge when an institution for instructing

teachers was actually founded.

7
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5. PUBLIC INSTRUCTION AS A LESSER MINISTRY

Before 1830 the orientation of young men to teaching proceeded

somewhat similarly to the ways ministers trained young men for

their profession. Usually this preparation for the ministry In-

cluded a few students working and studying in a minister's own

home and parish. The discretion of the older man and/or the re

sources of the younger generally determined the durationeand intensity

of preparatory training. Virtually all the preparation was incorporat-

ed into the workings of an active church. The enlistment of pious

young men advanced through study and the practical observation of

sh work. Likewise in teaching, experienced schoolmasters took

particular pains with a few selected pupils in the course of regtilar

. teaching. Proficiency coincided with one's degree of exposure to

proven techniques observed in practice. Beyond these general simi-

larities the development of training procedures for ministers and

/teachers reflected even inOre specifically common aspects. These

)4-4
r--

resemblances were hardly surprising, since the earliest conceptions

of preparation were advanced by ministers. The establishment of

the first school for training teachers in 1823, for example, is generally

attributed to the Congregationalist minister, Samuel Read Hall. 14
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Hall's own experience suggests how preparation for the ministry

naturally grew into a similar training for an associated occupation.

In 1814, at age nineteen, he began his own.studies for the ministry

with Rev. Daniel Gould, who had succeeded Hall's father as pastor

in the town of mford, Maine. The next year Hall began teaching

winter school in Rumford and neighboring Bethel in order to sup-
.,

port his studies since his father left no patrimony. The few imProve-
.

nients Hall introd'uced, especially at Bethel, achieved widespread

public attention. When public appr ciation expressed itself in a

he was able to fina ice study at an academy in
ti ,

North Maine under the direction of Rev. V. Little. In

the autumn of 1818 he entered the Kimball. Union Academy at Plain-

field.; New Hampshire, where some) assistance was offered to young
z

men preparing for the ministry. For three yearsihe remained there,

teaching the winter schools in the nearby towns and developing a re-

putation akin to his earlier one at Bethel. His health, never strong,

proved sufficient reason to abandon the academy and his inteni on of

going to college. Still committed to the professiorPet the

however,. Hall went to Woodstock, Vermont, where he studied with

Rev. W. Chapin and a short time later with Rev. W. Eaton in Fitch-

burg, Massachusetts.

While at Fitchburg_several clergymen warned him of the dangers
tk)
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of deferring his entrance upon the actual work of the ministry. Un-

convinced himself that his studies had been sufficiently advanced

and thorough, Ha,11 submitted the decision of embarking into minis-

terial work to the Worcester North Association, which licensed

. him. Soon after, he received a commission from the Domestic

Missionary. Society of Vermont to labor in Concord. Hall's first

duties in Concord were those of a S .
ool. Visitor. In this office he

discovered that the conditions of the schools were far below his own

standards. Within the year the public of Concord called him to be

°their pastor, a position he accepted upon condition that he devote

the majority of his time to a special school for training tea hers.

The school he opened in March, 1823 was the first normal 'school in

.Arneiica. It was to be -his

Concord for the next six years. In the circuitious.course of his

early (reparation, in.Ws sensitivity to the unsystematic nature of that

preparation (he called it "inadequate"), and in the comparatively late

enlistment of a calling (he was twenty-eight),Hall's career paralleled

that of Gallaudet. These similarities also suggest common con -

'ceptions about preparation and professionalization, and they can ex-

plain much about the similarities and differences between a minister's

and a teacher's preparation.

For so many young men like Hall teaching was an occupation by
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default. Itiitially his work in the schoolhouse simply financed his

aspirations for another profession. His lack of physical and finan-

cial resources eventually caused some alterations in how hi pre-

pared for the ministry. The staggered order of hiistudies created

some ambiguity, evenAn his own mind, about the degree of his pre-

paredness. Even when he finally entered the ministry, Hall partici-

pated little, if at all, in the decision to conclude his preparation.
ey

His actual,, ministerial assignment as a home missionary did not

necessitate preaching of a scholarly nature, -which was demanded by

many establishedygregations. Nor did his eventual ministerial

function as a schoolteacher presume a background of systematics

theological study. In this respect the missionary and the school -
0

rteacher -were 'parallel works.- -Both were-fprimarRy concerned-with

aiding Providence's design; both had broad, unspecified duties to

unstable communities; and, for men With Hall's aspirations, both

permitted unscholarly forms of preaching. Nevertheless, Hall tried

to give schoolteaching a dignity and system comparable to that of the

ministry.15

During the early nineteenth century the use of institutions which

were designed exclusively for professional training was in America

a new means of elevating the prestige and effectiveness of certain

occupations. The established professions had already begun to de-

.
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velop strategies which teachers, in turn, began to copy. Andover

Theological Seminary, founded in 1808, where Thomas Gallaudet

received his training, was the first institution a its kind in the

United States. physicians had something of, a precedent for formal

training, since the lectures in chemistry at the College of Phi la-

delphia (later the University of Pennsylvania) had developed into a

semi - systematic= preparation as early as 1768. Still, the establish-

ment of a distinct school of preparation, a permanent faculty, a

student body distinguished from the regular college undergraduates,

laboratory practice and less arbitrary Europeanized standards did

not occur at the University of Pennsylvania, Brown, Harvard, the

College of Physicians and Surgeons of New York City or elsewhere
1

untiLthe early. nineteenth centurys.ailn Connecticut, the Litctifi,eld,

Law School, the_first institution of its kind in America, began the

training of legal minds and skills about 1798. 16
Hall's efforts in be-

half of teachers simply reflected these broader experiments in pro-

fessional education. For none of these professions, however, were

the precedents sufficiently compelling to have determined in any

rigid manner the character of preparation. Indeed the novelty or

absence of such precedents in America' played an important part in

the sanction to experimentation with the forms of occupational

procedur, at this time.
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The incorporalion of educ.ational experimentation into the re-
.

gular course of a community-supported school provided a natural

means for improving the instruction of teachers and children alike.

In Halls early school at Concord, for example, the younger children

were gathered together in order that he might demonstrate his methods

and attitudes to the older students. Still, the number he trained for

. school-keeping, as he termed it, was apparently small. Neverthe-

less, the school was a means of publicizing the results of a success-

ful experiment in awakening public interest in the status of teaching.

(In order to reach many who did not attend his\ gchool, friends in

Boston encouraged Hall to commit his lectures on teaching to print.

The highly successful volume which followed was primarily respons-

1131e-for the offer he received in 1830 from the triistees \of:the Phillips.

Academy at Andover. The trustees of this old and respected insti-

, tution intended Hall to take charge of the newly created English

Department. This addition 1 course of instruction would respond,

they hoped, to the needs of t ose who intended to teach, in the common

schools and of those who did not pursue the classical course neces-

sary for college. After a long correspondence with the Academy's

trustees in which he argued the inadequacies of his early education,

Hall accepted the principalship of the new department or seminary,

as it was variously called.
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Andover was a logical4ocation for the prototype teacher's

seminary in several impOrtant ways. First; it met an important

qualification which Gallaudet himself hd specified as crucial, name-

ly, its jiealthy endoWment. The Phillips Academy had been founded

and directed by the watlthy family of Samuel Phillips since 1780

and was the first institution of its kind in Amdri ca. Secondly; it

had highly significant theological ties. Since 1808 and the founding

of the'first theological seminary in America on the Academy's grounds,

Andover had become the focal point for young men who wished to pre-

pare for the ministry, but who preferred to, avoid exposure to the

liberal Unitarian teaching at places like Harvard. Thirdlyt the

proximity to thd theological seminary assured that the Teacher's
4r

11,0 k-vm, 1,40 V.' I: ;if ,,O,F+ ourseseminary, or. Departthent would be staffed by men, who, it they were
Cr

not alrady properly prepared for such work, would at least be pro-

perly committed. Hall found such men in F. A. Barton and Lionel

Tenney, who combined their studies at the theological seminary
17with their instruction of aspirant teachers. Finally Andover in

1830ipossessed some of the strongest intellectual resources in

America, not only with scholars, like Moses Stuart, Leonard Woods

and Frederick Emerson but also with one of the largest libraries

in the country. 18

The two seminaries at Andover dramatized the options ren to
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a young man who wished to engage in a 'sacred calling. The prestige

and twenty-two year history of the theotogical seminary there -- not

to mention the tradition of the ministry in general -- embodied a
N

value which in 1830 did not' need to be advertised. The Teacher's

Seminary, however, had not such history or significance. Evey though

the director of the new institution Sympathized with the sacred impli-

cathins of an instructor's calling; ministerial control insured a con-

ception of schoolteaching as subordinate to aministerial one. A

young man's choice of either seminary implied certain t gs about

the chooser,his talents and aspirations as the very structure and

program of the Teacher's Seminary suggested. The school was se-

Nparated into three sections: a Teache s Department which involved

course orinsti,fidttegPenctkinpatising Itildgt?litteig Etgusill en 4s

branches pursued in the colleges ,together with special training in tti-e

art and science of teaching; a General Department, enrolling most

of the students, was shorter, more irregular and entered by those
4

not quite equipped for the Teacher's Department; and, 'a Prepara-
t

tory Department, essentially an English school for boys, was usually

taught by a separate instructor and was under the general guidance

of the Principal of the Teacher's Seminary.19

In general, an English school excluded the Latin curriculum,

studiedby those who planned to enter college. Attendance, therefore,
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at the English school of the seminary implied a student was. pre-

paiing for a trade or business. This implication of inferiority," or

at least of disadvantage by comparison with the classical education

in Phillips Academy, shortly transferred from the Preparatory

Department to the upper two sections of the Teacher's Seminary as

well. Initially, however, no subtle inequities between the prepa-

ration of future teachers and the preparation of future ministers,

lawyers and doctors in the Academy had been intended. The trust-

ees of Phillips Academy had carefully investeAetween two and three

thousand dollars in a prodigious set of school apparatus. In addi-

tion, they erected a two-storied stone builddig, exclusively for the

Alse of the Teacher's Seminary.

aztre.;!-: rtDespite all-the preparation and Hall's enthusiasm,-rthexperi--,17.1c:nts

ment at Andover was somewhat less than successful. Students did

not flock to the seminary, Gallaudet's "Christian Sincerity" notwith-

standing. Hall remained Principal of the Seminary for seven years

and was succeeded by the Rev. Lyman Coleman, who in turn presided

until November, 1842 when the entire project was abandoned. 20
In

the twelve earmf the Seminary's life approximately 600 students

attended. Of that number, however, less than one hundred com-

pleted the entire course. Though the experiment began hopefully with

eighty students, subsequent enrollments of continuing students w're
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always disprop ate to the student body as a *hole. In the peak

year of 1835, for ex ple, the three departments of the Seminary

totaled 190 students. Only 13 in the Senior, Class of the Teacher's

Department completed the entire course requirements.21 The failure

of the enterprise was attributed, to a want of funds. 22
Initially the.

funds had not been lacking and had been invested generously in appoint-

ments and facilities. After two years, the trustees of the Seminary,

who were also the trustees of Phillips Academy, even instituted a

policy of assisting indigent students as they had always done for

financially strapped young men in the classical department at Andover.
4

Financial aid was provided if the student in the Teacher's Seminary

had completed one school term and#ras considered a proper candidate.

This-policy compelled the majority of students tot-attend dile of the

four eletren-week terms at the Seminary.according to their means.

The large number of students who merely passed a term or so in the

school and the diff,lty of supporting indigent students23 suggest

that the few, fortunate enough to complete the course of study, had

the advantage of either an uncommon amount of money or else an

unto I'consecration." Without one of these proper prepara-

tion was impossible.

Under such conditions only an enterprise launched under the

auspices of Phillips Academy and Andover Theological Semina,:iy
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could have lasted even a dozen years. The ultimate survival of

the seminary strategy, however, was not entirely prediated upon

the planning and authority of prestige institutions. Even after the

actual experiment at Andover had been suspended, the cobcept of a

specialized institution for the instruction of prospective teachers

remained. Hall and his associates elaborated the initial planning

of the Seminary and the changes they instituted gradually developed

a more extensive and specific conception of preparation in the pro-

cess of responding to the school's immediate needs. The Serninaiy's

most pressing problem centered upon the difficulty of sustaining a

student through the entire course of three years. One of the im-

plicit assumptions of the Seminary had been that they would receive

properly devoted young men from all over New England. In fact,

howevet over half the students at the Teacher's Seminary came
24from the town of Andover itself and the nearby environs. This

situation, which was but a corollary to the inability to maintain a

continuing student body, gradually developed into a larger question:

was the seminary a service for the local town or an instrument for

a wide, dissemination of methods and standards of education by

means of prepared teachers? What was required, Hall had come

to believe by 1832, was a more hybrid structure than the Teacher's

Seminary, one benefitting both the local community and the profession
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of teaching. As Hall would shortly recognize, such a structure al-

ready existed in the lyceum meetings begun in the late 1820's.

After 1850 the evolution of professional teacher training in New

England shifted first to the lyceum and eventually to an important

and iniligenous A:m? erican institution, the teachers' institute. These

institutes spread quickly through New England, the West and the

South, and in many rural areas of the United States survived the

century itself.
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6. LYCEUMS AND ITINERANTS

The Andover exp. erime

nary than for another organization, which Hall devised simultaneous-

ly to enlarge his scope of operations - the chool Agents' Society.

Initially his concern for stabilizing the students' residency imitated

measures employed elsewhere. In the example of Marietta Colle-

was iaportant less for the semi-

giate Institute In Ohio, the more famous Qneida Institute in New

York, the Lane Seminary in Cincinnati and Princeton College in,

Kentucky, Hall and his sympathizers perceived the effectiveness of

self-supported manual labor institutes. 25 A farm was purchased

for the students attending' the Teacher's Seminary, but it proved
v

unsuccessful as had most of the other manual labor schools by 1840.

Most likely, the reasons were similar. Frequently very poor stu-

denti had to work extra time to pay their way and were too tired

physically to pursue their studies aft r a day in the field. Also the
Q

unpredictable fluctuations betWeen productive and unproductive sea-

sons precluded a dependable sQurce of financial support. The farm

oftep had to be subsidized, if funds were available, which meant that

the auxiliary, to alleviate a student's expenses, became

an added financial drain. The only other alternative which was tried
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for a while involved hiring a superintendent for, the farm, someone

with experience sufficient to insure that the farm gave a reasonable

return for the investment. But again, this procedure required an

additional expense. Some institutions, like Andover's Teacher's

\ Seminary, resorted finally to appr4riating funds from time to time

- to meet students' needs. 26 Even if:this measure had not been a

mere stopgap and .if a' policy of support had been established, the

fundamental problem still might not have been met. Unless the stu-

dent's home or relatives resided within manageable proximity to the

seminary, the expenditure fdr even one year of the three-year course

of ins ruction away from home proved either prohibitive or waste-

ful, ften both. Teaching was simply not an occupation for which

sacrifices of that nature were made in New England society during

the first third of the nineteenth century.

By the end 9f the 1820's individuals concerned with education

had come to recognize that the problem of preparing teachers lay not

with the cost necessarily but with the intensity of public interest in

such training. Discussions of the problem frequently noted that

moneyfollowed sonar interests, and most localei did not see

community welfare as ound up with the training of teachers. To a

9

certain extent, some communities already had demonstrated this ob-
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servation by competing aggressively for the few young men who

graduated from Hall's Seminary. Nevertheless, the majors ty of

the public did not imitate this example. Many towns, educators

agreed, acted contrary to their best interests, when current co4.-

cerns did not include education. Hall himself had recorded the

malady of pij.blic indifference in the first chapter of his influential

manual, Lectures on School - Keeping, Whatever solution emerged

from the difficulties of financing students and faculty at the Teacher's

Semingintr-intensive efforts had to be made to overcome public apathy

toward education.

On July 13, 1832 Hall gathered ht Andover a group of men and

formed the School Agents' Sciety which would within two years be
.,_

:
moved for Boston and renamed the American School Society. Almost

all the officers and staff of the organization had strong ties with

AndOver. Of its seven Directors fair were immediately associated

with the schools there, and a fifth was William C. Woodridge of

Boston, the editor of an important educational journal of the period,

The Annals of Education: Its Corresponding Secretaries were drawn
.

literally from every state in the union and included such men as 'Rev.

Pres. Edward Beecher of Illinois College of Jacksonville, Illinois;

Rev. George Gale of the Oneida Institute, New'York; Professor

Denison 0122aste6.d of Yale College; Rev. Benjamin 0. Peers, soon
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to be President. of Transylvania University in Lexington, Kentucky;

and Rev. Alva Woods (brother of Rev. Leonard Woods of Andover

and former President of Transylvania University), President of
27

Alabama University, Tuscaloosa, Alabama. Such an assembly of

distinguished men was indicative both of the broad geographical, so-

cial and religious influence 'Andover exercised 'and the growing inter-

est in the improvement of teachers..

The most significant appointment in the new ciety went to

a person whose background not only lacked association with Andover

rbuwhose aspirations and training had noebeen ministerial, name-

Josiah Holbrook. Indeed his pivotal position 'in the organization

explains much abouiPthe extent to which Hall and his associates were
f0

willj.ngto accommodate their efforts in order trainteachersl.propeit

ly. Holbrook chaired the first meeting of the'

the First Corresponding Secretary as well as

he had been involved in the work of education

and had become, more than any other individual, the self-appointed

missionary in the cause. In 1810 he graduated from Yale, having

Society, and served as

Treasurer. 28 By 1 32

for more than ten years

studied with the scientist, Benjamin Silliman. His fame increased,

as his writing and itinerancy in behalf of lyceums intensified. In 1826,

at the age of thirty-eight, Holbrook had committed himself to this

work, which he continued until his death in 1854. In the course of
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these years championing lyceums, Holbrook adnced the pro-

fessionalizing process of teachers one step further.

75

As Holbrook conceived it the lyceum aimed to sustain commun-

41/4interests in edifying and pfactical subjects. The organization de-

pended for its continuation upon public-spirited citizens who gather-

ed the lyceum members together as often as convenience allowed.

The meetings varied /in character, using conversation, illustrated

lesson and lecture-discussion as methods of "mutual benefit." The

best town lyceums collected a "cabinet, consisting of apparatus for

illustrating the sciences, books, minerals, plants, or other natural,

or artificial productions. "29 Holbeook's presence in the School

Agents' Society explains why Hall and his associates came to favor

increasingly the lyceum concept. However, Hall's vision of the great

need for massive teacher.training would not lit,--met simply by using
0

Holbrook's example of establishing lyceums from Maine to Georgia. 30

Hall seized on Holbrook's boast that the ]um, ideally conceived,

adapted to any particular local and coraMunal setting, and he presumed

that his problem would be met by a lyceum with variations.

The actual conception of the nature and purpose of the School

Agents' Society was as vague as Gallau4et's conception of the nature

and purpose of a seminary f2r teachers. The serve of the Society
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like that of the seminary was iiidirect,,suggestive and subtle rather

than promotional, ,deliberate and efficient. Nevei4heless, it is

clear that the School Agents' Society attempted to cast a broader

view of teacher training, a view which would integrate the benefits

of an established ,seminary in a selected town with those of interim

agencies in many towns. There was in the Society's plans little that

Gallaudet woyld not have willingly embraced. T;Le purpose of the

School Agents' Society was to implicate every community in its own

educational affairs. To achieve this end, the Society initially re-

lied upon the personal attributes and reputations of the agents rather

than upon the technical organization of lyceums. Largely through

Holbrook's, efforts thd Society gradually became more sensitive to the

'pbtentiarvalue of the lyceum concept. wasGxecognized.not,just. as
^

a teaching forum for agents and itinerant teachers, -. but as a eans

of sustaining within the community the benefits they received from

the agents' visits. Aparfrom the exhortation of the_public to its

responsibilities and the dissemination of informatt the Society's
?

Constitution declared its intention "to procure and encourage the

labors of school agents and circuit teachers. "31 Three types of agents

worked toward these ends. First, the Agents of the Society were res-
..-

Q

ponsible for establishing a circuit, structured on lyceums in six to -
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twelve towns in New England; second, those appointed as Itinerant

or Ci 4t Teachers would ride the circuit in exactly the same way

Methodist .circuit riders did (the Society's example), the difference,

of course, being that the circuit teachers would in all things be no

denominational. The third category of agents included the teacher

of the local comunity itself. The circuit teachers operated ,he

lyceums or circuit schools on varying schedules. At times they

simply met for a few days to a week on those weekly, semi-monthly,

or monthly occasions, when circuit teachers appeared.

Even during the Itinerant Teacher's absence, however, the

school was to,continue as a lyceum. This eventuality, the Society

. knew, depended upon the varying talents of teachers and influential

-citizenc each community. On the crucial question of preParing.---

teachers, the SOciety peculiarly enough was not entirely clear. The

process of preparing teachers would emerge, 'they thought, frpm the

actual ehieri ence Which the agents received while actively dissemi-

nating notions of professional and, educational standards. In part,

young men who were exposed to su ch instruction might, also "awaken"

to the opportunity which teaching offered to his own 'rconsecration."

Finally, and on this part there was greater conviction, such activity

would challenge public apathy which so often impeded educational

irogress and the elevation of the profession of teaching. Thus, the
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lyceum or circuit' school worked toward a threefold goal - education

of the public, recruitment of teachers and development of methods

for preparing teachers.

It is really not clear which of these three aspects of their acti-
,%

vities the Society's members deemed the more important. Dis-

cussions of the Society and its aims did not go beyond locating these
1

distinctive &ties of the agents. For most of the men who establish-

ed the School Agents' Society, as for Gallaudet, the actual operations

of an organizatio 'th preparatory functions were matters of per-

sonality and circumstance, not matters of procedure to be set up by

a central planning group. In this respect, Holbrook provided an

important departure from his colleagues in the Society. His own

,preoceupation witgitechnical 'considerations introducedoa.new-.:stress:_,.:__ 1::.L

into the discussions of educational institutions and.teach.er prepara-

tion. A "brief sketch" of the necessary accommodations for an

instructional facility went as follows:

1. A tract of land, with a naturally fertile soil,
in a good state of cultivation, and fitted for
a variety of plants, and different kinds of
husbandry.

2. Water power sufficient to move a moderate
quantity gf machinery.

3. Buildings fitted for dwellings, studies, and
lecture rooms.

4. Farm- houses and workshops, sufficient for
all the agricultural and mechanical opera-
tions in which it might be necessary for the
pupils to engage.
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5. Apparatus, collections in natural history,
and books for scientific and literary exer-
cises.

6. A supply of appropriate implements for
agricultural and horticultural exercises.

7. Tools for mechanical operations in all the
arts capable of being conducted in such an
institution.

79

8. Animals necessary to stock the farm and
conduct the agricultural and domestic ope-
rations.

9. An able mathematician and thorough teacher .
in the exact sciences and in drawing.

10. A naturalist, and practical teacher of agri-
Cultural and domestic operations.

11. A teacher of the English language, elocution
and iother English branches.

12. A practical farmer and gardener.

13. A practical and scientific mechanic. 32.

--.ar onri (1- r r

These accommodations, Holbrook imagined, would result in
'``

an institution which he called a Lyceum Seminary. In spite of Hol-

brook's technical specificity this conception of a proper instructional

facility was so broad as to cover everything from a single manual

labor institute to a unit as complex as a whole town. Precisely how

such an institution would achieve his goal of self-education" and

"self- improvement" was as ambiguous in Holbrook's writings as

r'other previous conceptions of preparatory institutions. Ultimately
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the mechanics of the Lyceum Seminary were subordinated to the

aim of impressing a self - sustaining quality upon any educational

achievement. Nevertheless, Holbrook's concern for the long range

thrust of an eduaational enterprise and his affinity with the technical

aspects of the Society compelled him at infrequent intervals to re-
.

flect upon the procedure of the organization, upon how the agents

were to acquit their responsibilities while on circuit.

The Lyceum Seminary and Holbrook's concern help explain

not only the shift of the early 1830's to an emphasis upon procedure

in teacher preparation but also the sense of immediacy which per-
.

vaded the activities of the School Agents' Society. The Lyceum

Seminary, which Holbrook estimated would cost thirty thousand

(the precise cost of the Teacher's SeminarT.,at

never materialized. Still, the very specificity of the long-range goal

intensified the6Society'S immediate efforts and bore witness to the

overriding seriousness of their fervor. There was now a clear blue-

print in terms of which they could fix their zeal.

In the early months of 1833 lecturers of the Society traveled

to 150 towns in New England and set the stage for the work of the

Agents. By April, 1833, Hall had drawn together fifteen men to act

*the first Agents of the Society. Of these, four including John

Adams, the recently retired Principal of`Phillips Academy, departed
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for parts of New York and Ohio;' nine, including Hall and his Andover

assistants from the Teacher's Seminary, covered all of New England;

the remaining Agent was given Illinois as a territory. In fact, the

Society saw its own purposes as approximating those of a "raission-

ary" organization: "... this Association may act as a Lay Educa-
.

don Society, a Foreign and Home School Society, which shall supply

destitute portions of our own and other countries with the blessings

33that follow in the train of our free schools. nTheir fervor affect-

ed not only the agents' missionary zeal but their styleolittpurpOse

of instruction sin particular, their plrpose was "to direct their

efforts to the improvement of common schooll during the opera-

tions of the present season. To secure object, it is ected

Lattrat &hey/mill present-such improvements, and illustrate them:1194=h

a way,_ that every lady and gentleman who witness them, can intro-
.

duce them immediately into their schools, and for the benefit of

everyone of their pupils. of84

e) Both Hall and Holbrook agregd that an agents t apparatus --

his globes, maps, orreries, blackboards, etc. -- were necessary

and distinctive elem nts of his occupation: Teaching like other pro-

fessiona required it Own special tools. The apparatus of the teach-
.

er enabled him to communicate with impressive and lasting illustra-

tions. The Cultivation of he'ightened interest became in Holbrook's
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mind the proficient teacher's special function. All the bents and

cijrcuit teachers of the Society relied heavily upon such apparatus.

In October, 1832 Holbrook stated, "Instead of depending upon a

course of lectures given once year, from fifty to a thousand miles..

from them [aspirant teachers desiring a professional preparation],
*5kT'

si

they are-provided with the same means of meeting once a week for

instructing each other, and for carrying information to their tire-

sides and tables. "35 By, May, 1833, not quite a year after the found-

ing of the Society; Holbrook indicated the extent to which the agents

of the. Skiety relied upon teaching aids:
o

71.77 -

'"It is the'opinion o those interested in the Society,
that a more direct rocess may be taken to get
access to mind and eart, and to produce intel- J.
lectual operations and improvement, than the /Cir-
cuitious course of books -- the two or threeeye'at
process of learning letters, syllables, words,
sentences and volumes. They [agents of the So-
ciety] believe that such objects may be presented
even to the most untutored mind, as to elicit thought
and feeling the moment they are presented."36

The. implication of such a view, the replacement of books with

a more direct procedure of instruction, qualified the-stress of a

Teacher's Seminary upon,a sustained,process of discipline through

intellectual study.

This dangerously, anti-scholarly stress upon teacher prepara-

tion and methods of instruction may well have been the cause of the

Society's removal from Andover. to Bbsfran, where its direction was
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assumed by men of a decidedly khtlarly bent, men like Rev. Francis

Wayland; President of Brown University; Rev. Heman Humphrey,

President of Amherst College; William C. Woodridge and William

A. Alcott, editors of the American Annals of Education; and Pro-

fessor Bela B. Edwards, who was a Hebrew scholar, Andover graduate

and afterwards the ditor of the American Quarterly Register of the

American Education Society. Many of the other godly men who

at that time like Rev. Thomas H. Gallaudet had demonstrated by

their careers their concern with the intellectual character of a young

man's reparation. 3? Not long after its relocation, the Society
v

waned. A final circular in August, 1834, simplified the objects of

the reformulated organization. First, agents would explore and make

scucocknowtrihe state of common education in the country; secondIsq-ithey1 LJuntry

would engage in brganizing local associations for the same purpose;

and finally, they would excite the interest of the citizens and legis-

lators in the subject. 38

Shortly after, the American School Society, as it was last known,

came to the same end as would Hail's Teacher's Seminary at Andover,

and officially for the identical reason, lack of funds. It is likely, too,

that the Society's demise was assisted by a shifting trend in conviction

among its members toward Holbrook's orientation, the cultivation of

the non-academic as well as the academic procedures in education.
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When in 1832 Rev. Samuel Hall published a fourth edition of his in-

fluential teacher's manual, he added a lecture entitled, "On the

importance of establishing a lyceum among the members of a school. "

The significance of the lyceum had not been lost upon hi331. "Popular

education," Hall observed in that lecture, "is exciting new interest in

the country; and many, who once looked upon themselves as having

outlived the time of improvement, are now learning that they may,

by efforts which.a.i-e easily made, retrieve some of the losses they

have heretofore sustained. 93
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7. THE ElV1ERGENCE°OF PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITY

The extraordinary contribution of the Andover experiment was

the employment of the theological seminary as a model for teacher

preparation. During the 1820's and early 1830's no other attempt

to prepare teachers operated on such a broad and expensive scale.

St41,11, other experiments had been tried and had developed similar pat.-

terns and insights. Efforts to implicate the community in the process

of teacher preparation and concern for public apathy on educational

matters became the distinctive features of this--experimentation. Intel-.

lectualraining was not abandoned, however, but only assumed a more

modest, role when preparation was conceived as nothing less thansthe

integration of the physical, intellectual and moral aspects of a teach-

er's character. The theological seminary, even with its stress on

,.- .systematic discipline through intellectual study, never ignored the im-

portance of such an,integration. In fact, the aim of many seminaries,

Gallaudet's proposed institution included, was just such an integration

of physical, intellectual and moral development. A tutored mind, such

conceptions assumed, more.easily provided the necessary self-direction

and self-education in call other spheres of activity.

By the 1830's, however, a tendency to emphasize integration ra-

ther than intellect suggested a shift of premises. Many preparatory
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institutions had been attracted to the assertion of the manual labor

institutes that proper training must seal with the phisicali intel-

lectual and moral together. As this observation expanded into a .

principle, the responsibility of education broadened remarkably.

. From the, difficulty of conceiving how, far beyond the strictly intel-

lectual sphere schooling must go arose the ambiguous conception

and intensive experimentation, reflected in organizations like the

lyceum and the School Agents' Society. In Holbrobk's mind this

expansion of ol terminated when the home and community

were incorporatO in.the process of instruction.

Throughout his writings Holbrook discussed the "fireside"

and "table" as something more than the first stage of intellectuil

and moral conditioning. Domesticity had- e. rnnt 'and- ongiiiiig

effect upon the destiny of children, not only while they were children

but through maturity also. Throbgh instruction the use of the affective

graces, dramatize) by a other's love for her children, 40 would have

a continuing effect in the c ion of a moral, social order:

-7

It is of little consequence to have our country studded
with colleges and churches, of the most costly and
splendid architecture, rendered''Still more imposing
by an array of professors, doctors and reverends,
except as they produce intelligence, virtue or reli-
gion amongheighbors and members of the same family.

.Indeed, except for that, they only tend to render
darkness still more visible, vice stilt more deformed,
and oppression still more cruel and unrelenting. Even
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the common school and village lyceum a
liatile'to miss their aim, and lose their ob-
ject, from the want of some medium of action
and reaction, some 'channel of kindly recipro-
cal feeling and influence, between them and the
more sfial circles, epecially in, the family
board.'

87

As they cultivated a concern for "kindly reciproCal feeling

and uence," teachers concomitantly incorporated a greater sense

of possible hazard into their work. The whole process of instruction

tended to be seen as hinging: upon the teacher's personal orientation

and inner disposition. More and more the interest in integrating the

physical, intellectual and moral development of teachers faCeraii
a.

,important difficulty: how could words and conceptions deal with the

training of any individual's imperceptible character, how could

~-thotight manage something which thought cannot grasp?!. Haibrookt!ian c ^ rot r

own response, the use of social clicks or "some medium of action
c.

and reaction," made instruction at once more easy and more difficult:

Apparently several questions needed no answers: how was education

distinct from ordinary social intercourse? And morel how did o e

cl-, discern in this ongoing process, when education was even relative,y
a

complete? How could one know which teachers were prepajed?

By the end of the 1830's the most important aspect &the ministe-
%

rial model; retained in teacher pieparation, was emphasis upon the.

N. _necessity of "consecration." From an institutional point of view the
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primary obligation was not simply the selection of self-motivated

and morally devoted candid. ates. An institution) of preparation had

to do more than merely discipline a student's mind and heart. After
,

f-,'

the experiments of the 1820's and early 18301s teachers and educa-'

tors recognized the impossibility of a sustained course of inbtruc-

tion for most *student!. The facilities for preparation had to be

brought to the aspirant teacher rather than the reverse (rather than
A-\a young man who desired Plich instruction traveling to the seminary).

This, shift,' this incorporation of different, local communities into

the process of Preparation, transferred the emphasis in diacusPions
1of teacher education from "discipline"/

r

to "awakening." The terms,

however, were not conceived to be mutually exclusive at the time

anymore than the different operations of the Teacher's. /Seminary

at Andover and the School Agents' Society were thought to be compe-
t

titive ,rather than associated. Still, the broadened conception of pre-

: paration and the more direct procedures did'alter the meaning of

conpecration, conceived originally by ministers like Gallaudet.

The emergence of itinerant teachers42 who were partly res-

ponsible for preparing teachers did not necessarily imply to Hol-
0,

brook and others that a sense of devotedness had been created by

any human agency. 'Among teachers as well as ministers the neces-

sary temper for committing oneself wholly to godly work, involved

a grcdual and natural process, through which God's design was made
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known to man. It was necessary that human agencies pace God's

work without interfering direaly. 'with it. Nevertheless, the itine- .
o

rancy of teachers whose purpose was to provide public excitement

about educational matters dramatically debased consecration baesi

upon systematic study. Even though the conception of "a

was explititly no more than the invigoration of in already existing

g'1

potential, the aim of itinerancy was to mobilize and activate that po-
ll

tential. From itinerancy emerged the realization that, as Holbrook

asserted, an agency could be fashioned to roduce and riot merely

affect improvements in education. By implication, the consecration

of teachers could be similarly produced.

If the use of itinerants, as instruments of preparation implied

a qualification of the systematic discipline inculcated during! a semi-

narian's Usual tenure of study, the same methods which excited the

general public to it eir educatiorial obligations were to be used to

.rouse the teacher, or the potential teachey, to a concern for con-

struetive alternatives in school-keeping. In addition, the limited ex-

posure to each community or lyceum prevented an itinerant from

achieving any precedented standard of intellectual preparation. -The
4very nature of his r ding circuit fragmented the systematic charac-

ter of iducation, associated with conceptions of seminaries, like,
1 I r

Gallaudet's. The circuit teachers were responsible for encouraging
J,
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-public support of students'. who Were inclined to the profession of

teaching. *here teachers' seminaries were unavailable,prepara-

tion and^ consecration, if they were to be had at all, could only come

from what had been an unsystematic arrangement, namely the ly-

'beum. In such a view, the admission followed thatin some adequate

fashion they both could be achieved more quickly than previously anti--
1 A -

cipated. 6 , .

_._/4 4

In additionnto being-the result of cscipline and long Studs',

consecration gradually implied also a condition which could be ma-i
4- a

nagbd by effective, inyressionable instruction,in a short period of

time. Gallaudet had assumed a close, if not a causal, connection be-
. -

tween study and strengthening of character. The introduction of non-
a

intellectual elements into teacher preparation complicated. the mean-

ing of consecration. Since it was no longer an entirely academic

responsibility, consecration became susceptible to being cultivated by

non-intellectual procedures. Gradually the preparation of. teachers

assumed both the older and newer kinds of consecration. On the one

hand, a student could bring a Chrkstian sincerity, an entire devoted-

ness, a,consecration which emerged 'slowly and naturally over many

years. On the other hand, equally acceptibJe, a student could under-

go a kind of conversion experience which was produced in a short period
fi

of time by someone other than himself like agents and iterant teach-
.
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ers. Similarly the institutions which sustained and-cared for this

nsecration could as wellil?e the seminary as its less scholarly,
. a

companion institution, the lyceum or even the home (Holbrook's

"firesides" and "tables.").

Before 1830 young Men considered the professional prepara-

tion for school teaching, only after college, as with Gallaudet, or

after college became ancimpossibility;4s with Hall.,, The broaden,ed
n=I

sense of consecration for teacherS awoke young men to the possibility

of considering such a preparation earlier than was customary. This
tconsequence did not settle the problem of prepaistion, that is, of

-0engaging one's calling wit9(mithm.al waste, .so much a is t made the .

,. .
1task more individually manageable. 4n this regard, the use of iti-

, ,
neiantS was significant, even though not entirely new.. There were

of course, appropriate religious precedents for this activity in the
,,,, - ,

circuit riders. In the process of professional preparation, however,
, .. s,

the employment of itinerants was new: More and more proper pi-#1;-
. . ..

paratory procedure included the arousal to an awafenes
)

oof` the'morale.,

It
useMlness of school teaching-. Eventually professionals accepted the

responsibility for conducting awakenings as something more than a., '
prerequisiteto systematic preparation. I

( \ ..In subsequent decades the .forms of itinerancy, like the forms .

of domesticity, became continuous factors in the preparatory struc-
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tur.`: In the 1830's, however, the proliferation Of lyceums was' but

1.

-one manifestation of this broadening awareness and activity. Not
, -C

only'professional institutions but professional teachers had to make
-PP 1

their peace with less academic .probedures fOr preparation. The
-

. .1'

Teacher's Seminary at Andover itself established the Holbrook
.,. , .Assocation of Teachers in order that informal conversation would

occur about professional matters.-43 In 1837 Samuel Read Hall re-
,

tired from the charged intellectual atmosphere, at Andover and re-
,'

tutned to less academically inclined, New England towns, where.

he continued to train teachers as he had done earlier in Cancord;

Vermont. It may well have ,:seen as much a sign of the change as

anything else, that, when the trustees of the Teacher's. Seminary;

offer4d the post vacated by Hall to Thomas H. Gallaudet, he re-

fused.

A
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8. THE STRATEGI
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NECESSITY OF PREPARATION,

After the 1820's the growth of public education became in-

creasingly feasible because the American Public and educationally-

interested groups finally reached'agreement on a few basic aims of

-education. From the 1820'S to the end of the century the funda-

Mental pal of educational improvement was, .in their tetms, the.
.

inculcation of.eharacter. During' that time two generations of gchool-,

men successfully shaped a profession of teachers and a variety of edu-
.

catiodal systems in the 'name of character-formation. 1 Near the encl.

of the century schoolmen-still reiterated the cliches associated with
. . .

... . : ,,o..1 . 01 4-, . .:^ :44 .. -.. a rs, . atimei ..4 r, ,.. . .

..z .' this goal. of education: ".the real end of all education is produce
ro\e

.
%

men-morally-trained en aid V ratherather than, except in 5ecial caseS,i
. ,

schplars: -Unless this point is .kept in mind by the 'teacher ithl'ough-
i- .-. .

outhis school-life experience, the professional element of his chosen
,,

evocation fails utterly of its chief end, and the pedagogue places him-
Y 0

self > i the same class as Ahe mechanic, PrOdiicing things instead of

creating characters. ',2 Not only did the creation of, characters be-

A

(

come the primary undertakirig o the public classroom, but also. school-,

men esteemed this end as the incifSpensible prerequisite in the forma,:

tion of a professional teacher. The very adaptability of this goal to

00104
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such different forms of instruction explains its long SerVice in.the
. .

educational cliscuSsions of the nineteenth century.'
r,

,.,
4 N

4.'P

Character implied a broad set of 'assumptions about the.person.
-0

(
.- - ' \

generalwho possessed it. ''OnlY,in-the most general sense did its inculcation
,,,,: - - . .

predict the patterns ofpost-s`ehbol behavior and ideas. 3 -Educational
:

--disdussioni employed the term as synonymou,..4 with a dislpline'of
- .

4 , 5withfacultieS, wi h the ideal Christian gentkenian, and with tke
, - -1 ,

6 -, - it d -i. , .

necessary power in creating other men' of charadter. 6
No3tvhere did

.

I . .
. , ,

ac. - G'-..,-

.

any examination of this idea become so specifid that it implied determ-=
.

, ., 7,inisticallylor even probably a man's later occupation, political affilia-::

tion, economic advantages, domestic-tralues,, etc. Tile failure to de-*
,

line .d1Varacter more spedifically did noCconnoteAdystittiOliiien IiiCab-:
.--.

41.

sence of parameters to the thought and action of edUcated men.' One-of

the principle cliches of character was that it Aid produce a proper,

genteel and harmoniou style of life. the chief function of character-* .

formaticin, one begins to sense/is its senvice as a goad whose function-
.

al implications need not be sharpened.
.

The invocation of character was a clear separation from earlier

traclitions of education. The 'longest tradition of instruction began4in

Maislachusetts with its 17th century legislation providing for the basic

c4.

skills of reading, writing and_ciphering. The striking feature of this

06.05.
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legislation was its repeated endorsement of the provisions for baSic
7I

,, s%.
--in,struction. Progressiye historians have interpreted this repetitious-

i . . , ,,,

news as evidence cf, America's early and/firm. contraitment to notions'
a

of public educatibn. As likely, the .necessity of passing Artnally the..

same laivS over and over indicated the practical frustkation of those

notions, if not the success of another more exclusive educational 4a-
,,, .

v

dition. ,The.cOntinued emphasis upon mininp.m. public training_marked
At

an ongoing disagreement over the practical application "of the_ laws

-, , d, favoring public literacy. The indiffe,rence to and non-enforcement of
..

. A. .,

these laws has been as much a thara.cteristic of pre-nineteenth cen-'
-, . ; .

tury education as its 'supposed} ".9emocratic".assumptions. 8 If it ex-:
.. 4 . .

isted.,akall in thee early periods of ,American history; pubic education
, .--.

127N,,, ' , . i - N. ,
usually. conjured up a.11 ,the. a.wkward, and invidia\is -,a,sioiiationsAexploit-.

- .. -1 , ,.

ed by the fictional image pf ,) Ichobod Crane.
0 ,-

--The cultivatio of charcter,also,assumed. another duty, othern
. .

a.
..,

-- .,.
0

than merely overcoming these debilitating assessments Of,public edu-

cation. In addition, schoolmen employed it to appropriate the more),
. 1

academic tradition of. the 0460 and academy. :While they did hope'
,

to raise the level of instruction at the earliest possible 'stage and to

give public education a minimal intellectual rigor, schoolmen wanted

the .academie tracntion most fqr its supposedsocial rather than its
ti

intellectual consequences. Tie prospectus of many'an 18th century
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cot academy and. college testified to the.belief that education refined.ithe
9 , ., 9

rude and uncouth bearirig of students. Often these publications made
(1,.. ... X I

s.

fbrthrfght claims that this trainkg readied young-men for the higher
; 1 ...a...,

pursuits:and positions of the country. When men of this traditiOri

:discussed how education produced gentlemen of knowledge and virtue,

few misunderstood the connotations of special social. advantage:
.

The grafmc)f these two traditions began with certain fundamental

nations about the relations between education and social' opportunity.

Families and communifies9whose low economic status insured at hest
'

minimal instruction invpublic schools continued to shift between a
. .

_latent grid explicit hos laity to public education throughout:the nine-, ,

teenth century. 10 By the 1820's,.however, Other groups well served

by the academies and colleges began to leaveOfftheir:-earlier pre-7 y

6

ferences and look-to the common school as 'a: means of creating a safe
.and rational Society, 11 InIts initial stage,s Whigs and Democrats alike

participated in\the new educational orientation, although he Whip

'generally assumed major responsibility fp,r the work of improvement, 12

J.

This early co-operation among'rival politibar,factions illuminated.the

complicated strategy supporting, tee educational goal of character..

;t1 PubliCeducation became safely open to all- by putting sharp political

and sectarian-views outside the classroom. Although infringemenis
aNn

upon'this tacit arrangement occurred, 19th century schoolmeri/nade"

, 00107
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the ihckilcation of character coincide with apolitical notions of sop
.

development.

The new pbblie education would broaden the privileges of
4

academic study by muting the explicit connections between insrruc-r

tion and economic oroccupational preferende . A deiri otee of.this
.

\
. .

new edUcational slant putit carefully: "Tie child is to be educated, "-
--

not to advance. his,personal interests, but because the State will
. "

suffer if he is not 'educated. '113 Ideally' the State Would benefit, tout

these benefits 'could be neither planned norpredicted within any given-
, 0

social or communal: structure. Schookrien Were confident, however, ''.
.. _

..,
t vt,

that the State would be well, served. As a, conseguenee, the oppositei .-

7-' 0 of- service to the State, that is, service to ones elf, indicated serious
. . .

,$

. -.

_ _ flaws in one's character And in one's ablity to bet/3RM from educa=
.

,.. - .--

tion.* Rarely n the educational literature of the nineteenth- cehtury

can one_find scussions. which broach the elationship between educa-
. I' . '

V.tion. and social problems like .career-pla g _To deal with such

issueS-too directly and specifically open 'd o e to charges of foMent7

ing cop roirersy and divisive political contend usness. Thii divoree

of politics and education was the first majol- ramification of I new
,

I., education committed to creating characters rather than' producing
,

things.. It is 'significant that neither the first-nor any subsequent gene-

radon of. scho men have Conceded that this divorce was itself a political

00100
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The cultivated distance b etween education and social opportun-

ities z
decidedly affected the contours of, professional teaching careers.

'Training a staff of professfonal teachers for this new education drama-,

t'ized how social reb.lipes continued to impinge upon education's new
a .

apolitical goal. The process of admiision to'professional training

and rank necessarily avoided all.suggestions of privilege, although

the professional curriculum/ofte n-contained academic and even classic-
.

0

al `studies. The demand for a training ecial to instruction received

in the established professions insured a prominence to many practis-

ing teachers. However; the profession of teaching could not comply
I

with demands of character-formation and at the same time permit

successful schoolmasters to impose their methods or their judg-

ments upon the body/of professional teachers. --Similarly the broad

assurances of peaceful social growth, attributed to character, pre7

cluded on the professional level the admission of anyone and everyone

who aspired to the moral work of public instruction. To be demo-
('
cratic in some fea ble sense the profession of education could be-

come neither as sel tiVe nor uniform in its criteria as the estab hed

_As
professions, and y to insure a distinctively moral style they cowl

44,

hardly trust eac member of the profession to deal properly with his

fellows,, e ts and.evdn himself in all cases.
- 9

ultivation of character intimated an educational process

that was discriminating though not wholly fornial, moral though not

unduly coercive, individuating thou_gh ngt selfish,, socially responsible
001.0U
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though not politically biased or partigan, Moreover, it produced

neither a scholarly nor mechanical frame Id mind. In its early .

forjnulation this educational ain:ibecame an effective weapon in ply-
O

ing,finances from tight-fisted school committees- and support from

. affluent citizens who possessed genuine alternatives to the public

schools. The .awakening of the public in the 1820's and early 1830's

was largely arvictory' of words. By the end of.the third decade of

the(Eenturf schoolmen found themselves in the difficult practical po-.

sitioit of having to inapfement their'notions. They had,to create not

only characters but the agencies which would insure that creative

process. Schoolmen'began to see the difficulties ofimalcing educa-,

tion appear socially beneficial to the public and attractive to ambitious

yciung Men- without discussing its immediate; Speciaradvaitages.

The subsequent reformulations of moral character never ex-

tended to a repudiation of its early apolitical implications. Instead,

schoolmen began to associate character with a range of special

motives rather than with a series of special donsequences. An inter-

rnediary stage emerged for professional instructors, a stage intimate-

ly cgnnected with lofty principle's and private aspirations". Such Imo-
c/1tives never produced professional teachers, but professional training

of them made their development near-predictable. (Had'they been

wholly predictable, the sphere of moral and professional choice woul

have been forfeited). "Indeed, I have observed," Horace Mann had
a
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insisted, "that acts emanating from worthy motives have almosi in-
.

variably yielded me, an ample requital of pleasure; while those which

however intellectually judicious, have,sprung from selfish motive,

at least in their connections
a

and remoter results, ended in annoy-
.

mice or-injury." This symmetry was not accidental but "an adarhant-

ine law of necessity," and for Mann was a "revelation." "This

species of revelation, he explained, "cannot be gainsaid. It does not

depend on historic proof. It was not .designed to be transmissable

\from one generation to another. It had' a higher design - that of, be-
14

ing personal, and therefore indisputable to .each, and all." In

this context the training of professional teachers became a curious

creative process. The prerequisite of a successful career implied

first a recognition of larger principles of the republic and secondly

an inner submission to them. Schoolmen fashioned thereby a prepara-

tion for professional teaching that made self-conscious choices con-

cerning careers largely unnecessary.

The preparation of professional motives intended to reduce

career crises and their attendant delays, doubts and disruptions. Be-
1

cause character forn;lation could not become political, such crises

would best be addressed in theirnost nascent stages, that is, before

motives were translated into explicit action. The training of teachers

implied a habituation of external and internal responses which, muted

omit
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precarious chOices: Schoolmen nexer presumed' to intrude upon an

individual's choice or to pre-empt choices altogether. The exer-

ci6e of professional volition was a selfevident fact of nature.
43' The new style of the professional instructor, affecting both thought

and manners, proposed to anticipate difficulties, not to regiment

subtly the values of professional teachers as a whole. Many come-
.

15

quences might ensue from any given motive. Cultivating,motives

did not determine consequences. Yet, thrOugh their cultivation

schoolmen could affect the shape of their profession without denying

the importance of voluntary action on each member's part.

The new intermediate stage of the prOfession, preparation,

proposed to insure a voluntary yet professional connection between
/-

motives and their consequences. Professional teaching focused on

the highly tenuous relation between motive and consequence when

they explored practical matters. The sudcess, for example, of

HoraceAlannid career was in their eyes a more precarious affair

after it was assured than before. Similarly motives and connections

became most deterministically, linked when schoolmen faced the futdre. 16

cP

Their most ii,ractical assertions concerned the pitfalls of the profes-

sion; their most theoretical statements assured positively the irre-

pressibility of principled motives. Together the two tactics reflected

an orthodox evangelical style of argument - ferful dangers and bold*
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promises. Thi@ peculiar mode of preparation never admitted as a

prgblem thifusiori-between inw r i motal power and a quasi-.
7irrepressible social improvemeV. stead, they worked the more

hypothetical as cts cif this assumrel co ection, dwelling facrltare
.

on the m ivds than their consequences. QT e very insistence upon
.

professional preparation moved the center of professional activity,

way----frorn 'instruction itself and.toward the mental conditions for
NR.

teaching and being'taught.

Their patterned argumentation, no less than their creation

of embryoniC models for public schooling, bear witness to the early

schoolmdn'S appreciation of th9structur4s necessary for any serious
A

social purpose. -(They would have been shocked to hear later historians
fif

accuse then!' of anti-institutional, impractical and even anti-social senti-
i"/ments). 17 Although enemies of mechanized forms of education whit

producQ4 things rather than created character', they re %ognized that

educa on was a formal affair. Horace Mann himself had insisted

that ublic education was "the balance-wheel of the social machinery. , 18

more, Mann knew that the school funct oned within a,largey 'het

ork of social institutions:
; 'If hire must be institutions, associations,

combinations, amongst men, whose tendency is to alienation and dis-

cord, to
rsmit

the contentions of the old to the young and to make

the enmities of the dead survive to the living - irthese things must con-
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tinue to bp in a land- calling'itself Christian, let there be one institu-

tion, at least, which shall be sacred from the ravages of the spirit

of party, one spot in the wide land unblasted by the fiery brelth of

19 `4.animosity ... Their effort in /the design of educa-

tional institutions paralleled their evangelical rituals of thought.

Their structures world be fashiOned by avoiding the pitfalls of other

extant institutions. The dynamics of the schoolman's early thought

and action, left them intolerant of precise definitiaczis and heedless

Iof the actual demarcations of their worls. If it gave them rhetorical

and inspirational leverage in their claims of a novel profession,

their own apolitical image of ,the professional sphoolrnan hampered
Gthem sev erely in discussing the actual mechanics .of becoming a pro-,-

I fessional teacher.

As a resit of their own historical choices, nineteenth centu-

-ry.schbolmen forced theingelves to explain the new advantages of

character-training without any specification of how, when or who

,would be particularly benefitted. How much education did a Ko-
_

spective teacher need, was college essential, what-towns were educa-
v

tionally enlightened and open to the new professional, werecertain

speciaLadvantages more advantageous than others, what schools,

ipe ti gs and associations were most useful, and a

tiohs Were never put in professional circles. The

00114,
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manuals dealt thoroughly* and exclusively with the e4go

discipline tithin the schoolroom. Education and esp
. /. Tql,

.

' sional education prepare one,for lifesand a worthy c

for "career=planning." They skirted such issues by

105

ernance and

cially-Orofes-

reer-liut not

welling on

motives, 'first in the name of phrenology and then-psyChOlogy. How-
I

ever, 'they\coul of avoid the,,controversial con'seqjue ced of moral

character indefinitely. Even in their earlier discpsi. s schoolmen
.

had to deal with that sensitive area where motives ended and conse-
'k

..

quendeibegan. such area was the tnotaent(of carer choice.

How they dealt with this crucial problem in the lives of Or ofessional

teachers explains much about those notions which directly shaped

the contours of their careers.
c--

,
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(
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9. THE IVIECHANICS OF PRbilEISIONAL PREFERMENT

DQ"
-

The career
F

of Hdrace Mann is particularly instructive in

undertanding how and what schoolmen learned about the mecha.-...
r

nics of professional preferment and Choice. Man's own expe-

rience was not in any literal sense representative -of the pr?gession,

though it did reflect some of the significant characteristics of nine=
.

(teenth century c reers in The work of education. Like Mann, pro-.

spective school/nen usually had pursued several occupations before

appreciating the merits Of public instruction as a profession. Such

careers generally-.began late by comparison,*.th the established

professions.. Once in even Successful schoolmen rarely'
. -i:z

held the same position all their lives. (The professional ideal of a

pmanent position became a possibility in public) instruction only in

the graded systems of the cities and originated as an administrative

rather than as an educational objective.) The most ,owerful

dons did not pay salaries competitive with other prqessions (or even

many of the manual trades)' and were never held by .women or seldom

by men without college degrees. Though common to both Mann and

other 19th cen ry, schoolmen, these outward features do not grasp

the dynam of educational careers in this pe4od. By contrast,



.

Mann as a case study offers the advantage of follqwind a career's

seOph.ce-which alone illuiniriates the relative place and meaning of

formative educational and social values. Mann's own place in the

larger sequekiceof the schoolmen's profession warrants his seThe

tion over other schoolmen.

The life of Horace Mann was a part of the lore of the pro- -

educator - then and since - And This lore gives his career
,

a particular pertinence. Loolang backward, the,secohd generation

c413fofessional teachers (roughly-1860.- 1890) saw in mentors like
)

- 20Mann'men destined to be heroes and martyrs a great cause. 4,

One serious account offered this version of Mann's'entry into_educa-
,

, ,

tional work. "He heard the call and turning his bacIt on the brilliant

opportunity of a great professional and.political career; -stepped up-

ward into the little office room in Boston,. not under the. statehouse
,

dome, where for threeyears he lived and slept, working sixteen

hours a day on,a salary of $1, 500; ttith no official assistance, that

the common schools of his beloved Commonwealth, attended by what
6

'he called hj,s" '80, 000 children,' might be rescued from the decline

into which they. were, falling ... And the more intelligently and broad-
,.

ly the educational affairs of that period are studied, the more clearly

it appears' that this' man was one of the prOvidential makers of Ameri-
.

,21can history.''' This rather florid account int ended no overstatement

00117.



v4th its summary sentiment: "Here were a characteil career

which have-never been quite appreciated and sever Sufficien ly honor-
'.

. .

ed b3\ those'who,
,
by their position, and culture, would be expected

s. <
7 ''P - 22

to hail his coming as 'a man.of God sent from heaven' ;" cAlthough
. ./

this view reflecte4,certain ministerial preconceptions of its author,
c-- .

the ingredients of the characterizatidn - a d}yine call,a lack of appre-
4 i

. )

ciation in'his Own country,' a self-sacrifice to his flock in spite of

themselves -- did capture the schbolman's evangelical assumptions
., ,

. _
,

about saving decisions like career choice . 1

Most biogr6hie-S -of nineteenth cent
.r.""

a

laced with accounts of ,meagre ethication, relentless farm routines,
. . -

schoolinen were inter-

heroic mothers, stern Calvinism, severe climate, etc.; they sus-
,

tained notions of a stereotyped adolescent adversity which most suc7
. 23cessful professionals had to oiercome. Horace, Mann's boyhood \,

. .S,
.

burdens were invariably repeatedby his biographers who merely

transmitted uncritically Mann's own conception of his early expe7.

riences. believe,." Mann had said, "in the rugged nursery of toil,

but she nursed me too much, " 24 . The more popularized bio-

graphers of Mann also continued the stress'ilpon the hards)hips of

his youth. reetuently, educatoeliogkaphers commented freely and

moralistically upon the values orfhis, type of early experience. One

popular volume, Albert Winship's Horace Mann, The Educator (1896)

00118
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tried to ixaproye upon M6.na.'s own veriOn of his early days as irre-

parable loss. It'is an open question, Winship advised, "whether he

[1VIdmi.] did. not owe more ..tcithe first twenty years of his life in which

'there was dex.relqped hunger for knowledge, craving for opportunity

-which necpssitatedhis reading histories and other work4 adapted to
, .. Pmen rather than children ... than he could Piave owed to any method

_

of instruction that would have monopolized his thought, or rathei,
_

01,

5halve diveited his mind to books or even.to nature through these years. iv
.,- r .

:Winship enlisted Mainz's own testimony to support-the stereotype of. 0

dhildho od development. The "rugged nursery" of childhood was not

all loss; if trained one's later reactions to the conditions of life.

c, "I know not °how it [his craving for education] was, " Winthhip quoted .

Mann, "its motive never took the fo'rm of liLealth or fame.' It was

rather an instinct which impelled towards jmowledge,,, as thaf \ of migra-

tory birds impels them northward in springtime. 26
4, Even,when edit-

ed and reinterpreted, later schoolmen simply wished to underscore

Mann's own formulations. For them education became inevitably

a compensation for early disconteiints. At no point was its long-term

advantage clearly perceived at the time one first craved education.

Particularly important, education was never seen ag.something Mann

chose for himself. It was, rather, an instinctual change.

9

This instinctual process was' hot wholly involuntary, yet the

k/
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instinctive past of 'this formulation put 'ambitious., young men. at a dis -
. .

advanta.ge* Were they to make theix aspirations ,coldly exp-Mit, they
, .

would have provided by that very factkevicf,ende against their on p
fessional potential. Their opticui for the role of p. professional teieh--d

-er could not be their whim but needed, as the metaphdiz of migratory

birds implied, the lacking of larger, natural ilrdes., ',Whatever

other, circumstances 'of birth, :geographical locales and institutional
,

affiliations, these biographies took pains to document this natural

"aptness" a a'profeSsional, prerequisitei:.(In fact, some accounts,

4MannTs.included, strained the fact of their actual case, to dramatize'
, how thpir early adversitiesconditioned their later professional for-.

28
.. tunes.) [Thus, the particular niechaniCs which a, given 'school:man

\ employetfto enter teaching were. never held up for - literal iMitation. I
g .

To establish a paradigm of individual steps to success risked the im-
,, ,

position of a crudely mechanical and cha.racterless design. The pro-
_

4o.ot' of instinct over discretion gave schoolmen an: added incentive
%.,

r)

to reject "emulation" at both. the elementary and professional levels

of instruction. If then professional education or any education for that

matter, could be neither mechanical nor wholly voluntary, what did

these biographies tell kyoung man about the workings and advantages



'

of-education for a professional career?'
6 4

In the eye of Marui, the adverse conditioning of youth stereo-

typed the larger problems of "careers; it did dtstanip a uniform

model upon individual successes. In fact, the biographies of success-

ful schoolmerksavored' the uniqueness of each man's tiialst The

more unprecednted theearly burdens the more .dramatic became

later achievements. Having orilitted disClissions of .unsuccessful

careers, biographers intimated rather laSily that the endurance of

hard.ship rarely went unreCk.kited, Thud/ the peAccupation with the

adversities of youth carried vague assurances that character` rak be- .

ing properly developed by such trials. The, individuation in bio-
ti a

graphical literature mirrored a personal fortitude-More than a shrewd

management of opportunities. This stress upon. individual determina,

tion underscored the impertance.of self-control rather than 'eareer

choices &lade within a given social or institutional structure. In

their eyes the developthent of character and career proceeded more

often than not withoutinstitutional backing, social aids, often with-
29

Outthe succor of friends anxt family. "I had no protector, " Horace

Mann asserted, "I had none of those adventitious aids of wealth or

- powerful connection, whi.h so often supply the deficiencies of
03merit."

Alongside accounts of grinding poverty, hardship and loneli-
.

00121
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ness nePoUntered by sOoolmen, this literature also recounted a
13

0

serie of mitigating conditions. As frequently as poverty grind-.

ing, there were description's of an&lic, .iupportive mothers, °sizeable
7 . .

homes, influential clergymen with city arid. collegiate cdntacts, access

to private libraries of affluent townsmen, and leisure ciime for travef
.

1 and study.". Stress upon those conditions would likely have changed the

tone of these biographies, making them imply less -tha, t success de-

pended upon individual virtues and mannets. Nowhere arethese.

counter features more apparent than inIthe sketches. of 'Horace Mann's'
4!'

life. Although Mann lived in a rural farming sectionof'MaiShusetts,

his home had been one of the most commodious in the community &or

several generations. Similarly he entered Brown University at an

early age. Not only did this in itself imply an 4common advaintaio

but his acceptance immediately into-the sophomore class belied his,
81

later claims of a meagre basic education. The lesson of all&t-his

literature drove home the point that, perseverance rcame impeding

Circumstances. This fort,de always appeared as a reward for per-
a

sonal resolution rather than an opportunity contingent upon class

arrangements and the current social order.

Schoolmen found it very important to see professional careers

as gradual acquiescence in.the larger patterns of educational improve-

ment rather than as a series of discrete individual cl-ices. Indeed

00122
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they hesitated to. credit dividuald with initiating changes them-
<

selves as much as they avoided stamping a particular man or method

o as a model for others to emulate. Particular appointments or po-

sitions were never seen aS \coveted by professional teachers. Prim-

cipalships, superintendencies and secretaryships were always pro -

perly bestowed, usually by consensus of committee or voters, never

as an outcome of reasonable calculations by perceptive and ambi-

tious young men: While most Of these accounts describe one or

more false starts in the pirsuit of other non-teaehing opportunities,

these detours are treated most casually; neither desired, hor ex-

pected nor representing social dislocations. The idiosyncracies

personality are rounded off in favor of those traits which best illu-

-minated the subject's professional life. One autobiographer pdt it

explicitly: "This book [his Recollections] is not an autobiography.

Its aim is to be pedagogical and historical ... I have not cared to

give to the public my autobiography, but along life of nearly four-

score years has furnished sufficient material to build a scaffold upon

which may be displayed to a large extent the pedagogical methods of

the past and the great changes which have been made in our schools

and processes of education." 32 So long as this sublimation of indi-

vidual choices could be maintained, the profession as a whole did

not risk its nba..Tolitical version of moral character.
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Actual career choices became professional problems because

they dramatized whatever differences existed between individual

motives and occupational requirements. Discrepancies here were'

,serious so long as undergoing professional-instruction involved moral

overtones. Like other'occupations which strove for professional

'status, teaching was considered something more than breadwinning.

Professional work reflected, the literature asserted, the moral char-

* acter of the man; such activity, in turn, illuminated the quality of

his motives. In spite of the risks of reputation and character, the

force of these moral pressures were acknowledged more after the

fact than in the anxious throes of decision-making. After establish-
1

ing limself in education, Horace Mann couldexplaim: "How perfect

the change that may be wrought in us by new fortunes, new circum-

stances, and new views, leading to new pursuits! What a topic of

moralization is the change, of which I am now concious, between my

present and my former self! Memory alone connects the two together VIC33

Again the important changes are wrought, not chosen. Nor does Mann's

enthusiastic sentiment represent guperficial satisfaction with any im-

proved material prospects. It is rather an expression of relief after

the fact that his risks were not proved imprudent and irresponsible,

a relief that no disparities appeared between his on aspirations and

the general image of the profession.

001
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As a moral problem, career choiCe harbored an important ope-

rational ambiguity: it cautioned self-control to young men-at the

same time that it prodded them to nelf-improven-ient. This ambi-

guity did not deny that existing professional priorities and structures

. conditioned .careers; it insured, however, that those conditions re-

ceived less. attention than the less tangible qualities of a young man's

character. Even though it carried serious professional and moral

responsibilities, career choice became functionally atmatter of

private discretion and chance.. This 19th century notion of character

lodged in voluntary asspciation restricted career choice as much as

the impersonal and specialized professional goals which followed.

leer in the 20th century. For all the supposed [vaunted] lbosening

of social patterns in 19th century America,' there *ere-also corres-
,

ponding routines of thought and behavior, routines which fixed life-

chances just as firmly as the norms and processes of modern industrial

and urban life. Nineteenth century careers were not chosen as freely

and easily as the rhetoric of tndividualism implied. The restrictions

upon them had in.a sense been set much earlier in the ante-bellum

period by schoolmen's efforts to create a new kind of bducat4Ork

e condititms affecting professional opportunity in the nine-
-

teenth certtury generated their own peculiar pressures and limita-

tions. Not the least of these essential conditions was the stereo-

q.
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typed image of the professional teacher, which dramatically affected .

the acceptible limits of all teachers' discretiona and careers. ' This.t_ he

-: - A
\\

image made no effort to deal vrifIrthe profound unsettlements of se-
,

rious choice. In fact, it insured these dislocatio ,by distracting

riung men from the examinations of the social factors af cting eir

careers. Thus, opportunities alwa.3"TS eemea too great and too elu-

sive to young men starting out;* they were difficult enough to under-

stand, much less choose with isonable certainty.,
of refining his opportunities in:terms of institutional and functional

..
Instead

0114F. ::::,--:e ri:-..1.:41s: c:
consequences, a young man prOaring for teaching gave his best ener-

..-.-.4
gies to the curtailment of hisiambitions. He was nevey-more,sure of .

.. . up
. .. ...._ . -., ._ .

the purity f his motive's than when lie refused alternatives which(
. -:.11

a

.

appeared to be obvious, personal advantages. When opportunities

appeared personally rewarding, prudent professionals appeared

1f-effacing. "There is," Horce Manh claimed the day before his J

most significant career shift frAn politics to education, "but one i
Q ice

which these impediments [b2.4fnotivesj can be met with success:

it is the spirit Of self-abandonment; the spirit of martyrdom. To

s, I believe, there are but fe-r, of all those who wear the form

o lfumani , who will not yield:. I must not imiVe. I must not humble.
.I must not degrade anyone in hit own eyes. I milk not present myself

as a solid body to oppose an iron barrier to any.- I.must be a fluid

00126
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`V of man ..." Whatever his real aspirations, professional deport- _

merit demanded atconcilliating demeanor. The price of nil:7ra improve'''-'
. meat was a: pattern of Self-denial and self-control; it was a flexibi-

lity that bore little reference to the circumstances of the social and

political structure. Instead of assessing the varied forms and channels

of pow r, Horace Mann offered a more fundamental truth, that the

"great.secret of ensuring the voluntary obedience to. duty consists in
36

a skillful preparation of motives b'eforehand.! The beginning of a
-

successful career depended most importantly upon a special-prepara-,.

tion, one which ttained the will not to will.

This ped4gogica1.intent did not presume to monitor choices
-4 s

4,.

t so, much as to wsIn'dition motives, thereby skirting the obvious mt-
. ...,

4..',falls of professional teaching: bather than offering a strict 'paradigm,

the biographies of successful schoolmen recounted unique situations

and particular examples Where actual choices had already occurred.

Any practical inferences or analogies were 'bhe responsibility of the

proaPective teacher. Ultimately however,' dab preparation of motives

made professional choice appear to be a highly'introverted affair,
0

more concerned with the preparation 4for choice -than for choice itself.

The essence of this preparation led to a peculiar self effacing and

genteel style. Al the point of abandoning his profhising career in

law for a problematic one in edugation, Iforace Mann-pleaded in his
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diary: "Gild grant me an annihilation of selfishness. "3Z At all those

junctures- where choices could not he avoided, one generally finds an

118

overwhelming sense. of risk and' anxiety. .Maintaiiing one's self-

pos ession, -enduring.the adversity, outlasting problems, all became

" h ces" far more realistic than conscious decisions to rearrange

one's life or one's society and inquiring where to begiii.

r
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10. SNARES OF VOLUNTARY MANEUVER!

The new educational goal of the'nineteenth century, the

creation of character, did not elinainatedrcen the profession of

teachihg all considerations of politics and free choice. Schoobneri

did, however, give far more attention to a thacher's responsibility

to moral principles than they ever did to.the teacher's responsibility

to the Statp, Thertwo obligations were intimately related for them,

but few ventured to say exactly how. They trusted the inward force

of moral character to deal with external. difficulties, large and

small. This set of assumptions did 6ettle a host of problems of the

early part of the century but created others equally forraild.ble.s If

the older problems addressed essentially social questions, particu-

larly what kind of education can be democratic without fomenting

further sdcial divisions, the newer problems responded to more indi-

,

,

vidu.alized dilethmas, particularly what ki.hd of education prepares

for a moral life, if it fails to detail the specific Contours of moral
0

choice. Teachers served as steward's of the social ordei in the nine-

teenth century bylending their own vineyards. Professional schopl-

men of that era generated neither a distinct, asocial attitude nor any

38
underlying social or political philosophy.. Their strategic use of.
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character as a goal kept education and professional training non-

political and nqn-controvez(Sial and gave the in\i' RieSsion that true

tethers confronted the essential, moral facts of lif
0

These moral concerns of professional schciolipen determined

Which issues we re necessary to confront. In the educational litera-,

ture public issues emerged out of the natural courses of events or

out of selfish designs. Schoolmen never prepared themselves for

specific public problems but rather for any given dilemma

social forces for both change and retrenchment always overtook men

of character who were, seen as having to respond to rathei.tan,
cipating and meeting such issues. In both success and failure pri-

vate initiatives were desperate measures. The. manor restriction
,

then on ruatters,like ea er choice became the scipolmen's own

self-designed hesitancy to heed their own instincts. Their dilemma ,

. was quite severe: *they doubted their ow/drives and could not aficqt

uncritically the laudable drives of established teachers. Their apolitical
.

assumptions reinforced,this ,dilemma, for, had they let th mselves

excine the specific consequences of these drives, they might have

permitted schoolmen to rank and prefer some over others. In lieu

)of this alternative social issues became easily moral problems. In
0

the language of moral responsibility schoolmen dealt, with political

questions. Having to settle political issues in non-political ways,.

001.30.
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schoolmen devepped an ingenious negative style. Theiunderstood

practical pioblems by exhauiting the dangers associated with them.
O

They were,alws.Ys more certain of what:occupations or roles a young
0 )

man, dare not choose than what hg dare chance.
y,

Out of a political necessity t oid controversial) issues in

the act of instruction, -schoolinen narked off, the parameters of mo-
.

ray) inquiry, and maneuver. The moral sphere dealt primarily with
r

motives which were treated both as aspirations wad embryonic" conse-
rt

'quences. When actual consequences were called for or questioned,

as in the case of career choice, moral aaraeter as an educational

aia.;_a,showed, its starkest limitations. In the nineteenth century the

ambiguities surrounding this goal .did mitigate some divisive class
.

distinctions and actual obstructiois to the democratic hope for public

instruction. It did nbt replace the- older tradition with .n alternative

equally class -bound but it did fail to substitute an equally cigar educa-

tipnal and social framework. Schoolmen continually groped for some

workable coherence with a variety of arguments and styles of profes-

sional behavior: The ended their activity in the nineteenth century

repeating their desire for a professional yet voluntary, norm of

behavior, not because the few clear patterns of their labor had reflect-

ed the practice of free choice within the profession, but because their

version of charaCter-training made it impossible to tell exactly how
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voluntary their. professional labor could have been.

, During this'period.the very synonyms school/nen employed

for career put n tions of ftee choice at a disadvantage. A career ."

was an orientation, a competency, an aptness,- a hold, a bats/Ice,

to use just some of their terms 39
. its there a spectacld'Horace Maim

asked in his Thoughts for a Young Man (1848) "fairer and mire en-.

vapturing to the sight than that of a young man . ...surveyingand re-.

counting... the mighty gifts with-which he has been endowed, and

the magnificent career of usefulness and blessedness which has blen
Itopened before him; and 'resolving with one all concentrating and all-

hallowing vow, that he will live, true to the noblest capabilities of

his being, and 'in obedience to the highest laws of his nature! -- If

aught can be nobler or sublimer than this, it is thetlife that fulfills
Ithe yew. I 40 The implementation of this balance of capacities and natu-

ral laws follow0 a ritual of thdught rather than a program of action:

"In *selecting his voation," Mann dontinued, "he abjures every occu-

pation, every profession, however lucrative they may be, or honorable

they may be falsely deemed, if with his own weal, they do not also pro-
,

,mote the common weal; and he views the idea with a deep teligious

abhorranc e, that anything that advances the well-being of himself
41

which involves the ill -being of others." The social implications of

balance as a synonym for career were as always, a social awareness
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by default. Their primary. dim was for, a training which, turned men

to amore basic human order of moral principles. Thes4-synonyms
st,

recognizedindirectly the actuality of social and political institutions.

Their yalluenescs muted the question of how:much the new educational

,eidea of character would change .existing institutions and improve
. ,

conceptions of education; it did put the burden:of dwakening all manner

of changed-on the individual professional. -In a sense, the best pro-.,,
fessiorial choice connoted Compensating and restorative function.

Career choice became dramatically freer and more independ-
.

ent the more involuntary it was made to appear., In an often repeated

--sentiment in his journal, Mann rehearsed his reaction to the offer of

the new office, the Secretaryship of the Board of Education of Massa

chusetts: "For myself, I never had a sleeping or a waking dream that

I should ever think of myself, or be thought of by any other, in rela-

tion to that station. "42 Mann's own work in designing and engineer-

ing the necessary bills for the Secretaryship through the state legis-

lature put that sentiment in a peculiar light. Moreover, in the larger
43pattern of his life, this sentiment is repeated in-diffeient ways.

He was always reluctant to appear other than indifferent and passive

about his hopes and aspirations. This attitude was widely admired

for reasons Mann applauded, namely that without such iliffidenc0 in

the face of opportunity, 'men took great risks with their professional
44

potential.
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The moral ambiguities associated with career choice regu-

lated the bel.-consciousness rather than the achievement of nine-

teenth century schoolmen. While almost overwatchful about their'

prospects, schoolmen did not become introspective like their Calvin-

1st forebears. Their autobiographies read no differently than their
45

biographies, and together they form a single genre. Their moral

soundings gauged not their own inner dispositions so much as theik

fit within a given professional perspective. At times Mann's own atti-

tudes towards <his political success seemed to be the very.ieason he

abandoned it. 46 Early success and the wide acclaim of his pro-
c

mising talents, removed match of the sense of arduousness from Ms

work and gave liimpause. Indeed William Ellery Clianning almost

alone sanctioned Mann's shift to education as a wise move. His

*.ather exclusive support more than balanced the numerous 'other re-

actions - that his resignation of law and the position of president pro

tem 'of the Massachusetts senate was precipitous. Moral judgments

of the turns of fortune did not rely on popular judgment or majority .

rule within the profession. Inca sense, Mann's full prospects for

professional career and the prospects of more disadvantagedyoung

men gravitated toward education for equally desperate reasons.

Neither could assess the moral differences between promising and

unpromising professithal careers. Early successes and 4.ate begin-/ if
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nings in careers both drove men on to ever greener pastuies and

other occupations, explaining much about the nineteenth century's

indifference to, the social instability of careers composed of several

completely different kinds of work.
L

The low profile of education as a professional career in the

nineteenth century permitted schoolmen to exploit the obvious arta ,
logies between instruction and missionary work. 447 Both required

rather profound material and personal self-sacrifice.. In addition,

as schoolmen like Mann developed the institutional forms for this

unsung work, they made their organizations contribute to this pro-

fessional style of self-effacement. Mann explained the nature of the

new State Board of Education and.its Secretary in terms which en-

abled both agencies to avoid .unworthy political intrigue and tempta-

tions of coercive power. Existing political' realities do not explain

Mann's detailed insistence upon the office's powerlessness: "To

accomplish the object of their creation," he stressed, "...the Board

are clothed with no power, either restraining or directory. If they

know of better modes of education, they leave no authority to en-
,

force their adoption. Nor have they any funds at their disposal. Even

the services

tliority then,

of the members are gratuitously rendered. --Without au-

to corn/nand, and without money to remunerate or re-
.

ward, their only recourse, the only sinews of their strength, are

ea
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their powers of appealing to an enlightened community, to rally for

the promotion of its dearest interests."48 If schoolmen tried to

make their organizations propel channels of .selk-sacrifiCe, they

also made departures from education more difficult than:entering

teaching in the first place. Young men were never as anxious about
.

their careers as they were when their individual (read "selfish")

preferences argued exit from a wQrk undertaken and sanctioned ori-

ginally for reasons of "moral usefulness and blessedness.' Hence

in a lifetime of several occupations the numerous shifts from one

to anther were most commonly preceded bY;illnesses,and other ritu-

als which made the shift appear involuntary. Recovery of health and

reassignment were usually surprisingly rapid.

For nineteenth century schoolmen the peculiar separition of

politics and educatibn did:not imply a forfeiture of social and political

influence.'i Indeed this distinction attempted to clarify a more inde-

pendent and Moral method for improx;-ing the course of human events.

At the heart of this effort was the, creation of a work equal to but out-

side the established professions of medicine, law and the-ministry.
a

The important choices of this work were negative ones, principally

those of avoiding traditional options and procedures. Functionally
C

education became concerned more with the inner working of man's

ideas and aspirations than it did with arranging for needed skills, sub-
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sequent appointment, , placement or salary. The new education implied

a necessary barter. It was necessary since men with professional

prospects seldom pursued education as a professional work. The

great majority of men without clear professional' pro -pests sought

the larger and more tangible remuneration of the manual trades. For

a host of reasons Men frbra both these different classes became pro-

fessional schdolmen in the nineteenth century. Whatever their pri-

vate reasons the explanation in the professional parlance for both

college trained and farming youth was the same; it insisted that the shift

to education iMplied a self-selection of men of character. Paradoxical-

ly the rhetoric of moral choice resulted in a profession whose most

independent choice shied away from politics in the hopes of creating

in educatidn a usefulness which would keep all dislocated, social.

castes from becoming altogether declassed.
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PART IV

FROM AWAKENING TO SELF-DISCIPLINE:

LATER EXPERIMENTS IN PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION

1838 - 1860
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REVIVALS OF 'EDUCATION
e

During the 18401s and 1850's the transformation of school-

keepers into .a professional corps of edticators hind more on the
.

efficiency of contemporary revivalist strategies than on any concep-

tion of scholarship or syitematic pedagogy. At best, theories.and

ideologies4of instructionxenerally offered only supplementary argu-

mentation to justify brunediate practices and experiments. Little ed-
.

r-ucationdi activity sewns'to havf been inspired directly by any ideolo-

gical treatises on learning, although professional schoolmen of the

ante-bellum period freely invoked Pestalozzi, de Fellenberg, Rous-

seau,.-Lancaster, and the European educational systeme as models 11.:

of various educational practices.. In New England the effective plan

behind the call for professional educators came not from adaptations

of foreign instruction, but rather from already proven measures which

had been applied and perfected by religious evangelicals of tie 18301s.

The major institution for educational improvement in the ante-bellum

period was the teachers'Inshtute which operated as a kind of revival

agency. The origin, spread, and eclipse of this institution for pro-

fessional teachers,. both in its conceptual and institutional features,

- illuminate the shifting, contours of educational policy and practice in
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New England before the Civil War.

Before the 1840's and 1850's, popular and professional

cussions,of pedagogy described the educational processes and goals
,

in vague, poorly defined terms. The educational literature stressed
--..

the importance of a teacher's moral character in producing desired

tnges among his students, but, at no point, did they explicate the

complexities of the learning process nor did they discuss the

nature of moral character. The rhetoric of the time attributed any

change of mind, any alteration of moral conviction,,eany development

of social consciousness in student, or, in a word, any educational.

experience, piim.arily to e d personal qualities of the in-

structor. This assumption about the pivotal role of a teacher's char-

acter reduced the,technical aspec.ts of pedagogy,;,txo.suhoxdinat#po-..p-.-

sition. This subordination produced a vague criteria for evaluating

proper instruction and the qualifications of teachers; and, at the

same tim anctioned the failur confront the pedagogical oblerns

involve in shaping the moral development of students. While most

schoolmen of the period agreed that moral character was the primary

end of education, not until the late 1830's were they challenged to de-

termine precisely how character was also the primary means of in> S

struction. This challenge was reflected most dramatically in insti -

tutions for preparing teachers.
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In the context of confused descriptions of the educational pro-
'br

cess, several experiments developed teitrain teachers especially for

the pUblicly-supported, elementdry classes, called common schools.

There was no one model or rule by which institutions for preparing

teachers could be designed or evaluated. For example, in the ante-

bellum period, the state-supported normal school, the most dur-

able of these experiments did not function as an efficient state insti-

tution nor did it become a model of a specific professional pedagogy.

The absence of a commonly held set of techniques or a discussion of

the nature of the normal school apart from the character of its prin-

cipal made this potentially specisal school raerfely one more institu-

tion in the educational spectrum.. In addition to problems of concep-

tiOrkhe-norrnal school faced other significant impediments sin-these

years. In spite of large enrollments of any given class -- usually
r

women - the normal school graduated very few who had passed through

its three-year course of study. Even cumulatively over t ante-

bellum period no professional corps of normal school teachers emerged

to orient the proc/ess of education. Few young men who might have

been attracitedto normal schools could afford the expense or time

away from family farms or businesses. Nor did the schools compen-
, -

sate with scholarships or financial aid until the 18504s, though the first
2

state teacher training school began in 1838. Al of these obstacles
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prompted state legislatures to'Withdraw or try to withdraw their

support from these schools. Only after the Civil War did--the norm-

al schools flourish.

The major institution for preparing young men for a worthy

profession in education, for heightening their own awareness of

themselves and of their talents for instruction, or to borrow the

schoolinen's own term, for "awakenings' aspirant professionals, was

the teacher's institute. For the ;irst generation of professional edu-
,

cators this institution made explicit, more than any other educational
ma

agency how determined schoolmen were to equate professionaliza-

tion With "awakening" of moral character rather than with training

in uniform measures and standard techniques of teaching. Profes-
;PC' ' _ Vref) _

sionals employing numerous, individual strategies to inculcate
a

character in ese early years, always discussed-their techniques

in nonmechanical terms, as emanations of moral character. Compe-

tence and effectiveness were measured intuitively and impressionistical-

ly, never precisely by common rules or authorized standards. How-

ever, by the 1850's, the next generation of professional teachers had
0

begun to alter the purpose of their training institutions and their views

of effective professional preparation. Most significantly, they attempt-

ed to delineate specific measures for training all professionals. The

essential professional contribution of this second generation came
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with their separation of "awakening" from professionalization.
o.

Their transformation of the teachersfrinstitute documents in con-

crete form the significance of this separation and- explains the im-

portance of the normal school in post-war America. The work of

these two generations, active befe\re the, Civil War changed the con-

ception of a teacher from something akin to an evangelical minister

. into a professional with technical training in pedagogy.

The significant reorientation of educational ends and means,

suggested by this generational difference, emerged historically through

the growth of the teachers' institute. The man most responsible for

the origin and development of this educational agency was Henry

Barnard, whose educational career began as the first Commissioner

'of 'Education in Connecticut in an and ended after the CivilWar_as the _ j ,21 Le!

first Commissioner of Education of the United States. 3 In 1839 Barnard,

having failed to gain state support for a normal school, circulated an

advertisement for a "Teachers' Class" in Hartford County, d'ormecticut.

In his official capacity as state commissioner he placed this pilot project

under the general charge of the principal of the Hartford Grammar

School, T. H. Wright. 4
Several weeks of meetings concentrated on les-

.

sons in mathematics, reading, composition, geog aphy and lectures on the

theory and practice of teaching. Visits were made to local Hartford
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schools to observe the qiiality and techniques of instruction current-

ly employed. A portion of each day was devoted to emphasis on sub-

jects of current interest to teachers, such 9.s relationshipts with pa-

- rents or modes of conducting teachers' associations. Twenty-six

young men answered Barrtard's call to this conference which prayed
if

to be the .prototype for subsequent teachers' institutes. ,So familiar
r----

did this institution become after 1839, that in 1851 the Reverend

Cyrus Pierce, whom Horace Mann had hand picked to be principal

of the first state-supported normal school in America' could des-

cribe the normal school as a hat' id of standing Teachers' Institute."

The success of this first experiment encouraged Barnard to

expand his proposals and to advocate similar programs for other

states. He insisted that such classes be conducted twice a year for

5' .

three years, a proposal that in 1842 Barnard felt was an adequate
6

substitute for normal school preparation. Even the elimination of

his state commissionership by political fiat in 1842 and his dismissal

from Connecticut's service did not dissuade Barnard from pursuing

the implications of his early work with teachers' institutes. That

same year he fashioned with Emma Willard, the principal and

founder of the Troy (Female) Seminary, a more ambitious plan for a

"permanent Normal Institute. "7

The Normal Institute, conceived by-Henry Barnard and Emma
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Willard, was another effort tedevelop a New England version of

the normal school. The espoused aim of .the Institute was the im-,

provement of yoing people'in the teaching skills; the instruction

centered on lectiiret, observations of experienced teachers, and prac-

tical experience by the aspiranf teachers. Barnard's own "teachers'

class" seems pa have served as the referent point for this model.

Their combined vision, however, extended beyond the Hartford ex-.

periment. The students, Mrs. Willard explained, would attend the

Normal Institute for a month twice a year and return for four conse-

cutive years in the intervals between actual teaching in elementary

schools. After four years, Mrs. Willard concludiii, the students

would be adequately prepared for the classroom. The Institute,

moreover, would group its student body into four levels according

to each applicant's previous experience. In the Willard-.Barnard

plan, the timing of these classes assumed crucial importance. By

scheduling them for April and October immediately before the sum-

mer and winter schools began, they used the actual preparation to

best advantage. Teachers would have ample opportunity for imme-

diate experimentation wit4 their new skills. In addition, by constant

correspondence with and visits to.the practicing teachers of the

Institute, Mrs. Willard intended to provide suggestions and minor-
8

alterations of technique during each school term.
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The Institute's conductor, the agency's teacher, was central .

to the careful planning of this educational institution. The moral

character of each experienced teacher determined how effective

and impressive was the image of superior instruction. The actual

teachers of the first teachers' institute in Hartford in 4839 reflect-

ed the importance placed upon the character of the teacher. Includ-
,

ing Barnard, at the time head of the state educational system, seven

educators had been invited to lead the experiment: three long time

teachers of unquestioned reputation, like T. H. Wright of Hartford;

two ministers with unimpeachable educational credentials -

Mr. Barton of Teacr's Seminary at Andqver, Massachusetts, and

ev. Thomas H. Gallaudet, most famous for founding and direct-

...ing-The American Asylum for the Deaf and Dumb in Hartford,.-the, 4 441 44

first school of its kind in America; and one college professor of

mathematics, Charles Davies of West Point whose mathematics text-

books had already established his serious concern for upgrading edu-
9 0

cation. JAI the earliest years of the institutes, conductors were

men whose profestional reputations were often made in other pro-

fessions or in semi-educational work. Institute activity was large-.
ly a sideline rather than a full -time responsibility. 'e.

Throughout the next decade, teache institutes develope,d

along the general lines suggested by Barnard and Willard in the
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early 1840's. Quickly, the teachers' institutes became accepted as

more than experiments or temporary substitutes for normal schools

in professional training and spread throughout New England. J.n

1843, Henry Barnard replied to a call from Rhode Island and shortly

after becapie State Superintendent of .Education there. He immediate-
o

ly succeeded in having legislation passed that required institutes

to be held in each county annually. In Massachusetts in..1.844, Horace.

,Mann found teachers' institutes so effective' that he began, as he had

done for normal schools, to solicit private contributions which he
o

hoped would be matched by state subisdy.
10

Mann's campaign to

accumulate greater financial support for teachers' institutes succeed-
-

ed as remarkably as his work for normal schools. Where no state
1

-r, .subsidy was possible, ...some institUte conductors charged tuitionand..

still others, to lessen the. financial burden on underpaid teachers on-

ly agreed to hold Aistitutes if townspeople boarded the student-teachers

free, of charge. This latter arrangement ,nsured also that-the town

became involved in educational improvement through discussion with

student-;teachers at fireside and table. Many institutes set aside their

evening exercises for lectures of a more general nature to which the

public was invited.

The success of this conception of institutes rested entirely upon
. .

the'personal character and reputation of the conductor. Emma Willard
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could declare confidently Ythat no other.person but myself could put

in practice the plan to be proposed, I would by no means assert!

Yet I would not hold myself responaible for its sliceess in any other' 11hands." Concerned educators assumed that they could feel sanguine

about the subsequent and ultimate consequences of educational de-.

velopment, so long as their o;in moral vision informed the nature

and diredtion of the ea st stages, of instruction. Even when in-

struction was most systematic, in normal schools and colleges

of the/1840's, educators were less preoccupied with the orderly

diffusion of info - cational ideal of Jefferson's gene-

ration- than they re cone rned about the capstone of all Instruc-

tion, the senior year course in moral philosophy taught by the prin-
12

cipal or college president.

Just as the moral character of an institute conduct:* was

something of a known quantity due to his educational interests and

occupational reputation, the moral character of an attending student

was equally important. The students, however, usually possessed

neither educational reputaticins nor formal credentials, letters of

recommendation nor academic degrees. Teaching had never attract-

,ed young men into common schools or a ademi.es on a full-time basis
.

if they had the glimmer of a prospect for decidedly professional work

in law, medicine, or the ministry. It was almost a resignation to
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necessity when Emma :Willard judged the most promising institute

students as those "youth who have not wealth, but who have-an.ardent

desire for education and are willing to labor to obtain it.',13
In an-

other light, however, her comments were not entirely a resignation.
,

The formation of moral character headed the aims of all 'educational

institutions. The significance of the institute was not entirely the

provision of philanthropic serviceAed-yroung. men whose ownhresources
A

did not lead to professional work. More important, and more reason

for predicting extraordinary success by this agency, was the assum--

ed equation betWeen- "ardent desire" and poverty. The poorer boys

would have to work uncommonly hard and have to possess a readier
14disposition toward Moral training than their more fortunate fellows.

The nature ofAhe education provided by teachers' institutes

was not conceived in strictly intellectual or academic terms, The

fundamental distincifon was not between the ignorant and the in-

formed, or, if such terms were used', their reference point was not

the command \If useful information in a given subject or set of sub-

jects. The Normal Institute of Henry Barnard and Emma Willard

would separate students "sound in mind, in manners and in morals"

from those who-were "dull and unworthy." This screening process

re ained a moral affair of which intellectual training was but one

part.. The institute provided a medium for selection of potential pro-,
fessionals, although its formal operations generated no distinctions

o

or gradations among studp001:149pants. If an institute scholar,



labiired through the course for the specified time, its founders

anticipated, his "will and ability t6 learn would be manifest he

result, Mrs. Willard continued, "could be no inconsiderable solid

acquirement. "15 The institute experience set the stage not merely

. for knowledge but also for wisdom; it presumed. to lay a foundation

not only in particular skills but in asocial department which always

signified, however obliquely, the than of upright character. At the

very least, attendence at an institute meant that a pious ydung man's

desire to cultivate moral discipline had been certified by the con-

Auctors, successful men of unquestioned character. Though not a

degree-granting agency, the institutes provided an informal pro-
.

fessional credential which testified to a young man's awakened charac-,

ter.

Although they laid particulaf emphasis upon this special
O

"awakening" as an indispensable prerequisite for professional success,

Barnard and Willa/41, did not hold a.mystical conception of the teacher

as a member of an elite and restricted corps. AcCompanying the

emphasis upon "awakening" was the notion that everyone was capable

of professional improvement and would profit from attending an in-

stitute. he necessary "awakening" and "quickening" of moral sen-

sibilities were accessible to all who aspired to educational improve-
s

ment provided they were i'ece tive to the institute's conductors. Once
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this moral development was thought to have begun, the work of the

institute was finished. Apart from attendance at later institutes,'

an aspirant professional generated from himself .all subsequent con-

trol and development of his moral character. Moral development

was seldom qualified by any consideration of unforeseeable circum-

stances or the idiosyncracies of personality: Indeed, subsequent,

difficulties were thought to be like the fires to steel in a forge; they

were trials that hardened or softened one's resolution but could not

alter bstantially the basic structure of moral character once awaken-

ed.

In 1859 Barnard voiced his clearest, if somewhat defensive,

statement about the nature of the institute, that it was an "educa..4

tional revival agency, of the most extensive, permanent, and unob-

jectionablejectionable character. This categorizing of the teachers' insti-

tute as a revival agency made explicit the nature of so many measures

which conductors commonly employed in this professional activity.

First and foremost, bothteachers' institutes and religious revivals

were planned as a chain ot temporary meetings, located in different

towns to which their organizers went as circuit riders. Like'the

earlier "protracted meetings" of denominational revivals, institutes

were advertised far in advance and timed to avoid or override compe-
.

tition with ordinary town activities devoted to similar purposes. Con-
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ductors often planned institutes during v cations when common schools

were not in session or else during college c mencement-exercises

to take advantage of educationally oriented crow Visits of con-.

ductors to homes that boarded students served a preliminary or

supplementary meagures to actual institute exercises, much like the

religious revivalists' "anxious meetings. '-----Prayers and hymns

not only were incorporated into the actual proceedings but usually

'began and.conoluded the main exercises and lectures of an in
$,

It was often more than a matter of convenience that institutes were

°held in churches.

As with the' more conservative, sectarian revivals of the

1830's, women attended but did not participate publicly in teachers'

institutes of the 1840's. Also, extemporaneous exhortations to the

institute attendants were common, though once' again, like the more

conservative revivals of the later 1830's, individuals were not singled

out for special praise or chastisement in these inspirational efforts.

Numerous' expressions, such as "filled with the spirit," "the holi-

ness of the work," the "vocation" of teaching, being "called,"

"fixing attention, " and, of course, "awakening" itself, bore striking

similarities to the rhetoric of the religious revivals. Most of all,

the institute, like the revival, proposed to transform a congregation

of individuals into a conscious moral body with its own special tone
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and spiritual goal, the two essential elements of awakening and pro:-

fessionalizatioii.

Several important historical factors explain how this insti-

tution for professional teachers took on revival techniques rather
\

than modeling themselves upon existing educational structures

like the American college or the European normal scho61. By 18 9,

when Barnard conducted the first ,institute the religious revival ha

become°a. rather commonplace and noncontroversial measure for

ministering to a congregation. 17
The controversies that revivals

had caused through the 1820's and early 1830's, especialty the rude,

emotion-charged.camp meetings of the Reverend Charles Grtndison

Finney, had abated. Not only had Finney himself tempered his

revival measures but his former antagonists, :thezmore tradition-

bound ministers like Lyman Beecher, Joel Dawes, and Nathaniel

Taylor, had incorporated revival practices into theft: own work. By

the late 1830's many members of conservative, Congregational car-
e

tels, ministers like Charles Brooks, Noah Porter, Merrill Richard-

. son, Horace Bushnell, as well as Beecher, Dawes, and others,

served as itinerant agents for or participants in teachers' insti-

tutes. The ease with which such men passed back and forth between

the ministry and education suggests as much abolit changes in the

ministry itself as it does confirm how profoundly moral and spiritually
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regenerative education was thought to be. This interprofessionali
mobility also indicates how subordinate institutional measures,

were in both professions to the moral character of the,minister o

the teacher and al4 how easily education could ommandeer insti-

tutional measures from its sister profession, a ministry. With-.

in three decades the structure of both occupations narrowed and be-

came more exclusive, rendering this mobility and thiVaorr.

of techniques impossible.

In the late 1830's, at precisely the moment when-iyvival meas-

ures were becoming socially acceptable and when they no longer
a

threatened accepted denominational orthodoxy, men like Barnard -

required effective measures for improving the occupation of teach-
ti

ing. Efficiency, however, was colored by two considetations. On

the one hand,the short duration of the institute necessitated measures

that were extraordinarily efficient. The institute had to c dense

the inculcation of character, which permanent schools, committed

to long term study, could do more gradually. At the same time

institute measures could not appear extraordinarily efficient without

suggesting that something other than character was the basis of pro-

per, morally informed instruction. Conceptually t1 major strate-

gy schoolmen employed was the stress upon moral chara ter. Their

insistence upon character controlled every effort to dispel t
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biguity about precise measures of awakening potential professionals;

it made diverse tfrocedures appea equally legitimate and equally

efficient. Function y they endorsed the acceptable means of per-
k

suasion and ineiiration which evangelical ministers had earlier

-deireloped on circuit in the face of a very differ'ent set of moral pro-

blems. The vagueness that shrouded the process of professional-

ization in the ante-bellum period permitted equivocation on the very

issue which quite likely would have spawned disruptive controversy.

In this context ambiguity'and a semblance of neutrality were quite

self-consciously cultivated to stabilize the profession of instruction.

Professional schoolmen truly believed that education was a Moral

process. COnveniently the moral value they espoused gave them p.

leverage they would not have had were they more demanding tech-

nically or more exact conceptually.

The revival background of the institute and the vagueness

professional proceZes suggest, moreover, why in education there

was so little controversy before the 1850's over educatio,n in general
417 18

and pedagogical techniques in particular. In'education as in the

ministry technical devices became controversial, only when they got

out of hand. One of the educator's and minister's working assump-

tions, too, lips that technical devices' could get out of hand quite

easily. Moreover, the problem with controversy was that it was a

muss
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farm of disorder, and disorder was a moral not a technical problem.

To lose control was to doubt the efficacy and self-sufficiency of

moral character; to lose control was to believe that techniques were

somehow unrelated to the technician, hence morally neutral. Only

in controversy apparently did schoolmen draw distinctions between

the technical and moral power of instruction. When such distinc-
2,Thr

lions could be drawn, they were never academic, but always rapidly

became boldly personal. The close association between morality and.

technology gave ante-bellum education its peculiar strength: it per-

mitted schoolmen the belief that individual character, as irregularly

moral as it was, was the source of any-school's stability rather than

its preeminent weakness. It was this assumption that made pro-

fessional teachers chary of sanctioning rigorous criticism as a

part of legitimate instruction. Controversy and criticism could

never locate problems or weaknesses without implying individual

reprehensibility. Co d morality ever be divorced clearly from tech-

niques of instruction and could individuals be awakened and converted

by devices rather than by the force of moral will, the pivotal role of

the school master, the institute conductor, or the minister would

have lesseed in importance. In such an event moral character would

have been relegated to an auxiliary or secondary power in any educa-.

tional or regenerative process. Up to the 1850's an uneasy truce
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existed between the conception of moral character and the specific

means for inculcating it. Upon this truce schoolmen fashioned an

ambiguoi\s sense of professionalization which made morality and

pedagogical technology mutually reinforcing. A major product of

this ambiguity was the avoidance ofgradations or distinctions be-

tween the va titles, schoolmaster, schoolkeep9r, teacher,

educator, r friend of educ tion.

Institute conductors f Barnard's generation rarely question-

ed the use of revival techniqu in awakening teachers. In fact,

thereoWere remarkably fey.; innova 'ins in procedures for conducting

institutes. For all the potential leeway and eXperimentation that

their moral view of education might have endorsed - morality pos-

...____ aessing at all points a highly individualistic dimension - 8arnar_dt.s _ .. ......._ ............

generation varied technical procedures only slightly from institute

to institute. In some measure the lack of variety was a function of

detailed preplanning and precise scheduling. Planning committees

sought to provide for every eventuality - advertisement, seating,

, 4 censorship and publication of lectures, registration of participants,

enrolling local support, Jelecting officel.s, etc. Many institutes appoint-

ed monitors to ensure absolute conformity with a preal-ranged time-

table. One institute manual, William Russell's Suggestions on

Teachers' Institutes, describes this obsession with efficiency and
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precision in a sketch of the monitor's duties:

It is the duty of the monitor to ring the signal
for commencing and closing all lectures, general
exercises, and recesses. The monitor of time is
expected to be perfectly exact as to the moment
for ringing his bell, even if it is to interrupt a lectur-
y in the middle of a sentence, and after the recess,
to ring his bell at the entrance door, as well as
in, to recall the members to their class duties.

While such preplanning may have hindered technical innova-

tions, a more important limitation,was the professional uncertainty

within which all innovations operated, an uncertainty reflecte&by the

discrepancy between the imperative tone of the quotation above and

the cautious title of the manual itself, Suggestions on Teachers' Insti-

tides. 'Russell's manual makes clear how ea y institutes could get

out of hand Without strict control. His remarks consequ y fluctu-

ate betWeen suggestion and insistent strictures like the following:

"Disorder otherwise [without the monitors of time] becomes inevitable..

If 'a lecture overruns its hours, it cuts off some 'important part of

other business, and disturbs e-cegular4i f the)lay. A public

body without order becomes an unwieldy mass, and, sometimes, an
4-unruly mob. "20 Between the polarities of success and failure. no,

kradations existed for determining the worth of a particular inno;a.-
n

don or how a particular measure might have.affected the proceed-

ings of an institute as a whole.
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Just as a successful institute, like a successful rivival, trans-

formed a gathering into a moral entity, a failure of organization im-
\

pugnpd the characters of conductors and attendant students alike.

Such evaluations of institute proceedings established, not procedural

limits but ambiguous dangers which undermined all but the efforts of

the most confident and venturesome teachers. For very particular

,reasons the institutes a Barnard's generation attracted young me

whose prominent virtues were neither intellectual self-possession

nor professional daring.

While the technical procedures varied only slightly fiom
-7

institute to institute, the styles of conductors, the content and dura-

tion of institutes, and the role of institutes within particular states

' 1 L.

4 pq -cafs41;, ar did va'y. The idea from the very first had been to retain a flexibility,- +7;4

so that the institute in each community would be pertinent to local

conditions and heterogeneous audiences. "Exactly how much,"

Mrs. Willard had originally decred, "and what could and should be

taught during each of these terms, it would not now be worthwhile

laying down. '121 This emphasis upon flexibility was simply another

variation on the insistence that the institutionga structure of any

school extended rather than constricted the moral power of the lead-

ing teacher. So long as technique was viewed as an emanation of

moral character, flexibility and rigidity were differences in empha-

sis not in kind.
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By the late 1840's, institutes were the most prevalent teach-

er preparatory agency in America and touched the lives of more
22

teacheAllthan any other educational institution. Their mobility en-

suredthat their importance would vary from state to state, depend-

ing upon the relative significance accorded to them by leading edu-

cators. But, by 1860, the complex-institutional system of a state

rather than individual educators began to determine the number

and nature of teachers' institutes. Their flexibility, once a central

virtue, began to connote the weaknesses of instability and inefficiency.

In the 1840's, however, no one intended disparagement by reference

to institutes as "travelling teachers' Seminaries,"

The institutes continued to receive widespread support from

'auditaks of the same generation as Henry Barnard, men like Noah.

Porter in Connecticut, Rev. Francis Wayland in Rhode Island,

Hora..ce Mann in Massachusetts, Rtv., Nathan Lord in Chic') and

Samuel Sweet in ew York.
23 Rev. Barnas Sears, the Superinten-

dent of the S ol Fund in Connecticut in 1848, reported enthusiastical-

ly that "institute's, or schools for teachers, should b(regarded as a

part of our system of common instruction. "24 The editor of the

first educational journal in the English language, William Russell,

went even further than Sears in asserting, "Institutes are not super-
;

ceded by Academies or Normal Schools." "Professional schools, "
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he continued, "do not do away with their [teachers' institutes']
,25 (3

existence.' In 1859 Barnard himself expressed the reigning senti-

ment:

During nearly a quarter of a century's study and
observation of schools, school systems, and educa-
tional agencies, in different states and countries,
I have tried, seen oc read of nothing so universally
applicable or so efficient in awakening and directing
rightly both professional and parental interest in the
broad field of popular education, as a well attended
and wisely conducted teachers' institute.

Such statements, endorsing, the institutes' peculiar value

and role, increased in clarity and in quantity by the late 1850's.

,such endorsements reflected the confidence of professionals who had

worked in teachers' institutes from the earliest years; they revealed

also the attempt by older professionals to stem the increasingly pa-
,

tent challenge from younger professionals who had already begun to

alter the original use and service of institutes. From its origins and

through the 1840's, all assessments of the institution had been some-

what reserved and tenuous, since the institute was conceived as an

experiment. Even after it became a permanent feature of ,a state's

educational apparatus, \ehoolmen hesitated to discugs thb nature of

the institute and satisfied themselves with assertions of its effective-

ness and efficiency.

By the 1850's, some teachers beganto criticize _the confusion
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about the nature of the institute: was it an essential or stibordinatq
ti

part of state educational systemi? were they temporary or perma-

nent agencies? were they practical schools or informal meetings

and conventions? The questions themselves indicated the shifting

assumptions about the institutes. Younger scho.olmen were begin-

ning to view the institute as a functional part of a larger administra-

tive complex and not, as B#rnard's generation saw it, as # =oral

entity in itself.

Teachers recruited through the institutes provided the lar-

gest percentage of professional instructors in the generatiOn suc-
,

ceeding Barnard and his contempora4'es. Although their work alter-

ed the institute and significantly changed basic educational assump-

aaaft e,,Z.-iticnisikthe second generaticit tofilltcifessional-adue3atara.lefffettettelis,5.i,oaia.1,Ettiuke

transformation largely without systematic planning or -deliberation._

They employed no educational ideology nor did they levy broadsides

against the work of their predecessors. Alterations Of policy and

practice were usually justified in terms of changing times rather

than new as7sumptions about education. Criticism of previous meas-

ures and conceptions virtually crept into the profession of teaching

and emerged with extraordinary indirectness. The change worked in

such low-keyed fashion largely because young men entering teach-
..

ing in the 1840's and 1850's accepted the moral rhetoric of their
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( forebears and conceived of themselves as carrying on their work.
o

a -veS if some: of these second generation professionals
,

har-

bored differences over pedagogical and institutional ideals, they

faced the tactical difficulty of discussing them without alsci seeming

to disparage the character of the teacher who employed them. This

difficulty remained, so long as such measures were accepted as

emanations of the moral character of a particular teacher. The

acceptance of this version of moral character by both generations

professional educators ensured that cAticisrn was also at the

same time a personal atck upon a fellow teacher. During the en-

tire ante-bellum period such criticism,. indeed any rigorous criti-

cism, was considered a breach of professional decorum and was

simply not countenanced.

9

a
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12. EVANGELICAL PROFESSIONALS

By the late 1840's; many factors had begun to put new pre

- Sures on older attitudes toward teacher training. In part, the

writings of Russell, Sweet, Barnard, and others in praise of

teachers' institutes at this time seem to be attempts to asseit and. _ .

to solidify the educational gains of their generation in the face of an

increasingly significant challenge by younger. profeisionals. During

the 1840's, professional institutes began to' ake on greater res-

ponsibility for the standardization of training and-not simply for the

`initial awakening of teachers. Gradually educ'ators relied less and

-less' on the awakened character of the teacher the brunf tif

professional and educational change. Experienced teachers-began to

assume that the profes ion was advanced not by each individual im-

proving himself at his own pace; ..rather, they began to establish

minimum standards for professional efficfency through new state

officers and new professional organizations such as the superin-
27tendency and the 'teachers' associations. This broad shift occur-

red as, a consequence of several important historical developments.

By the mid- 1850's, the 'profession of teaching had added sub-

stantial numbers to its ranks to keep pace with a population that had
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nearly doubled in a decade and a half. Educationally advanced states,

like Massachusetts and Connecticut, established teachers' associations

and state educational journals in order to study, fashion, and iyabli-

cize educational standards and to ensure a more distinct and less per-

sonalized arrangementof professional affairs. Professional. aids

like the anecdotal manuals of hints" and "suggestions" such as Samuel
.14

Read Hall's Lectures on School-Keeping (1829), were replaced by high-
,

ly simplified and systematic guides like Norman Calkiis' Object

Lessons (1860).28 Moreover, substantial raises in salaries for

teachers accompanied public willingness to invest in normal school

training. In the 1850'i alone; these institutions doubled in number

and were founded as far from ew England as Minnesota. Most im.-

29IC 3.7.1.0,11. portant, perhaps, state§, establ ed 4aws of certification. .

These aspects of professional change a so affected the pivotal

role and conception of a teachers' institute. to longer did superin-

tendents pride themselves on holding more institutes than legally re- 4

quired. In some states where two institutes per county had been re-
,

quired, the number was even reduced to one. The duration of an in-
,.

stitute, moreover, became shorter. By the end of the 1850's, a

typical meeting began on Monday evening with an address by some

educational official of the state and closed with prayel. and song the

followirig Saturday morning. Instead of four weeks or even two weeks,
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five days now sufficed. Booksellers, once considered a disruptive

influence because salesmanship competed with conductors for class

attention, were now admitted as a professional service.. By 1862,

teachers even began to abandon the policy of living in Ideal homes

while attending institutes; they preferred hotels and boardinghouses:

In many cases, this preference required that the institutes be trans-
.

ferred to larger towns which had demonstrated 'a substantially en-

lightened educational view. Towns that held institutes during the

1850's had populations between twenty-five hundred and three thou-
30sand, considered a prof sionally manageable number.

Whereas institute conductors in the 1840's had felt an obliga-

tion to bring their' message to ,as many towns and locales as pos-

-sible, after 1860 professional teachers abandoned this 'goal d ret-

legated institutes more and more to agricultural areas. As appendages

of the state educational system, this foreshortened form of the insti-

tute was but a shadow of its former self Nothing demonstrates this

distillation of the institute's original scop and purpose more clearly

than the fact that educators ceased to refer to themselves as miSsion-
,

aries and pioneers and toned down their rhetoric of religiosity and

self-conscious moral reform.

As the creator-Ofteachers' institutes, Barnard did not aban-

don his original cont)eption, but over the yeai-s, he clarified and re-
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fined his view of it. As they tmoved West in the 1850's, the institutes

remained remarkably faithful to Barnard's original mode/.---Indeed

Barnard himself articulated his clearest conception of the institute

as a "revival agency" only after 1859, when he arrived in Madison to

-become chancellor of the University and of Normal Schools in Wis-

consin - at tiat time as much an bducational backwater as Connecti-

cut and Rhode Island had been two decades earlier.

In the)East, meanwhile, concern for experimentati-on with pro-

fessional preparation and educational change, begun at Barnard's

Teachers' Class ih 1839, had undergo drastic alteration, even

among educatora who had been formerly Barnard's closest coMagues.

Both in Connecticut and Rhode Island,. Barnard gathered about am-
.

self young men of kindred spirita,, many of whom would later revise

and reinterpret their teacher's dicta. One such was David Nelson

CainP, one of th enty-six students in attendance at the first teach-
.

era' institute in Hartford. Barnard had accurately recognized in

Camp the potentiality for a particular kind of professional educator.

Ins' less than a decade Camp became one of the leading teachers of

his state, the first officer of the Connecticut State Teachers' Associa-
(

tion, and a professor in the State's Normal Schopl at New Britain.

Appointed as asspeiate.principal of the school in 1855, two years- la-

ter he was elevated to principal and became state Commissioner of
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Schools, Camp held the statewide post until 1866, when he moved to
.O.Caa.mo

a professorial chair at St. John's College, in Annapolis, where

Barnard himself was the newly inaugurated president. In 1867 when

Barnard became the first United States Commissioneof Education,
k

. David Camp went to Washington as his assistant. In 1869, Barnard

entrusted Camp with complete editorial responsibility for his Americ

Journal of Education. Upon his return from Washington, Camp con-

tinued his educational work as principal of the New Britain Seminary
31

in Connecticut.

While he was the kind of young i\'nan in whom Barnard po-

tential as a teacher and fellow professiolal, in 1839, Camp did not

possess qualifications like those Barnard and his generation brought

`-ttrtheii-work in education. Barnard and biS-colleagtes had usually

trained themselves in one of the established professions - law, medi-

cine, or religion. Commonly, they had completed a full course of

collegiate . study. Moreover, between college and their emergence

as educators, men like Henry Barnard and Horace Mann had distin-

guished themselves as vocal of social and political reform.

411illann and Barnard commanded influential positions as prominent Whigs

in their state legislatures, positions through which they became ac-
.

32'quainted with their states' most influential citizens. Most important,

these pi-ospects and connections permitted Barnard and Mann to view
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educational work as a benevolent activity which y freely' case.
a

v..,.
......

By contrast, Camp in 1839 was a young man of modest means.

In that year at age nineteen he was somewhat anxious abotit his pro-

() Nepects for a career that had not yet clearly begun. His interest in
i

! teaching as a permanent occupation seems to hav developed more

by circumstance an by choice. Only during the course of the winter

preceding his attendance at Barnard's first institute did Camp take

his first teaching pest in a local district school. "I knew noting of

the place or of the school, " Camp glibly explained Tch la r, ;but

it seemed an opportunity for some good to others and perhaps to my-

self. I accepteIthe proposition and became a teacher. 33

Previous to this work Camp's credentials invited no immediate

associations with influential persons who might have assisted his am-.

bitions. Nor were they, in fact, credentials with which he could re-,

alistically entertaiethe possibility of traditional training.in a pro-

fession. The major obstacle to such opportunities was in part the

fragmentary nature of his own schooling. He had attended a total of

five schools before his eighteenth yeai- - a district school, two acad-

emies, a grammar school, and a private school conducted by a local

dame: Apart from this unsysterdatized training' he recei +ed tutoring

from his mother, who was formerly a teacher herself, and from the

family's pastor. Without some form of higher study or extraordinary
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goo&fortune, Camp was effectively blocked in this period from imi-

tating Barnard's own professional pattern or from entering teaching

as if it were the proper outlet for his talents.

Camp's education was not uncommon or so fragmentary that he

. could no enter college. Indeed he had planned for some time to enter

first 1e, then the, ministry, but illness stifled both aspirations.

St he seems never to have forgotten his sense of mini erial call-

ing. Throughout his autobiographical reminiscE)nces Camp discussed

the spiritual and religious aspects of his career as much as those of

professional teaching. He provided extensive descriptions of his

1 -t

family's religiosity, of his own conyersion experience, of his duti-

fill attendance at(ll functions of his church (Congregational); of his

laVitirite bdoks L Rev. Jacob Abbot'S t" ""'1.1"'"'

Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress of his lifelong activity in SUnday School

instruction, and preeminently of his work with the American Home

Mis\ion Society. In a discussion of this last organization Camp took

pains to specify the many ministerial luminaries with whom he

\, cache in contact in this enterprise, men like Rev. Nathaniel Ta or,

Rev. Noah Porter, Rev. Horace Bushnell, and Rev. Merrill Richard-

son. Significantly, in his autobiography as in his life, Camp treat-

ed separately his two avocations, teaching and the ministry. His un-

easy fluctuation between thei itself intimated the distinction that his
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generation began to fashion between profe'ssional and moral activity.
cm

For Barnard in 1839, Camp's distinguishing feature quite

likely rested upon his pursuit of a professional career in spite of

poor academic crtlentials. Indeed the selection of Camp offered

. Barnard the luxury of ignoring the two basic(p rsonnel problems of

professional teaching. On the one hand, he no onger needed to coax

young men from college to sacrifice vacations or temporary periods

after graduation to common school instruction; and, on the other hand,

he might avoid haranguing local communities for hiring young men

with neither the competence for nor the commitment to teaching. A

partially formed and somewhat desPsite ambition provided a third
1.0

alternative and was retrospectively the most successful basis for a

.corps of professional teachers in the ante-bellunTsperiods--: .-

In 1839, Camp's distinguishing feature, this particular ag-

gressiveness, seemed characteristic of "institute professionals."

This quality resulted not-dnerely from his attendance at the teacher's

institute, nor from his frustrated college plans nor from his inability

to, shake his ministerial aspiration. All together, Aowever, pointecii

toward a specific quality of professional acitivity: the manifest willing-

ness to have this ambition tutored in behalf of a worthy cause. Barnard

intended his Teachers' Class in 1839 to be more than an experiment

in professional preparation or a forms of intellectual instruction; it
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an "awakening ", which committed a young man to a life of self-
a

examination and self-preparation, no less strenuous than the life of
CI

the ministry. "The rising generation of teachers, " Barnard had re-
-\

marked, 'are the chosen priesthood of education - they must bear
134the ark on their shoulders." With some justification in the associa-

tion Camp viewed teaching as a quasireligious function and the teach-

er as a surrogate minister.

The subsequent career pattern of David Nelson Camp crystal=

lized in its basic contours the occupational characteristics of Barnard's

successors. Perhaps the most important factor of this pattern was

the diffeience betiveen the service rendered them by the teachers'

institute and the use to which they pdt that educational facility once

hey .controlled policy-making positions in education.,-Thinstitute

offered Caw and his compatriots their only formal opportunity for
4..professional preparation. It exposed young knen at once to the pre-

requisites for professional development in condensed farm. The in-

stitutes inspired as well as drilled young men in the skills of their

trade, and through associations with experienced teachers and re-
Ct

spected citizens, it provided the sense, if not the reality, of social

service and status accorded to the professional work t which they

had originally aspired.

Camp could not afford a long period of training buts, equired a

a
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""`substitute. He had become interesied in the new profession of teach-

ing at an age, when young men usually were finishing college in order

to begin a professional apprenticeship with a lawyer, doctor) .minister,

or merchant. At such a late date, the leisurely pace and familialIone

of college life was too expensive in its informality and-lack of spe-
,

cialization for Camp's purposes, apart from considerations of money
t,

which atone would have undermined his aspirations. The flexibility

of the institute in dealing with the diverse backgrounds st men like

himself and the speed which its specialized purpose implied met

Camp's needs ratherneatly. Camp was riot uncommon among the

men who eventually became prominent stitute conductors and

trainers of common school teachers in the 1850's and 1860's. Charles

Northend in Connecticut, William Fowle in Massachusetts, William

S. Baker in Rhode Island, James B. Thomson in New York, and Asa
35Lord in Ohio all fit this mold in significant ways.

In spite of the beneifts that men like Camp obtained from the

institutes, they eventually deemphasized the importance and desira-

bility of institute preparation. In the 18501s, ironically enough,

Camp's own educational labors circumscribed the institutes' useful-

ness when he argued the merits of a more explicit professional se-

lectivity by means of normal school studys. This preference by a

later generation. of teachers for long-term study contrasted marked-
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ly with Barnard's intention. Unlike Camp, Ba'rnard wished to im-

prove whatever talent a young man brought.to the institute rather

than to eliminate all those who could not give evidence of a capacity

r professional development. The difference ultimately represent-

n important shift in the conception of moral character., Further-

more, because of this difference awakening and professional train-

ing in pedagogy became farther and farther separated, 'though at no

point did these features of preparatory instruction become funda-
\__

mentally antagonistic to each other. The teachers' institute dealt

.with the inculcation of moral character consistently throughout its

history. For Camp, however, its moral purp?se no,longer made it--

the educational equal of the normal school.

During the first years of their association, Barnard and

Camp organized the institutes, and their common enthusiasm for

tiffs new project cited incipient differences between them. Bar-

nard's all encompassingiview of the teacher as the "chosen.priest-

hood" of society contrasted with the image which Camp updated two

decades later. ,In one of his early reports as superinteolent of

Connecticut schools, Camp distinguished two important types of pro-

fessional teacher:

There are now employed in some of the ,Common
Schools of the State, persons of, high scholastic attain-
ments, who have chosen teaching as a profession and
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bring to, they daily work pf the sehoolroon'the
right treasures gathered from of study in
our highest colleges ... there a e others still
who have never enjoyed the advantages of ,a
Colkgtii e or Normal course, yet have secured
for, ' mselves., in the experience of several
terins in the schoolroom, accompanied by con-

. stant self-culture, a well-earned an deserved re-
putation. Se

The significance of this divergence extends beyond the single

careers of Barnard and Camp, b t through their careers one can

perceive clearly how this distinction implied a wide-ranging set Of

assumptions about the training of a competent teacher. Barnard

ever explicitly tied collegiate study to teacher training.'llv normal

school for him was not a college with variations. Still, Barnard easi-

ly recognized a particular kind of commitment in a young man who as-
-4,

'Iiired-to-college study;'-' 'oultriteadilfagres`td-Cart(p'SAliatiriCtibli-

between professional types, but for Barnard this observation account-

ed for two kinds of equal14alid credentials for professional work.

For Camp's generation these two categories of teachers attained pro-

fessional success differently and thereby implied qualitatively differ-
.

ent alternatives. Nevertheless, Camp did not conceive these two types

as competitive nor' diddhe rank them in his reports as superior and in-

ferior. Their different views of how character is best incUteated be-

came manifest in the varied use to which both men put teachers

institutes and normal schools.
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Beginning as it did with the first teacher's institute in 1839,

Camp's own career gave him a genuine authority to review in 1860

the twenty-year history of this educational agency. Significantly his

' 1860 report as Superintendent of Common Schoolsin Connecticut be-

gan without sketching clear institutional lines-which invited judg-

ment or preference for one of the two agencies, the institute or the

-'normal school, over the other. Eactiof the state's eight counties-;

he said, held at least one teachet's institute each year, as they had

for the past ten yeai.s. Through this frequency, professional school-
--

men in Connecticut maintained the tradition, customary since 1850,

of reaching fromTne-third to one-half of all the state's teachers

annually. With only brief mention that the teachers' institutes were

aabez.oming more frequent in agricultuion districtAthan in Topulousrai ,4 1 -

towns, Camp proceeded to give the appropriate statistics for the

more specialized normal school. In its first decade of existence (1850-

1860) the state-supported normal school in Connecticut had enrolled

one thouSand, seven hundred and forty-four students. By 1860, of

the approximately four thousand (3, 917) teachers active in Connecti-

cut, some 580, -or one-third of the normal school enrollees of the

first decade, continued to teach in the, state. Cainp left the impres-

sion that the cooperation of these two distinct agencies warranted no
o

significant change. Quantitatively the institute appeared to,be the
37

more effective.
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Camp's subsequent comments, appended almost as an after-

thought to his discussion of normarschools, provided a rattmale for

the institute's decline in professional significance aftet 1860. The

focus of his postscript fixed upon the peculiar failure of pitcticing

teachers. Ambitious young men used brief a endance aeboth insti-

tutions to feign qualifications, and overanxi s school visitors hired

--them without proper scrutiny. The major rofe'asional problea:a

his report involved the presumption of professional responsibility

by immature young men attendinginstitutes., As early as 1850,

Camp had already begun to worry less about providing a kind of

credential and commitment through the institute and more about

strengthening the lax standard which enabled poorly prepared youth

to pass state examinations. How much time one was willing to spend,

not how one spent it, signified for him whose individual character

was ultimately capable of professional development.

Camp felt that institute activity and brief attendance at

normal sck)ols alone were insufficient bases for .professional recog-.

nition. Young men of fourteen, fifteen, or sixteen could appear quail-

fied after such a smattering of preparation only while competence co-,

incided with superficial, intellectual polish. 3-8 The problem existed,

of course,

ing as a ca eer. Barnard perceived the popularity of teaching as a

ecause more young men now were turning toward teach-
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1
vindication of the institutes' efficiency; Camp, howeve viewed the

lack of discrimination among applicants as a loss of control over

admission to the career of teaching. Behind this judgment lay the

seeds of a very differe4t meaning of professional control. In the

1850's, as Camp's contemporaries began to assume responsibility

fot major principal hips, presidencies, and directorships of train-

ing institutions, the process of profeAsiorialization_itself reflected

this basic shift of authority within the occupation of teaching.

In spite of the institute's service to Camp, several factors

from his own experience, and .career persuaded him eventually' of the

agency's inadequacy. Camp traced the intellectual agility of imma-

ture teachers to their exclusive reliance upon the formal instruction

of an institute or normal school. This rendered them shallow, since

they had never undergone the tempering influence of actual profes-

sional apprenticeship. Camp himself had entered upon studies

of educational technique only after a period of one year of actual teach-

ing. Ile viewed the lack of such experience, however minimal, with

great skeptiCism. By contrast, Barnard, though he would perhaps

have objected to enrolling fourteen -year -olds, would, have been quite

filling to grant a position to a teacher, oriented toward a college train-.

ing but prepared only through an institute. Secondly, one should re-
.

call that in 1839, when Camp entered the teacher's class in Hartford,
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he was ninete n, the age when professional maturity began, accord-
ing to his later view. As early-as 1851, Cathp wondered in print
whether the teachers' institute, which had been established to en-

sure among other things the maturity of teachers, were not counter-

productive. "Teachers' Institutes," hefradmitted, "will tend to the

improvement of those who labor in our schools by disseminating

infotraation of various subjects connected with-their duties. But

nothing except months and perhaps years of close and earnest

study and training, with practice in teaching, can make true and
39successful teachers of some who claim that name." This per-

ception placed Camp in a peculiar position. At the very moment he

succeeded in becoming a leading educatOr in Connecticut, he be-

gan to eschew the agency which made his success possible.' In-

stead of bringing the institute to the forefront of the state educa-

tional systems as forcefully as Barnard had done, Camp began to

insist, in effect, 'on extensive systematic training in a normal school

along with actual teaching. In a curiou's way, his image of pro-

fessional competence through a normal school combined the scho-.

lastic training to which he once aspired and the lengthy experience

in iractic'e upon which his professional' credentials were actually

based. The awakening to a calling was no longer a highly personal
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process carefully tutored in mutual instruction; it had become a
6

private experience which prececed professional prep ation.

170,

1

By the time that Camp's generation assumed control of educa-

tional policy in the 1850's, moral character had become legs and less

a professional quality which experienced teachers intuitively tended '

in mutual instruction. Professional institutions now nurtured the

"aptness to teach" as it appeared in long perbildiOf behavior which

could be measured by standards of time and actual service ppsitions.

Camp took awakenipg for granted and restricted professional train-
..

ing to matters of technical skills and intellectual lessons. , He was

no less concerned thari Barnard for moral commitment and indeed

paid theoretical homage to the importance of moral character at. all

points. The distinction is simply this: the actual origins of volun-.
5,

tary commitment for Barnard could be engineered, while for Camp

they did not result from individual choice and began apart from

institutional manipulation. In Camp's eyes, institutional activity

did not initiate fundamental change or awaken benevolent energies;

it merely prevented professional backsliding and distinguished,

as it were, the educational elect from professional hopefuls.

The shift of generationsbbore with it a different set of a.ssumpa

tions about the means of certifying a teacher's competence.- If Bar-

nard discerned character as self-sacrifice and a freely chosen corn-,.
00180
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mitment to a holycausEZ Camp perceived character as self-dis-

cipline and a dutiful acceptancebf natural talents. The two dimen-

sions of character were not mutually exclusive during Camp's gene-

ration, though they would begin to be one generation later. The ma-

.tune oft1e difference, even in Camp's time, determined the fate

of the teachers' institutes. Barnard tended to imply that formal

classes and exercises in an institute provided /context for the ini-

tial inspiration to cracter development. Camp, on the other hand,

considered that the highest achievement' of an institute was practical

training in technical skills. Only years of slow maturation and accultu-

ration in a teaching milieu, Camp felt, would mold a man as a profes-

sional educator: "It is not to be expected that a few weeks or a few

months or ev n years will make a competent teacher of everyone. rs--1-
PI"

There are do e.whoni noinfluence of a normal school or anyother
0

instrumentality will make efficient teachers. "40 Implicitly Camp

questioned Barnard's assumption that every aspirant teacher would pro-

fit to some extdyit from prcfessidnal training, that anyone could be

remade through an educational institution

that awakening could occur in an institute.

into an efficient teacher,

One had to admit, Camp

suggested, thatVhere were people patently unsuited for this profes-
,

sion, for whom no amount bf training would vail. "Application and

perseverance will do much,'" Camp asserted in 186 t Acertain
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God-given qualifications are indispensable, the Tant of which, no

amount of human effort can supply. "41 Moreover, Camp expressed

greater skepticism than Barnard concer,g the efficady of formal

training. He was not as willing as Barnard to substitute lengthy

acattimic preparation for zeal, enthusiasm, and strenuous activity.

Distrustful both of untested training and untrained zeal,

Camp preferred to stress natural, rather than volitional qualities

as the prerequisites or professional teaching. If one possessed a

_ natural disposltiOn to teach, one could easily be instructed-in tech-

nical skills, become imbued with professional ardor, and entrusted

with a classroom assignment. Camp attributed the crucial advantage

of this disposition to its very naturaIness; i. e., its lack either of

academic dexterity or artifical zeal. This conception of the suitable

teacher represented a significant, if subtle, shift in orientation

from Barnard's views of the late 1830's and 1840's, and it fairly re-

flected the new generation of professional educators to which David

Camp belonged. The shift tOrad a neater insistence'on the neces-

sity of innate qualities and dispositions which slowly matured in a

natural fashion would find great favor with the third generation of

professional educators, men like G. Stanley Hall and William Torrey

Harris.

If in Camp's mind the sources of professior}al awakening had
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changed, so too had the technical means fcir nurturing this commit-

ment. While working with both educational agencies, he gravitated

more toward the normal school than to the teachers' institutes.

In this context one issue had to e met - that of matriculation. Camp

would have preferred stricter requirements, both personal and peda-

gogical, and a more careful screening process carried out by the

riOrmal school itsel. Significantly if these injunctions had been car-

ried out by Barnard in 1839, Camp may well have never entered

the Teachers' Class in Hartford or have tried to realize his profes-

sional aspiration in education. During the late 1850's and 1860's,

however, admission to normal schools was the prerogative of local3

school districts whose visitgrs nominated candidates. The normal

school had to accept all officially recommended students, the caliber

of whom was frequently below Camp's standards. As Principal of the

Connecticut Normal School, Camp attempted to counter this custom

by adopting a regulation, stipulating that each pupil had to attend

for at least one full term. This ploy, he, hoped, would discourage

the transiency of appointees who did not remain a full term. It was

arso' an indirect effort to effect a greater discriminaticcniamong students

in normal school . If positive admissions requirements and regula-
g

.tious on enrollment were impossible, due to prerogatives of local

school districts, prescriptions such as lengthening required attendance
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would, Camp hoped, serve the same end, nam.elyp the deterrence

of students not possessing strong innate qualiti of perseverance

and character.

Over and above such strategies Camp assured the preemine

role of the normal school by clarifying the.distinction between it
4

and the teachers' institute. What he accomplished, in act, .was a

fundamental circumscription of the institute conception. In 1860

he remarked, "Teachers' Institutes, to some extent, will meet

the wants dif those who would attend the Normal School for a few

weeks, so that the short term been abolished and pupils will

only be received at the beginning of the terms, and are required to

remain at least one term. The trustees strongly recommend all

whose talents and attainments are sufficient to pass through the

entire course's. "42 No longer was it possible for Camp to sub-

scribe to the concept of am Russell's and Henry Barnard's gene-

ration that the teachers' institute was a, central and permanent part

of a state's educational system. By 1860 Camp and other educators

of his generation had come to envision the institutes as merely tak-

those students who for any reason were u accepta.b1 or\un-

suitable for the normal school. Institute conduet8 Ns resortes

more and more to lectures and exhibitions rather than drills ,nd prac-

tice teacNng. Abandoning the countryside, institutes g7dually function-
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ed jointly with state teachers' associations in the larger towns\of

the state. By the 1860's and 1870's young men were no longer in
a

ed to participate with experienced professfonals for "mutual instruc-

tion"; now they were simply exposed to the attributes of "esprit

de corps, " an idea expressed' again and again in institute lectures of

later years. After the. Civil War educatoi.s transformed th8 insti-

tute from an itinerant school, dominated by a single personality,

as Emma Willard and Henry Barnard had conceived it, into two insti-

tutional devices. Professional schoolnien of David Camp's genera-

tion specialized the institutes' earlier and broader regp'onsib

into the professional convention, on the one hand, and,, on the

ies

other,

into educational agencies like the Martha's Vineyard Summer Insti-
.tute, one of the first summer schools in Americ .

43

Aft r the Civil War professional conceptions of education inodi-

fied the inculc on of character and the training of the will as the

primary goals of teaching. Instead they concentrated upon the de..
.

vel4pinent of uniformly effective measures of instruction ttether than

morally informed personal std, upon the exercise of skills rather

than the strength of commitment to a cause. More and more teach-

ing coincided, with the transfer of technological knowledge, which

had been but one component of the earlier ideal, the inculcation of

,character. Instruction stressed methods rather than the mastery of

90185
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a subject or of a set of subjects. Through the process of mental dis-

cipline, it was thought, young men acquired the means-for-provid-

ing for their own needs and deficiencies, whether they be physical,

intellec al, or moral. Professionalization and education generally

( came to mean a compensation for native talent and insight, not a

means of transforming and improving native ability. The second gene-

'ration of professional educators provided the specific bridge by which

students of moral philosophy in the ante-bellum period would after

the war turn to moral science and experimental psychology. Because

of the changes of the 1850's and 1860's successful educators became

neither distinctly self-disciplined nor especially, competent scholars.
9

Nevertheless, due to the careers and professional experience of men

like David N. Camp, these two images - the self-made man and Euro-

pean scientific methodology - functioned as the most satisfactory ex-

pressions of professional and educational ideals until the 1890's.
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PART V

THE CREATION OF

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF INSTRUCTION
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13. THE SCHOLARLY SCIENCE OF EDUCATION

If there was a common feature to all experents' for educa-

tional improvement and professional preparation of teachers during

the early nineteenth century, it was their epheiner&quality. The

. rapidity with, which organizations were form d and dis olved in this

period was a fact in the general social history of the Republic. of

Which the fate of educational organizations was but one manifestation. 1

Several private endeavors, like those of James Carter and Rev. Samu-

el Read Hall, -vvere ambitious attempts to create an institution whose

sole purpose was the special, professional preparation of teachers.
'7"". I

In addition, academies and colleges broadened and enrfched their

programs with prospective teachers/in mind. Almost withdut-excep-

tion, the teachers' seminaries-and speCi failed within

a decade. The educational-journals fare no better, and, even the

normal schools, which represented the best-designed instrument for

the establishment of-a genuinely professional corps of teachers, under-

went substantial changes, unforeseen in the ori al conceptions of.

Mann and Barnard.

The informal and at times wholly unspecialized structure of

the lyceum usual kept alive communal interest in education when

energetic and influential citizens participated, but the leading spirits

r
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of the lyceum were not those primarily concerned for directing

education. If the ability to survive the shifts and tensions of per-

sonalit. and circumstances marked a rare characteristic of orga-

niz d effortsorts fOr social improvement during the nineteenth century,

then the American Institute of Instruction which began its seve

eight year history in 1830 deserves special attention. 2

Despite individual preferuces for one or a ether of the va-

rious institutions concerned with the work of exp rimentat'on and

teacher training, nea$y all New Englanders interested in education-

al reform from 182/0 to 1860 shred membership in the American

Institute of Instruction. In the l.:ng run it was the one society
.

. .

h

E., tried to mold itself to all segments of educational opinion and activity
/

, and thereby to provide a context for informal association and exchange

of views among men of varying opinions and convictions concern-

ing specific strategies for educational reform. The result was an

extraordinarily eclectic society - a hybrid rarely at peace within

itself - but one which in its own history most of the shift-

'nig currents and directions discernable in t story of American

education before the Civil War. ar,

Althoughfrom its inception in 1830 the American Inititute

of Instruction pr pdlaimed its interest in a broad and diversified mem-

bership, fort its first seven years the association bore the stamp of
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its founders. It was learned;affluent and oriented both toward

Boston and the Both-ton intellectual establishment. Its founders re-
r

mained it& guides., and they showed great similarity in social and

professional status. Their papers and lectures were the mainstay
. 144

of the Institutes meetings. Moreover, they shared to a much great-

er extent than any other group in the association's history common

concepts of education and convictions concerning educational reform.

. In part, this broad ground of agreement may well have been the pro-

duct of the independent experimentation in educational improve-
/

ments in which many members of the Institute had indulged before

1830.3 One of the most prominent of the Institute's early members

was the Smith Professor of Romance Languages an iterature at

Harvard, George Ticknor, Whose own, élan reflected:the founding
4

spirit of the American Institute of Instruction.

As a lecturer, before the American Institute of Instruction,

George Ticknor appeared with a long list of educational activities

and reform ideas "4ehind him,. In 1826 Ticknor himself had estabL

lished a short-lived association of teachers and the friends of educa-

tion, which proved to be prototype of the AMerican Institute of In-/
atruction. Even'before that, however, he had pioneered in advocat-

ing collegiateereforms at Harvard and changes in the Boston school

system.. In a sense, Ticknor had been born and bred to the pursuit

1001,90
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of educational reform. His father, Elisha Ticknor, had spent a

considerable, part of his life in behalf of educational improvement
tS

and hid made this activity something of a family tradition. After

beginning his career as a schoolmaster, Elisha.Ticknor left school-

keeping during the 1790's acid entered the mercantile trade in which
4

he became wealthy.

Although his business interests consumed his attention until

his retirement in 1812, the elder Ticknor never lost his interest in

education and became especially active after 1818. The general

economic crisis of 1818-1819 caused a crisis in Boston society as

a whole and in the city's 'schools in particular. 5 As money became

tight, the tuition of private chooling became a burden which many

families could not bear. Parents who had intended private-school-

ing for their children now began to transfer them to common schools.

This shift plus the increased population of the city underscored the

need for adequate yet inexpensive instruction. In 1818 Elisha Ticknor

and a close circle of friends turned their attention to the work of the

Boston School Committee. Their principal contribution was the or-

ganization of a number of Primary Schools, which attempted to gar-

ner public funds so that all children would be assured of at least the

rudiments of an education in preparation for their entrance into exist-

ing grammar schools. George T hared his father's view that
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education should be extended to children from all segments of the

population. Both Ticknor subscribed fully to the idea that social

harmony was a function of the degree of intellectual discipline which

public education should impart. Family interest in educatiori Played

a large part in George Ticknor's decision in 1816 to abandon the

legal career he had just begun in favor of sereral yea'rs study in
6

European universities.

Ticknor returned from Europe with admiration for the Intel-

lectual discipline and methodology which was a hallmark of the German

university system. In 1819 he arrived home to assume his duties as

Harvard's first Smith Professor of Roma Languages and Litera-

ture. Throughout the next decade Ticknor took up his father's strug-.

-gle-to reinvigorate the Boston- school system throughsimprovedfaCi-

lities and extension of the time a student spent in college prepara-

tion. Throughout, all his efforts Ticknor never questioned that college

ma riculation should be the goal of all preparatory education, although

he g ually came to realize that in many cases it would remain an

unattainable one.' During the 1820's Ticknor's zeal for public school

reform was directed principally against the 1823 MassachusettS

cation act, which permitted any Mown with less than five thousand in-

habitants to eliminate its grammar school. Ticknor used his favor-

able review of James Carter's controversial Letters to William
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Prescott (1824). to protest this educational dise arichisement. Un--

less grammar schools were provided b each toW, Ticknor argued,

many able students, pakicularly the gifted child en of the pooi.,"

would not have access to instruction in Greek and atin andwould there-
.

by be unable to meet tie prerequisites for collegq. The effect of this

legislation, Ticknor declared, was "to reduce the general tone of

intellectual improvement throughout the comm.onWealth."

On several occasions George Ticknox was asked to serve on

sub-committees of the Boston School Committee, an experience "which

provided him with substantial information about tge status of the school

system. Throughout this work he was a staunch advocate of the ex-:

tension of this system to less advantaged young men. In 1821 Ticknor

lentitipport to the estakishMenfar the English Classical School, the

first high school in America, under the direction of George Emerson.

This facility endeavored to give education beyond the elementary levels

to young men whose financial circumstances testricted them to the busi-

ness trades rather than to the professions for which college training
8

was a prerequisite. Although he remained faithful to the ideal. of

collegiate training as the capstone of an individual's education, Ticknor

recognized the economic rtressures which made this impossible fora

many Bostonians. Two yearS later he was instratraental in gathering

a group of sponsors for William Fowle's Bostbn_IVIdnitorial School for

Girls, which served as the prototype for the first public high schOol

00163
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for girls, begun in 1826 under the direction of Ebenezer Bailey

The greatest single service Ticknorirendered to the Boston schoOl

sysfem.dame in the 1850's when he gave a portion of his fortune for

the-founding of the Boston Public Library and later donated his own

extensive library.

Ticknor's most important-Work in educational reform came

with the attempt to render the education of Harvard College more

germane to the needs of its enrolled students as well as more acces-

sible to young men who ordinarily might not attend college at all.

Ticknor's residende at the University of GBttingen had ma clse 'Harvard

4seem parochialto him. In large part, the limitations of the insti-

tution seemed a function of its isolation from the actual needs of

..--Boston and society in general. In part also the parbchialismiofm,

Harvard, he believed, emanated from the actual process of instruc-

tion employed in the College. Ticknor's aim throughout was to ex-

tend and systematize the process of education at Harvard in'order to

make teachilig "thorough" a.nd,"useful:" His Remarks on Changes

Lately Proposed or Adopted at Harvard University (1825) suggested

Ticknor's preeminent concern that all able young men be educated

to the full extent of their talents.

Since it was Obvious to him that Harvard had not the stature

of the University of G5ttingen, Ticknor suggested that the first step

00194 /
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toward achieving such a preeminent.position would be to form Har

yard into "a respectable high school in .which young mop might be safe-

ly ly sent to be prepared to the study of- profession."
10

Some of his
0

proposals for reforming ¶arvard were clearly variations on German

themes, particularly the call for departmentalization of subjects and

faculties and for greater choide by students in selecting their stuts.

His stress upon adapting instruction to a particular student's degree

of preparation and capacity compelled Ticknor to pare his own educa-

tional models for Harvard to the immediate environment and needs of

BoSton's youth.
0

Because the Boston School Committee grew increasingly re-
.

"rt

ductant to implement refori4S voriiich he suggested for primary

and secondary education, 'T;elmor believed that Harvard'inust 'accom-

modate itself to the educatilo'hal backgrounds, deficiencies and needs

of academically disadvantaged youth. Ticknor suggested that Harvard

open itA classes, even to students whi) did not wish a degree. Indeed,
vhis primary interest was for Harvard 'to accept its responsibility to

initiate social changes and more specifically "to extend effectUal

instruction to portions of -society that now never resort there. 11 Un-

like Harvaitd's President, John T. Kirkland, who obstructed the real-

ization of such proposals, Ticknor di t feel that the admission of

normally unqualified young men would de-emphasize the "thorough"
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teaching which as a scholar,he demanded from Harvard, and as a

citizen he expected. The crux of his proposals both for extended

public education and reorganized collegiate education rested, as

o the final pages a his Remarks indicated, upon,his particular con-
.

ception of the. teacher and upon the necessity for thorough instruction4

His studies in Germany left Ticknor with a high regard for,,,,

the importance of the Apacher in the process of education: He as-
'f

serted that file of making the (3nimentaries of teachers as Ira-

/ portant as recitations from a book was relatively unknown.in this

country. He assailed thL style of thstruction which he found most

sr

prevalent in American education as one in which the mechanics

of learning tended to dull or substitute foi^ mental vigor.. In his

writings Tialthor frequently referred to the phenomenon of proper.'

instruction as "bringing the minds of ... instructors to act directly

and vigorously on the minds ... of pupils, and thus to encourage, en-,
able, and compel them to learn.what they ought to learn.and what they /

-
might easily learn. "12 In Ticknor's view the prerequisite of a_good

and effective teacher was thorough scholarship, a detailed familiarity

with a given subject. Ticknor did not confine the role of scholarship

to acajiemic pursuits alone but-,assumed that scholarship and soqial

responsibility were intertwined. To develop the mind of any young

man and, by extension, to strengthen the social and political Ifabric
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of socie a teacher had to know his subject in detail so that he
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would be able to communicate it effectively. Even when Ticknor re-

stricted his' own activities to the study of Spanish literature, he as-

sumed that his research at home and abroad was actually preparing
L

, ,
.him for social obligatibns as a responsible citizen.

Such thOroughness of instruction, no matter what the subject,

was for Ticknor the teacher's prime obligation in the classiom.

Whether in a primary school, a high school or a college, it was a .

teacher's duty to impart a.s thorough a knowledge as the students

were able to receive. -Without insuring thoroughnees in "education,

Ticknor iielieired, a society igno d its 'obligationsto the present .

and its responsibilities to t uture, since the, proper discipline of

intellect Itindamentally affected the entirelabrie of a community.

Ticknbr was far from sanguine about the contemporary pursuit. of

thoroughness inAmerican education. "Nay, who has been taught

anything at our colleqs," Ticknor asked rhetorically in his Remarks,

"with the thoroughness that will enable him to go safely and directly

onward to distinction in the d partment he has entered without re-
.

turning to lay anew the foundati n for his "success?',
,13

Though Ticknor was able to a.;:hieve only m.odeA success to-
,.

ward educational relicirm in Boston and at Harvard,. he resolv d to

seek other means for implementing h s conception of the social and

instructional responsibilities of the teacher.. This abortive reform ,

experience and the undoubted frustra ion consequent upon it Were 00197,, c
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, not uncommon phenomena during the late .1820's. In his travels in

America several years later Alexis de Tocqueville noted "a curious
D*

thing" concerning public attitudes toward educatioxi:

a

The enlightened classes of the population feel
the need for public education and work cease-,
lessly to spread it. Eut the people who still do
not see the need to give their money to attain this
object, does not reelect to office those who work
for their welfare in spite of themselves.14

In the absence of public, popularly, supported. educational en-,
Q

deavors a group of individuals gathered in George Ticknor'p std, dy

in the autumn of 1826 to discuss educational reforms through alter-

nate methods. Among those in attendance were Thomas Wait, the-

Boston publisher of the American Journal of Education and William
CQ

Russell, the Journal's current editor. These men resolved to ini-
15

tiate an informal association for the improvement of education.

A, chairman of a committee appointed to'draft a statement

of purpose, George Ticknor subsequently published in Ru'ssell's

journal his proposals for this association. Its general aims were to

implement "a combined and concentrated effort .:. of men eminent

and active ill- literature, ifi science, and in public life," in order to

insure the progresiNtfenlightened educational ideas. Through this

loose alliance of -influential men Ticknor,and his group hoped to avoid
--Ni ..

theOutemporary results" and "restricted spheres" which had caused
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problems with paSt reform efforts. 16 Among the specific objectives

fwa

of the society Were 'ficknorts r a.ost_favored reforra.s: the establish-
_

went of infant schools, aid to ins uctogs in the dischrg Of their

duties, a school or college fok teachers, a library bf useful worksti
on edUcation, a uniform set of s- chool books .designed to overcome the,.

deficiencies inherent in boolcs stressing "local peculiarities" and
-1)

"local custom," and-finally "a central committee for managing the ,

ins of the Society" and its affi ed.branches which were to be

formed is every town and rural district. k The group who had,prigin-/
ally met in Ticknor's .home soon expanded to some fifty members who

. . .or
assembled weekly for a period of several months. This promising

O 0 P
,. 1

beginning ultimately failed since, apart from William Russell, no
. \ A,

t °
.

individual c9uld be found to act as ti-agent" (executive secretary), for
18

the society. There were, several capable individuals interested, but

c

e".

the diversity of the group seems tohave prevented their agreement
.2

upon any one name. Sometime between the, middle of 1827 and late
19

1829 the association dissolved itself. - -a

Shortly after the dissolution the nucleus of the group, accord-
,., .

ing to William Russell's account, regrouped and forined the American
, . 20 ,

. ,

Institute of InstruCtion. The specific Origins of this latter association

occurred early in 1830 with a call for a "general association of per-

sons, engaged and interested in the business of instruction.."21 At
Olt
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a convention on March 18, 1880 nearly tkree hundred teachers and

friends oteducation from several eastern states gathered in Colum-

bias Hall, Boston. The meeting was well attended
.

cause of the assistance given by the Boston-Lyceum tken under the l

direction of EbeneZer. Bailey and o other lyceum activists like dosiah

Holbrook, who pp sessed contacts throughout,New England. A com7. , . .

mittee, comprised of Ebenezer Bailey, George B. Emerson, B. D.

imarily be-

erson, `A. Andrews, .and Gideon F. Thayer of Bosion,\ Henry K.

er of Saleni and J. Wilder of Watertown, was appointed to arrange

an or ganizational meeting for the following August. Furthd,r, they

were directed to seethat a gonstitutian for a permanent association
,

was prepared for tliat later meeting. 22

Due to the frequent conferences of thiscoremitteeduringthe

sumther a 1830, that second convention held On AUgu'st 16th success-
. b.:

fully gathered hundreds of teachers and friends of education from all

over Ney,England into Bpston's State House an there formed the
,..

.' American Institute of Instruction. Presi'dent F ncis Wayland of .,

v-,-,
I o

. ,
Brown University, 'soon to be elected the Institute's first pi-esident,

\..0

.

gave the Introductory Discourse 'and other subjects were .assigned "to
:

. ,
givengentlemen eminent as teachers, or in. professions, who had given to

, / .
,

the subject special attentio1. u The Selection of these gentlemen
)

023

was significant 'since the de very and publication of lectures on all
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aspects of eduCation was the Institute's principal function, and the

reputation and erudition of the persons chosen to speak gave the''
. f

society its distinctive Character.'

In the early years of the Institute's, work nearly all the men

chosen to advance the educational literature and the professional knowl-

edge of teachers were remarkably similar to George .Ticknorin terms

,of their .personal background, their education and educational values
c-

,and their history of benevolent. efforts for social reform. Even mOre,-
4

a substantial number of these lecture= were; among Ticknor's most

intimate friends and some had collaborated with him in several effprtd

to imrirovo the educational processes of Boston and Harvard. Among .

'these Oltrly(lecturers in.additipn to Ticknor himself were: John C., .

Warren, a prominent doctor and later founder of the:Massachusstts

General Hospital; James Walker- and Cornelius Felon, the one a well -
\

known Unitarian divine and the other soon to become an outstanding

classicist, both eventually presidents' of Haivard University; George

B. Emerson, Harvard 'graduate and tutor in mathematics there, first

principal of the Boston English High School and founder of the Boston-
o

# Iti
Natural l History Socety; William Russell ancrWilliam ahanning Wood-

)

libridge, the first a 'graduate of Glasgow University and the 'second of

sale, both editors of the first journal of education in,the English

language, the Am.erican-Jdlirnal of Edtipation (which under Woodbridge
'
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7,
became the American Annals of Education); William Sullivan, Boston

lawyer and author of school texts;4ogeph Story, who servedsered many.
d

years.ae a Justice ,of the Supreme Court of the United States; and Fran-

J cis, C. Gray, a learned and wealthy merchant whose talents *were fre- .
-.-

p 1
.

.

.quently devoted to public servi' ce as irkshis representation of Boston
0

.
in the-General Court.

24

' zr

The variety of cohterit among the lectures plus the reputation

,r

uofthe lecturers in the BoSton community suggests the two ties

which the American Institute of.Instruction conceived itself as ful-,

filling. On the ode hand, the association attempted to become elearn-

, ea society and on the other an agency fbr elevating the public ur re-
. ,,

"s.taziding of education in all its varied facets. W.'11'' bu t two excep-

eridition

entire history the, InStitute pliblisheilignoariiritil-Vollitexe' of
I

lectures which its Censors considered of sufficient propriety and

ervdition for wide circulation. From among those lectures chosen

kir the annual volume the Dj.rectbrs of the Institute ,at times ordered

,that ekceptionaLessQys be Printed as pamphlets and distributed either

gratuitously or at reduced rates.

I 1

4 There were, moreover,.. associated functions by whiCh the InstiA-

tute sought to enlighten its members and the public. During the seve-,

ral days which occupied its annual meeting special committees ar-A,

ranged for visits to'Boston's Athe eum, its libraries and its schools.
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In addition, they encouraged correspondence anlang members and
c3,

appointed Officers to gather information from other educational 'so-N -

0, .
o ^ . ,

cieties, school` committees and individualS. On two occasions_in-

1837 and 1838 the Institige petitioned the Massachusetts legiSla-
`,

ture.in regard to two problems of pressing concern: first, the cre-

ation of a Boa.A1 of Education and a, Secretary or Superintend6nt to

carry' out the staters own aims with regard to_education, and second-
,

s ly, the establishment of stateasupported normal schools. In both

ckf these ventures 'the American Institute 'of InStrliction achieved stiik.-
25

ing successes.
.

In case tie authority of their proceedings and publications did

not give firm legitinp.cy to their work in the public's eyes, 'the

Institute livitiearly year bestoWe&the office-of Vice-Presitlent

upon educatoris and nationally prominent citizens whose work in be.---7\

half of educational inmiroveFient and public service was unimpeach7

able. The office had no defined responsibilities and served in later

years, even for active members at the annual meetingB, as- an honor

rary position. The Vice-Prethiderits during the early' years rarely

o attended the InstitUte's proceedings, but their appointment as officers

teflects further' he founders' sense that profes onalisz in education:,
4%

would be advanced by' association,with distinguished educators and re-;

spected public figures. Among the early Vice-Presidents of the'

oo2o3
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,Alnerican Institute of Instrucilon were Benjamin 0. Peers, a pro-

k
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.

minent Kentucky educator and soon after President of Trwristylvania
.

> ,

T.

versity; Nathan Lord, president; of Dartmouth College; Roberts

Vnagx, wealthy Quaker philanthropist of Phiradelphia; Thomas H.

Gatlaudet, thg well -known Connecticut minister who founded idle
,

Ar4rican Asylinn forthe Deaf and Dumb.in Hartford; John Adams,

fOrmer.principal of the old and respected Phillips Academy, Andover,
, 4

,MaspachuSetts; Theodore Fleodore relinghuyg.em United States Senator from
. . :

I New .Tersey and later President of Rutgers University; and William
4

Wirt,,prominent Maryland lawyer and latter to become the United
26

States residential'candiaate. In-addition to the cultivation of these

'men for their reputt.ble,work, espeCially in'higher education, this
,
office *presented the aspirations orthe Institute for national pro-

rainence.

Side by side with this. effort t:; give their" lectures a wide pub-
.

lic distribution, the work of the Institute for the advanCernent of the
,

professional teacher developed with equal fervore- While severale,
s

-.tires in the early year explored the more abstract \and theoretical

implications of eaducatiomn, more commonly the Directors of the Insti-
Qv

0 a ,
stote seemed to have preferredthose essays which discussed educa-

P/
.

tional experiMents undertaken by the b.
s.

ost enhght ned priv_ate schools.'

Practical means of teaching rhetoric,.. linear

00204/
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music, -languages, the principles of physiology and other subjects
. .

were presented. The merit a various modes of school govern-
,

. - t
inent such as without emulatioh, with monitors, without the rod, .

and with manual labor, as well as desirable school architecture and

judicious classification of students, were all covered by Institute

lecturers. /Initially the lecturers were drawn fro/Orafesgional ex-

. pertd in fields outside teaching and from the most prominent of the

private school teachers. Increasingly, and particularly after 1837,

the Institute drew from the ranks of actual teachers in a variety of

schools for consideration of topics in the light of their current expe-

rienee.

From the earliest sessions of the Institute the founders, who

so:carefully shaped its early direction, examinededucation: from a .

particular viewpoint. Mors and more assertively they stressecrthat

education was a subject with°§cientific properties. The ultimate..

effect of the Anaericari Institute of Instruction, it was claimed, "will

hardly fail to show that education is a science, to be advance'd like

every other science, by experiment; whose principles are to be fixed,

and its capacities determined; by experiment; which is to be enter-
o

ed upon by men of a philosophical mind, ana_pursued with a philoso-
27

phical spirit." The founding members of the Institute, like George

B. Emerson, believed that through a gradual, 0-operative-delibera-
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tion among the practising members of the profession education might

become a subject which at leastthe public would consider .as scien

tifically exact apd prestigious as medicine,, law and theology.

The solicitation of scholars like Ticknor," Story, Sullivan

and Wayland was not simply a design to give the Institute an aura of

respectable determination in the interests of educational instruction:

The society ought not )o restrict its,attention to
instructersiCsic of anysorder, but should en-
deavorto embrace the service and duties of all,
from the lowest to the highest in the scale" of ad-
vancement; and the mutual understanding and the
universal co-operation thus secured in the busi-
ness of instruction, would probably be one.of the
'greatest advantages- resulting.from the society. 28.

a

Coming as it did from Ticknor hin!Telf, this statement de,

monstrated that even those "highest in the scale of achievement" did
. ,

not intend the Iristitute to reflect a uniform/set of educational values.

Still, the very familiarity of the founders, the friends of education

sand early Institute lecturers with the scholarly overtones Of the

established professions insured a tacit harmony of opinion about the

means for establishing the teacher as a true professional.

While the'darliest notices contained unqualified invitations to

all instructors whatever the grade or level of their school and to all

"gentlemeR of good moral character," the annual meetings, neverthe-

less, were not' open to the general public' during the first year of the
29

Instittite's history. In spite of the founders' desire to cast a'wWe net,

oo29s
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they made clear that the establishment 'of a professional educational

association would not pe achievpd without a kind of indirect discrimi-

nation. Officially the Constitution of the American Institute of Instruc-

tion admitted all teachers and friends of education.who agreed to sign

the charter and pay the annual dues of one dollar. Considering the
o

salaries which district schoolmasters were paid, particularly izicora-

mon schools outside Boston, this statute indirectly barred a number

of New England teachers whose seriousness about their occupation

was not yet sufficiently cDnfirme. d to warrant the expense of membei-
30

ship.
it o .

The Constitution's preference for)"gentlemen of good moral

character" focused on a quality of behavior and individual personality
G3

which Ticknor had extolled a few years earlier as a state where. physi-(

cal, intellectual and moral development had been "regulated by good in-
41

struction." Although good moral character and gentlefnanliness were

vague terms for the Institute in this period, they were usually em-

ployed to indicate those who possesstd an advanced degiee of educa-

tion, usually at the collegiate level. Here again it was evident that

th founders of the American Institute of Instruction, most of them

college-educated; retained a subtle bias in favor of college graduates

as the most promising teachers. Although attended by hundreds of
44,

teachers, many more than the actual membership, the Institute's early
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meetings were directed in. fact by a comparatively small group of its

founders who shared common values of.education and comma con-
.

ceptionS of the professional teacher. Without a conscious elitism

the work of the association's first group of officers shaped the Insti-

tute into a restrictive coterie whose educational standards were im.-

practically high.

By their very knowledge of other professions and their expe-

rience with good instruction, the planning and efforts of the founders
.

misconceived the status and resources of mast of the New England
/

teachets outside Boston, who were .sufficiently serious about theirf

work to- attend the early meetings of. the American Institute of In-

struction. 'The surprising numbl of teachers who travelled to-
.

os,ton

. 1n"-the -1830's introduced a wholly unexpected element imtcitifese arly

professional gatherings. \Atthe association's first meetingin 830

one hundred and 'sixteen teachers and friends of education fror.Massa-

\ chusetts alone journeyed to participate in the proceedings of the Inst

D

tote. , Out Of a total membership of twohundred fifty yvhd signed the
32

Constitution, only sixty-five came from.Boston.

The desire of all the founders for a diverse membe ship led
.

i

to enthusiasm for this great number of t eacherS from outaide Boston
, ,

1

who underwent the sacrifice and inconvenience of travel for the sake
.

participantsof education. Early accounts claimed that some participants had

00208
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come over f e hundred miles. The implication was noflost on the

/
Boston me berg that these teachers had great seriousness_Df pur-

posg for a vancing education and the teaching profession. What was

lets clear to the founders of the Institute,was the fundamentally di.,

vergent conception of the "professional" teacher held by these non:-
o oc,

'Boston schoolmen.,,, For the schoolmaster in a country district whose
.

annual /income was equal to the salary of a manual worker or a farm- .

er, whose school teaching was restricted to a period fro o to four

months in the winter, and whose own academic qualifications fo

teaching often did not excel those of his most proralsing students,

the View of a professional teacher as a scholar with broad social and

.benevolent obligations remained but a remote ideal. The majority

794'Icew England teachers could not ttndertake anraddition,;TI-studyckNr.--0-

away-from home,, and many could scarcely afford the expense- of-

travel to the Institute's meetings in Boston, much less time away

from e duties ortheir farm or trade which they pursued during that

part e year when not teaching. Moreover, further learning apart

f hat they could obtain through books or other teachers had not

become even an aspiration f the district schoolmaster in the 1830's.

Nor did sclrol committees insist on erudition; they barely accepted

es onsibility for examining,a teac r in, r7dirnentary subjects.

In the 1830's as more young men in diStrict schools became

00209
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interested in pursuing teaching as a permantent occupation, they real-

ized that if they were to seek further educational:improve/tient for

their careers, it would have to dome not from 'specialoseminaries
O

or c,olleges,i)ut only through expehmentation-in their own coramuni-

ties"and schools. When they lookpd beyond their own community to

Boston and.,tble American Institute of, Instruction, *they so ht not
*

recondite discourses from well-known personalitieebut discussions

of more effective pedagogical techniques and modes of governing

classes whfCh they could adopt-themSelves withOut additional prepa-

ration. Their special concern became less a gurthering of their own,

formal. education, a goal atently bey-ond their reach, and more the

king process of sat-improvement through actual teaching. ,They
,recognized that apart irora."'briif `attexidinbe a.t

'or perhaps a local.lydearn, their claim to profedsional retognition
a ° D

would have to be founded upon expertise gained through years in the

classroom rather than by that immediate professional recognition

which came with college study, While they favored the extension of

educatiOnal facilities and hence professional opportunities., the great

majority of non-Bostonians who came to the early meetings of the

American Institute of Instruction were interested legs in the philo-

sophical and quasi-scientific aspects of education and more in imme-

diately applicable procedures which would enhance their professlanal

00210
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For the first twenty-fiVe years of the Institute's history Boston

men directed the, organization, "yet accomModations to members from

outside Boston"began in the earliest meetings. The continued ex--.

istence of any professional agency or learned society 1n the nine-
.

teethii century was a function of its ability to maintain an expanding

membership. Almost immediately after its inception the Americatt

Institute of Instruction was hit with a serious crisis as new member-
_

\,_ship\not only failed to appear in anticipated numbers but actually

fell off sharply between 1830 to 1836.33 -"This failUre to attract new

members at a significant and steady rate was a problem which demand-,

ed.accommodation and imagination. Apait from drawing its lecturers

ir'oia a broad base of teachers and shaping the topics more to the

circumstances of practicing district school teachers', the officers of

the American Institute of Instrtiction debated among' themselves and

finally resolved to openthe.meetings to the Boston coinm.unity with-

out charge. Eveil.this did not solve the problem, and in 1836 the

Institute adopted a constitutional amendment which permitted meet-

ings to be held outside Boston. In retrospect, this amendment proved

to be the firS1 major step in the reformulation of Institute policy by

a group of members not so intimately tied to the Boston milieu and

who held a new conception of the professional teacher. In 1837 the

- 00211
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Institute met at Worcester, Massachusetts and experienced the first
..1 .34

significant increase in membership since its initial meeting in 1030.

From 1837 to the broad changes in the organization during the-1870ts

the American Institute of Instruction shifted its meetings to the smal-

. ler towns of New England and New York., The Worcester meeting in(

1837, indicated that a new type of teacher had begun to modify the

organization and indirectly to challenge the educational views of the

s' Institute's founders, who cherished an image of'the teacher which

th -careers of men like Ticknor reinforced.

fl

For the first decade, of tI,e Institute's actMties the presidents

of the 'association continued to 'reflect in the persons of Rev. Francis

Waylan Hon., Williani Callioun and. Jaines G. Carter the principles

iiion.which it was founded. Until the election of George 13: Emerson-.

in 1841 no practising teacher hd entered the Institute's-highest office

and not until 1849 with'the election of Gideon F. Thayer, himself a

founder and practising teacher, did the majority of New England

teachers find their own interests directly represented in the presi-

dency. After the tenure of Jo Kin -bury, also a founder and success-
.

ful teacher, the office passed in 1857 to, n entirety new generation of
35

professional teachers.

.During the 1840's the Institute attracted new members in an

erratic and haphizard fashion. Since new members were expected to

t
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attend the annual meeting theyear ew joined, the great fluctua-

tion in recruitment was pontingent upon many variables, including

the nature otthe towns where the meetings were held, the modes

of trrisportation to these communities, their? facilities My board

and recreation and not least their educational interests. In partr

the great advances in New England transportation alone in these'`

years explains the rise in membership and attendance from the 1840's
..-

to th'1.85i)'s. 36 But even more important this rise was auctonr w 4fa i
.

. ..

of the indivi.duals who superintended the prepargion and proceeding

of the annual meetings. During the long presidentialtenur' ejofGeorge B.

Emerson between 1841 and 1848 there-was little expressed cone n

) for wide publicity or the employment of sophisticated techniques or

drt ind a variety of teachers,tothe,amival meetings. Iti-attitude ,,
. . . .

and aim/Emerson's tenure looked back to the initial impetus of the
%

Institute's founders Who wished to grow, .slowiy, stressing the scienti-

fic aspects of education. The presidency of his succeasor.VdideonT.

Thayer, turned to different attitudes and different achievements. The

first meeting of Thayer's presidency was marked by the highest in-
37

crease of new members between 1830 and the Civil War.

Besides the large number of new4nembers, there were other

differences in the Institute's annual proceedings between the 1840's "

and-I850's. During these decades the scientific orientactikon-of the

L
4
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association began to combine with proceduros whose inspirational

qualities resembled the local teachers' institutes as they had devel-
.

oped under the direction of David Nelson Camp,, himself an officer
38

Of the Institute during the 1850's. Particularly In.the decade befoie

i .
the Civil War the lectures ,of he Institute became-lecs detailed; less t[

specialized and less .thorough 'than those of the 1830's. More and

more the increasingly diffuse and exhortative addresses were

rected to tqpics, like "Earnestness,." "Self- Reliance, " "The. Dignity

(,`-;of the Teacher's Office," "The Esseptial Elements of Education,,"
R.

and "The Duty of the American Tea.cher."39

-

The American Institute of Instruction grew gradually in sta-

ture and notoriety so that by.tlie Civil War nearly anyone entering°.
.r- ry

-r-e-sliolisible offices or reputable sehool appointments felt boinad to

join its ranks. When Horace Mann and Henry Barnard accepted their

respective offices in the emerging state educational Systems, they

felt obliged at the same time to take up membership in the Institute.

Such a pattern became customary for state educational officers after

1840, even outside Aw England. As the organization reached the

heights of its effectiveness in, the 1850's, more and more teachers

of distAct schools flocked to its meetings,. too, as soon,as they be-

came aware that teaching offered them a permanent, professional
)

. career.' By the 1350's the changes from the early viewpoint of the

00214
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Institute were recognized as fundameptal, and founders like William.

: Russell called in vain for measutes whickwould restore the -acso-.

elation to its
2
original program-for developing education into a scho-:

Early study and a worthy science
40

O

,

o

O

J

a
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14:1 THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING COURTEOUS . °

//I

As a professional association of teachers, the American Insti-
\,

tute of Inttruction provided a medium for disciission and examMC-
.

.4* ilon of ali the significant experiments\ ancVviewPoints which emerged
0, x.-k 1..... -..r, .

o . . '1.1 .... 1/ 51' . t / .
'N..from the numerous offorts, undertaken for,eduoatiDnat imirovemeitt/

between 1830 and the Civil War. Its service as a clearing house for

divergent educational opinion bestowed on the-Institute the principal

role of maintainii'ig a kind of continuity and harmo y among etiv_ca-

tional views and practices before 1860. ° Had it rnceived of its goals
P

in More specialized terms, had it, for example, advanced more
°

cdntroversial policies than it did, had it been less pliant than its

founders actually made it it, is likely. that the American institute

of Instruction would `haven dissolved as did the only-other associations
-. / -remotely similar toil in structure and purpose, namely, the Western..,.,

Literary Institute and College-Of Professional Teachers in Cincinnati,
41

and the American Lyceum in New Yotk. While these organizations

began auspiciously in 1829 and 18.31, only the American Institute of

Instrucfion survived the far-reaching 'ramifications of the economic

crisis of 1837 and 1838.

frThe deep-seated economic strains of the late 1830's at first'

00216
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, caused a reformulation of the organizational procedures of the Insti-

,

tute. The most dramatic of these alterations emerge from a sus-

tained agitation for constitutional changes which would not' only per-
/ .

mit publiC participation in the proceedings of the =wad Meetings

. but which also insured the greater thvolvement of the' smaller towns

abotit New England lay actually, taking the Institute's annual meetings

to ti}e New England towns them, elves. The bin' nediatesult ca this
-v

change lessened the participation and lectures of Boston's t lented
' . .iAcitizens, like George Ticknor and circle. Indeed the aqti4 ity

a,
' ,,1,\in the association of the friends of education in general becanie 164

i'y
prominent. When it requested the serViFes of the friends of bduca-

tion during the later decades of its history, the Institute invited the

dignitaries of the smaller New England towns -.an erqinent-minister,

the mayor or notable state officials- from the area - eliver official

(reetings to the,annual gatherings and at times to give the introductory

address. The admission of the public, the planning of meetings in

the more rural areas of New England and the solicitation of local dig=

nitaries'indicated as much a shift in orientation for the Institute as

iid for the profession of teachers and education in general.

Between the 1830's and the 1.850's the Institute was not alone

in re-evaluating its responsibility to backcountry New England and

to young men who ordinarily could not finance an education at the

seaboard co9ges. Indeed these very colleges - Harvard, Yale, and
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Brown- served less and less the major proportion of young men atr

tending 'colleges as they had in the past. Newly created bar.kcountry

- colleges like Amherst and Wesleyan ankplcier_ institutions- like Bo*-

doin, Williams and Union all experienced inflais,peri0 an upsurge
42'

Art attendance, if not in. quality. Moreover,, as institutes for the

education of.educators came to-be established in the 1840's and

1850's, they too favored locptions hearer the homes of thosejnosto ,
likely to attend. Consequently normal schools were founded in Lexing-

ton, Westfield, Framingham, Barre and Bridgewater in Moasstchusetts

ancIlTew Britain in Connecticut. This pattern tpo was followed by
43- many private academies. The Institute's decision to move provid-

ed but one example of this generaAattempt to furnili educational op-

porturdties for talented young men-as well as for:the-ublic where-they'

- lived rather than expecting them to travel to a centraVcation-like

Boston. The Institute's shift,from BOston symbolized the growing

strength of rural and non - Bolton teachers within the association and

of the growing professional awareness of district and village school-

masters in general.

While the principal offices were held by college trained men,.

many of whoinwere not actually engaged in common school instruc-

tion, and while the lectures were dominated by sUbjects belabored
fwith detail and presehted by recognized experts, there was little in

\(.
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-the early, proceedings of the American Institute of Instruction to ap-

peal to the rural teacher. As the meetings moved out into the country,

their content mid et a gradual alteration.. Since no assumptions

could be made about the audience's level of education and since ab-

struse educational ..ftw se could not command wide attention, the

lectures gradually shifted to topics of more immediate concern to

the common school teacher and to reflections on the values and im-

_portance of the teaching profession. The shift seems to have had re-

sults, since after the late 1840's the Institute's membership in-
44creased, drawing especially upon the rural areas of New England:

U While the impact 'of this ch e produced no direct confronta-

ticin of interestedparties, thhe Ins itute's membership and organiza-

tional shifts did carry divisive_ixnplications.: Keit r the friends_ 1_,

education nor the teachers themselves were willing to forego thei

claim of professional status for teaching. At the same time, if

professional, status were equated with advanced academic study,,

tie majority of New England's tea9iers would be considered anka-

teurs. Although these implications reflected a latent split among

the Institute's members, the Directors of the association seem to

have effectively prevented an explicit controversy over the issue.

As in so many dither educational problems, the Institute sought to

work out its differences with more regard to existing realities then
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to, achieving uniformity. Nevertheless, it is not surprising to find

in the educational litarature of this period as a whole a's well, as in

0 the Institute's(own publications increased emphasis after 1837, not

on professional preparation in special institutions and normal schools,.
1

but on expertise derived from actual practice and aided by se.ftendance

at, a lyceum or teachers' institute.

As population growth put increased pressures on conscien-,

tious school co,mittees and boards of education, they were forced

to seek and employ committed teachers with long and reputable ser-

vice records, if their schools were not to be Deft poorly staffed or

understaffed. This development meant that experienced teachers

were being regarded as the professional equals of more specially

and "thoroughly" educated schoolrnastens, a development of which

the American Institute of Instruction had to take notice. As more

and more of these experienced rural teachers were admitted to its

ranks, they subtly began to change the structure, goals and, orienta-

tion of the Institute.

These changes within the American Institute of Instruction

were subtle. The founders, wio continued to direct the association

appreciated and served the broad differences among the membership.
s")

Moreover, the changes developed almost imperceptibly, since in

the 1840's and 1850's practising teachps alone and not professionals
t
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from other occupations .assumed full responsibility for the planning

and lectures. of the association. After 1841 the presidency and vice-

presidencies of the Institute were no longer held by'rkational,digni-

taries and less and less frequently were offered to college presi-

dents. With the election of George B. Emerson in 1841, memberS

filled the higiest office in their association with a practising teach:

er. Emersthi's tenure (1841 - 1848) in pdrticular insured that the

Institute's transformation would be gradual, since he endorsed de

completely the educational views of men like Ticknor. 'Yet he served

throughout the 1840's while the fo`rces in American education which

would eventually modify his views gained strength.

When Emerson left office in 1848; the members elected an

'active teacher more sympathetic to the plight oC teachers without tra-

ditional, professional advantages. 'At the same time the dramatic sig-

nificance of the election of 1848 was somewhat mitigated by the fact

that theInstitutels new president, Gideon F. Thayer, was himself

a founder of the association and had served with George B. Emerson

on the Constitutional Committee which wrote the association's charter

in 1830. Nevertheless, Thayer had merited the election by the mem-

bership through his successful sponsorship of the resolutions to ad-
o

mit the public without charge to the Institute's meetings and to take

the annual meetings outside Boston. A comparison of the occupation-
.
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-al patterns and prqessional advantages of these two men clarifies

much about the subtle but significant differences which developed with-

in the 4merican Institute( of Instruction fro

1850's.
45

the era of Ticknor t9 the

Under the direction of his father, a doctor by profession and

a scientist by in.cliTMion, George Emerson pursued a course' of study

which from his earliest years prepared iiim_for college. In fact, his

father's tutorship compensated for the deficiencles of the:Winter

schools he 'attended in hij native town of Kennebunk, Mair. Through-

out his father's life this tutorship supplied constant stimulus to Emer-

son's
.

scientific and mathemkical'interests.46' For six months be-

fore his matriculation at Harvard College in 1813, Emericin studied

with Benjamin Allen, L. L. -D. ,the able master of DummerAcade-

my at Byfield, Massachusetts. When he left home for college, he

was sixteen. Although his family Was probably well able to finance

his Harvard studies, Emerson occupied his winter vacations by keep-

ing schools in various districts near his home. Like so many other

young men during this same period, Emerson suffered a deferiora-
,.

tio'n of health, during his college years. Upon graduation in 1819

he sought to continue school-keeping as a means of diverting him-

self While he recovered.. He accepted employment in a private ace-
"

demy in Lancaster, Massachusetts, where the dutiesowere not es-

0.
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47

.21:3

In 1819, the same yea; Ticknor assumed the Smith P4ofes-
(

sorship, Emerson joined Harvard's mathematics faculty as a tutor,

and at times also offered instruction in Greek. While a tutor, at

.age twenty-two, Emerson began to fashion his educational ideas

and to take a.teacher's responsibility more seriously. His co-opera-

tion with TiCknor's efforts to refurbish Harvard's organization, teach-
_

ing procedure and hence the quality of education may have stimulatz--

ed Emerson's deliberations: In 1821, with the support of several

influential Boston citizens,s,Emerson became principal of the Eng-

lish Classical School,. an experiment which eventually becante the
Di

. first public high schOol in America. His -success there foreshadow-
(ed his -second and equally, important educational .undertaking. In

.1828 Emerson took charge 'of a private high school for girls at .a

salary of three thousand dollars a year, an amount which made him
A

the highest paid schoolmaster in New England. He remained prin-

cipal and instructor in this institution until his retirement in 1851,48

EmersOn's early and extraordinary 0.civantages resulted in

his dramatic and quick success as a professional teacher,. In turn,

the authority he derived from his teachiw him contacts With many

Boston citizens whose assistance permitted him to make equally im-,

portant and serious contributions to other educational anthbenevolent

00223
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enterprises. In 1827 throtigh the formation 4the privately spon-

sored Mechanics Institute in Boston, .Emersontbecame acquaint- .

ed with prominent BAtonians like Daniel Webster and Nathaniel

'Bowditch. When the Bostton Society of Natural History was found-

ed in 1830, Emerson shared the founder's honors with Walter

hanning and became acqua4n ted with'well-knoyin scientists like

.Edward Hitchcock. At the state's request the SOciety appointed

Emerson to direct the botanical and zoological surveys of Massa-

.chusetts. Hid own report on trees and shrubs was described at

the time as a "classic in scientific liteiature. 49 ,Among other
O

I .
D

honors and recognitions for his educational and scientifiC labors
( e

- Emerson was elected to the Boston Schocq Committee, Massachusetts

Board of Education, Phi Beta Kappa and the American Academy.of, 17. .

Arts and SCiences. In 1858 he received the degree of L. L. D.

from Brown University, and in 1859, from Harvard.

° In contrast to Emerson's college preparation, his early edu-

cational opportunities, his comparatively quick success, in his chosen

occupation and his influential educational acquaintances.and scienti-

tic f nds, the experience of most New England teachers seemed

quite foreign. The majority of New England schoolmasters, lack-

such qualifications, were kept from two of the more important

characteristicS of a professional career.- the opportunity to prepare
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for professional work while still a 'young man and the stability of

a permanent position. Since teaching was popularly considered

ohly temporary work, ukdertaken to support other occupational as-

pirations, schoolmasters themselves often had taught from four to

six winters before they became impressed with the professional po-

tential of instruction. Before a young man could establish himself

with a degrpe of permanence in a single community, several more

winters in school-keeping had passed. By the time they committed

themselves to teaching, therefore, most New England schoolmenp

.'4 iespecially in regional areas, were at an age when more fortunate

young Men like George Emerson had been practising their profes-

sion for several years.

The process of professional advancement withoutc'ollege

training was prolonged not simply because it took time for a young

man to reach a level of professional awareness in regard to teach-

ink. The occupation itself encouraged a prolongation with its dis-

ruptive mobility which teachers, of this period felt was unique to

their profession. Communities often did not encourage' their teach-

ers to remain more th'an one winter, unless a teacher was willing

to forego any expectation of'a salary increase, for such an increase

would have required an additional tax. When teachers did not have

-. their contracts renewed, they were forced to seek employment else-
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where for the following season. Even enlightened communities re-
A'

inforced this occupational mobilityv since they competed with high

salaries for teachers who success had been deinonstrated.

Career statu foriteache s who had little formal education
;;,

41 Ior profesyonal training usually tested upon the variety of schools

they had taught and of the communities they had served. A long,

tenure at a single school oftewim lied to schodl committees not a

praiseworthy stability, but rather that an applicant had substituted

a sinecure for an apprenticeship.
4.

often gave school nen a reputation f

improvement. For ambitious young

stable record of employment

r indolence rather than for self-

men to profit financially and

professionally from school teaching, 1 behooved them, therefore,

:to:diversify their teaching experience. A few cities. like Boston,

proved the exception to this rule. Thee a high regard was attached
4

to long service to a particular school. 11liore to the point, ,howevep,
.

was the fact that the better schools of the\largest towns and cities

could usually attract instructors with formal professional qualifica-

tions and thus affected the highly mobile cai7er patterns of less

\educated teachers only as a distant aspiratibIi.

Gideon Thayer experienced these occupational difficulties'

in hi 4, own career, and those experiences in palt prompted his ef-

fort to change the organization and orientation of\the American Insti-,

\cz. e-
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tute of Instruction. Moreover, his particular course of advance-.

ment blithe profession of teaching suggests that if the problems
. -

attendant upon entering the teaching profession late and.wasting

time to prove one's abilities through practice were to be overcome

successfully, teachers had to exploit not merely local notoriety

but-the advantages of cities like Boston and Hartford. Indeed in a

sense the career of Gideon hayer demonstrates at once how much , .

ban ill-prepared young. man o I achieve and how far he could go,

if Boston favored hiia.

Although like Emeison he had been born outside Boston,

Thayer's earliest education did not possess the quality or the

,thorou hness of Emerson's. Thayer's father was a carpenter who

hai:Prapved from Watertowri*ShOrtly after his s-e-nitabirth=tezfake-up

his trade in Brookline, Massachusetts. There Thayer attendedthe

district schools. Shortly after the move to Brookline, Thayerewas

orphaned and was subsequently apprenticed'first to a talloW mer-

chant and then at thf age of fourteen to a retail shoe merchant for

whom he worked six years. In 1814 as George Emerson entered

his second year at Harvard, Thayer, four years his senior, 'began

to supplement his job, as a merchant's clerk with his first education-
s

51
al. work.

Although he was more a disciplinarian than an instructor,
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Thayer's. experience as an usher in Boston's South writing School

provided him with skill in penmanship. At the South Writing School

he probably also made his first contacts with influgntial Boston fami-
,

lies, since the school provided writing''practice not offered jy the

neighboring Boston Latin School. Students from that old and presti-

gious institution frequently attended both schools,- though each ope-

rated independently. In addition to this work, Thayer conducted

an evening school for apprentices like himself. All these endeavors

graduaily earned him a reputatiqn as a serious and effective teach-

er, but they served also to tax his health severely. For a year

(1818 - 1819)-his career as merchant and pa.rthtime teacher was

interrupted by a forced interlude in the friendlier climate of the

South.
52

Although he returned from New pins in 1819, Thayer's

health still would not permit resumption of his former teaching acti-

vities with equal vigor. Like Emerson, he took up school-keeping
0

on a limited scale while regaining his strength. The next eight

years witnessed the gradual emergence of Thayer's reputation as

an effective teacher. Up unti11828 apart from instruction in dis-,

trict schools all the education Thayer had received had come from

literary associations, reading circles (especially one established

by Rev. William Ellery Chalning) and debating societies, all in

CD.
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Boston. In 1828 at age thirty-five Thayer might be-said to have

"arrived, " professionally speaking, for in, that year.he was entrUst-

ed with the. establishment of a private, school, fit anced by a stock-
9

- holding company of one hundred and .fifty-two Boston citizens, in-
.

eluding individuals of the stature of Appleton, Bowditch, Charming,

Frothinghain,,Holmes, Lawrence, and'Parkinan. His suita-

bility for this position wa,-judged less in terms of academic achieve-

, .raents, of which he had almost none, than upon his .reputation for

At' effective teaching and his estimable character. The comparable

opportunity for E erson, the principalship of the Englisheplassieal

School, was o fered to him at age tWenty-four,, soon after he had
. 53

completed his college education!
. .

.1ve In spite of his Boston-centered career spanningtfiftedive cal.-:..e11-.r.ai-
,

fears,. Thayer's home during all this time was located_outside Boston__

in the communities of Milton and Quincy, Massachusetts. The geo-'

graphical division between his professional and social responsibili-

ties dramatized in a sense the kind of detachment from Boston sd-

ciety which his humble origins, s lack of professional advantages

and the extensive period of time s ent in advancing as a teacher in-

sured almost as a matter of course. Unlike Emerson, whose bene-
.

volent and scientific activities ac7panied his professional work

in teaching, Thayer labored more rosaically in a host of local ef-

00229
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forts outside Boston immediatelyrelated to education.

During the 1830's Thayer concentrated attention outside the
4

classroom on the,eifilightenment of public interest in education through

"-the establishment ';f A local lyceuni, for 'Which he served as presi-,

. dent. His .familiarity with the state of public education in other lo-
..

cal communities broadened with his travels throughout New England

as an agent of the Boston Sunday School Union. . In addition to work

on behalf of public education - arguing the advantages of apublic*

'gh school, delivering a series of lectures and in Quincy editing

for a time the weekly newspaper - Tha.yer joined with his colleague's

in an effort to-extend professional teachers' associations at the lo-

cal level. He played a significant part in the establishment of the

County Teaahaiiii eliflon (1830) and the--Mas-sachtisetts

----Teachers' Association. (1845). In 1848 h served as editor of the

Massachusetts Teacher.

Only in the late 1840's and 1850's did Thayer receive invi-

tations to serve on prestigious Boston committees for social and

benevolent purposes, such as the founding of the Boston Public Li-

brary, Boston Dispensary, The Washingtonian Total Abstinence So-

ciety and the Boston Lunatic Society. The hiatus between his pro,
.

fessional success and the solicitation of his services as a leading

citizen, was most lileely as much a function of Thayer's early pre-
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"ference for communal activity outsideBoston as it was the delayed

recognition of Thayer's stature by the Boston professionaLastablisl-

Ment. All doubt about his right to the highest professionL stand-

ing and recognition as an utstanding citizen wasifully removed when
..

. Brown University conferred upon Thayer an honorary degree in 1854

and Harvard followed suit in 1855.54

Emerson's and Thayer's professional patterns and occupa-
o

tional advantages had rarnifica.tions in their actual classroom work.

Throughout the course of his teaching in the English Classical School,

Emerson's intention was to extend the mode of education and branch-

es of knowledge-"to fit Win [a youthr for active 1ife, and shall serve

as a foundation for eminence in his profession, whether Mercantile
55

-or-Meehanical. " Since in his- Irst-v,enture the- Andents ivv;ere-metpre-

paring fOr college, the three year course of systematic studrstressed

geometry, geography, history, and English Literature. While the

force of a teacher's personality was considerekLimportant, the Boston

School Committee demanded (and Emerson concurred) that the most
(

important prerequisite for the school's teachers was the "necessary

qualification, that they shalt have been regularly ethic4ted at some
56

university."

When Emerson took up the instruction of young women, he at-
.,

tempted to provide them with the foundation which would fit them for
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the duties of a wife and mother.- His prescription for the school was

thorough study of Latin, on the assumption that the discipline of

mind and precision that this study conferred was the limit of bene-
57 t,

fit a parent could expect from the school. Finally, in 1837 and

1838 as author of the American Inst tote of Instructiolals two memo-

rials to the state legislature, Emerson made explicit the prerequi-

sites for all occupations Whether in the established or aspiring pro-

fessions. Among the important c aracteristics of the professional

teacher win h normal schools presumed to cultivate Emerson stres-

sed "a thorough knowledge of whatever he unddrtakes to teach, " "to

be able to introduce system, and keep it constantly in force, I "an

acquaintance with the minds of children," and "a knowledge of the

character,,".58.. Wale, the teacherig.

cess was crucial, Emerson -unmistakably placed the burden,-of-suc-_.

cess upon the thoroughness of academic accomplishment and a sys-

tematic development of studies.

Thayer's experience in actual instruction had to be somewhat

different due to the very nature of the Chauncey Hall School where
. )he taught and served as principal for some twenty-eight years. Un-

like Emerson's schools which were first wholly public, then wholly

private, Thayer's school maintained a composite character through-

out its history. It accepted students like Fran-cis Parkma.n who from

G.
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matriculation there in 1836 was preparing for college by the

study of Latin and Greek. At the same time Thayer received young

men Whose ambitions lrona the outset were to undertake busineos and

mercantile p rsuits. Personally Thayer took great pleasure in the

-,,success of this Second curriculum, quite possibly because it insti-

tutionallied an educational opportity which he himself had never'

had.
o

0

In addition, Thayer was willing to hire a teacher whose edu-

cational qualifications left something to be desired. Rather than

preferring only university-educated young men, Thayer advertised

in the newspaper for a teacher' who was "perfect master of any one
59

thing." By mastery Thayer did not mean necessarily academic
Ste, a' r 'accomplishment. One of his moat- successful teachefelib.a 'been Cie-

rent Durgin, whose natural sans in many subjects had ilot.been de-
,

veloped by formal training or college study. Nevertheless, Durgin's

instruction at Chauncey Hall proved Thayer's belief that the manner

and courteous demeanor of a teacher's style "alone, unaided by any

instruction, will affect tenfold, more than all the instruction we can
6.0

furnish without it." Thayer's encouragement of both the academic

and non-academic aspects of teaching extended Emerson's more ex-

plicit reliance upon the primary role of intellectual labor in effect-

ing the work of genuine instruction. Thayer developed in hisschool
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not 'only the importance of the,classics.and science, both taught -at

Chauncey Hall by William Russell, but fashioned also devices for

the direct communication of proper social manners and character.

In addition to the lesson's he expected students at Chauncey

Ha 11 to a quire Thayer attempted to impart to all young men_91.v

sought 's instruction the moral lesson that he felt had confirmed

his 'own success. The quality of one's manners, he advised, gave

whatever intellectual accomplishments one possessed greater force

and value. There was, one of Thayer's colleagues at Chauncey

Hall explained apropos of his students. ti a certain respectfulness

and sometimes polish in their manners, that recommended them

especially to older persons and ladies." "So much was this the

case-," he continued, "that merchants gave them `the preference' far

positions in their counting roon4a.nd applied for them- when-they
,61

needed apprentices.' While Thayer no doubt approved of the work

for establishing normal schools carried on by Mann and Barnard,

his message to teachers contained in the important address, "On

Courtesy and Its Connexion with School Instruction, " delivered be-
.

fore the American Institute of Instruction in 1840 carried an un-
s!mistakable inference to large numbers of young teachers: it be-

hooved young men with professional aspirations but without formal-

ized professional credentials 'to cultivate good manners as a compen-
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sation. After his retirement from Chauncey Hall in 1855 Thayer

reiterated this stress throughout his manual, Letters to a Young
64

Teacher..
Nk,

The election of Thayer to the presidency of the American Insti-

tute of Instruction at the very moment when regional teachers began

to jOin the association in relatively large numbers suggests more
j.

than a coincidence of circumetance. Together with the other orga-

nizational developments which the Institute experienced, his tenure

marked the recognition by the teaching profession that upright moral

character as reflected in a young man's cultivated. manner had to be

considered a professional qualification alongside the fruits of formal

training.

The development of more precise professional qualifications

which began by stressing learning and ended by adding to that the

role of tone, style and manner encompassed the contribution of the

° ?I

first generation of piofessional teachers in America. By 1857 with

the election of John D. Philbrick, the Superintendent of Boston Pub-

lic Schools, to the presidency of the American Institute of Instruc-

tion a whole new generation of teachers took charge of this important
64

association and of the teaching profession in general. Unlike their

predecessors, this second generation did not have a similar opportu-

nity to develop and improve still further the occupation of teaching.
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Instead of sustained activity spanning, almost three decades, men

like Philbrick and 14s colleague in Connecticut, David N. Camp,

had less than one. The work of guiding the professionalnteacher

had barely passed to the second generation within the American

. Institute of Instruction when the Civil War not only interrupted the

trends set in motion by the first generation of the Institute, but in a

sense produced a fundamentally different set of circumstances for

the 1860's and 1870's. Americanucators after the Civil War

faced problems as fundamental as those of the Institute's foundeis

in the 1830's and so formidable that they threatened to nullify the

gains achieved by 1860.

The changes, however, were nit all a direct consequence

of the war but in fact had their genesis during thelemires of Emer-

son-and Thayer themselves. In 1849 George Emerson-published his

History and Design of the American Institute of InstruCtion for the

information of the many new members who had knowledge of
65

the association's origins, early purposes 'or founders. The

shift in personnel which this history implied began the process of ac-

commodation to younger men with younger points of view. The Civil

War's effect upon the Institute's memberShip was, nonetheless,

even beyond the expectation or anticipation of this second generation

itself. The immediate effect of the war was to drain off m&ny of the
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young men who had enkered the profession in the 1850'e. Their

teaching positions were filled by women who were paid half th&-

salary of male teachers. After the conflict, competition with lower

t paid' female instructors compelled many young men. to turn their

energies to other occupations entirely. The Institute's membership,

beginning with the admission of the first female teacher in 1867, ex-
,

. '66-
perienced a rush of women teachers by the mid-1870's. Many

older teachers, especially superintendents and principals who had

been adequately trained for their professions accepted college pro-
.

fessorships or transferred their supervisory talq is to new business

opportunities as administrators of insurance companies or execu-
67tives of publishing companies.

4-11- The 'membership changes.in the.Americandlistitateef4nt-

struction were not caused solely by the .war's

profession in general'. By-the early 1870's the Institute itself was

suffering its severestlinancial crisis. The association could no

longer resort to wealthy philanthropists as it had done. in the early

years or in the later decades to teachers themselves who were

achieving substantial increases in salary. WCen William Ticknor,

a cousin of George Ticknor, died in 1864; the Amer an Institute of

if

Instruction lost its foremost financial benefactor. Ticknor had serv-/
ed for thirty years as the Institute's. Treasurer. During all that
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time he was also the publisher of the Institute's annual volume of

lectures and proceedings, which constituted the association's major

expense. This crisis passed in the,1870's when a sparing membei-

ship rate enabled the Institute to gather ample funds from the. dues

and donations of members alone. In the previous decade, from

1864 to 1874, new membership in the American Institute of Instruc-
,

tion averaged a respectable fifty -six persons armually. In 1875 new

members totalled two hundred twenty-seven, in 1876 two hundred

thirty, in 1877 four hundred fifty-seven and in 1878 two thousand
68

one hundred. While this membership growth overcame the finan-

cial crisis of the 1870's, it caused a fundamental and la.sting alter-

ation in the Institute after 1880 and represented one the major

shits -=in the history otthe Otganization and ofthe- eachinteprbies-

sion-as well. ,

Ic

The phenomenal increase in the membership of the American

Institute of Instruction after the war differed markedly in quality from

the increases of previous decades, during N+;-----(1 membership had

never been solicited. Although Thayer had considered public parti-P

cipation a necessary element at the Institute's annual meetings, even

he never advocated the admissicT of every person in attendance to

the Institute's official membership. Beginning in 1875 with the pre-
,

siZtency of Merrick Lyon, followed by that of Thomas Bicknell, the

American Institute of Instruction developed numerous strategies to
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increase its.membership to include as many persons as possible.

Many who joined had no direct relation to the educational profes-
,/

sion itsel 3humber being merely.wives, husbands or parents of
o

active teachers. intain and cultivate this increase in member-

ship the Directors of the Institute turned the annual meetings into a

composite social affair and professionA gathering. Amusements

and recreation transformed Thayer's concern for manners as re-
,

fleOtions of moral fibre into a less serious and more genteel ob-

servation of social amenities.

The seriousness of purpose and evangelical zeal which marked

the work of professional teachers during the 1830's and 1840's had

been eclips d entirely by the 1870's when Thomas Bicknell es-

; . -;ztabli the custom of holding.lhe,annual; meetingemtate.serttitclwais ai

like Saratoga Springs in New York, Fahyan House in the White_Mo.unr.

tains and St. Albans in Vermont. This atmosphere set a lighter tone

for the actual. proceedings of the Institute. Popular recreations, like

boat rides, humoroUs readings, quartet singing, picnics, mountain

walks and band concerts replaced visitations to libraries, athene-

urns, colleges, s(thools, all activities which were common at the

earlier meetings of the Institute. Paid lecturers and large money ,

prizes from the Bicknell Fund - a tribute to that educator's ability

to raise. money - guaranteed popular curiosity, though not necessarily
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professional interest, in the IriStiture's lectures. If national oto-

riety was desired, Bicknell's strategies seemed to have beeh eu c-
.

cessful. In 1881 President Garfield. accepted for hiniself, his

Cabinet and their wives an invitation to attend the Institute's annu
69

meeting that year.

All these changes rapidly nullified .the strategies, norms and

purposes for which the American Institute of Instruction had been

founded, and caused George Emerson to remark that the associa-

tion should dissolve itself, since the organization, as originally con-
,

ceived, had served its purpose. 70 Thayer had died in 1864, but in
o

spite of his differences with Emerson, one-suspects he would have

agreed.

._:. ; 71.1
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THE, GUARANTEES OF VOLUNTARY ASSOCIATIONS
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16. NATIONAL VS. LOCAL-ASSOCIATIONS
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15. .CONTENTED SCROOL1VIrEN

At mid- entu

direct morn' characte/

all educational institutions still proposed to

This goal was a more important element

in the Work of profes onal teachers than the more tangible and mun-

dane considerations of enrollment, tuition and survival.- Since moral

choice was not a sensible phenomenon, schoolmeri's notions of practi-

cal and efficient instruction could not be easily grasped. As diffi-
.

cult as this moral training was to define, schoolmen in all

types of institutions pledged it allegiance

while interpreting it in a variety of individual ways. At the same

tithe no one presunied to insist upon a single version and (selfish-

ly and hence immorally) impose it upon the character of any student.

In spite of the formal differences between relatively stable colleges

and academies on the one hand and temporary teachers meetings and

conventions on the other, schoolmen did share a common set of as-

sumptions about any institution's effect upon the shaping of phdrac-

ter. The most important facet of this professional consensus made

the "voluntary obedience to duty" the pre-eminent ideal.
1 Inhey

were ambivalent about the diverse means of cultivating voluntary obe=

dienee, they were certain that institutional operations must not inter-

fere with character development. This voluntary stress served as
a
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the keystone to the work of the professional teacher until the 1850's

and 1860's. During these decades the effort to sustain and increase/

the voluntary spirit of education drastically altered first their com-

mon notions about institutions and then gradually their goal of se-
_

. curing a dutiful yet voluntary professional style.

In the least formal institutions of the pe-

riod, the voluntary association, s' choolmen first set these changes

in motion. °Although few teachers' organizations ever made their

internal problems public, there were wa to record dissatisfac-
/

tion. Serious reservations appeared as "suggestions" and the gra-

vest "suggestions" were published. One of the most significant in-
& 11

stances o such critical comment was William Russell's essay which

he delivered to the American Institute of Instruction in 1856 and

which he was allowed to publish in the p. pp e ncllx of the Institute's

annual volume. "Has our course, " Russell asked, "been one of

uniform and obvious progress in the advancement of the theory of

education? Have our aims been sufficientl9efinite? Have our meas-

ures been duly systematic? Have they been sufficiently practical?

Have we not been too much inclined to be contented with the social
2'

enjoyment of ottr annual meetings, as a professional festivity?"

The questions ring rather mild to the ears of a more contentious

century; but just before the Civil War, they struck at the heart of
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the profession, for the American Institute of Instruction then was -

incontestably the most prominent voluntary association of teachers

but also the central organization of professional schoolmen in

America.

Injip licitly Russell's inquiry challenged the association at

its most sensitive point: could it do its duty practically and yet re-

main as voluntary as it had been? Generally speaking, such a pub-

lic call for an examination of conscience was singular in the 1850's.

Traditionally differences of opinion had been neither aired nor di-

rectly confronted rather, since, professionals thought dissention

spawned other voluntary associations. One case concerning the Ameri-
%can Institute of Instruction and setting a context for Russell's remarks"

a

is noteworthy. When Horace Mann persevered over his critics, the

Boston schoolmasters, in 1844 - 45, his triumph was a pyrrhic one,
L

since the dis idents immediately reorganized in 1848 into the Massa-

chusetts s State Teachers Assocation. In addition, a large number of

active public grammar school teachers, most of them from Boston,

withdrew from the Americas Institute of Instruction, a serious blow
g0

since their numbers had assured the Institute a marked degree of pro-

fessional influence. Shortly thereafter, in 1849, some of the re-

maining Institute members responded to another call, which pro-

posed to organize in Philadelphia another national association simi-
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lar in intent to the Institute's founding: principles of 1830. The
O

Philadelphia convention founded the American Associationoi. the

Advancement of Education and ele ted Horace Mann its first presi-
4

dent. Although many of those gathered in Philadelphia retained

. membership in the Institute, such Occurrences were bound to weak-

en further the older association. The i?hiladelphia organization

did not survive a decade, but whileat lasted and after, calls to na-

tional conventions continued. The institutional patterns of this pe-

riod seem to have witnessed more exercise of volition among pro-

fessional schoolmen than dutiful deference to the needs of teachers

as a professional bods.,

William Russell payed important roles. in several of these

ventures and in 1856 tried once again to reinvigbrate the American

Institute of Instruction with his extraordinary appeal for open self-
.

criticism. His commanding role in the founding of the Institute in

1830 and his national reputation in the profession of teaching made

him one of the few persons,who could offer these "suggestions" with-

out risking damage to his own reputation. Still, his commanding

role'was insufficient to redirect the Institute to its 1830 viewpoint.

Russell then initiated another call for a national convention of

teachers, once again in Philadelphia. After modest beginnings, this

a
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additional organization became the National Teachers Association, °

one of three-groups eventually to form the National Educational

Assocation.
5

In 1851, .however, Russell's concern was, as al-
,

ways, over the Moral impactinot the survival or. membership /Tile,

of the organization. B,efore explaring the import of this pattern of

founding voluntary associations, it may be enlightening to consider
_ .

how Russell came to raise these objections and why his solutin

established another national association so similar in structure and

, aim to the American Institute of Instruction.

In 1856 Russell's suggestions to the American Institute of

Instruction )-ere threefold: "more definiteness, more system, and

more-direct effiCiency.",-HoWever, -his commentary did not call

for more exclusiveness An professional ranks nor did his remedy-
,.

include the abandonment of the voluntary association as a profession-

al form. He wanted a-more definite, systeinatic and efficient orga-
sm

nization in order to insure that the association maintain its profes-

sional yet voluntary harmony of goals, needs and procedures.

He assured the Institute that all these aims could be achieved by

the ad6ption of one measure, namely, "the appointment by the Presi-

dent, by the vote of the Directors, or by that of the members gene-
. 6

rally, of committees to furnish annual reports on subjects assigned."

These reports, he continued, "would have as much systematic form
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as lectures, and at the same time, the practical and familiar charac-
%

ter ,of discussions, and would avoid e vagueness of the former and

the evanescent impression of the latter. This newer and more re-

fined mode of eduaation sharpened the professional nature of the

voluntary association: "The diffusion of the principles inculcated
-in the lectures and reports, and the practical suggestions accompany-

ing them, " Russell was confident, "would have a most happy effect

in aiding unity of views and harmony of methods, in the work of

teaching. "

For schoolnien ncerned with practical efficiency Russell

here and elsewhere seemed remarkably indifferent to the means for

achie his ends. Explicitly he says that the committee is the es-

senti means; the appointment of coramitteemembers is an imma-
_---1

t 1 procedure. Similarly throughout Russell's long career he

worked with three very different types of professional institutions,

all of which bore the designation, institute. After his first school-,
teaching in Georgia, he moved during the 1820's to and through the

eastern seaboard towns of New Haven, Philadelphia and Boston.

By 1830 he had taught the range of positions from private tutor-and
8

classical academy instructor to the female seminary Trincipal.

In 1830 he helped launch the first national association of profession-

al schoolrnen, the American Institute of Instruction. In the 1840's
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he was instrumental in the promotion of the revival-like teachers'

institutes. And intermittently from the 1840's to the end of his

carrer in 1873 he conducted private normal schools, first in

Reed's Ferry, N. H. and later at Lancaster, Massachusetts. His

. normal schools were described as 'seminaries and known first as

the Merrimack Normal Institute and later as the New England Nor-

mal Institute. 9 In retrospect it is clear that these three brands

of professional institutions the national association, the revival-

like meeting and the professional training schocil - had different

purposes, arrangements and clienteles. However, the important

point here is th-at in the nineteenth century sahoolmen spent Utile

time dwelling upon and refining such institutional differences. For

the most part they accepted an overall professional harm'ony-among

many, quite varied operations to improve teaching, a harmony which

neither admitted nor denied the differences between given institu-

tions. Only when the harrhony itself was threatened did suggestions

like Russell's surface and call attentiontaAhe professional asaamp-

tions which underlay the institutional promotion of professional

character-trainigg.

Russell's comments dramatize how intense was the school-

men's concern for professional harmony. Neither he nor his fellow

teacher's were anti-institutional as so many historians of this period
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have claimed. They labored for a manifest and not a transcendental

unity and knew that it was somehow contingent upon the organiza-

tions they designed. Qne has only to look at the extraordinary

number of manuals for school governance, for techniques of in-

. struction, for building and architectural design to be aware of their

overweening respect for the formalities of education.
1

,
0

What

makes their institutional sensibilities seem so misshapen and queer

is their apparent ignorance or at least thei,. silence about institu-

tional consequences. *Like Russell, they do not assume that the

more different the views within a committee the less likely will

t eir reports be harmonious. In fact, the pattern of their thinkini

s exactly the reverse. The more diverse the views in a committee,.

an association, a meeting, a seminary, an institute of any kind -
1.the more likely would the product be a healthy, practical and har-

monious point of view. R4ssell's desire for practical efficiency

was not a call for a greater technical precision and less personal

. discretion in institutional fpnctions. In a real sense, his argument

for national unity among teachers at the American Institute of In-

struction and later at the National Teachers Association assumed

that the proper professional harmony was a result of more volun-

tary activity rather than less.

The opposite of professional volition in the 19th century was

seldom if ever coercion or involuntary prodding. The very role of
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the teacher, whatever the professional institution, implied a process

in which the teacher exercised discretion to develop students in cer-

tain ways. Turning students toward the principles of learning-re-

sulted, they believed, in the habituation of the mind to the right

methods of self-instruction. It was no paradox for them to see that

education made a student more self-possessed. Instead of making

the student an imitator of his teacher, proper pedagogy produced a

person more independent and free to choose for himself. The art of,
O

teaching, ,Russell claimed, enumerating the educational advantages

of teachers associations, included "the most successful methods of

imparting knowledge or rather of constituting the mind, as far as

possible, its own instructor." The

command of .subject as well as "the

"faithful teacher" possessed a

means of operating on conscience

and bringing.,the young mind under an early feelhi of the principle

of duty, that it may possess the power of self-direction and self-

government. " "In one word,"

quire skill in managing the min

concluded, "the teachei must ac-

his must be 'the gentle hand that

can lead the elephant with a hair. t"
11

Resorting to the rod became

the practical teacher's admission of incompetence. The gentle hand

of the teacher may take a student where he would not have gone on

his own accord, yet the rerouting of pupils, done gently, was no in-

fringement or impediment to the proper training of character.
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The institutions which best inculcated character and a habit

of moral choice were thought to be those with the widest and-most

diverse sphere Ofi, influence. Not surprisingly, the first generation

of professional schoolmen, Russell among them, looked to associa-

bons lkke the American Institute of Instruction as the central organiza-

tion of their work. The national association was as essential to

the teaching profession as education itself was to all other attain-
13

ments. Russell could well assert for educational associations what

he claimed for professional teachers: "Their knowledge ought to be

the fruit of professional research and extensive reading. They lay

the foundation of all attainments. They first put in motion the secret

springs of thought. The great living fabric of mental character, gene-

rally owes much of its strength and symmetry to .the patient labors of
14

those who watch over and guide the first stages of its advancement."

The voluntary association embodied in purest institutional form the

genteel and patient style which so conditioned other institutional norms

of the early schoolmen. Professional teachers were concerned with

the initial habits of thought rather than their further consequences,

with their earliest rather than their later functions. As with the

"choice" of a career, starting out was always a more pressing con-
, 15

cern than actual or ultimate. achievement. Indeed the willing4css to

be trained for right choice itself became the most discernable and

a
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incontestably "worthy'? option among professional schoolmen and

students in general by raid-century. 16

At no point did Russell's suggestions to the American Insti-
,

tute of Instruction demand a shift of coui'se. What he required was

more effort and exertion along paths established earlier. He called

attention to the great, enemy within professional ranks, the degenera-

tion of the association's activities to the level, of a festivity. The Insti

tute required not new aims and plans but an enlarged purpose. Al-

though the Institute had never before employed committees the way

passe 11 proposed, Russell implied that he endorsed the underlying

purpose rather even than the committee form it;tif. Without the

/ sense of initiation and renewal, indeed with its opposite, self-satis-

faction and contentment, the very success of the Institute's twenty-

seven year accomplishments would undermine the worth of its ser-

vice. ,Although perhaps more academic and scholarly in his assump-

tion than many of his fell rofessionals, Russell had earlier clari-

fied the essential spirit of professional work when he asserted:

"Teachers ... must be men of study - of hard-earned acquirement.

They must not be content with superficial knowledge; they must ex-

haust subjects - not merely effter on them. "17 The practical remedy

for the ills of self-indulgence and contentment was an institution with

"Extended.usefulness", "one coextensive with our national interests
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and relations." 18 Professional efficiency and practicality implied

to Aus sell' s mind tangble and pressing demands which required

the assent of different yet co-operative professionals. Institution{

at their best were energizers more than yardsticks of achievement.

Behind these notions of professional choice and voluntary insti-

tutions ray Russell's notions of rational. training. A profession e-

merged not merely from a scientific body of literature nor from or-

ganizations where ideas were exchanged and exhausted; it came into

being with a collective habit or structure of thought. Grounded in

the Scottish philosophy of George Jardine with whom he studied at

the University of Glasgow, Rusiell developed his philosophy of "hu-

man culture. 19
Largely derivative of John Locke, Russell's philo-

sophy nevertheless denied the Malleability of the mind suggested by
t

Locke's metaphor, tabula rasa. Senses conditioned die mind, Rus.-
,,

sell conceded, but they were not the sole causes of its development.

The susceptibility of all minks to sense knowledge suggested to

Russell a larger principle, a universal law of learning. Any given

mind became an individualized variation on the general law of know-
/

ing rather than a phenomenon which sense experience uniquely shaped.

Professional training precluded a mental fix upon either these prin-
.

ciples or upon the particular experiences; instead, it implied a

mental 'culture, a continuing associative exercise of the mind, one
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which dwelt on the relations between both. The product was scien-

. tifit, meaning for Russell a refusal to acknowledge the authority

of principles over particulars or vice versa.

The all-important committees of a national teachers a o-

dation addressed themselves to the essential interrelations of

higher llws and particular methods. Once discovered - here Russell

developed his theory beyond Jardine20 - these interrelations formed

i'distinct science of the mind tailored to a particular form of work,

in this case, teaching. There was thus a different but analogous

science of the mind, for every work, a claim which considerably

' advanced the notions of teaching as a Profession, equal to but dis-

tint from the established professions. Best of all, thess newer

sciences were easily transmitted even to untutored minds.',1-Although

without fuluntderstanding of the "upper spheres of science," young

men pursuing the newer professions "would not be'unwilling to be

ranked but as among the 'lesser lights,' and ... have no ambition

beyond that of contributing their silent personal endeavor to the

advancement of knoWledge and to the instruction of youth, yet have

minds fraught 4ith untold wealth of acquirement, which they would

readilJ lend for the profit and pleasure of other less amply fur-
.

21
rushed. " In his effort to fashion a scientific and harmonious pro-

fession Russell pressed himself to the unusual, admission that some

members would "become more proficient in scientific inquiry and
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would .endorse the desired harmony more strenuously and practical-

ly than others. The inequities of choice and the barely: muted .

class distinctions here were .not further discussed. Like their co-

rollaries, diversity and controversy, uneven choices and unequal

opportunity comprised the human condition. It was never corn-

(pletely clear to schoolmen how much these limitations could be con-

trolled or shaped to their advantage.
.

By 1856 the American Institute of Instruction no longer

sympathized with several of Russell's notions. In particular, the

Institute me bers ended their tolerance of three facet of Russell's

style which they had originally condoned with apparen a . Russell's

willingness to notice class distinctions within thb profession, his

emphasis upon intellectual discipline in "human culture," and his

aggressive manner of inquiry reflected his own foreign origins and

training. The cosmopolitan founders of the American Institute of

Instruction were le'S's preoccupied with the implitations of these

characteristics than were the "lesser lights" who came into control

of-the association just before the Civil War. The men of George

Ticknor's circle such as Russell himself, George B. Emerson,

William C. Woodbridge and others had strongly end xcid such ideas
22

when they publicized the teachings of Johann l'estalozzi., In fact,

Pestalozzi became known early in America first through the American
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Journal of Education (Boston, 1827 - 1839) which William Russell

began and'edited for ten years and secondly through the published
23

lectures of the Institute itself. Russell'q own sentiments shaped

by his fellow Scotsman, George Jardine, shared many points with

the Swiss instructor, Pestalozzi, particularly an emphasis on oral

and object teaching over bookish and rote instruction.
24

However,

the educational biases prevalent among the university men who inter-

preted Pestalozzi to America, favored primarily the Swiss educa-

tor's ideas of mental discipline. Only a. few cases before theOnly

Civil War did Pestalozzi's American f wers apply his teachings

as Pestalozzi intended, adapting educational methods to the poor in.
NOP 25

populated areas and using them to erode class barriers. Gene-

rallY*, 'like William Russell, the founders of the American Institute
.

of Instruction employed-Pestalozzi to criticise and reject a mecha-
26

nized pedagogy and to create a new role for schoolroom extbooks.

By the 1850's Pestalozzi and Russell had lost their credit with a

new brand of professional schoolmen who, lacki.n4university ad-

vantages yet coveting professional work, trained their attention
tc

away from the poor, from service to populated areas and from any

sense of the social values within their work.

Russell's educational purposes we e always more grand than

the operations and achievements of his institutions. The American
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Institute of Instruction must have demonstrated quickly its intran-

sigence to his suggestions; it failed apparently to energize its

collective will, to cultivate "all invigorating and purifying influences

in human development," to enlarge and fertilize "the whole field
27

of mental and moral culture," for, one year later' Russell parti-
o

cipated in the founding of the National Teachers Association. Per-
,

hags appropriately Russell's grand vision caused him more difficulty

than it did the American Institute of Instruction. In an address to

the National Teachers Association at its first meeting in 1857 Rus-

sellfassumed an uncltaracteristically defensive posture. There he

explain d how this new venture was neither competitive nor exlusive

nor selfish with regard to other educational associations. Whatever

its other merits his defense demons1trated how difficult it was on a

professional plane to realize one's own version of choice, if it varied

from the collective' priorities of an organization. Russell's address

showed that it was no easy. matter, organizational problems aside,

to found other, associations more conducive to his. interests. His

earlier commitment to the American Institute of Ifistruction con-

tinued to inform much of his activity in the 18504s, for lie, always

seemed to a reciate the merits of earlier norms rather than the

poSsibilities of the newer purposes of the National Teachers Asso-

ciation. Within the professional association of the nineteenth centoy
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there operated a particular set of controls which screened and pre-

ferr,gd one type of voluntary activity over another, however-volun-

tary each organization professed to be. Their breadth of moral pur-

pose and the unspecified lirpits upon professional a.btivity Often ob-

scured rather than enhanced the process of changing inStitutional

directions. Russell clearly sensed an aberration from older pro-
,

fessional values but perceived no clear proceduiesmithin the pro-

fession to guide his discontent. In the face of this dilemma how

could imbalances be redressed, when did professional schoolmen

counsel patience in preference to either internal reform or the ex-

treme measure of founding a new association?

0
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NATIONAL VS. LOCAL ASSOCIATIONS --

'Nf

The importance of Russell's address to the National Teachers'

. Association lay in its novel recognition of diversity as a profes-

sional problem. Within teaching and most professions before mid-
,

cdntury men accepted diversity as a local fact of life. Competition

among institutions, of course, existed earlier but local exigencies

were invoked convincingly to argue thepeculiar merits of any new

institution. 2 8 The potential problem of this tactic became explicit
. ,

when competing organizations emerged.on the national level. There

the argument which exploited local' exegencies and different clienteles

no longer applied, since thlcontextual locale was not lbcaL--The-pe-

-culiar service of a new national organization, similar to existing

associations, becaMe extremely difficult to establish. The member-

ship' of the American, Institute of Instruction and the Xational Teachers

Association overlapped, and the organizational features of structure

and policy were not different enough to make plausible distinctions

between them. When Russell defendede,the new organization

delphiae he had anticipated more than accusations of exclusiveness,

competitiveness and selfishness. He had embaAed upon a defense

of the cruciara,ssumption, so dear to the first generation, that a pro-
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fessional teacher trained to the goal of moral character would not

thwart the harmony of professional aims in favor of other motives.

Implicitly Russell had accepted a diStinction between local

and professional diversity. Schoolmen seldom became ,overly pre-

occupied with any justifications of one method of instruction and or-

ganization over another. Even the much `'criticized use of the rod

was occasionally acknowledged as a necessity in certain situations.
1.1

Professional disagreements carefully maintained .a polite, hypothe-

tical tone. The exegeticies of any practical situation were always left

to determine the ultimate refinements of every plan of governance.
.

All plans of governance, whether for national associations' or local

schools, took for granted their cooperative spirit because of the

-:}harmony which supposedly infused each particular educationaldrrange-

ment. However, Russell's comments began to suggest that thematiOn

al association had a peculiar responsibility in clarifying the area of

professional consensus. Its duties seemed to precede in importance

thv operationsr,of any particular school. Moreover, the founding of

another national association of teachers raised practical questions

about the nature otthis Professional forum. If the vaunted harmony

of the profession informed more than one national association, where

might the most fundamental professional differences 1?e aired with

candor yet without controversy? Could teachers condone as much
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diversity within its corporate structure as educational practices

did in their accommodations of local conditions? On the other hand,

could teachers demand a more explicit harmony, if education were

essentially a voluntary activity?

Russell did not cast the Problem that specifically or that

boldly. Indeed he took great pains to avoid any implicit or explicit

suggestion that tlie smooth surface of the profession was beginning

to crack. The appearance of the new association represented, in

Russell's terms, the most normal devel4ment of the professional

schoolman's work. ,"We feel, " he explained, "that, as a profes;

sikinal body, we are distinctly called on to form a national organiza-

tion, that we may be the abetter enabled to meet the continually en-

larging demands of our vocation for higher personal attainments to

the individual, and for more ample qualification adequately to fill
29

the daily widening sphere of professional action." He could have

said as much about any "institute" in his career. In the context of

his recent efforts to reawaken the American Institute of Instruction

to its original purposes Russell's speech was anything, but normal.

In spite of his effort to make the founding of another national
C

association appear to be one stage in a process of growth and matu-

ration, Russell had begun with his 185? address the reformulation of

his generation's basic assui\iptions about professional institutions.
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The familiar acknowledgement of older professional values in his intro-

duc'tory remarks became an effort to discuss a new and difficult pro-

blem with the long-standing conceptions concerning education as

character-formation. For him differences of institutional structure

and arrangements reflected the various, formative experience of a

given schoolraan. He could apply the term, institute, to a national

association, to an established training school and to a temporary

meeting for reviving teachers' professional elan without feeling any

obligation to account for the varied policies and programs of these

distinct institutions. The key conditioning factors of any formal

process of instruction, professional or otherwise, were the local

context and the moral character of the principle schoolman. When

he faced the potential criticism of fostering competition, selfish-

ness and exclusiveness, Russell carried his assumptions about the

relations between institutions and the inculcation of character to

their farthest limits. His appeal to peculiar, moral dimensions of

his work only repeated did assertions. It did not meet the actual

issue, namely, how the new agency was peculiarly moral, what the
)

nature of the institution wa He tried to meet an institutional problem

with the rhetoric of mo aracter which had always effectively

been used analogously to mute local crises.

Russell's dilemma suggested not only how seldom his genera-
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tion had confronted the possibility of fundamental yet legitimate

differences of opinion 'thin ale profession; it indicated as well how

little the rhetoric of moral choice and voluntary discretion actually

prepared professional schoolmen for serious divergences from pro-
.

feSsional ideas. Only infrequently were the brief histories of so

many educational institutions in the nineteenth century a cause for

alarm among professional schoolmen or, for that matter, the public
30

at latge. Like other voluntary associations, colleges and schools

of this century expanded quickly and died more often than they sur-

vived. Equally commonplace was it for institutions to close opera-

tions in one locale to open again elsewhere with the same faculty,

students and official purposes. 31 Just as often as they diet or

moved, they stayed in the same place and became in a sense a differ-
. le

ent institution with aach change o president or principal. An enor-

mous diversity flourished and yet the underlying assumptions about

this complex and tenuous brand of institutional life (can one call it

institutional development?) had little to do with any appreciation of

how much diversity a profession or a democratic society could sus-.
tain. Mid-nineteenth century notions about the emergence of unique,

individual characters fashioned a professional harmony which at

best tolerated rather than understood institutional diversity. In

guaranteeing these notions the educational institutions of the period
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strove to become more voluntary. The very imprecision of these

guarantees made institutional operations functionally (though not

explicitly) more powerful a d less susceptibl to change and re-

formln the more imper nal and bureaucratized institutions

. which ultimately succeeded them at the end of the century. Russell

made no effort in his appeal to professional harmony to reconcile

the consequences of his action with any theory or philosophy of social

or professional functions. Instead, he satisfied Iiinself with claims

for the peculiarity of the new association. we have at length

recognized our peculiar duty to come forward and take our own

appropriate dace as the immediate agents afd appointed organs of

whatever measures are best adopted to promote the highest interest

of society, by tfie wider diffusion of whatever benefits are included

in the whop range of human cultu e "32 lie never explained who de-
.

terrain `the "appropriate placd dr the mitigating factors which made

this duty peculiar. Close upon these claims, nevertheless, he in-

sisted: "In stepping forward to take the professional position now

universally accorded us, we do so in o exclusive or selfish spirit. "

,;'We are, in fact;' he continued, "only complying with the virtual invi-

tation given us, by all who feel an interest in the advancement of edu-

cation, to a sume, in regular form, the acknowledged responsibilities

of our office, rdians of tie mental welfare of the youth of our
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country, responsible to the whole community for the fidelity and

efficiency with which we discharge our trust. "33 Russell wriggled

in the grasp of his dilemma: if he argued that the National Teachers

Association was a better means than other national agencies; his

effort would be patently competitive and self-interested; if the

neW organization was not performing an exclusive role with a spe-

cial service, its sponsors were merely duplicating an effort per-

formed elsewhere. Most of all, the failure to explain the nature of

the institution, how it could be peculiar but not exclusive skirted the

key question, why was the new national association necessary in 1857.

Russell's own generation hac designed several conditions,

consonant with their goal of character-formation, to preclude bur-

densome competition and controversy such as Russell's own 18_57

venture. In his explanation to the National Teachers Association

Russell used them all deftly. The new national association had ad-

mitted 43 schoolmen from 13 states and Washington, D. C. and wel-

comed further professionals from those states and others not re-

presented. 34 New associations appeared on their literal face to

arise spontaneously, to draw no perjorative distinctions among other

groups of schoolmen and to endorse a professional harmony- . Not only

was their welcome open, the new group met a popular call, which under-

scored a self-evident need and ostensibly muted any possibility
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of self-interestedness. The founders of the National Teachers

Association had not sought this du themselves but had merely re-

sponded to a want among the country's schoolmen. The diversity

of the membership and a collective call intimated that the new group

reflected a widespread movement rather than a scheme of self-

seeking schoolmen.

The important argu,raent for a new institution was-always

more explicitly moral than those conditions of wide support and po-

pular request axity in the professional fibre boded ill for

the health and future of teachers. The festive airs of the American

Institute of Instruction suggested an over-confidence and lack of

seriousness which slackened their resolve to educate properly.

"The whole ground of education," Russell exhorted, "needs a tho-

rough survey and revision, with a view to much more extensive chan-

ges and reforms than have yet been attempted." This renovation,

however, did not imply "the indiscriminate subversion of existing
35

modes of culture or ... institutions ..." Russell focused upon

the loftier, motives by separating them from the crasser concerns

with immediate institutional for s of inculcating character. This

deft shift immediately raised questions about the ;motives of any

critic of the newer association. Russell quickly exploited his ad-.
vantage: "It belongs to others than teachers, " he asserted with
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--Thoaded innocence, "to propose those rash and headlong changes un-

sanctioned by true philosophy or stable theory, which have demolished

without reconstructing, and where toppling fabrics have served the

sole purpose of forming the sepulchral monuments of 'zeal without
36

knowledge'. critic of the National Teacherifil Association

had to assume more than an intellectual burden. In assuming any

critical stance, he marked himself as unprofessional and questionab-

ly moral. If division occurred, the accused party was not respons-

ible. Their intentions and initiatives were more benevolent and

sublime. Without ever defining the new basis of the National Teach-

ers Association, Russell created with his "moral" argunient a foun-

dation distinct from the basis of the American Institute of Instruc-

tion.

Each sally toward a sharp institutional distinction quickly

turned and became an additional endorsement of the cooperative

spirit among professional organizations. Thus, this "broader" and

"more extensive" scope of the National Teachers Association, Rus-

sel felt, was the opposites of a "withdrawal from the ground which we

have hitherto occupied." This effort implied no "exclusive organiza-

tion, to cut ourselves off from all communication beyond the limit-

ed sphere of a close corporation. "37 "In no such spirit, " he empha-

sized, "would we act. Nevertheless, the organization of this other

national body were "distinctly called" - taking no responsibility for
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competitive initiatives - by a professional coramitrhent. The inti-

mhtion he left unspoken remained, of course, that the Natonal

Teachers Association's version of "profession" was simultaneously

undated and more encompassing than that of other institutions also
,38a

"nobly engaged in promoting the interests, of education.' The ma-

jor difference,Russell: explained, lay with the NTA's clearer notion

of how-to guarantee the advancemenCof iltiiividual and professional

qualifications.

In earlier years the guarantees of professional, improvement

had been left to the spontaneous and natural force of moral character,

/or so the professional rhetoric insisted. Russell's appeal to this

notion of character in the American Institute of Instruction, however,

dramatized the limitations of this form of improvement. Some ver-

sions of character developme.Thnt did lead to =harmonious conse-

quences, which words had no power to reform. Russell seemed to

know something more was required, but he took much on himself to

explain how means other than character could insure character de-

velopment. Further, he had to discuss how these guarantees would ,

work without creating an "exclusive" and "close corporation," how he

could keep any new institution as professional and voluntary as the

earlier ones were thought to have been. lii a sense, he met these

objectionsby helping found the NTA. In the process he altered his
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older notions, or, at least, he altered an older professional style

which never required him to define explicitly the assumptions be-

hind moral character as a professional ideal. The result was a new

set of assumptions about the key institution of professional teachers,

the expansive, volunttry association with a national sweep.

The scope of the voluntary association as an institutio

type affected, schoolmen`began to concede, its peculiar service to

the profession of teachers. The wider the scope the greater the

usefulness, their argument ran, and yet with ever enlargedn-

bership, came the necessity to manage professional differences

within the association. Formal, internal divisi s shaped proce-

dures for preventing unprofessional contentiousness at the center of

the profession. On a national level, where the" probleni of proles-
/

sional diversity became explicit, the harmony of the profession de-

manded functionally and symbolically a single organization. "A na-

tional. association of teachers," Russell explained, "will necessarily

give rise to an appropriate organ of communicatifili between its mem-
39

bers themse ves, and the community in general. "By this means,"

he argued, "the fruits of the maturest minds in the ranks of our pro-

fession, in the ample discussion of the great primary questions of

education, may be daily reaped by the youngest of our corps, while

the zeal and enthusiasm, and the ardent aspirations of the youngest,
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may communicate life and fire to all. "40 Through the committees

of the association and the participation of nationally recognized

schoolmen like Louis Agassiz and Arnold Guyot, the "lesser lights"
41.

(Russell's designation) could be guaranteed competent guidance.

The nature of this guidance as well as the nature of the voluntary

association had begun to rest upon something other than the inculca-

tion of character. The class divisions and social arrangements pre-

ceding instruction were raised (though were not explored) in Russell's

1857 speech. The teachers' association, now-an "organ of communi-

cation", had gone beyohd its earlier duties of mutual instruction

of.professibnals, whether their lights were greater or lesser.

Whether or not they had ever been otherwise, Russell's allegia,nces

1 " 4 and-those of his fellow founders shifted to maturer. mindsandgithose ,azure
,42

who have made a life time's business of education.'

The more national, nationL association would guarantee a

new professional styli formulated by they most philosophical and matu-

rest minds of the professiOn. Widening the range of action provided

not only "fellowship and sympathy in common labors and common inter-

ests, but [a scene] ... of peculiar and elevated intellectual advance-
43

went and gratification." The new qualities were imperative if

teachers and their profession were even to be properly voluntary,

self-governing. Russell developed this poht by discussing appre-

ciatively an analogywith "scientific associations, with their strict
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classification of subjects, their brief practical papers, and special

committees." The merits of this analogy illuminated the etyinolo-

gical meaning of "profession." His explanation of "profession" be-

gan with. its "university origind and applications" and ended with a

confident assertion of the "new relations" implied by the "liberal
S

profession." "In other vocations persons of any class might enter

at will, but for admission to the ranks of the liberal callings a pre-

vious profession of qualifications, and correspondent examination

and license, were indispensable. 44 This screening prodess would

also reflect the wisdom of the maturest minds of the profession. He

hardly need add that that eventuality would also institutionalize the

social and educational norms of those NTA founders who convinced

teachers of the need for such profesSional choices.
cr.

The voluntary character of teachers' associations had seldom
0

remained long voluntary for all members. In most of these organizam

tions, for example, officers were nominated by small comaittees

appointed by the incumbents. IVICst elections were unanimous, and

few - none in the seventy-eight year history of the American Insti-

tute of Instruction - were contested. 45 The same held true for

the most national, state and local associations. Policy matters

were dealt with similarly. The debates which Russell had felt

were so time-consuming resulted at best in non-binding resolu-
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tions of the members:- The nature and tenor of any such voluntary

association depended heavily on the unanimity of its members.

Russell's effort to create a more harmonious and professional

voluntary association followed the familiar pattern and quickly reach-

ed the ultimate step of founding a new association. Given a choice,

he seemed to prefer a more voluntary to a more harmonious asso-

ciation. However, his pivotal issue for this measure impinged di-

rectly upon the nature of a voluntary association and by implication

upon the process of founding them. For all.his professed faith in_

the existing institutional structure of education, he could not pre-

serve his oldVr preference for a voluntary association at the cen-

ter dads profession and at the same time establish another national

association. Preferring the latter option, he made his newer insti-

tution become much more than "an 6rgan of communication." If it

actually fell short of becoming a certification center, the National

Teachers Association did at least try to guarantee a "scientific

rather than a voluntary consensus of the best educational ideas and

practices.

This new professidnal purpose, formalized a distinction be-

tween pcientific and voluntary notions of edUcation, which earlier

schoolmen thought to be Compatibl, and informally related. Russell's

version of science connoted a thorough understanding of the empirical
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and theoretical aspects of education. Science brought no moral as-

surance to professional-choice but it did indicate a deliberation and

care that Russell found lacking in the untutored. His science was

not experimental but synthetit and, though empirical, his assump-

tions didliot coincide with positivistic modes of inquiry which were

becoming increasingly popUlar in the intellectual circles of the
46

nineteenth century. By the 1850's Russell stressed science as a

means of curbing precipitous choices among schoolmen. It antedat-.
ed professional preparation as preparation itself antedated prbfes-

,

sional teaching. The process seemed regressive rather than pro-

gressive.° Poor teaching required,; _not supervised practice but

previous preparation; poor preparation required not greater natural

74.alerrbbutaneticulous study earlier.-- Once the.principles whieelearned,

then one could bedome prepared, then one could practice teaching,

then one could engage fully in the work of the professional schoolman.

The new formalities enlarged and defined a greater and greater dis-

tance between the first aspiration of a young man to teach and his

ultimate successful governance of a school.
o

Similarly a starker and more formal sepdration evolved be-

tween the work the professional teacher on the local and on the na-

l/fional scenes. Professional associations on the national level,

Russell now proposed, would adopt a new brand of inquiry, would
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refine the art and science of education and would generate a reason-
,

able agreement upon their basic principles. This role also es-
.

tablished an important distinction between such IsT'.entificfl inquiry

and the actual practice of instruction in local 'Institutes: II -Educa-

tional institutions on both the local and nati al levels became more

aware of their significant structural differences. Consequently the

term institute ieself became more narrowly applied and new terms -

kindergarten, high school, university - developed to reflect the spe-

dal purposes of particular institutions within school systems. The

general effort to keep education decently voluntary, for teachers and -

students alike, gradually began to disappear. °Byrthe end of the

1860,s and thereafter Russellts successors did not take up his torch

In Tab:Ice the national association the scientific body he einritionbd.

er, they turned enthusiastically to the local level of practiCal

instruction where they hoped to do something more fundamental and

scientific than the formulation of general scientific principles. Instead,

they planned to organize the evidence upon which those scientific prin-

ciples would be based. In their hands the center of the profession

shifted from the national associations to the normal schools.'

The national association continued to play a visible, if no long-

er a pivotal, role in the teachers' work. Both the American Insti-

'tuteof Instruction and other latecomers to the national scene failed

A
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to develop a membership of practising teachers until the mid-
o

1880's. Until then their memberslaipt both reflected the interests

of the forty-three members who had gathered in Philadelphia in

1857. The majority of the schoolmen who listened to Russell but

who did not heed his dirtives were second generation schoolmen,

men like James P. Wickersham, Daniel Hagar, Thomas W. Va len-
47

tine and J. W. Billk1ey. Many of these men were connected, like

Russell, to normal school teaching, but, unlike Russell's experience,

their schools were public, accountable to state or city governments.

These schools were integers in school systems, not self-sufficient

entities able to concentrate their primary attention upon moral de-

velopment. The younger men did not discount Russell's particular

viewpoint and yet their duties made it almost a foregone conclusion

that Russell would become as disenchanted with the National Teachers

Association as he had been with the Anaerican Institute of Instruc-

tion. For the last sixteen .years of his life, from 1857 to 1873,

there is no evidence that Russell ever again participated in a nation-

al convention of teachers.

et
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PART VII

FROM INSPIRATION TO DPMESTICATION:

THE OPERATIONAL CENTERS OF

THE SCHOOLMAN'S PROFESSION
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17. THE NORMAL SCHOOL PRINCIPAL: TWO GENERATIONS

Between 1830 and 1890 schoolmen had created at least two

institutional paradigms for their professional work. One accommo-

dated the outwardly loose, voluntary forms and evangelical ideas of

ante-bellum America; the other, directed by faithful lieutenants, at-

tempted to enshrine and domesticate the best aspects of their men-

tors' views. In the ante-bellum rAiod schdolmen centered their

attention and activities in the large association with national preten-
,

sions, the American Institute of Instruction. From the initiatives

in that body schoolmen sent forth through a network of teachers' insti-.

tutes the most current, creative ideas about education. Their meet-

ings, their facilities, their public and philanthropic support, their

leadership and their explicit policies were as effective yet imper-

manent tarany specific teaching position in their careers. By the

late 1850's the larger and more. central voluntary association, like

the American Institute,of Instruction, and the smaller, ubiquitous

teacher's institutes, fo mimed a single paradigm. However, this net-

work had already b to erode in the face of professional problems

which it could no meet or settle. Evelliefore the upheavels of the

civil War a centuated these problems and confirmed the various
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institutes, large and small, into more peripheral professional roles,

theAtormal school had begun to assume a new function and place in

the work of professional to ers. The second generation school-

men who engineered the signific t shift of priorities and structure

in the work of education between 1860 and 1890, nevertheless, con-

tinued to be hampered by the earlier, evangelical roots of their pro-

fession.

In a sense, the nineteenth century normal school always de-

termined as its first priority the creation of a common, moral pur-

pose out of the diverse needs and interests of schooltpachers. Even

among those sciioolmen who began to stabilize and focus the evange-

lical nature of professional teaching, one finds repeated educational

sentiments of a quasi-religious or Txplicitly religioup'content. Albert

G. Boyden whose forty-six year principalship of the Bridgewater

(Massachusetts) State Normal School did much to insure the develop-

a

ment of his institution as a professional type, insisted alwayS that "the

first normal school of which we have any record was opened in Palestine;

its sessions were held upon the hills and plains of Galilee, Samaria
1

and Judea." Inthis context the school's first principal stressed "the

inspiration of its students with the spirit of the true teacher, who has

the spirit of service, and comes to his pupils as the Great Teacher
2comes to men, that they may have life and have it abundantly.
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images insured a common set of notions throughout the century for

dealing with professional problems. however, professional reac-

ti.ons and refinements of such rhetoric were always more varied

than the rhetoric itself. If their first generation predecessors un-

derstood the normal school as a "standing institute," Boy-

den and his second generation colleagues maintained at least thee
v,

evangelical values of that formulation. Their subsequent contri-

,i bution simply made other more prosaic and practical problems

equally significant as those/earlier ones of moral inspiration.

Professional problems assumed a more practical and fornl
cast after the Civil War because of the altered relationships with-

in the educational profession as a whole. Throughout the 1830's

,. t= a.n4:1A1840's professional schoolmen who called for Imprnved leaching, .

possessed clearer norms of professional behaviors than their suc-
4.cessors after the war. In any instances their own social origins

and educational advantages in academies ad colleges estabzIllshed

a functional though unofficialvi-ofessional style. At the head of key

organizations and schools these men tookor granted\many assump-

tions which their less fortunate disciples had to defend and strive for

outright. Firot generation schoolmen tlike George Emerson and

Cyrus Peirce, Thomas Gallaudet and Hen Barnard, all assumed

that professional training began after maximum levels of scholar-
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ship had been achieved. Their focus fixed von problems of moral

inspiration and the governing tone of schools rather than problems

of status, social class and opportunity which determined financial

resources and study time in preparation for professional work. In-

deed the educational goal of moral character had succeeded before

the Civil War because the habits of thought it spawned skirted those'

mundane yet formidable considerations in all open, professional dis-

cussions. Moreover, the first generation could rely on voluntary

associations to carry on their work efficiently, precisely because

they assumed a manifest variety and inequality of talent. Distinctions

- within a profession went unobserved publicly, because such recogni-

tion divided fellow members against each other. They took for grant-

d'inlierent and conditional differences and took for grantedlhat a

proper professional elan would prod forward the improvable and en-

able the unfit to opt for employments more suitable to their abilities.

Even by the 1850's when the weaknesses of these assumptions began

to appear, the first generation would only call for envigorated reso-

lution of professional will and more voluntary, voluntary associations.

Actually, however, the very success of the evangelical impe-
.

tus of educational reform was tWe most powerful factor in hanging
A /

this viewpoint. The early school en and their organizations drew. in-

to the work of teaching young men whose social status and origins were
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collectively less diverse than their own. The first generation con-

tained a large number of men, moderately affluent and colle3 train-

ed; it also welcomed a second echelon of talent whose aspirations

and prospects once made them hope for work in the established pro-

fessions of medicine, law and the ministry; finally a third echelon

comprised young men distinguished for their personal drive and

willingness to serve in a worthy social enterprise. By contrast, the

second generation could boast fewer leaders with college degrees or
3

affluence. If ever they had the opportunity to attend college and

pursae an obvious professional calling, these aspirations were frus-

trated, more and more, before college study had ever begun. The

second generation drew its members largely from self-sufficient e

but not affluent farming regions and from thernoderately fixed me-

chanical trades. 4
During the 850's the teache institutes plied

regions farther and farther from the populated towns, searching for

professional talent. For those years where information is available,

normal schools like Bridgewater in Massachusetts\drew in the 1850's

some 64 percdnt of its students from the farms and mechanical trades

of its own county, Plymouth,' and nearby Bristol county. 5 The second

generation had, in effect, expanded the third and lowest echelon

the first generation and reduced in later ranks the upper college-
.
)

oriented groupings. These realignments explain much about the new
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professional needs and institutional paradigms of the post-war nine-

teenth century.

With more reason than their mentors, the second generation

could take for granted a professional harmony of outlooks and values

among their co-workers. The post-war normal schools housed

faculties and students who together had experienced remarkably co

similar sets of educational and occupational experiences before enter-

ing upon teaching as a life career. e same had not been so for .

schoolmen, one generation earlier in the 1830's and 1840's. Take

for exmple, Cyrus Peirce's circuitous route to the principalship of

the first normal school in America. Peirce had been ordained a

minister after graduating from Harvard and after three years fur-

ic...rtber,Tweparatory study. He had been the youngest: of a.largzafarma--.1re

ing family whose resources. permitted him to study first at the.Fra-

mingham Academy and then under the tutorship of a Rev. Dr. Stearns

of Lincoln. Nis social views, especially his espousal of temperance,

had clashed with his several congregatio and culminated in a per-

sonal crisis over the'rainisten Alter a decade in the ministry

he turned to p4vate schooling and to Nantucket where his efforts

were finally both popular and lucrative. In 1837 he accepted a re-

quest to reform the Nantucket school system and on the merits of

that work two years later Horace Mami o citedhis talent for the
0
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principalship of the first normal schoolin America. In 1839 Peirce

took up his thir areer, which in no sinall way drew upon his ear-
6

lier pursuits, one professional, the other profitable.

The early normal school principals had all experienced se-

.venal important features reflects in Peirce's career. Before the

late 1850's they had all achieved r Citations of successful teaching

in colleges, private academies or in well established, select schools.

Like Peirce, the principals of the other early Massachusetts normal

school came from strong academic traditions. At Barre (later\West-

field) the first principal, Rev. Samuel Phillips Newman, came to

the training of teachers from Bowdoin College's faculty where he
7

had taught first Greek, then Latin, then Pblitical Economy. His

ccessor, Rev: Emerson Davis, had graduatectircrm

College befOre designing a career as a minister .and academy princi-
8 >

pal. His tenure of office was succeeded by David S. Rowe, also a

Bowdoin graduate.
9 At the Bridgewater Normal School the first

principal, Nicholas' Tillinghast, though not a minister, had been train-.

ed at West Point in scientific and engineering skills and used that

learning in a successful military career, portions of ,which involved
10

Iservice on the West Point faculty. Peirce's own success° at

Lexington (later Framingham) Normal School, Rev. Samuel J. May,

who, like himself, was a Harvard trained mister with a reputation

0b 83
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of enlighte d educational service. 11 The traditions which they all

established their respective schools, continued on in qualilled

form even into the next generation of schoolmen. However, if they

did riot wholly discard the academic temper of professional train-

ing, the second generation normal schoolmen mmlified its place

in preparatory studies. One normal slyhoolman spoke as much for

his second generation fellows as he did for himself when he remarked

about his predecessor: ';,He was more skillful in communicating

knowledge to others than in leading them to investigate f themselves. "12

These differences of norms and experience between the fi

and generation ultimately tuili id the moral pUrpobe of e normal

and sec-

school to very different ends.

The contrasts of career patterns between the pre- and post-

war normal school leadership sets the context for the very different

institutional types each group created.

principals in America had reached an

ing control of their respective normal

The first eigt normal sch o

ave age age of 44 upon assum-

schools. Their immediates.

successor din the next generation, men like John Ir. Philbrick and -
14

David N. Camp in Connecticut , John W. Dickinson at Westfield,
15 16

A-, Massachusetts, George Bigelow at Framingham, Massachusetts,
17 18

Dana P. Colburn in Rhode Island, Richard Edwards at Salem,
19

William F. Phelps in New Jersey and Alfred G. Boyden at Bridge-
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20
water - averaged age 33 when they became normal school princi-

pals. This younger age reflected other significant differences in the

careers of these later principals before they assumed the work of

taining teachers. Invariably reduced finances had obstructed their j
__-

educational plan . John Dickinson whose collegiate study at Wit=

liams was uncommon for the second group, nevertheless had for-

feited his professional glans to study law because of pressing debts.

Most later principals like Boyden and Cathp had terminated any re

istic professional planning, not after college but rather earlier,. when

collegiate study became a clear impossibility. Moreover, the nec

sity to work on the family farm or in the trade until one's early

twenties, to finance education, also drastically qualified later school-

men's familiarity with older or advanced notions associated with

academic instruction. At the same-time, this very exfterience of

manual labor, along with the age factor, placed the later normal

school principals into the same social and economic class - and

for a time into the dame generational grouping - as their students.
(\./'

Still, these differences did not lead to immediate and drastic

transformations. Both generations of schoolmen professed to

share, and did share, a number of social and educational values.
P

Sproughout the century niost normal; school instructors claimed

that: education was a moral work; they normal school and the national
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associations must co-operate in the for ation a-r.1d dissemination of1
scientific principles of education; the focal concern of the .teacher

sought the inculcation of chars ter; the parent and the community

were necessary agents in the creation of practical pedagogy; contro-

very and partisan teaching, especiallyyhere politics and religion
21 %.-2-

were involved, must be finessed; conciliation rather than iraposi-
.

tion maintained a propei professlical style in any effort of educa-

tional reform; a genteel, if not a loving demeanor improved tech-
.

niques of instruction and avoided the use of the rod in governing a

schoolroom. - Within these cliches of nineteenth century education-

al literature, howeve'r, differences of emphases were both tolerated

and expected. While the first generation bridled at all forms of con-

tentiousness and called continuously for' greater solidarity and Mr-

mony in professional councils, the second generation took that har-

mony for granted. The later group set itself the tI: of refining

individual modes orprofessionat instruction. Both stresses, how-

ever pronounced,, were viewed as perfectly compatible within their

common evangelical tradition.
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18. THE NORMAL SCHOOL AS A REVIVAL. AGENCY

By contrast with their official rhetoric, the record of the

early normal school principals reflected the plight of teachers who

could not bridge the differences between themselves and their stu-

dents. "Alas! Alas!" Cyru's Peirce mourned privately, "on th

prin,l-eIhat one must first learn to. be a good scholar in-order to

become a Iod teacher, what sort of Teachers will such pupils, [as

those he faced] make?" The longer, he continued teaching in tile

Lexington Normal School, the more difficult Peirce found the instiiuc-
,-J

tion of such students, His assessments were not wholly without

cause. He had compromised, time and again, his primary concern

with the "Art of Teaching, " turning his classes is drills and recita-

tions on district school subjects. The failures of the normalites"

previous educations made the pretense fprofesi.onal tra. doubly

difficult.

Unlit erhis own training in the ministry which continuedfor

three years uninterrupted and which followed a four year

course, of study, normal School students in the 1840's

collegiate

e to their

professional work directly, from the district school In some cases

they had studied in academies but these schools w re so varied in
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quality that such "academy" preparation often differed from common

school study only in minor ways. FaCed first with remedial work,

Peirce drilled, then despaired. 'We have been," he objected in

his journal, "day after day and week after week, hammering upon

this matter [verb inflections in Grammar], and I think it is provoking-

ly ridiculous and absurd. Why do they set about the business -
23

learn it, and [have] done with the matter? - !"

Peirce's ventures into more advanced studies again and

again confronted, he felt, something more than reasonable confu4

sion and average ability. "Heard one [of] my pupils, this day talk-

ing about Combe's Physiology being 'dry', 'so dry': Dry! Combe's

Physiology "dry' ! If it were as dry as the seared leaf I am sure
.there is sa.E enough in her soft head to mbisten it. ',24 1133 journal

entries become increasingly cynical in his early terms in the school.

He remarked over and over at his exhausted alternatives in the face

of poozrly prepared students and the necessity to maintain the school

with unprofessional talents. At no point did he comment as sharply

or as resentfully upon other facts of his case, particularly upon the

social conditions from which his students were drawn or else upon

the general conditions for educating females. (Unliice many normal

schools, Peirce's school at Lexington and its successor at Framing-

ham (Massachusetts) never admitted males to professional prepara-

tion.) Without the foundations of.scholar*.p little wonder that
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Peirce found lacking the refined discussions and i rraal conver-

sations so essential in his eyes to professional training.

The central cause of Peirce's discontent, however, was not-
.

simply the lack of scholarly preparation. This deficiency must have

been a predictable characteristic of "the new experiment" which the

normal school represented. From other comments in his journal

Peirce clearly anticipated that the normalities would at least bear

conaparisontwith his high school students at Nantucket. Early terms

at Lexington seemed to confirm this estimate. The real turning point

in his attitude toward thid work stemmed-from two unanticipated

aspects of the school which underniined his incohate assumptions

about training professional teachers. The first. was a shift 0th the

-students' manners, not only significant enough to merit a journal ci-

tation but ultimately, as it spread among the other normalities, to

warrant Peirce's resignation. "For one thing, he recorded in his

third term at Lexington, "the day is remarkable. It is the first time

that the Teacher has had the unhappiness to receive a short abrupt

answer from any of the pupils of the Normal School, or to witmiss

any unhandsome manifestations from them. Today I have torecord

the first exception to this uniform propriety, in the manner and into-

nation of one of the Young Ladies." And later, reacting to similar-

incidents, he never ceased to be surprised4at their unprofessional pert-
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nesS.' "Very unexpectedly to me, one of my pupils expressed an

unwillingness to go into the Model School. This was wholryunex-

pected to me. I think she should have merged her own preferences
.

in the interest and usages of the school.',25 Ills inability to under-

stand or accommodate his students' attitudes illuminates the gap be-

tween teacher and student at the early normal school. P

econdly, more formidable to professional training than his

students' educational and class disadvantages was his own loss of \
control,within the classroom. For Peirce, a teacher's governance

I determined all success or faihkr . Unless a, teacher could secure

adeptly the co-operation of his cha es, no mastery of subject, pre-

vious experience or other circumstanc mattered. The "Secret of

Keeping good Order lies in your own breas" he told his normal"-
.

ties, ''and you must bring it the Order] out. It will appear in your

looks and gestures and every movement as well as in your words.
26

If it cannot -be found here it can be found nowhere." On other occa-

sion-W he put it more concisely: "Indeed a man may nullify all his

precepts a./4 Counsels by an unhappy manner:"
27

His greaiest cause

of alarm, heightened by student peevishness and an accelerating

rate of absenteeism, remained his inability to reshape their atti-

tudes well as their minis. In Peirce's own eyes he could not

blame hinilf for this disorder, or he-satisfied himself that he had
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. ..
,dOtie all he could.a- His own classroom efforts had not succeeded in

establishing that spirit of harmony which was more essential to

instruction than any other factor. This failure of governance prompt-

ed his resignation, not for lack of professional ,resolution but rather,

be claimed, for the illness his increased resolution conveniently
28

engendered.

ThOugh this central problem extended inits origin and far-

ther consequence's beyond the classroom, Peirce restricted his own

authority almost entirely to schoolroom matters. In actual class.

activity he concentrated all his efforts upon the enlightenment and

improvement of his atudeirts, characters. The normal school was a

class, and the principal had no connection with his students outside

that context on a regular, official or compulsory basis. Although

at times he made suggestions about' extra-curricular affairs and un-

officially took his entire school to several county teachers' meet- .

ings and institutes, the students`were of sufficient age to go unsuper-

vised and follow the principal's suggestions as they saw fit. Daily

class attendance was of compulsory. Peirce limited his formal

powers to the _admissi n process and the granting, of certificates for

satisfactory teaching ability. These minimal formal restrictions

increased rather than diminished the authority of the prtticipal.

Peirce always considered his "suggestive" power more -conclusive.
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and irrepressible than any impersonally delegate authority. The

voluntary obedience which his recommendations co anded esta-

Wished the real success of any school, particularly a pr essional

one.
29

The grave importance attached to the informal areas relat-

ing teachers and students made successful teaching a relatively im-
#

precise/artful activity. Perhaps most important, professional in-

struction ultimately had more to do with behavior and attitude than

with Cage of intellectuale ctual delielopment, aleast in the face of
tt)

.r

, .

Peixceiskr medial problenis. Accordingly Peirce!s banner day atfj
--,

, , .

the no final soh ol tame- in his second year there, and it burst upon-
GO

..,' r
laini p.aunexiiectedly, and surprisingly as the first instance of student . ,

-."
recalcitrance. One of his pupils before class "came to me this

morning and bursting into tears, asked me to forgive her" for a

supposed wrong of the previous day. PeirOe forgave her and cpmment-

e`ti in his journal: "She is a dear girl and gdbd Scholai, and, I think,

,will make a good teacher. I think this is the right spirit to cherish;
o

and where this spirit reigns in school, all things will go well-...

The above is one of the most interesting [events] that have ocrirred
,

since the opening of the Normal School. "30 The opposite of this obe-
, ..

..6.

client deportment undermined the' all importarit "moral atmq.4here of

the pchbol." Near the end of his tdnure at Lexington Peirce candidly
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described the implications of the schools diametrically different

ambiance:' "There is less u y of spirit - kind sympathetic feeling:

hiss of the feeling of Re nsibility, less of a spirit of AcCommoda-
.

tion - less disposition to f in with and carry out the views of the

This very spirit of responsibility and unity, embodied in

the leading teacher of the school, would not lie improved with ank

elaborate education0 system. While the character a the-principal
o

was the soul of any, school, his role could, not be formalized with-
9

out interfering with the character development of his students. The

transformation of a school into a harnionious moral. entity implied

forceful yet informal limits upon a teacher's power. "A little ob-

nervation," Peirce had asserted, "would, show thewisitorthat we--.
,

have no block or mold by which all are cast, so that there may be

uniformity of character in the 'Prepared Teacher' " "I would have

way, " he continued, "a mode, a system; but still. I would not have.-

it s unyielding and restrictive as to prelude rather-than aid indi-
.

32 9

vidual d- 'elopm ents.," Theie imperativ s not only*fixed his pro-
..

, .

fessional att = tion upon classroom teaching but prevented such

gestures as soli ling students his school, seeliing advantageous

positions for favored pupils, arranging tacit ties with feeder schools,

or extending in any way the larger control* over his school'S products.
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Restricted thus, Peirce faCed the work of the normal school with a

Single formula: "prospectivet9achers must give over their minds,

.hearts, 'and.,timetoThe Business - they must make's-chool the great
.

object of their attention, and of their affectioit. It must he upper-

. most in their souls. If they are not waling to do th,is,- they have not

yet counted the, cost

1nieellectually.'1, Like.
-1

and need to be regenerated spirttually and

the first normal schoOls

0 T. 0

O

0

it predecessors, the teachers' institutes,
33

ha3becorne r9vival agencies;

, 5.

f.

* Ca

O

(

4,1

D
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19. COLLEGIATE INFLUENCES ON THE NORMAL SCHOOL
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p

The successors of Cyrus Peirce viewed hie central problem,

pot as he had, n,a:mely'as a problem of governance; but rather as an
1 d eV

impractical stress upon an academic raode of study, The two views

define a spectrum for utiderstanding,the social and educational values
_34

. embodied in theirs different brands of normal school training. Both

groups of schoolmeirpei.mitted college study as an eduaational and

social ideal to affect the training of teachers. As the century pro-

gressed, college attendance became less and less a cqacrete possi-

bility for most prominent sc oolmen. Yet, the college as a model

arrangement for thorough : learning and teaching continued to play

through'de finitions of the normal school's goals. Neither generation

dared claim,the normal school was a competitor of the college, or

befve 1890 that,the normal School was a college in its -dim right.

The first generation did not because the allegationzivottla have been

obviously hostile and false, even though in terms or evangelical

itions, student size, buildings, books and public support, there
35

were areas which supported comparisons. The claim was false,

because from the outset the successful normal schools received state

support and supervision and never attracted students in any numbers
ce. 0

00295
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Ifrom the'wea thy and professional classes. Moreover, most "nor--,,,,

mantles" were women in a period where no major efforts had been
\ .

6

made to educate the oppo ite sex beyond the intermediate levels'

O
286

4

of female institutes or seminaries. 14 the ante-bellum period these

contingencies Checked most specific analogies between the college

and the normal school. _ 45.

After the war the second generation characterized academic

instruction a§ impractical, they said, beca.use it left students gene-

rally passive. Academic lectures and disciplined courses Of study

had always presumed a profound inequality I3etween teacher and MU-
,

dent. The burden of the iinect.tality had to be tome by-the student.

His or her pre-acraderaic education determined the relative de-

gree of passivity and interest experienced in the lectures and reci-

tations of advanced, training. Here we parallOimprac

for the teachers who, like Peirce, -saw their best efforts ling on

barren ground. Signifibantly these frustrations of the teacher, 'so

prevalent in Peirce's journal, seldom found spokesmen among his

younger successOrs. Instead the second generation assumed con-

trol-of the normal schools in the lat4 1850's and earlY.1860's with

attitudes either identical to or sympathetic tdstudents,unreadrfor
11

regular academlOvorlr. The greater affinity between-such teachers

and their students undoubtedly caused the rapid disapriearance of
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"the 'problem of governance." In its stead there appeared equally

severe problems more familiar to ambitions Which liad been frequent-

ly dislocated:
0.4

. The,regenerat&e work Peirce assigned to normal school'

instruction continued On in the later professional schools for teach-.

ers but did not remain the distinct prerogative of the principal. The

new affinities of 'age and origin among the school's persormel alter-

ed the principal's role and the revivalistic notions about the school

itself. 4. Normal schools became institutions which' housed a quali

tatively distinct ambiance. The need institutional form

and its special ducatibnal orientationOw4re in large patt the pro-
v37,

0 d

0

duct of the second generation of normal schoolmen. The context

forlhese changes are set in the career patterns of men like Alfred
).

G. 'Boyden, the third prinCipal of the Bridgewater (Massachusetts)

State Normal School: -This office was tendered to Boyden,- not

because he was himself an alumnus of the -school - the first alum-

nus to become principal - but undoubtedly because he had served the
4

previous two principals as an assistant faculty members This train-

ing and his yduthful age,- as
-
practical. credentials,, differed sharply

. with the college ,studyb teaching experience and age of his predeces-

sors. Ainong the earlier incumbents of such offices, only Bridge-
1

O

wdter.'s first principal, Nicholas Tillinghast, had any familiarity "With
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. a normal school before directing such an institution. Instead of

the few Months rililltinghast spent observing the Barre (NlassachuS'etfs)

State Normal School, Boyden had served 6. genuine app'renticeship
A

in the work over a period of thirteen terms, or more than six years.

Also, before attending Bridge,water, Boyden had studied and then

taught seasonally in-the winter schools of his native district of

South Walpole, Massachusetts. His most rigorous and systematic

education at Bridgewater began when he was twenty-one; only twelve
37

years .before he beeame that school's priicipal. By contrast, -
'

Cyrus Peirce had received thorough, academic instruction before

college, and his other teaching positions had taken him beyond the

bounds. of his native place. In his case the comparable time between

his first Year at Harvard (1806) and his first normal school office
,

`spanned hirty-three years.
.

Behind the, contours of such 6areers there lay two dislaiate

attitujles toward unprepared young men and women, and these two

viewpoints worked themselves out in discussions over instruction.

in technique and methods. NI_;ikeBoyden, the second generation

had chosen teaching after relatively long labor in manual work.

While they clearly had rjected certain extreme featured of physical

toil, their experiences in Earning ,andend trades left them with a'n appre-
0

elation, of orderly physical'wor' k. Indeed their willingness to sub-,

00918
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mit to such labor, as well as their proficiency and success in it,
e

had becorne a major factor recommending them to teaching the

first place. The second generation did not, as did the first, pre-

Mise the application of professidnal techniques upion academic

-study. ,Their appreciation for methodical,;killtbecame a domi-,

nant feature of their work, and among thcie prominept.cliches.of the

late nineteentlecentury'the authority ca environmental and empirical '

evidence over bookish precedent in dagogical issues came more

easily to the seCond generation school/Ilan than to the first.

For all the differences bet-N0en the first and the second gene:

ration they tended together to explore. new uses and notions, about

instruction in pedagogical /..fietho This new direction, which pulled

against collegiate and academic

self inn the careers of professio

els of instruction, grounded it-

hoolmen. There were particu-

lar reasons why Bridgewater NerMal School in Massachusetts de-

veloped such lines of thought ea; than other normal schools. At

Bridgewater even the earliest,p,*,Cipals -.Nicholas Tillinghast and

Marshall Conant - pad to account for the experiences of young men

like Alfred Boyden. Boyden had beigun teaching at age.18, b t this new

)was not a clean and permanent-break from earlier and more fa-

'liar routines upon the farm cir in the blacksmith's shop, his father's
38

trade. His work in both fa.ming 'am& mechanical trades not only
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conditioned the realities of his formative year
.

xi
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ut shaped his Pro-

fessional specth. These features did not clash with academic-
, .

values as sharply at Bridgewater as they might have elsewhere

largely dueto the schpol's locatiOn in southeastern Massachusetts-
,

where Clothing and Shoe manufacturers increasingly dominated` the

39
-\

society and economy df that section of the state. It is likely that
4

suckcanditions led Bridgewater trustees to appoint principals as .

familiar with practical as with academic affairs.
PA.L_

Before 1840 West Point where tillinghast had gorie for his
,

education was the leading institution in the country in mathematical,

geological and minerological Studies. His applications of his learn-
. e

ing at the West bore analogies to the experience, of his successor,

1VIarshall Conant, Who had gonesto Illinois pto seek his fortune. When

Conant became principal of Bridgewater in 1853,( he resigned his du-
..

`I ties with a local Bridgewater factory, the Eagle COtton Gin Co.

,,,There as in his earlier experience constructing the" Boston Water
/^)

'Works arid railroad-building in New Hampshire, he had develope&

something of a reputation for solutions to technical engineering
40.

problems. Like Tillinghast, Conant had usually combined his

practical employments with academic teachipg. ythe time Iii oyden'

succeeded Conant in 1880,Bridgewater'S curriculum reflected a ba-
.

tl

O
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sically new tradition, which in content and method met the back-
-

grounds and felt needs of students accustomed to the order-and rigor

d manual laboi more than itAinet the9' demands for classical instrub-
.,

don prior to collegiateAtudy.
(

"E\jhis more,practical, curricular emphasis .set the direction
, .

of most no." Mal schoOls hi Amerida. However, clasSical study,
, \,,

ks so.roatedin pre-profes§ional Oucation, continued to pull like a
' , ' 4 .

magnet on the normal-schools conspabs. The Roar of Visitors
, = .,=. .

q

for,Bridgewater, a special committee' composed Of three embers ofE.

),e

the Massachusetts Board' of Education, showed more

of the older literary bias, when they criticized Conant's course of

study 1857. They commented that "the study of language and lit

rature and pradical teaching exercises may be otierved as made
42.

-

too far subordinate to the higher mathematics." Under Tilling-.

bast and Conant BridgewaOr arranged its students into five Sections:

(1) Didactics; (2) Literary Studies; (3) Mathematics; (4) Natural

Science; (5) Miscellaneous Studies, such as music, drawing and t
43

Latin language. Uncommitted funds as well as money for the pur-
d

pose went primarily to the purchase of scientific and technical appa-

ratus, cabinets of geological and minerological collections, maps

and physiOlo plates and other collections of scientific specimens.

The order of priorities preferred the. non-literary studies4nfile
-VAN,

00301
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war period at- Bridgew,ater. More than the other two normal schools
IND

in Massachusptts, schools dominated by men like Peirce, Newman

Davis and May - all college bred and cidained ministers - Bridge-

water's practical orientation drew from the outset one of the largest
e

,:bodies of students and one of the largest mal'contingents of any

normal school in nineteenth centuu America. 45

In spite of thcise curricular and institutional differences be-
P t

tween preAwat.Bridaiewater. and its sister schools En the State, the

2,focus on paikic' ar subjects, the age and experiedce gap betweexiteach-
1.1.1

er and student and the pivotal role of the principal as the single force

,vin generating a new spir#ual commitment to teaching bound all three
,

schOols into a single genr The comment of Tillinghalst's biographer
-

could have referred as well o the more obvious religious and acade-

mic inclinations ok the other.p incipals: "The true secret of this power

of his over his pupils, which eriabled'him to fill them in a great meas-

fire with his own spirit, as well as of the remarkable affection which

they entertained towards him, -- the secret of an that lay in his per-
.

sonal character, in that quiet but unflinching devotion to principle,

that heroic and real abnegation of self, which to those who knew him

intimately, appeared as the ruling trait of his moral nature." Even

his admirers asserted no originality to the man but, higher praise

they insisted,

principle that

A,

ffe was for the institution "a soul, -- the animating

moves this otherwise dead machinery. 46 For Tilling-
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halt and for the less scientific Peirce the evangelical impetus of

all proper schooAng made moral character the central fact of the

teacher's work. The tone, manners and demeanor of a schoblman.
0

made his knostimportant and lasting influence a matter of indirect
47

. and "unconscious tuition."

The rendition of this principle in the hands of men like Boyden

initially appeared to be a minor and complimentary improvement.

"The want of 'apparatus and of assistants," Boyden explained later,

"must be supplied by increased skill and effort on the part of the

\ 48
Principal; he must be the factotum of the school. ' .

In one genera-

tion the metaphoric image of the teacher had shifted from a minis-

terial to a tradesman's referent. Still more important the ubiqui-

tous presence of the principal had become, not the fundamental es-

sence
.

of instruction, so'much as a-compensation for the missing.

technical aids of early normal School trailing. ihe.principal for

both was the source of school policy. lio7ver, with the second'

generation unconscious tuition, still very much a part of professional

education, no longer rested wholly upon the personal qualities of the

principal's character. The silent impress Of moral character had
5):

to account for the, role played by other members of his faculty as
o

well as those portions of instructilL which were technical, syste-
b

matic and the opposite of indirect and unconscious.

r
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Boyden's first years at .Bridgewater witnessed the trans-.

formation of both the faculty's role and the nature of professional'

Dgring Tillinghast's thirteen-year tenure and the seven-
,-

a

year administration of Cohant a total of twenty-eight assistants served

the two men. The turnover was quite sapid due largely to the re-

duced salary appropriation - first $300, then $400 in the 1850's by .4.

contrast with the principal's recompense which ranged between

$1, 200.and $1, 500°.
49 The assistants of the first twenty yea-is taught

for an ,avers -e of three terms under the first principal and for four

under° the s cond. Of the 28 seventeen stayed a'year or less. At

least for the male assistants higher paying teaching positions 'siphoned

off the younger faculty into publi* high school principakhips in cities

or else into creating new institutions - colleges and normal schools
51

at the West. Boyden himself had not served the first two

principals sequentially. He.served Tillinghast for a time, left
°

Bridgewater for Salem and the principalship of the English and Classic-

al High School for three years, then to a sub-mastership i4 Bostonls

Chapman School. In 1857 he returned to Bridgeviater to serve Conant

as first assistant. (His experience seems to argue that profession-
,: k

al opportunities descended in rank d's one approached the advantages
.121and positions in city systeMs).

0
However this intraaprofessional'mobility benefitted individual
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and institutional prospects in the long run, this rapid turnover

295

dered unstable a given normal school's study and curricular arrange -

ments. Academic notions of thorough training, whether in Me-i
rary.or in non-literary.subjects, compounded the problem. The

early faculties openly conceded that the 'required three terms, varSr-

P ing in-the early 1840's,from 11 to 20 weeks, could not rely upon an

applicant's mastery even of district scliciol subjects, much les the

professional techniques to teach them. Consequently the ear nor-

mal schoolmen viewed study time as largely spent in remedial wo4,

evening out the basic' knowledge from which professional training
r 52

might begin. Even though most of' the faculty member$ of a nor-
,

I
a1 school were graduates of the institution they served, few could

aver that their training had been distinctly professional. Some, like

Boyden, who had remained at their alm.s maters for post-graduate

terms, never boasted a preparation so' complete t i afterward pri-

vate study alone sufficed to maintain competency,/ ,In the teaching

profession throughout the century no clean break ever developed be-

tween professional preparation and practice. Professional school".

men continued to end even short term institutes, like summer

schools"( to maintain the claim, if not the achievement, of profes-

sional proficiency. Their careers were endless shuttles back and
/ %

forth from institutions for teaching to institutions for learning. The
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InctSt satisfactory professional institution., the teachers' institutt,

embodied both processes, and in the hands of the second generation

normal-schoolmen the normal,school gave up the pretense of trying

to distinguish the two phases -of education. The essential differ-

ences between the teachers' institute and the normal school were

not normative, at least not until le-1890's.

appear

In 1860 Boyden's .majcir obstacle,

ethto be an inittormanent faculty.

O

professionally speaking,

Like Peirce, he desired

that "merging of intereits" between teacher and students; a harmony
4,

which foraooth\men represented-the epitome of prote-s-sionaf training.
1

0

Even were the faculty permanent, the professional tone would not 0

be clearly .establishedop jhe merits of previous .normal school train-

big. In an understandable shove to meet tie problems of instable

and unprepared faculty members, Boyden introduced to tli:d normal

Lhool well-known lecturers whose impact would affect the present

faculty as well atrtrrent student body. Beginning in 1864 a troop

of lecturers, led by the well-known and aging schoolman, William

llussell,: came once a week to Bridgewater. Significantly until 1870

this strategem introduced literary - Elocution, Music, English Lite-.
Av

raturei Civil Policy rather than technological subjects into a tra-

ditional normal school curriculum. There were some non-literary

90306
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subjects- Jake geology and anatomy, taught by established scientists

like Sanborn Tenney and Lewis),,G; Loge, but collegiate studies pre-
53

vailed. This conten't and these lectureships served as an impor-

tant attractiOn r Bridgewater yet the policy of the normal.school)

/ for
. ,

by its very successcces seemed to belie the normal schoolmanis claim
. .

that their training was distinctly professional. These special meas-
. - -

ures to upgrade professional teaching merely favored traditionally'

academic 4ions of professional preparation.

During the latter half of the nineteenth century the normal

schools .distinguished themselves in particular by their effort to

rate their evangelical origins with an icaciernic.tradition. They

refused'th establish the distinctiveneSs of the teaching profession

upon a separation of teacher and students roles: They could not,
Ihowever, merely fuse the-two. In 1870 Alfred G. Boyden, perhaps

the most ambitious and effective figure in the design of this new

type of school, terminated the program of distinctive scholar-

lecturer's and declared that the normal school required a new kind
54

of teacher In particular, he enjoined the normal school itself

to create'its own coArt of teachers. He ,proceeded also to assign

t

the art and science of teaching a special place in the curriculum.

Tie soul of the normal school was no longer exc sively the princi-
'

pal nor even 10 new personally trained faculty. It was now more

OV307
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formally the.course of study and particularly the most"professional-
li

ly useful study, psychology, where the process of mind meeting,mind
2 4 '

Was examined. Quickly a literature and a special set of inquiry firo:-
a

cedures - Object methods - surrounded this study, not to mention its
_

55 /
,

special name, sychology. Thete demarcations fronipast teacher ..,name,

training practicess indicated how pressing was. the need to make teach-

\ ,

ing a work separate from that of other professions. Implicit too was

the need to make professional education an essentially separate

brand of instruction and not simply the modified form of a single

academic model.

In the nam of distinct and Innovative techniques normal

schools competed for students with other educational institutions.-

Only in the cities had ,graded systems and bureauCracies.of :educa-

tion emerged. There normal scho ols quickly became both vocation-
,

alOnd exclusively female, forecasting the future of such schools

atter 1890. The city-training schools of which Oswego was the most
Yt

prominent, usually employed a single traivo--year program which

supplied teachers to the city .which financed .its opejations. was

,distinctly non-academic and catered to a class of you, women whose

origins precluded all professional and academic aspirations. For .

a generation Bridgewater resisted this paradigni of professional

training - urban, vocational, female - and as a model of the normal



school type competed with its only ,effective rival; Oswego (NY)

Normal School, until the 1890's, when Nigh° lag Murray Butler

effectively introduced into the New York Teachers College a third
56 7 -

and.novel norm, for teacher training in America. The City quickly'

- solved the dual problem of the early normal school - the expenses .

299

and the distractions of life -affray from home. Yet, these solutions-

forfeited any pretense of developing character in any, traditional
f

Manner. The urban school ultimately directed its attention to a:

lower class studentbody, and 4dmitted gre numbers of rural and
57 ;

immigrant youth. Such students might readily master regulated

method), however rudimentary their elementary instruction. The

integration of phylical and intellectual and moral facets of character-
,

development became little more than a matter of ingenious devices

and mechanical skills.
58 So long as Bridgewater,resisted this ero-

sion of its evangelical roots the normal school could still' hope to

draw from the middle and upper cl.sses for its professional talent.

The'statie normal school particularly followed Bridgewater's

lead ofan integrated practical-classical curriculum which informed
59

is distinctly profeSsional and moral style. Its location, 30 Miles,

southeast of Boston, insured the school's control over.those urban

trends which transferred other normal schools into different insti-
<

tutional types. i3ridgewater's lines were sufficiently lubricated to

0030,9
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the city to send its most successfulegraduates there to teach btit

q

sufficiently far, until the 1890's, to prevent- substantial numbers

from the coastal tdwns of Bristol and Plymouth bounties. In the pre-. ts

1890 period few students, even those of Irish extraction; weref,born

'outside Massachusetts and the majority of their parents were native

Americans. Between 1840 and 1876 only <293 students at Bridge-
,

water case from outside the state; from. inside Bristol and Plymouth

counties, scholars(381 and 702 respectively) numbered more than
61,

from all the other Massachusetts counties combined (948). The

normal school served a sharply defined region of the state, whose
.I,

largest towns, Fall River and New Bedford, did not supply the majority
. t D

of students. Only when it.began to.dilute its academic offering in the

1870's, did Bridgewater begin to send its graduates primatily-back

to the urban classes which had, begun to supply the school with in-

creasing numbers of students. These two developments - the decreas-

ing portions of academic study and an increasing lower and lower middle
624

class student body - accompanied and likely caused the virtual

elimination of Bridgewater's minority of male students: By the 1890's

normal schools became almost exclusively female institutions.

Twenty years before these important changes began, Alfred G.

Boyden designed an institutional structure which avoided any specifica-
.

tion as to the social and economic classes his schciol served. Boyden
.
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did, however, keep reasonably careful records Of students' origins,-

father's occupations'and subsequent teaching positions. This data
0

y

never became the basis for any public remarks, about tea,Oiers' tatus

and class. This information helps explain the peculiar meaning that

. normal gaive to the role of p.cadernic study. The two major
a.

.r*developments of Boyden's first years as principal of Bridgewater

Normal School wer efforts to accommodate academic teaching in a

peculiar and distinctive-wa. The first was the arrangement of led-

tures delivered by establithhed academics; the second was the elimina-

tion of remedial connotations associated with the daily work of the

school. For seoond generation schooiro.en staffing the normal schoo'ls .

in the 1860's, distinctive professional methods could never be taught

apart from the subject to which it referred, and each subject in some
,--

sense had a method all its own. Neither the method nor the subject

alone but both together comprised the work of the normal school.

Boyden summarized his generation's attitude toward .p.cademic study

without any mention of its social consequences. As the author of the

NEL's Report on Normal Schools, he offered the wisdom of a career:

"The academic studies should not be-taken in the normal course or

academic study, but the time will never come when we can safely dis-

pose with the educational study of these 'subjects in the normal schools.

The normal school is tip be made professional, not by the exclusion

C
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of these studies from the 'course, but by the inclusion of the edtica-

tional study of ther9. The one function of the normal school is the
- 63 ,

education of teachers."

HOwever.o1;liquely, Boyden had spoken to a -1Darticular class of

budding professionals when he preferred objective teaching to an
t

orthodox adademic curriculum% 1z16 had obvious °nceded that the
. .-, .

normal school could not\attract college-bound yolith i,n numbers; he'
' - -

had however not cloqed his mind to the possibility of attracting the'm

eventually. He did create more quickly than other normal schools,

first a three-year and then a faur-year program, long before such
64

terms -of study were officially sanctioried.by the state. In addition,

he initiated and promoted an early connection between Bridgewater
ttp

and Harvard's Lawrence Scientific School. (Unlike Harvard College,

the Lawrence Scientific Schools also taught students from a lower so-

cial class and was, like the normal, school students, -subject to ad-

verse prejudices which linked academic study and advantageous °
65

social arrangements). This formal tie 'permitted normal school

graduates - inevitably male - entrance to the university without-the

1

usual examination; it granted credit to some°courses taken_in the
66

normal school. . Massachusetts put its imprimatur on this relation-
.

ship by granting eight,tuition scholarships($150 each) annually. The

allotment equalled the cost of tuition. Even 'though few normal school

00.312
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-`. .graduates outside the four-year,program took advantage of this ar-
4

rangement, the normal schoOlinen'promoted it and eventually broaden-
%

ed the number ofparticipating colleges to Radcliffe, then Boston Uni-:
z

versity. 6.7 In spite of their rejection of a traditional, academic pro-
,

d te 4f'grean't introdne on of a fourttrear course in 1869 welcomed, they
e :

claimed, a new era. In 189Q this progrank was the Only naale7doznittated
-

course of study at Bridgewater. At its 50th anniversary eel on

the four -year ,course, now over thirty years old, was in thf/prizici-_

pal's eyes "the L!aost important step forward in the history of the

school, in the beneficial-influefice which the advanced pupils exert

upon the tone and feeling in the school, in raising the standards of

scholarship, in drawing in better- prepared pupils, in sending out

better-trained teachers for the high and normal schools, in givin

the school character and standing in the community. 68 If he had ex-
,

plicitly denied that "objective' teaching coincided with a collegiate

curriculum, Boyden never esehewed the sociial benefits related to

academic study.

he 1880's Boyden had succeeded in staking out a distinct-
.

ive and stable area for normal school work. Not only was Bridge-

water held up as a model teacher training institution,

men - usually from the Midwedi rattier than the East

the quality of its instruction compared favorably with

00313
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They gam little difference between normal schools and colleges.
_

.

Bridgewater's four-year epurse was always singled out for specials

mention, as covering "the ground of the average lw England college;

literally, '' and taking "all the-studied with special reference to Mach
70 se '

4

ing." Boyden never minded such applause but never let such praise
`,

push him to Make the normal school more literary than it already
' 71

seemed to be. Boyden himself nor any of his fellow principals aver

CP 1860 indulged the term, college, when describing the nature of their

institution4 At the same time, however, that they accommodated aca;(-

demic instruction in their special way, they also insisted upon the

distinct moral purpose of the institution. However, here too, accom-

modation had been made, and the revival imagery of Cyrus Peirce

and-an older generation had been abridged. Instead of the lofty spirt-
,

tual rhetoric which enabled minister-principals to sanction a holy cal-

ling in teaching, Boyden merely claimed that in the normal school
72

" the moral element is the leaven hidden in thet meal."

This domestic imagery and its implications, far more than

J. analogies to the college, captured the distinct nature and special

locus of the normal school after the Civil War. The major transfor-

mation of the normal school in the 1870's and 1880's involved the en-
'

largement of educatiOnal and, professional responsibilities beyond the

classroom itself. Where Peirce had limited his "unconscious" in-,
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fluence to the classroom, Boyden, then other normal schoolmen,

addressed themselves officially to the outside influences which once

made "governance" the normal school's pre-eminent bane. Behind

the lack of will and piofessional resolution Peirce had witnessed at

Lexington lay tile poor preparation of district graxamar schools,

sholi attendance, interrupted lessons, and the.professiozial immaturi-

ty of age sixteen. "Some of them seem to me," Peirce had puzzled,

"to be more interested in home, (in going home and heaiing irom

home) than in anything else. 1173 Once the Vehicle of moral instruc-

tion became less strictly academic and more objective, as it did in

the 1860!s such extra-institutional problems became less important.

The connotations of deficient backgrounds were softened by the mere

arrangement of studies into topidal discussionS. The elimMation of

'both the model school and inspirational homilies argued against the

divorce of practice and principles. In familiar conversation with -

fellow students and teachers4who shared common origins the do-
.

mestic metaphors made more sense of school life than revival images.

The evangelical currents, nevertheless, continued to flow

. through the transformed normal school. In the, earlier ante-bellum

period the revival assumptions had tried to fuse a highly? disparate

body of young rn,en into a single harmonious moral entity. So long

as the harmony was maintained, school/nen felt they had provided

00,315
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thj context for the moral work of professional education. Thus unity

of moral purpose suffused the essential nature of all proper school=

ing. Mile allowance' was made for local variations, on the level of

principles; education was the same everywhere. The very success

. of this professional ideology made doubly perplexing and serious

the dissension within the profession by the end of the 1850's. Nei?*

generation could acknowledge explicitly the enlarged disharmonies

-of social class within their fellowship without abrogating their long-

sanctioned defense of character as asocial and apolitical, that is-,

morally neutral. The first generation sought their' solutions in the

counsels of voluntary associations, while their" erstwhile proteges

sought more concrete and permanent professional establishments.

The sociological division within the schoolman's work quickly turned

their voluntary associations, 'both local and national, into forums of

empty," moralorhetoric. The more prosaic alternative of the second

generation did not Meet the probleln at its source but, till the end

of the century, sustained the hope that professional levels could be
(

attained more by professional training and practice than by agree-

ment upon unpractisdd pFiriciples. In a senSd, both options -sustained/

different aspects of their evangelical tradition: one continued to

endorse rhetorically a collective will through a chain of voluntary

associations, the other indulged a professional will whichlnaintained

00316;
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the chain of voluntary associations but made the normal school its
74

most permanent link. The 'subtle play-of daily life' entered the

tional and professional structure of teaching and gave high-

bl wn principles a domesticized awl practical dimension which volun-

tary associations alone could not give.

A
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20. DOMESTICATED PROFESSIONALS

Within two decades, the eipteen fifties and sixties, this

domestication of profession norms eras coraplete'The rhetorical

change from a collectives harmony to a distinct, " "self- made "" man

as the embodiment of professional character paced the transforms,
a

tion of the social dada of educational policy makers. Where colle-

giate values had Spurred benevolent support and middle, if not upper
,

middle class individuals 'Co work for and in the teaching profession,

after the Civil War only tb.eir "shells of cititore remained. 'No-

roughneteis and discipline st1 remained dominant ideals, yet 3n prac-

tice .manual.training rather than classical and literary study beca.T.e

the means of realizing them. (Manual training, of course, never re-

jected classical and literary ,any more than it allowed itself
'\ a 75

to be made synonymous with "vocational" training). The rise of

,

manual training, especially the des'"gn and construction of special

shops and laboratories for its practi al instruction, signalled the

normal schoolmants acquiescence in .non-collegiate node of instruc-

tion. The attractions of the college pr ved too strong for the normal °

school to compete on equal levels for the best prepared and most
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affluent students. In the contest for normal schoolmen the reliance

on older goals of collective harmony insured a Secondary stature
a

for professidnal teachers,

Idstead of sheer resignation todisuch stature, the normal

schoolxnen exploited their weakness as an asset' In the post -war

years, they indulged all manner of comparisons between teachers

and other professionals, between normal schools and other institu=

dolls, concluding thatteaching at present held an inferior and dis-,
advantaged place. such concessions, wholly new, to prOfessional

discussions, enshrined humility as the teacher's pre-eininent virtue

and dutiful. (read unobtrusive) service as its characteristic practice.

The candid admission lent a novel candor to their councils, and
,/

eyento their greatest competitors - the colleges and their affiliates,

the academies' - they appeared to offer co-operation rather than

hostility. Ithsome cases no doubt these tendencies were only genuin

aid there the evangelical tradition, which made ,deference to truth

a

0

a liberating and powerful motivation, lived on intact. At the same

time deference served other purposes. It provided a context fon

exploring distinctions and comparisons which otherwise would have

disrupted their own neutralized and harmonious professional style.

Schoolmen developed a stylized deference which itself recognized the

existence of operational rankings both within and without the profes-

00319
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sion of teaching. Without appearing arrogant or hostile they could

feed intra-prafessional competition. In this context, too, they exam-

ined the inequities between teaching and older professions withodt
Iappearing to engage in open defiance of those occupations. If inft-,

ior social status became a commonly accepted feature of teaching,

schoolmen themselves unintentionally had much to do with the crea-
-7

tion of that stigma.

By the end of the 1860's schoolmen observed coteries within

their ranks as distinctly fertile areas of cultivation. Those years be-

tween the late 1860's and the late 1880's witnetsed the spawning of

numerous regional organizations which specified the institutional.

realitie of American education. More than explicitly local or state-

wide yet less than national, new sectional organizations mushroomed.

In the cities numerous schoolmasters clubs not only identified the

prominent and influential schoolmen but created a highly genteel and

enriched domicile for such men to fraternize with the wealthy and.

literary men of the moment. Outside the cities associations, like the

New England Normal Teachers Association, the New England Associa-

tions di Colleges and Preparatory SchoOls, Middle State Schoolmqsters

Association and ultimately the American Institute of Instruction (once

the NEA'became genuinely national in the 1890's), all became singu-

larly poWeilul regional forums for creating and maintaining alliances

(iia32,o
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within the schoohnan's profession. These Institutions thrived in their

regional contexts-onlx so long as the distinctions between educational

institutions Maintained some observance of the older: tradition of

professional harmony. By the end of the nineties the nature of dis-

tinct levels and institutional types, not'to mention the classes they

served, became relatively set, and a newer grid of explicitly local,

state and national interconnecfions becape the dominant rationale

and system for arranging the schoolman's work and profession.

For the schoolman of the seventies and eighties the regional

swath of their professional organizations clearly depicted their aspira-

tions and influences. Within these forums the schoolman employedr
a refined sense of his limitations as a means for attracting and confirm-

.

ing institutional and grofessional alliances within his ranks. On the

part of the normal choolmen the major energies of this period were

devoted to an alliance, not with the college, but with the emerging
76\

city high school. ntil the late 1860's the majority of normal school

students.came in varying proportions from grammar schools, acade-

tales and high schools. The periods of study in these, schools varied

considerably and few stayed in the academies and high schools long

enough to graduate,frbm a completed course of study.. Through the

1870's neither the normal school nor the college were exceptionally

served by the academies whose poor college-preparatory record only
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barely surpassed that of*the high school. By the late seventies,

'however, prominent 'normal schools like Bridgewater unofficially

but effectively turned to,high school students and gradually to high

school graduates for their supply of potential professionals.

These shifts preceded of 'al directives or acknowledge-
%

ments of such changes from the tate legislatures or Boards of

Educatidn until the 1890's, after which these official agencies began

to assume unprecedented initiatory and regulatory powers over in-

struction. Not only did normal school principals offer special con-

cessions (different graduate certificates, different oral and written

exams for admissions etc.) to high school graduates, they also, creat-

d

17.

ed advanced courses and individually arranged programs for gra-

dilates of other-normal schools and colleges who wanted professional

training. 78 Perhaps most important, they explicitly-favored students

older than the official age minimum of sixteen for feinale and 17 for

males. The Bridgewater catalogue for a number of years carried the

suggestive observation: "A greater age than is here prescribed,

with some experience in teaching, will make the course of instruction
a 79

in the School uch more valuable to the pupil." During this period

females' ages actually ranged in class averages between eighteen and

twenty, while average ages for males fluctuated between nineteen and

twenty-two. Significant minorities of older students attended - and in

06322
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many cases experienced rapid professional rises after normal school

:study - whose ages upon entering ranged in the late twenties. The
80

oldest entering student of the period`was forty-Three.

Under Boyden Bridgewater not only initiated and led many such

/Unofficial developments but gradually realigned the total nature and
. .

structure of the normal school within the contours of"an unaggressive,

genteel style. At the very moment nominal schoolmen like Boyden

began to seek out older experienced teaehers for their schools or

'else to Solicit interested high school graduates, they also began to

arrogate formal responsibility for the whole life of the professional

trainee. In the name of prudent economics Bridgewater consolidated

the student eating clubs and student dominated boarding houses in the

A town: The construction of a: dorm-in 1869 and its extension in 1873

assured the students an immediate saving of $1.25 per week over older

measures of room and board. The new feature of this facility was how-

ever not the financial saving but the quarters of the principal and his

family in the dorm itself. Housing more than a. majority of the school's

students brought their lives outside the classroom into direct, sensible

contact with the principal at numerous points of every daily routine.

"No pains are spared, " the Bridgewater catalogue pledged, "to make
81

the Hall iri every respect a home for the pupils. "

This promise of domesticity accompanied an abnormal imposi-
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tion of normal school regulations.. With the opening of the Boarding

Hall in November, 1869, Boyden put aside the cautions and_hgsitancies

which men like Peirce manifested towardothe student's extra-curri-

cular activities and accommodations. Pupils were now expected to

. attend Sunday worship at any church of their choice; at least one

. hour of exercise in the open air became a daily requirement, weather
z
and health permitting; all study hours, at home and at school, the cata-

,

logue insisted after 1869, "are to be spent quietly, and without comrnu-
C,

nication." Moreover, the hour "for retiring is not later than ten o'clock,

at all seasons of the year." Pupils must devote, the circular warned,

a proper amount of time to sleep, and "seven hoursof undisturbed re-

pose is the minimum. Unseasonable rising and study will be re-

garded as a violation of th rifles -"Of the Institution." Two final regu-

lations made Boyden's role particularly. clear: "NO absence or tar-

diness is allowed except in extreme cases" mid "Absence from town

must be on leave previously obtained from the Principal.'
,82

The student eating clubs and boarding houses had always

met, more than physical needs. When the school brought onto its

own grounds the means of room and board, Bridgewater also adopted

the social dimension of the earlier facilities. In addition, they com-

bined th6e casual places of entertainment and conversation with 'the

unofficial debating societies. By the early seventies a self-consciously
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"educational" association, the Normal Lyceuin, gathered together

the last remaining facets of student life under the aegis of the school

itself: After the turn of the century in the wake of dramatically

different. social and professional forces the Norrnal Lyceum special-

ized its many functions into separate associations - the alumni clubs,

fraternities, sororities, religious and athletic organizations. Be-

fore that all these activities operated as arms of the Normal Lyceum

which 'aliiiost always designated its officersf,a.s did the Alumni Associa-

tion-since-1842) from the male minority and which maintained close
83

ties with the principal and faculty of the school.

A convenient corollary to this organizational realignment in

the student life of professional trainees was the arrangement for

discovering jobs and placing students in teaching -positions. -The-

constant traffic between graduates and students at Bridgewater elimi-

nated the need for formal control over placement. Until 1897 the

informal arrangements were sufficient to guarantee Bridgewater a

dramatic record of achievement in filling the policy-making positions

of professional schoolmen. In 1891 Boyden could justly boast one

hundred and thirteen classes of students filtering into all levels of

education. Most important, one third of Massachusetts' teachers

. were normal school students. No other state commanded so high a

percentage of comparably trained teachers. Boyden's most enthusiastic
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praise went, however, to the city of Boston where the Superintendent

of Sch Ools Edwin Seaver, two of the supervisors, fifteen of the

niasters and seventeen of the submasters had graduated from his

school. .Even more important, until 1906 the agents of the. State

Board of Education on whose shoulders rested the work of visiting

and adviling all the schools of the state had been dominated for more

than three decades by Bridgewater gradUates. After 1906 the Bridge-

water influence could still be felt through the chief office of the State,

if not the country, the Secretaryship of the Board of Education, held

by George H. Martin. The most influential educational journal ill

the {ration, the weekly Journal of Education, had been edited since

1886 by still another graduate, Albert E. Winship, who served in
84

that capacity until his death in 1933. Boyden himselfrmaintalhed

his presence, over this entire record until 1906. His lifetime career

at Bridgewater spanned fifty -five years and was surpassed only by
85

the fifty -six year tenure of his successor and son, Arthur C. Boyden.

The ubiquitous presence of a Boyden at Bridgewater from 1860

to 1933 exaggerated the lengthendd tenures of both principal and faculty,
fl

typical of the second and third generation normal schoolmel. Edward

Sheldon of Oswego served as principal from 1860 to 1897; John iickin-

son at Westfield disckarged his duties at the normal school there for

twenty-five years, serving as principal from 1856 to 1877, then ex-
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1

as Secretary of. the State Board of Education from 1877 to, 1893. 86 . t

Richard Edwards, a Bridgewater raduate, -served as normal school

teacher and principal .for twee years, ending his career with ,

a thirteen-year presidency at the ate Normal University at Normal.

Illinois. Following another typical pattern, Edwards passed that

office - as )(had Boyden to his son, S ieldon to I. B. Poucher, Dickinson
L

to Josseph Scott to a hand-picked an carefully trained amanuensis.

Though such luccessors usually graduated from the institution which
0,

they ultimately directed. In Edwards' case the choice went to a fellow

Bridgewater graduate whom he had brought td Illinois. ) This man,

Edwin C. Hewitt, turned a long, teaching career at the Normal Univer-

-'sitrinto a presidential tenure, a service which lasted thirty-two years
87

in all. Withlrariations, the pattern holds for the 'Salem Normal

School, the Boston Normal School and the other state institutions
88

founded before 1860. Normal schoolmen of the second generation

generally graduated from normal schools or colleges, held remarkab-

ly long tenures and passed their office on to hand-picked lieutenants

whose work would not likely depart-fr.om the' self -contained policies

established by their predecessors., At Bridgewater after Boyden as-
.

sumed the principalship, the average length of faculty tenure extend-
,

ed two years beyond that of earlier faculties. In the last 'half of the
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nineteenth century it was not uncommon to have normal school faculty

serving extensive periOds. -Most normal -schools contained$aculty

members comparable to Bridgewater's Eliza Woodward (185771887),

Frank H. Kirmayer (1870-1919), George H. Martin (1864-1882),

William D. Jackson (1883-1926), Fannie Comstock (1886-1913),
89

and Isabelle S. Horrie (1875-1906). After the 1880's it was also

uncommon not to have alumni forming a large percentage of the nor-

mal school faculty.

The new post=war. normal school,gave rise to a professional

standard which made loyal attachment to the alma mater the ,gauge- of

mora.1 and professional character. The sChoolman's. commitment

fixed, on a single institution which in turn specified the overriding

° principles of educational work. Graduates beds.nie-proSelytizer8

not simply for educational principles but principles as filtered to them,

through their-school. Normal training had clarified procedurally the

process of awakening and inculcating character at tile heart of this

essentially evangelical Work. The mechanics of their work.paradcadeal-o

ly, they still believed, would lead to a moral and professional rather

than a mechanical and uniform mode of instruction. In their mind

the formalities and schedules of training became starting points which,

once understood and domesticated nto a trainee's routines, would

gu'arantde superior levels of performance, however much the idio-
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syncracies of hiS personality modified them. No matter how regi-

mented and methodical the product of the normal school, the profes-
Y

sional evaluation of every Successful teacher rested finally on the

degree to which his achievement was self-made and fashioned accord-
,

ing to his own choices. As is the teacher, their cliche ran, so is the

school. Well before Charles Eliot damned uniformity as he, created

an. elective system for collegiate study, the normal schools systematized ,

their training in order to insure that professional choice was both vo-

luntary and efficient. Ultimately they_ never dreamed that their pro-

cedures would become so powerfully efficient that professional choice

would become altogether powerless.

Their creation of an enclosure for professional training intend-

ed no myopic insularity. The normal schools prided themselves on

the features of their expanding campuses. Unlike the colleges, they

raised no walls to make distinctions explicit between school-and so-

ciety. The normal school principal, in the realignment of his powers,

became the school's representative at conventions and public festi-

vities. More and more his own role shed the responsibility of class-,

room teaching for the more delicate task of spreading the message
90

awil spirit which made his normal school distinct. The-work of

conventions became no less evangelical but only less inspirational,
6

since the integrated work of a single normal school society was trans-

0 0 37,9
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raittecUboth to his own and to other schools through, the eyes of a

given principal. The contact with the sponsoring state repyesenta,

tives, the Board of Visitors, becanie perfunctory. By the 1880's the

Visitors positions implied not visits and inspections at irregular

__I-times of the year nor were they any longer rotated among the Board

of Education members from all over the state. Instead, public ap-

pearances at commencement exercises 'became the occasion of "visits'',

and Visitors from the school's own or neighboring county served that
91

school alone for longer and longer tenures. The rotations of ante-

bellum days became after the war permanent appointments. Visit-

ors were no longer representatives of the public; they became

ther defenders of the school. Not only had the institutional' struc-

ture of the normal school changed drastically, its plice in the scale

of professional values had transformed the significance and nature

of preparatory training.

The major professional innovation of the second generation

schoolmanhis effOrt to place his profession and its institutions

within a practical social, context. This, effort stopped short of culti-

vating a peculiar sensitivity to institutional power as,distinct from

the force of a teacher's character. His early normal classes took

over meeting houses, town halls and hotels with no sense that these

forms affected his work. When he built special structures for
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normal traiting, a professional schoolmanlashionel a structure

which looked like nothing so much as a steepleleSs church. The

enlargement of normal facilities after 1860 somewhat derivatively

followed the colleges' earlier_ solutions to the problem of teaching

groups beyond adolescence. At the moment they developed some-

thing of a professional leverage - salary increases, a literature,

anistorical sense of their work, and increasing public support -

at-that momentin the late 1860's and early 1870's two patterns

.emerged which dramatically affected the personnel of the normal

school: they failed to attract the same kind of personnel as the

other professions and they began to admit a still poorer and even
92

less talented trainee than ever before. Unlike the first, however,

the second generation Strained to use their assumptions of harmony

to explain the social alignments which disrupted their work and their

aspirations. Well before immigration exacerbated these tendencies,

as they did after the turn of the century, the problem of social class

divisions within the professional schoolman's ranks forced an abridge-

ment of older ways olunderstanding the nature of the teacher's work.

More than the earlier generation's problem of governance was the

later generation's need to determine whether schooling held any place

at all in the professional spectrum.

The whole question of whether teaching could be a profession

00331
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at all endangered the meagre self-sufficiency that schoolmen had

actually achieved during the 1870's and 1880's. Their key stitu-

tion, the normal school, became less and les's the domicile o pro-

fessional norms and a symbol of equilibrium. No longer did th

dulge the boasts of earlier schoolmen that education was the bala ce-

wheel of the social machinery. Perhaps more apt than he intended

Boyden in 1890 drew an analogy from fictional literature and called

the normal school a "reservoir" which, in some indistinct fashion,

insured the practical self-sufficiency of its society -some distance
93

away. The price of self-sufficiency for profeqsional schoolmen

became insularity.: The traditional reticence which once well served

the interests of harmbny worked against them by the end of the ten-

tury. Habituated against direct measures and political initiatives,

schoolmen could not believe that extraordinary, collective action,/

against specific problems would help rather than hinder their general

principles.



21. .THE "CLASSLESS" PROFESSION
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In the 19th century considerations of social cla.ss and actual

career advantage seldom intruded into the open discussions of pro-
..

tensional schoolrn.en. When they were entertained, such cpsidera-

-etions were employed to defend the normal school fromaccusations

of rigidity and competitiveness with existing educational institutions.

Such ideas were never marshalled to specify the distinct advantages

and services of the normal school. The evangelical rock's of their

thought and special institutions enabled sclioolmen to boast a peculiar

moral dimezcsion to the work of education. The connection between

instruction and moral development was sufficient achievement for

the first generation. Professional schoolmen then and later maintain-

ed that equation between moral instruction and public, education:

They did convince their public that indireCt moral control

was an ideal for both indi*lual and 'society. The actual mechanics

of this control, indirect and gradual as it was, made specific pro-

blems of governance particularly poigriant and difficult (witness the

plight of Cyrus Peirce at the Lexington Normal,School, to take but

one example). Schoolmen could not refine distinctions between an

individual and his society or between a teacher and his students, ex-

\
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cept to acknowledge that divorces between the two disrupted a de-

sirable moral harmony. Analysis of governance problems in terms

of social class became, as it were, too impersonal and too detached

from the moral spheres of life which thy earnestly sought. This

moralized' process of schoolman's thought continually demanded that

their professional aims and achievement be distinguished from all

activities connoting social privilege and private advantage. One

searches the educational literature of the 19th. century in vain, try-

ing to find institutional definitions or institutional records which

Might translate their ubiquitous assertions of moral worth into patterns

- of practical achievement.

In 1859 Professor Alpheus Crosby, once a classicist on the

facility of Dartmouth College, then a principl of the Salem Normal

School, tendered one of the boldest ante-bellum definitions of the
94

American normal school. By contrast to the general instruction of

common school, high school, and academy and college,- the normal

school was, he said, a professional school like those' which serve

theology, law, medicine, the military, agriculture, commerce, mecha-

nics, mining, the fine arts, etc. He looked teethe teachers' semi-

naries in Europe to laborate this broad distinction. Americans

avoided the objectionable European practice of taking "young men or

boys of the lower classes and ofvery moderate previous attainments,
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and by a course of,apprppriate exercises, to drill them into a pre-
.

paration for conducting, according to prescribed routines, schools.

for the limited education of ese lower classes ... In this station
0

they are generally expected, ithout essential cl3ange or hope of

change, to continue, repeating the beaten round, through life. "Were

thq fixed and mechanical processes not objectionable enough, still

more offensive was the corollary to such practice: appointment to

particular places usually emanates from the same authority that sustains
95

the Normal Schools."

The American example differed dramatically, Crosby assert-

ed, and, speaking to an audience of normal schoolmen,, he met only

agreement in the pursuit of a counter-European model of professional

training. In America, he stated, the pupils are from no particular

grades in society, and are least of all from those families which
96

would be accounted lowest in social position. Not only were they

better prepared now than ever before,- but teachers experienced in

their professional schools much less uniformity, in respect to their

plans for life. Normal schools prepared one for all general instruc-

tion. Study at these institutions also did not soften the need for tho-

1, rough study, since school committees examined normal school gra-

duates no less rigorously than they did (or did not) other candidates
97

for positions. Normal schoolmen were proud that normal school
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training offered no privileges to potential teachers in the face of

such examinations. Study at such an institution in no way lessened

the obligation, in school and after, for teachers "to make places for
98

themselves." As a consequence and also as an ideal, patterns of

professional placement were not easily predictable nor should they

be in the eyes of normal school faculties. "He who can teach, "

-.Crosby generalized, "scientifically and adroitly a primary school,

may be trusted, if his literary attainments are sufficient, in any .

department of instruction up to the university." Though his remarks

betrayed the college-slanted norms of t7-,c?, first generation, Crosby

correctly stated the general expectations of bot

generation schoolmen about the professional c

the first and second

nsequences of the work.

The well-trained teacher should have alicess to all grades of

teaching positions. College teaching, which demanded the highest

"literary attainments" posed the only sphere i'estricted to normal

school trainees. Even here the exact relationship was ambiguous

since the early normal schoolmen had been themselves college-trained.

This traffic from college to normal school, which normal schoolmen

encouraged with their -scholarship programs and four-year academic

courses) suggested the possibility that soon the traffic would become

mfortably bilateral. In spite of several notable exceptions,, however,

esp cially after the 1890's, normal school graduates never vided
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colleges with faculty members. Serious efforts were made by first

generation schoolmeri to avoid a sharp institutional division. Through

the 1850's Henry Barnard had approached several colleges to establish

scholarships and professional chairs devoted to educational subjects.

Barnard seemed to have been quite anxious about colleges refusing
99

to train teachers. His applications to all sorts of institutions of

---- higher-education suggest that tis--aim was to register the teaching

of teachers as a le'gitimate collegiate enterprise. Had his efforts

.succeeded, the collegiate prejudices against normal schools would

likely have never sharpened Onto the social class divisions of the early

twentieth century. Likely too, men like Alpheus Crosby would have

worried less about American normal schools aping the errors of

Europe.

Still social class divisions did emerge as the work of the

second generation schoolmen drew to a close in the 1890's. GradUally

these divisions became apparentlirst as divisions within normal

'''''gthools, then as divisions between colleges and normal schools as

competing' institutions. Even at normal schools like Bridgewater,

which schoolmen accepted as a model of its kind and which peirhaps

resisted open class divisions more effectively than did its sister

schools, the peculiar structure of the student body placed the normal

school in a subordinate dais position by the end of the 19th century.
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In the ante-bellum period the normal school was not-a clear compe-

titor for college-bound youth (though the leadership of bothgenera-
.

tions seemed to draw upon that category of ybuth), ut equally clearly

these schools had good reason to hope that they would eventually

attract young men with genuine professional prospects. They kept

these options open, at least until the 1890's. Before that date they

resisted class deinarca.tions as avidly as they professed for keep

education clear of political and partisan biases. To avoid becoming

a school which served any special class, age or sex exclusively,

normal schools had to seek college-bound males and experienced

teachers older than the majority of young women who sought teach-

ing as a profession in the period of reconstruction just after the

Civil War.

In spite of many efforts to achieve other results, normal

schbols attracted youth from the upper social strata only in small

numbers. In fact, such youth can be found less and less among

normal school trainees as such schools neared 1900. Equally sig-

nificant the middling social class of self-stifficient farmerth and me-

chanics who came in large numbers to the normal schools before the
iS

war, did not continue after the conflict to supply the same percen-

tages of trainees. The index of these changes can be found in the

pattern of occupations pursued by the fathers of normal school stu-
100

dents at Bridgewater, where such information is available.
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,The most important feature of this scale is the percentage

of students whose fathers were physicians, lawyers and clergymen.

The percentage of these students remains stable at relatively four

percent throughOut the fifty year period, while the student body in-

creased more than threefold, from 86 students in 1862 to 257 in 1904.

While the actual numbers more than tripled, students from farming

families dropped by half offer the same period. From the mechanical

trades, especially that of shoemaking, students increased from more

than one-quarter in the ante-bellum period to more than a third of the

student body by the turn of the century. Most important, by the late

1870!s and-early 1880's transportation made Bridgewater Normal

School accessible to Boston Irish. After those decades the normal

school's student body began to draw from dependent classes rather

than from merely the less affluent and poorer classes of rural New

England. If the a ions of sons and daughters of hostlers, teamsters,

sailors and gate-tenders made normal schools more democratic and
0

classless than the colleges, these alignments insured firm distinctions

between normal schbols and most liberal arts colleges by 1900.

Few normal schools had Bridgewater's adVantages in slowing

these realignments. Throughout the nineteenth century the schooX

consistently taught and graduated more male students than any other

iri the United States. Bridgewater's student body always had a .large

43r
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male minority, ranging between twenty to forty percent, until the

[890's.

t:

olt

. 1854-
.1862

1878-
1886.

1887-
1895

1896-
1904 % TOTAL

t,

Male
Grads 196-41% 117-21% 143-19% 111-12% 567-21%

-Female
Grads 281-59% 431-79% 603' -81% 853-438% 2, 168 -79%

TOTAL 478 548 746 964 2,736-100%

Actually during the 1880's the school dthitted 205 males to

726 females. The following two decades reduced the one-third mino-
, ,-

rity to little more than one-tenth of the4'entire student body. For the

1890's, 184 men were admitted by contrast with 1;009 women: The

comparable figures for the next decade, the first in the twentieth cen-

tury, were 120 men and 1,133 women. Vuring the last two decades,

however, men outnumbered the women in the professional, four-year

course, and they maintained, their hold on th'e pivotal student associa-

tions. The small minority of males and the four-year course of pro-

fessional studies had by 1900 been eliminated from almost all other

normal schools.

At the turn of the century normal schools had been overtaken

by women,and by vocational training for
v$

specific, skills. The curricu-

lum had quickly lost its pretense of academic training and had gained
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methods which collegiate minds deemed unprofessionally mechanical.

The large majority of graduates now staffed almost exclusively ele-
101

mentary grades in city systems. During the nineties schoolmen ini-

tiated one last effort to salvage their older notions of a normal school

as a bastion and a reservoir safeguarding society in intricate, genteel
5

and complex ways. The State Board of Education mandated higher ad- \
' mission requirements (a high school diploma); higher teacher salaries,

more rigid tests for graduation and more concerted action between

the schdals.102 In addition, they founded three more normal schools

committed exclusively to staffing the systems of their host cities. .

With the reorganizay.on of the Board of Education ifi.1909 the new pro -

gesses of increased rationalization, namely, departmentalization,

began, resulting in a state system with each normal school responsible
103

for a particular professional specialty: Kindergarten instruction

for Worcester Normal School; commercial subjects for Salem; house-,
hold arts for Framingham; practical arts for Fitchburg; music for

Lowell; correspondence courses for North Adams; summer schools for

Hyannis; standard elementary grades for Westfield; and, as its history

might have suggested, upper grade teaching (ultimately junior high

school training) for Bridgewater. In 1913 Bridgewater made one last

appeal to save its college-slanted academic course, which kept it
104

from shedding tote. all its earlier aspirations. However, even
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as selected normal schools, like Bridgewater, became teachers'
0

colleges, teacher training institutions never transcended those pro-

fessional traditions which appeared disparaging to educators with aca-

demic assumptions about professional instruction.

In 1913 Arthur C. Boyden tried to defend Bridgewater against

the worst effects of the new specialized normal school. In a re-

markably candid and illumhiating letter to David Snedden, the new-

ly appointed Commissioner of Education of Massachusetts, the tried

to create as Bridgewater's special field of teaching an older notion of

normal school t airing. He argued to Snedden that Bridgewater should

conduct exclu ively for the Massachusetts normal school network a

four-year c urse of pr ssional study. 105 In defense of his pro-

posal he offered Bridgewater's unique record in such a program.

The four-year course had begun in 1869 and to date [1.913] had graduated

386 individuals. Almost all were men. This program had achieved

the highest aspirations of normal school training: (1) a course of

study with easy access to colleges which credited many of the nor-

mal school courses and (2) its impartial service, to all schools and

gradesNof school systems. The four-year course had in a'few cases

done what few normal schools had done, namely, placed normal: school

graduates on college facul ies. Seventy -five "of the 386 had gone to .

college. Of these five were still attending and two had died; four-

teen had taught in Normal Schools and twenty-five in high schools;
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seven became city grammar masters, five superintendents, nine

departmental teachers, two college instructors, two book Pb. lishers

and four ultimately entered other professions. Considering the 386

as a whole, thirty-two had taught in normal schools, fifty-five in

high schools, one hundred and thirteen in grammar schools, one

hundred and sixteen were grammar masters, fifteen superintendents,

thirty -six were departmental teachers and. seven developed into pri-

mary teachers or supervisors.

His rationale. stressed the equation between the academic and

cultural studies on the one hand and on the other educational leader-:

ship. Such training restated the promises Alpheus Crosby had made

more than a half-century before to the American Normal School

Association. Properly trained, a teacher could instruct any group,

whatever its social class, whatever its educational level, whatever

the subject. The instructor's talent rested partly on skill and prepa-

ration, predominantly on his or her character. Bridgewater had suc-

ceedec1 in filling many of the major directorates of education especial-'

ly the superintendencies, the principalships, and the offices of the

'Board of Educapon, between 1850 and 1890, operating on these as-

sumptions and the programs deriving from them. Had Boyden ad-

dressed these arguments to Snedden's predecessor, he likely would

have received a more receptive hearing and have probably won his
p--
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point. Snedden's predecessor had been Boyden's own colleague on the

Bridgewater staff during the elder Boyden's tenure, namelyGeorge

H. Martin. Martin represented perhaps the most concrete illtistra-

tion of Bridgewater's professional achievement. He had been a stu-

.dent at Bridgewater in 1862, a faculty member there from 1864 to

1883, agent of the Massachusetts Board of Education from 1883 to

1892,. a member of the Boston Board of Supervisors from 1893 to

1905, and climactically he succeeded to Horace Mann's office, the

Secretary of the Board of Education of Massachusetts in 1906.106

By contrast Snedden was not only not a Bridgewater graduate, he had

not even attended a normal school. Moreover, not only was he not a

Massachusetts schoolman, he had not even been born in New England.

.-SnexIden had improved upon his studies at Stanford with graduate work

at Teachers College, Columbia University, where he had refined

in several books notions of education conditioned by organized social
107

grouping.

Snedden offered neither understanding to Boyden's appeal nor

continuity to Martin's work and disrupted a deep-rooted but informal

educational tradition, of professional efficiency. The norms and ca-

reers of Bridgewater's graduates rested upon the pivotal role of the

normal school. Boyden and Martin had derived their professional

views from a special educationaLenvironment And from a distinct moral
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frame of reference. Their genteel style; as a consequence, do-

mesticated but did not transform the evangelical habit of thought

characteristic of the earliest professional schoolmen of the ante-

bellum period. Both Boydens, father and son, like Cyrus Peirce,

relied heavily on the intangible educative force of moral character.

In spite of the numerous differences among these generations of

schoolmen in the nineteenth century, their moral vision sought a

harmonious fellowship as a professional and social ideal. In the

face of exceptions to such an order, they habitually restated the

ideal rather than analyzed the problem. Professional schoolmen as

a whole never conceived in the nineteenth century that their/moral

harmony was ultimately anything other than a matter of voluntary

cooperation among different individuals. When political machina-

tions abruptly intruded as it did with the forced reorganization of the

Massachusetts Board of Education in 1909, George Martin was com-

pelled to resign his office. Although the victim of a rude power

play, Martin continued to serve as advisor to his successor, David

Snedden. In many respects Bridgewater graduates who knew he had

been "demoted", were nevertheless more proud that Martin deported

himself as a gentleman than they were of his once eminent position.

His example could serve well as a cameo for normal schoolmen as

a nineteenth century educational and professional type.
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THE PASSING OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF INSTRUCTION

22. NEW ALIGNMENTS IN THE NINETIES

23. THE DISCOVERY OF THE SUPERINTENDENT
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22. NEW ALIGNMENTS IN THE NINETIES

In 1891 the Ameritstitute of Instruction experienced one

of its final surges of membership. Since the spectacular success

of the association under Thomas Bicknell in the mid-1870's, no

meeting boasted increases of a hundred members or more. In

. fact, during the whole preceding decade of the 1880's, the Institute

°languished. f For the first time in its history it kept no record of its

members. Between 1877 and 1891 only two hundred and sixty-nine edu-
1

cators had been admitted.q-The large new membership, however.

was not the most significant feature of the 1891 meeting.

The profession's journal of record, the Journal of Education,

founded by the energetic Bicknell and in policy changed only slightly

since the 1870's, reported the Bethlehem (New Hampshire) meeting

was "one of the every way best in the history of the American Insti-
2

tute of Instruction." Though the ties between the association and

the journal were very close '- both Bicknell and the later edit9r,

Albert E. Winship had been or would become presidents of the Insti-

tute - the special report of the 1891 convention was not mere self-

congratulation. The special merits of the meeting were enumerated.

More than its strong program and large attendance, Winship explained,
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it "was the only meeting of the kind that we ever attended in which

we heard no word of complaint from any source." "The officers,"

he continued, "did not growl because the teachers went on excur-

sions, as they did in 'ye olden times', the weather was not a cause

-.of complaint; there were excursions of all kinds; there was no elec-

tioneering for office; there was no discussion that caused hot blood;

indeed everything seemed to go as if by magic. '13 Most remarkable

cit all perhaps was the sharp, divergent attitude between Winship's

report and olden times view of the Institute as a harmonious pro-

fessional. agency. Still more his remarks help illuminate those fea-

tures and those forces which altered the schoolmen's profession at

the turn of the century and shortly after caused the demise of the

Institute itself.

The public admission of growling, complaint, and bad blood

) emerging from professional discussions, in its way,- announced the

passing of the' rhetoric of professional harmony. The consensus of

earlier meetings, at least the appearance of consensus in all official

and informal accounts of their proceedings, no longer captured the

priorities of the profession. The second generation had fragmented

that harmony by, making the center of their work the numerous self-

contained professional and preparatory schools. After the Civil War

schoolmen maintained the ante-bellum conceptions and language of
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their teachers but applied those terms with different institutions

and meanings. Where first generation schoolmen had employed vo-

luntary associations and their successors distinct, practical training

schools, the third generation, coming to power at the turn of the

century, turned more and more to administrative values for educa-

tional success. In 1891 theabsence of dissension "as if by magic"

. from the meetings of the American Institute of Instruction .steramed

from the "tact and modesty" of its" officers. Earlier such success

might as easily have been attributed to the communality of the mein-

bership or the exercises with suggestive pedagogical styles.

After 1889 the third generation of professional schoolmen filled

the presidency of the Institute, just as they were then filling else-

where the policy-making pOsition's of their profession. Not only were

these positions generally being filled by another generation of school-

men, but the positions they sought were also changing. In post-bellum

America schoolmen frequently moved from superintendencies to prin--

,cipalships of normal schools, headmasterships of preparatory aca-

demies and large city high schools or even in some cases to college
4

faculties. At the turn of the century upward mobility within the pro-
OW

fession ended with the superintendent. If a young man abandoned a

supervisory position, usually his motion was lateral to another super-

intendency in a more urbanized contbxt. It was hardly surprising that
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eight of the last thirteen presidents of the American Institute of In-
5

struction were drawn from the supervisory sector of_ profession.

By 1908 more presidents had been drawn from that position than else-

where in the ranks of schoolmen. Indeed after the turn of the century

the superintendent category experienced the most dramatic increase

in the Ixistitute's membership. In the last decade of its history super-
,

intendents exceeded by double every other group of professional
6

s choolman.

The forces which made supervision newly attractive at t e end

of the century, raised the fortunes of many schoolmen who were no

explicitly superintendents. Such men did reach important professional

positions like the presidency of the Institute. The president of the

very successful 1891 meeting was Ray Greene Huling whose long tenures

in the high schools of Fitchburg, New Bedford and Cambridge, Massa-

chusetts bore witness to his management abilities. 7 More revealing,

Huling with several fellow graduates of Brown University had been instru-

mental in founding the New England Association of Colleges and Prepara-

tory Schools in 1885. That organization had been responsible for en-

gaging the interests of Harvard's Charles Eliot and selected college.

leaders in the work of public education. The New England Association

also had laid the groundwork for the famoui Committee of Ten of the

National Educational Association, which in turn had formalized the
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curricular relationship between high schools and colleges.
8

Unlike

many of his predecessors in the A. I. I. , Hu ling moved easily be-

tween the practical and the Collegiate spheres of education, not the

least tribute to the "tact and modesty" which Winship had so admired.

More and more this kind of talent figured centrally in the work of the

professional superintendent.

Accordingly one of the special features of the Institute's

successful Meeting was the presence .4)f several prominent college
, 9

presidents and professors. Hu ling's many contacts and affiliations

with academic men undoubtedly played an important role in this par-

ticipition. There were, however, other pressures which awakened

college men to the work of the American Institute of Instruction. In

the early nineteenth century teaching had attracted, about onentwen-

tieth of the graduates of American colleges; by the end of the century

it had absorbed about one quarter of them, about five percent more

than any other profession. After 1880, on a graph of the profestions

followed by collegians, the line for teaching crossed that of the

ministry, and after 1890 that of law. At the close of the century

teaching had become numerically the dominant profession for Ameri-
10

can college graduates, with business its closest competitor. The

leadership of American colleges entered the proceedings of the Ameri-

can Institute of Instruction and its sister institutions in the 1890's
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partially to respond to the changes in the aspirations of their students.

Among this leadership at the 1891 meeting of the Institute were

Merrill E. Gates, president of Amherst College, Rev. William

DeWitt Hyde, president of Bowdoinj2,tollege, Harvard's philosopher

Josiah Royce (lecturing on "Tendencies in the-Development of the

American University"), Edmund J. James of the University of Pennsyl-
.

vania and then president of the American Society for the Extension of

University Training, and Paul Hanus, the first professor of educa-
,4..

tion at Harvard and personally brought by Charles Eliot to that po-

sition from the Colorado Normal School in Denver that same year,
11

1891.

The participation of college leaders was not totally a novelty

to the Institute. The novelty in 1891 and for the remaining years of

the Institute's history rested upon the significant number of insti-

tutions and viewpoints not indigenous to New England. In fact, Hanus

before going to Colorado had been raised and educated in Wisconsin

and Michigan; Royce originated from California; James from Illinoip

and even Hyde had come to the presidency of BowdOin from his New

Jersey congregation.
12 These college and university men seemed

to share in common the view that higher education required some

accommodation between the traditional notion of academic discipline

and the newer practical values represented by professional schoolmen.
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Their appeararve at the Institute in the early 1890's represented one

effort to work out that accommodation with the leaders of the teach-

ing profession.

Before 1890 there had been only two other surges of, colleg

leaders into the ranks of schoolmen. The first had been in the 1830's

when graduates especially of Harvard and Yaleocreited the Institute-7

The first president, Rev. Francis Wayland of Brown, was.the only

college president ever to head the Institute. The second surge occurred

during the second generation' sway (1850-1880) when the graduates

of Brown together with the' backcountry colleges of Amherst, Dart-

mouth, Bowdoin, Williams, Waterville (Colby), Wesleyan, Bates
13

and Middlebury provided the college men who joined the Institute.

Only Dartmouth consistently provided professional schoolimliwith

their prominent men, for reasons which are not yet clear. In-fact. ll

in the scale of known college men who joined the Institute Dartmouth

provided almost twenty percent.
14 If the earlier academic cohorts

in the Institute had been more successful in their particular aims, the

third surge of the nineties might have signalled a less dramatic and

novel reorientation of the Institute.

Equally significant as the presence of college men with new

purposes, Winship reported, was the return in 1891 of Boston school -

masters to the Institute's meetings. In the late 1840's and 1850's Boston

schoOlmasters2Dristling at their inability to modify the reforms of Horace

063s4
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Mann and the course of the Institute, had turned their energies to..?

ward the state associations, of which the Massachusetts State Teach-

ers Association, founded in 1847 by "practical schoolmen", had been

the first. Between the ante-bellum period and the nineties, Boston's

schoolmen had never returned enthusiastically to the Institute's.meet-

ings. Over the history of the Institute grammar schoolmen had com-

posed twenty-five percent of the entire membership, but that cate-

gory of schooluxen, perhaps lacking the support of the.Bosion group,
16

never assumed a real leadership in the organization. In fact, only

two public grammar schoolmasters - J. Milton Hall (188.7-1888) and

George E. Church (1898) - ever served the Institute as presidents.
49-

Both men made their careers in the school system of Providence,
17

:

Rhode Island and presided late in the Institute's history.

Of the twelve Boston schoolmasters Winship counted in 1891

O

only ten appear on the official roster of the meeting, but this small
18

group (the overall attendance had been 887) indicated some of the

career features affecting the future of the Institute and the proles-
, v7

sion at large. Boston offered the most prestigious and lucrative

educational positions in the state which consistently offered the high-

est or near-highest average salaries in the country for public instruc-

tion. These attractions had drawn men from all parts.of New England

and the country. 19 At times it seemed as if Massachusetts men were
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a minority in theleaching personnel of that state. Though they had

generally taught for long periods in their particular school, Boston

schoolmasters were seldom native of the city. Like the first public

grammar schoolman who served the Institute as-president in 1888,

'fain- of the ten in Winship's group had taken professional courses in

the Bridgewater Normal School and, unlike many of the remaining

six, had found places in the Boston school syStem as soon as their
20

ProfeSsional training ended. Of the known members of this group

only Augustus D. Small was a college graduate (Colby), though seve-

ral had been prepared foicollege or had attended once for a short

period. In the 1840's and 1850's when Boston schoolmasters took

their leave of the Institute, .those departing were largely college

seu and graduates and ministers and likely. had not beenraised?AdiedUeated. of !;:ee:171 f al

far-fro rn Boston itself. By contrast their successors, .the then-Old--

line grammar schoolmen of the second generation, facing a mounting

number of immigrant children in their classes, found themselves in

the early nineties in common cause with the yqunger superintendents
40

and academic men, eager to give an academically biased curriculum

a more practical bent. This objective also implied a rejuvenation of

older professional associations like the American Institute of Instruc-

tion.

Perhaps as 'important as the new influences upon the Institute
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were the decreases in certain categories of professional teaching,

particularly the orthodox academic sectors which had played pro-

minent roles in the Institute until the end of the century. Winship's

report of the 1891 meeting omitted mention of the role of academy

teachers. While new academies continued to be founded to the end

of the century, these increases were not reflected in the ranks of

the Institute's members. By the 1900's the representation of the aca-
.t 21

decoy had declined to ha '2the high levels. of the 1870's. Similarly

Winship made no mention of the decline of normal school graduates,

which, like the history of the academy, contrasted with the marked

increase in that genre of schooling in the latter -half of the nineteenth

century.
22

Both the academy and the normal school had been very

evidence through the 1870'Si,- but afterward tfteff4effea'6.iiie

through members who had attended such schools but who represent-

ed other kinds of institutions in the Institute and the profession. The

record of Winship's own school, the Bridgewater Normal School, illu-

rainates.this pattern. While nineteen Bridgewater alumni and ailinnnae

had joined the Institute in the 1880's and fifteen in the 1890's - half

the numbers which joined in the 1850's and 1860's only two new

members from Bridgewater, both female, entered the Institute in the
23

1900's. Given the dramatic increases in normal, schools generally,

normal training affected the professional associations by directing
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their trainees away from national councils and forums. For differ-

ent reasons the academy and the normal school had too effectively

1)rovided their students with a self-contained educational experience.

Whatever its other benefits these institutions tended to drain profes-.

sional talent out of the national assemblies of professional school-

men.

As dramatic as the rise of the superintendent in the Institute

wag the increase of the high school principal in itg membership.

In this respect too the I891.president of the association, Ray Greene

Huling, indicated the new alignments in the professional structure.

The representation of high school principals and teachers had waned

the 1880's but had impioved remarkably by the turn of the century.

Ovei the entire history of the association thig sector of the prOfes

sion for/I:Led the third largest group and contributed-fifteen percent
24

of the entire membership. At the same time the academy contri-

buted half or less than half the number of the high school. Though

their pattern paralleled the high sc ol between 1840 and 1880, after

that period the high school represent ton increased nearly double.

/After the 1880's the distinctions between the academy and the high

school spokesmen widened sharply. As with the colleges, some aca-

demies pressed themselves to accommodate the more practical cony

cerns of the new century. However, the majority of both the academy
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and the college representatives e rienced a joint decline of fifty

percent by 1908 as compared with their levels in the Institute during

the 1870's. Over the Institute's entire history academy me'n contra

1?uted about fourteen percent of the Institute's membership while
25 r"colleges sent eleven percent.

The third stage of the Institute's history, begun in 1891, turned

not on the withdrawal of academic schoolmen but-onthe influx-of-super-

intendents. More and more the superintendents' professional inter-
.

ests joined those of the public grammar schoolmen and schoolmen of

the high schools. Their rapprochement with academic schoolmen

from college's, academies and normal schools like Bridgerater,

however tenuous it was, gav the American Institute of Instruction
N./

life for two decades more. The most important service of these alli-

ances was the formalization of the superintendency as a professional

agent. The widening gap between the high school and the grammar

School, or in a word, between public education - and the academy

and'the college, or private education, gave the superintendent's

office a new professional responsibility and function. In particular,

superintendents in the Institute as in their practical work labored

energetically during the last years of the nineteenth century to main-

tain a general forum where different ideologies could communicate

with and accommodate each other. Their achievement and failures
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350can be understood best in the context of the evangelical traditions
which they drew upon. Ultimately they were not able to preservethe Institute and its values of professional harmony. But their
failure was not total, and many of their nineteenth century norms and
institutions grafted themselves easily onto twentieth century profes-
sional 'practite. The trssformation of the suserintendent's role in
professional education thus explains more than e:central norms and
behavior of schoolmen at the end of the nineteenth cc ry; it also
illuminates the last essential features of the American Institute of In-struction and how that long-lived association could not survive wholein the twentieth century.
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24. THE DISCOVERY OF THE SUPERINTENDENT

Duringthe 1870's the American Institute of Instructiotrand

professional schoolmen nationally experienced sharp and rapid turns

of fortune. After disinterest nearly ended the association in the

early 1870's, the reforms of Thomas Bicknell and 's Rhode Island

351

supporters produced the largest meetings in the tutels history,
26

culminating with the convention in 1877 in Montpelier, Vermont.

By the end of the decade, however, the membership and leadership

had lapsed once again. YoUnger, more precisely national, organiza-
27

tions like the National Educational Association fared no better.

11-H ---Aliarbfrom other causes, perhaps the most telling-,had been -the
28

sure .of-renewed criticism of. public education inhe 1870'sx'''.' Against
'71a profession committed to moral cha.racteand a collective harmony

of divergent professional styles, criticism itself had always present-
,

ed a terribly troublesome challenge. But the criticism of the j18701s,

launched from outside the reaches of the profession, focused on the

most vulnerable feature of nineteenth century education, its over-

weening confidence in the moral power of the teacher. The Institute

had itself been instrumental in defending that ideal. In particular,

at virtually every meetng, some lecturer or commentator had dis-
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tinguished the relative merits of the physical, intellectual and moral

dimensions of instruction. These aspects were considered compatible

but nevertheless possessed unique properties. The moral sphere'al-

- ways escaped easy and detailed rationalization. Hence the teacher

had to be given the leeway and responsibility of vitalizing any class-

room lesson. Any detailed or specification of duties en-

dangered the moral charge of education. Hence routines were aids,

were morally neutral, and provided only minimal levels of compe-

tency. True education rested with the character of the individual

teacher. The ability to avoid sheer routine and.mechanized proce-

dures became a given of the teacher's work. Often the dangers of

routine were graphically depicted to awaken teachers to their duties

E it:i,..; : '7---14twAttex71 and participate in-the:,,neetings, of .th0.1mtittitenapdt otheiltpra-rAi .1e. oista.

.. fessional organizations. Sanctioned and controllesibby sueh organiza-

tions and the character of their leadership, criticism then became

constructive, quickened flagging and dull sensitivities and revived

rofessional consciousness. Without such controls criticism be-

c e and was a force of desttuction to these professional norms.

In the 1870's, schoolmen did not answer the charges of mechani-

zation and routine immediately. Sheer denial, they seemed to feel,

would only lend credibility to the critics; examples of good teaching

would be and were once offered - dismissed as exceptions; failure

00362
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to respond effectively would be tantamount to a concession of the

critics' claims. Schoolmen's hesitancy to counter their critics ema-

nated fundamentally from their realization that their most cherished

norms were at stake. ey could not specify and rationalize the

procedures within or outside the classroom without undercutting many

of the highly individuLized assumptions which proceeded from their

focus on moral character. When called to the court of.reason alone,

schoolmen described a process which appeared extraordinarily cumber-

some and inefficient. In point of fact, as they also bore witness later,

the numerous enclaves and loyalties which each schoolmen had created

to rfiake his "character" effective - former Boston superintendent,

John D. Philbrick, appi-ovingly noted that a grammar school master
'1 4 1 Vt. Latii ..... a:, very 1:1 -.,.shourd rule his domain like-a king - provedlo be'very efficient in

turning back the reforms which f6llowed from the criticfsha. ifiBoefon,

where dissension became uncommonly pointed, schoolmen and critics

alike conceded that city schools of all grades had become lordships

and baronies. Each side, of course, attached wholly different meanings

to the metaphors.

Professional credit deteriorated precipitously in the 1880's.

The American Institute of Instruction registered its smallest mem-
,.

bership gains in its history. (Until the National Educational Asso-

ciation attracted the talents of Thomas Bicknell from the American
9
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Institute, it too languished, and, though it experienced a few drama-

tic meetingklike Bicknell's 1884 meeting in Madison, Wisconsin,

its fortunes on a larger scale fluctuated like the Institute's). 30 In the

mid-seventies the sharp increases in the Institute had been superficial

in many ways. As teachers and wives of teachers, women enrolled

in the Institute in droves. Few schoolmen, however, seriously ack-

nowledged this shift of policy as anything more than a temporary ex-

pedient to keep the Institute peopled and solvent. In facto the overt

solicitation of women by holding meetings in recreational locales

measured how dire the Institute's leadership thought their straits

were. This incursion of females reflected their increase in teach-

ing in general, and similarly these years also witnessed the elimina-

tion of males altnost completely from elementary grades and from

the rolls of normal school training. New barriers and levels became

firmly fixed, and for the first times clear tracts of professional pre-

paration and success were designed.

The admission of women was precipitated by the realignment

among (male) Practical schoolmen in public education and academic

spokesmen, especially from colleges and universities. By the 1880's

this latter group included not merely a younger generation of college

leadership but somewhat surprisingly men like Charles Francis Adams

who in the 1870's had levied some of the most trenchant criticism
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31
against the schoolmen. Pra'ctical schdolmen, too, drawing upon

their long-standing reflex in behalf of professional harmony, be-

gan cautiously yet publicly to concede that-education harbored some
Q

deficient educational sectors. In part, these academic-oriented indi-

viduals were college men. like those whose presence caused such re-

mark at the 1891 meeting of the Institute. They were young men speak-

ing to young men, for the Institute at the end of the century had Vir-

tually eliminated the wide range of ages in their newer membersEip

° and attracted after 1890 primarily schoolmen in their thirties, with
33

few exceptions no older than forty- five. Their age, their appre-

ciation both of the virtues and vices of orthodox academic instruction

and their anxiousness for education to accommodate new social obliga-

tions provided a.4formidable area of agreement. The further sanction

in professional circles of /Ten likeCharldS Francis Adams provided

in the 1880's an endorse-ment analogOuS to the stimulus of George

Ticknor and the "friends of education" at the Institute's inception in

1830. In addition, normal schoolmen with an appreciation or at least

an aspiration for a greater academic prestige in the work of public

instruction began to study and offer public reports of their own,

suggesting improve/lien in education. These-two groups especially

young men with new obli tions for higher education and practical

schoolmen with academi leanings - created a bridge which permitted
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the reduction of hostilities spativned in the 1870's. This bridge

centered on the role of the superintendent as a new instrument in

the improvement of the profession and education in general.

In 1880 Charles Francis Adams offered a new conception of
34

the superintendent as a professional agent. This notion differed

from his previous broadsides against public education. Earlier he

had drawn the'authdrity for such criticism from the rather special

experience of schools in Quincy, Massachusetts where he lived.

Adams'service on Quincy's school committee led to the appointment

of Francis W. Parker as superintendent. Parker's orientation in

turn had led to procedures, later considered among the earliest
35

models of Progressive Education. In 1880 Adams no longer needed

to generalize from the tangible success of his town's experience.

New evidence, systematically collected and examined by a highly re-
\

spected schoolman, corroborated much of Adams's earlier criticisms

of public education. Importantly the material had been gathered at

the authorization of the Secretary of the Massachusetts Board of Edu-

cation and appeared as part of his report for that year. The investi-
.

gator was George A. Walton, a graduate of the Bridgewater Normal

School, long-time grammar schoolman and then Agent of the state
36

board of education.

Walton's report merited and received Adams's highest accolade,
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and the coramendatioh revealed each's essential assumptions about
r--

proper supervision. The report, Adams declared, was unique in

its presentation, not of inferenceS and conclusions but was rather a
o-

mass of new material, enabling a y reader to judge for himself the

quality and value of education. The report, he stated, was scientific.

Conve-niently Walton had examined the schools of Norfolk County

(Massachusetts) which included Quincy and thereby gave a perspective

for judging Adams's earlier claims and criticisms. The evidence

was damning of the public school record, particularly in providing

basic literacy and the rudiments of mathematics. Walton had also

demonstrated that facilities and money had not been the cause, given

the state's and the county's history of allocation. Adams concurred

with Walton's central observation, thata"more depends upon the

supervision of the schools than upon all other causes combined."

Adams, however, went further and asked for a definition of good super-

vision.
37

Adams's intimation, of course, questioned the nature and

practice of the superintendent under its older guises. ,It was no

small irony that that older guise had been developed largely by

Horace Mann,\the first incumbent of the office which provided Adams

with the evidence for his critical commentary. Mann had responded

to the numerous political pressures of the moment to argue that his
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office, the paradigm of the superintendent of his day, possessed

no direct or coercive power. Hostile politicians, he claimed, need

not fear the authority of an office whose power was purely educational.

The power of the office, Mann went on, lay with language, with sug-

gestion, with the ability to convince rather than with any force to im-

pose forms of teaching and educational practice. His office would

be. neutral and would avoid all obvious, .current controversies in

actual classroom instruction, particularly thoie involving the partisan

disaffections -of religious and politica life. Mann's non-political-,

office insured that the superintendent in rts enlightened form would

represent an advocate rather than an executive. The immediate

political advantages of a non-political directorate ultimately insured -

whatever Mann's probable intentions - that the scales of power would
38

tip away from the superintendent.

Adamsleffort to transform this office took exception to the

advocacy role of the superintendent, but he did not argue that that

office should possess either executive or coercive power. Instead

that office's power should rest with the impersonal, factual knowledge

it collected. The task of collecting information impartially was more

difficult than the work of drawing inferences and conclusions. Pre-
.

sumably the application of new information lay with the increasingly

different work of classroom instruction. Factual knowledge, like insti-.
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tutional arrangements, were not the problem, and further centrali-

zation of power in the superintendent would not improve school

systems. Rather than carry the problem into the political arena, Adams

tried to draw the superintendent and the educational process into an

area which he considered intellectually and morally (non-politically)

safe. The university and the college should, Adams declared, take

up the work of makifig education a science and of training men to fill

the most scientific posts in the profession, the superintendencies.

This set of assertions modified the aspects of his earlier criti-
.

cisms which schoolmen considered most unfair and uncommonly vitu-
-

perative. In fact, instead of his wholesale attack upon existing orga-

nizational procedures, his comments now revealed .a keen apprecia-
v

tion for the necessity of a certain order and reasonable rigidities.

The new discussion of the ,superintendent compelled Adams to deal with

schooling in terms other than freedom vs. rigidity. He now posed the

question in terms of varying alternatives of organization. His re-

marks still included attacks upon mechanisation, but, after his approval

of Walton's report and his appreciation of the potential of the

tendent, his observations seemed less trenchant and biting. Adams

scored the "drill-sergeant stage in education, or, the school company

front" and embellished that military metaphor elaborately, but, even

were his remarks translated into the existing educational structdre,

4
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they would have fallen more on the regimented and feminized cityp,
training schools which were coming more and mgore to be seen as

necessary but not professional parts of edutational work. Besides,

the rejection of mindless routine had become itself a cliche in the

schoolman's literature.

For Adams the problem had become the orgi.nization whose

concerns were unscientific. The remedy must begin, he asserted,

not with the applicationsof principles but at the other end: "The

operations of the child's mind - the natural processes of growth and

assimilation which go on in it *- its inherent methods of development

and acquisition, must be long and patiently studied." "The superin-

tendent of the future, " he predicted, "is thus a Baconian in hid

fiosophy [sic]."
39

His conclusion put the brunt of reform on the

Universities. There the science of education should be supported and

maintained through chairs and departments of pedagogy, but, he feared,

the ingrained prejudices of Eastern colleges especially Cambridge

and New Haven were college towns specifically l'ilentioned - would

like impede this strategem. Adams ended his remarks with a quali-

fied appreciation of education, stressing the need for officers "imbued
40

witii the science of their calling." Resolutions of these problems

remained individual matters, dependent at last on the character of

the supervisory officer, imbued now not merely with the moral but
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with the more tangible, scientific nature of his *ork.
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For both Walton and Adams the creation of a new superintendent

became an attractive solution the educational crisis, precisely be-
,

cause neither spokesman desired a further rationalization of the edu-

cational apparatus. In a sense, both the peculiar normal school tra-

dition of Walton and the qualified academic norms of Adams
41

sought

nothing more than a surer way to produce men of wisdom and moral

character. Adams's criticisms of Harvard and Yale for their snob-

bery toward public instruction struck a responsive chord in school-

men's circles, for it soothed the schoolmen's long=standing ambiva-

lence of purely academic training. This acvmmodation helped

schoolmen see another. In essence, Adams had urged them to view

the superintendency in a very traditional manner, namely, as the

Principal spirit of a unified - but not a uniform - system in much the
rIP

same way that a teacher with character became the central force in

his classroom and school. This emphasis did imply a further central-

ization of sorts, though not necessarily a bureaucratic one. A man of

sound learning and self-discipline would gain through the science of

education the authority of enlighted piaatice. Rightly positioned,

such a man could guide his followers, professional and lay alike,

to a reasonable and true educational prictice. Perhaps most im-

port ant, Adams's institutional solution gave a greater academic aura
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and thus a more orthodox professional appearance to public instruction

without disabusing schoolmen o their deep-set apolitical habits of

thought.

The strongest demand of these _new views became a greater

co-operation among the self-contained and isolated schools of the

profession. On a practical basis, the superintendent represented

the degree of coherence or disarray of any educational system. After

the 1880's the thrust of reform hinged, ochow much e office had
42

become an enlightened arena of exchange: On a larger scale

these tendencies implied new life for professional arenas like the

American Institute of Instruction.. Understandably the Institute quick-

ly endorsed the views of science and supervision which Walton repre-

sented. In 1883 he became the president of the association, the,

second Bridgewater graduate to be so honored. In addition, between

his tenure and 1897 three More Bridgewater graduates - J. Milton

Hall, George M. Martin and Albert E. Winship - succe,elled to this,

office and maintained that particular viewpoint in educational discjis-
43

sion and debate. Unfortunately the increased credit of this pro,

fessional ideology posed more and more a challenge to those academic

traditions still steeped in classical training. At the 1891 meeting of

the Institute, a minor exchange involving Walton depicted the trends of
ra,

the pew alignments. In a public discussion Walton openly rejected
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all military forms of training. Perhaps mindful -of Adams's deft

use of military metaphors against schoolmen, Walton insisted that

military drill connoted "the ultimate settlement of difficulties by

force of arms, and it awakened in the minds of children ideas of
44

warfare not to be awakened in the minds of the young." H views

were warmly opposed by a formidable array of academy principals,

heads of some of the most prestigious, ctillegiate preparatory schools
45

in the country. The younger university and college men who had

raised schoohnenis hopes were themselves hampered by several,

long-standing affiances of their own, and early in the twentieth
o

century those clatsics-steeped traditions effectively drew the atten-

.3,-.T.-p tiorrof higher education away from the work of professional!sehool- r:-

men. Though one might point to Columbia's accommodation of Teach-

er's College in the nineties or the creation of the first graduate school

Q
46

Hof education at New York University in 1891, universities as a

genre did not heed Adams's call or Walton's hopes for at least.two

more generations.

Retros ectively the alliance represented by Walton and Adams
O

in the 1880' did affect the American Institute of Instruction in pro-

found ways Most si 13r, it drew into the membership of

that associt on twice as many superintendents between 1880 and 1908

as had joined in its entire preirious histo ry. Ploreoyer, men holding
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such offices dominated the presidency of the Institute. The effect

of this shift proved deadly to the structure and existence of the asso-

ciation. For the Institute as,for the profession.of teaching as a whole

the rise of the superintendent in these years institutionalized several

major confusions which endured through much of the succeeding

century. In the first place, the pre-eminence of the superintendent

meant that in the profession of teaching the paradigm was 'not an in-

structor. In addition, it meant that the work of training minds distract-
/

ed itself systematically from the work of reflective inquiry. Instead,

the most esteemed professional work consisted of the accommod ion

of different educational ideologies into some definable structure.

Finally as the superintendent moved from advocate to executive in

spite of the profession's best laid plans, the education of the public -

outside the specialized sphere of adult education - became less and

less a primary duty of the schoolman's professional life.

The transformation of the-superintendency permanently affected

the profession and the American Institute of Instruction. The increase

in the office's execute authority, the positivistic interpretation given

to Adams's scientific prescriptions plus a whole new set of procedures

celebrated for their-efficiency quickly outran the Worst fears of bbth

Adams and Walton'. The evangelicaltraditions which supported

their apolitical educational notions clouded their perception of the
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ding educational crises after

turii of the century, the American Institute of Instruction res-

ponded with a habitual call for professional harmony. In 1908 under

the guidance not only of a Bridgewater graduate but the son of Bridge-

water's preeminent ideologue, Albert Boyden, the Institute urged

the alliance of the proliferating local and regional as' soc4a.tions

under its aegis. 47 The result &aused neither the birth of competitive

associations nor the revival of the Institute. Instead, in one of the

peculiar reversals of history the Institute never met again.

L
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PART I

"Review of Essays upon Popular Education, containing a particular
Examination of the Schools of Massachusetts, and an Outline
of an Institution for the Education of Teachers. By James G.
Carter. Boston, 1826," North American Review, 24 (January,
1827), p. 169.

Ibid., p. 157.
3Rev. Samuel J. May, A Brief Accourit-of His Ministry, Given in a

Discourse preached to the Church of the Messiah-in Syracuse,
New York, Sept. 15th, 1867 (Syracuse, New York: 1867),
P. 48.

4
Appendix.

5See: William Russell (ed. "Advantages to be Expected from the For-
mation of a Society for the Improvement of Education," Ameri-
can Journal of Education, 3 (February, 1828Lp. -85.

6Rev._ p.muel J. May, The Revival of Education (Syracuse, New York,
1855); "American E.1,cational Biography: Rev. Samuel J. May, "
American Journal of0Education, 16 (March, 1866), pp. 141-145;
"Samuel Joseph May," Dictionary of American Biography, 12
(1929), pp. 447-448.

May, The Revival of Education, Appendix 6,

8Samuel J. May, "Errors in Common Education: An Address deliver-
ed at the Lyceum in Brooklyn, Connecticut, October 22, 1828, "
American Journal of Education, 4 (May - Rine, 1829), p.\214.

9Ibid.

10

11Ibid., p. 215.
z)
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12
Ibid., pp. 221-222.

13Ibid., p. 215.
14See for example: [Henry R. Cleveland], "The Profession of a

Teacher, and the Conduct and Discipline of a School, " in
Remarks on the Classical Education of Boys, by a Teacher
(Boston: 1834), pp. 107-114, and "Professional Education
of Teachers, " American Annals of Education, 3 (October,
1833), pp. 455-457.

15
[Rev. William Ellery Charming], "Review of the American Annals

of Education and Instruction, 8 vols. ," The Christian Examin-
er, 15 (November, 1833), p. 262.

16William A. Alcott, A Historical Description of the First Public
School in Hartford, Conn., now under the Superintendence
of J. Olney, A. M. with a Particular Account of the
Methods of Instruction and Discipline Accompanied by Gene-
ral Remarks on Common Schools (Hartford: 1832), p. 1.
The best known experimental seminary of the 1830's was lo-
cated at AndoVer, Massachusetts and was dire ted by Rev.
Samuel Read Hall. A detailed account of this e eriment and

TP trTits significance in the development-of professio 1 tdachers
can be found in an adjoining chapter.

17The 'uses of the lyceum were as varied as the interests of its most
4. influential participants. In the early years of the lyceum's

history, that is, in the late 18-201s, the primary goal of ly-
Th...ceum activity was oriented exclusively toward the community

and based almost entirely upon the personal and material
resources of a /specific locale. Liter as teachers began to
play more prominent roles in the work of educational improVe-
ment, the service of the lyceum became more specialized. In
particular, lyceum activity became for a while an essential
element in the plans for developing special institutions for the
professional preparatiqn of teachers. During the 1830's ly-
ceums corresponded with each other and established larger
bases of activity on the county, state and even national level.
The American lyceum, for example, was founded in 1830.
By the mid-1830's men like Josiah Holbrook who reputedly
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. founded the peculiar association began to centralize and
systematize lyceum activities about a particular educa-
tional focus. His work with Rev. Samuel Read Hall and
the efforts of lyceum proponents to establish a semizary
for teachers in Andover, Massachusetts forms the basis
of the discussion in Part II of this study.

Barnard, Memoirs of Teachers, pp. 249-267; William A.
Alcott, Confessions of a Schoolmaster (Boston: 1839).
See also: William A. Alcott, "Sacrifices by Teachers, "
American Annals of Education, 8 (February, 1838),
pp. 67-71.

19Alcott, Confessions, p. 17.

20Ibid., p. 13.
21Ibid., p. 84.
22Ibid., p.118.
23 . 136.

p. 138.

cc

25Ibid., p. 145; Alcott, "Sacrifices by Teachers, " pp,. 67-71.

26Ibid., pp. 155-156.

p. 198.

2kbid., p. 235.
29

Ibid.

30

o

Ibid., p. 173; William A. Alcott, A Word to Teachers: or Two
Days in a Primary School (Boston: 1833), pp. viii -ix.' This
manual was actually conceived by Alcott as a service to
teachers and parents who could not visit schoolS; it was in
Alcott's mind a substitute for a visitation. The very fact of
the manual is evidence of the teacher's growing disenchant-
ment with the visitation as an effectiite professional proce-
dure. NumerOus school histories written during this same
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period, works like those by Alcott, Rev. Jacob Abbott
and Rev. Joseph Emerson, tried to provide the same
service in addition to the customary service of such
histories of advertising the school's best features. See:
Alcott, A Historical Description of the First Public School,
in Hartford, Conn. and Rev. Jacob Abbott, A Description
of the Mount Vernon School in 1832, being a Brief Account
of the Internal Arrangements and Plans of the Institution,
Addressed to-a New Scholar (Boston: 1832); Rev. Joseph
Emerson, Prospectus of the Female Seminary at Weathers-
field, Comprising a General Prospectus, -Course of In-
struction, Maxims of Education and Regulations of the Semi-
nary (n.p.,, 1826).

Much of the educational literature during the 1830's and 1840's con-
cerns the mutual duties of parents and teachers in which visi-
tations always are discussed. To observe the transition re-
ferred to here see the two lectures on this subject by two men
who reflect the values and ambivalences of their respective
generations. Their statements, though delivered four years
apart, amount virtually to a debate on the subject. See: Rev.
Jagob Abbott, "The buties of Parents," Lectures and/P-ro-
ceedings of the American Institute of Instruction(Boston:
1835), pp. 83-98, and David P. Page, "On-the Mutual Duties
of Parents and Teachers, " Lectures and Proceedings of the
American Institute of Instruction, 8 (Boston: 1838), pp. 143 -
162.

32Alcott, Confessions, pp. 99-101.,

33S. C. Phillips, "On the Usefulness of Lyceums, " Lectures and
Proceedings of the American Institute of Instruction, 2
(Boston:, 1832), pp. 75-76; Sep also: Henry Ewbank, Jr.,
"A Preliminary Historical Survey of the American Lyceum
from 1826 to 1840, " Unpublished Masters dissertation; Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, 1948; John A. Munra, "The Lyceum

America Before the Civil War," Delaware Notes, 311May,
1942), pp. 65-75.

34Edgar Knight and Clifton Hall, Readings in American Educational
History (New York: 1951), footnote p. 151. As early as
1835 there we, Knight and Hall wrote, in addition to a na-
tional organization, many state, more than one hundred county
and more than three thousand town and village organizations
throughout the ;United States.
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'Review of an Address on Lyceums (presented to the American
Lyceum by William C. Woodbridge)," American Annals
of Education (May, 1835), 5, pp. 197-198. See also: Nehe-
miah Cleaveland, "On Lyceums and Societies for the Diffu-
sion of Useful Knowledge," Lectures and Proceedings of the
American Institute of Instruction, 1 (Boston: 1831), p. 149,
and "Judge Williams' Address," American Journal of Educa-
tion and Monthly Lyceum N. S. 1 (June, 1830), pp. 244-245.

Phillips, "On the Usefulness of Lyceums,
(

. 85.

37Rev. Samuel J. May, "AddresS to the parents and guardians of
children respecting common schools in Windham County
[Connecticut] ... held in the autumn of 1832," American
Journal of Education, ed. by Henry Bakard, 5 (June, 1858),
p. 147; see aolso: "Lyceums, 'I American Journal of Ed a-
tion, ed. by William Russell, N. S. 1 (January, 1830),
pp. 2-4; For a similar view, see: Cornelius C. Felton,
"An Address, pronounced on the anniversary of the Concord
Lyceum," American' Journal of Education, N. S. 1 (March,
1830), pp. 132-133, in which the author says:

This interest, and not the actual amount of
knowledge communicated, I consider' the most
decidedly important point to be gained by the
establishment of Lyceums. It is nextlro an ,
impossibility to impart, by popular lectures,

Eanything more than a mere outlin oLf literature,
or science; but there is the.combi d force of,
numbers, the resistless power of sympathy, the
spur of noble emulation, the thirsting of excited
curiosity, the increasing love of social knowledge,
to bear onward the mind, w6.en once 8.wakenewl, in
the glorious career of intellectual improvement.

38Alcott, Confessions,' p. 112.
39 s equation between the condition of, the schoolhouse and

character of the town amounted to a cliche by the end
1830's in the educational literat re.' One of the most su

he
the
cinct

formulations of the sentiment nd also one of the earliest c
from the pen of William Alcott himself. His Essay on the Con
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struction of School- Houses to which wZawarded the Prize
of the American Institute of Instruction, August, 1831
(Boston: 1832), was widely,44stributed and frequently copied
in this period.,

cr,
40 "Amos Bronson Alcott," Dictionary of American Biography, 1,

pp. 139-141. See also: The Journals of Bronson Alcott,
edited by Odell Shepard (Boston: 1938); Odell Shepard,
Pedlar's Progress: The Life of Bronson Alcott (Boston:
1837), especially the entries for September 12, 1828 and
December 4, 1828.--ETTrantil the arrival of both Alcotts in
Boston in 1830 Amos Bronson Alcott's career was so close-
ly and so consciously patterned upon his older cousin's ex-
perience that for several winters after they both had travel-
led the South seeking teaching positions, Bronson Alcott
simply taught the schooI which William had taught the pre-
vious winter.

,For additional information on Bronson Alcott's work in edu-
cation see: Amos Bronson Alcott, Essays on Education:
1830 - 1862 edited by Walter Harding (Gainesville, Florid :
1'960), and Elizabeth Peabody, Record of a School ( os o :
1835).

41 "Rev. Samuel J. May, " American Journal of Education, p. 144.

42Barnard, Memoirs of Teachers, pp. 249=267.

43While Amos Bronson Alcott published several accounts of his edu-
cational methods and experiments iri the 1830's, his cousin
entered the work of lecturing and writing as a professional
teacher with a frenzy. At his death in 1859 his bibliography
numbered one hundred and eight volumes, some of them

_going through over twenty editions. See: "Catalogue of Dr.
William A. Alcott's Publications, " American ,Journal of Edu-
cation, 4 (March, 1858), pp. 655-656.

Q
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PART II

1Apart from the literature in educatiOnal journals, which only be-
ian in 1826, some of the important contributions to this
discussion were the following:

2

William Russell, Suggestions on Education (New Haven:
1823); Walter R. Johnson, Observations on the Improve -
ment of Seminaries of Learning in the United States (Phila-
delphia: 1825); James G. Carter, Essays upon Popular
Education: containing a particular examination of The
Schools of Massachusetts, And an Outline for an Institu-
tion for the Education of Teachers (Boston: 1826); -Rev.
William Ellery Charming, "Review of American Annals- of
Education and Instruction, 8 vos.," Christian Examiner,
15 (November, 1833), pp. 257-276; Rev. Samuel. Read Hall,
"On the Necessity of Educating Teachers," Lectures and
Proceedings of the American Institute of Instruction, 4
(1834), p. 257ff; Rev. Charles Brooks, "School Reform or
Teachers Seminaries," Lectures and Proceedings of the

-American Institute of Instruction, 8 (1838h pp. 161-179;
Rev. Calvin Stowe, Common Schools 'and Teachers' Sethi-
naries.(Boston: 1839). Stowe's comments were originally
published as Report ori Elementary Public Instruction in
Europe, which was made to the General Assembly of Ohio,
in December, 1837. It was also published inuthe American
Biblical Repository (July, 1839) and later in the American
Journal of Education, 15 (December, 1865), pp. 688-704.
Denison Olmstead, "The State of Education in Connecticut:
An Oration at the Commencement of Yale College, 1816, "
cited in Henry Barnard (ed. ), Memoirs of Teachers, Educa-
tors, Promotors of Education, Literature and Science,.
(New York: 1861).

Rev. Hemai3, flumplirey, Life and Labors of the Rev. T. H. Gallaudet,
L. L. D. (New York: 1858), p. 250ff.
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Rev. Thomas H. Gallaudet, "Remarks on Seminaries for Teach-
ers (January 5, 1825), " in Henry Barnard (ed.), Normal
Schools and Other Institutions, Agencies and Means Designed
for the'Professional Education of Teachers (Hartford: 1851),
p. 47.

4
Ibid., p. 48.

5lbid., p. 52.
6Ibid., p. 51.
7Ibid.

8Ibid., p. 47.
9Bailey B. Burritt, Professional Distribution of College and University

Graduates, U. S. Bureau of Education, Bulletin No. 12.
(Washington: 1912), p. 65.

10Chauncey Goodrich (1759-1815), like Gallaudet, graduated from
Yale and had been a tutor in the College. By the time Gallau-
det entered his office',of law in 1805, Goodrich had been a

'Hartford, lawyer for some twenty years. Hevhad- married into
the Wolcott family and had thereby'assurned an important po-

, sition in the Federalist faction, which had controlled Connecti-
cut politics for a number of years. In 1807 Goodrich reached
the pinnacle of his career with his election to the United States
Senate. He should not be confused with the clergyman and
educator, Chauncey Allen Goodrich (1790-1860). See, Dumas
Malone et al. (eds. ), Dictionary of American Bio aphy, 7
(New York: 1929), pp. $97-398.

11Henry Barnard (ed.), "Thomas Hopkins Gallaudet, " in Memoirs
of Teachers, Educators, Promoters and Benefactors of Educa-
tion, Literature and Science, pp. 97-118; Dumas Malone et al.
(eds.), Dictionary of American Biography, 7. For additional
information, see also: Henry Barnard,t Tribute to Gallaudet:
A Discourse in Commemoration of the Life, Character and
Services ok the Rev. Thomas H. Gallaudet, L. delivered
before the Citizens of Hartford, Jan. 7, 1852 (Hartford: 1852);
and Edward Mimi- Gallaudet, Life of Thomas Hopkins Gallaudet
(New York: 1888).
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12
Letter to Dr. Mason G. Cogswell, Edinburgh, Scotland, January

11, 1816, in Humphrey, Life and Labors of Gallaudet, p. 49.
13Gallaudet; Remarks on Seminaries for Teachers; p. 47.
14

"Samuel Read Hall, "*American Journal of Education, 16 (March,
1866), p. 146; Ellwood P. Cubberley, Public Education in
the United States (Cambridge, Mass. : 1st ed. 1919), pp. 375-
376; Willard S. Elsbree, The American Teacher: Evolution
of a Profession in a Democracy (New York: 1939), pp. 138-
139; Mason S. Stone, "The First Normal Schoolin America, "
Teachers College Record, 24 (May, 1923), pp. 2V-271.

Barnard, Memoirs of Teachers, . pp. 169-181; Dumas Malone et al.
(eds.j, Dictionary of American Biography, 8, pp. 142-143;
Ellwood P. Cubberley, Readings. in Public Education in the
United States (Boston: 934), p. 323.

15

16Richard G. Boone, Education in the United State. (New York: 1890),
pp. 209-221. See also: Edward Potts Cheyney, -History of
the University of Pennsylvania (Philadelphia: 1940), P. 103.
In 1768 ten students of the University of Pennsylvania re-
ceived the Bachelor of Physic, the first medical degree given
in'America.

17
Henry Barnard, "Teachei's Seminary at AndOver," American Jour-

nal of Education, 5 (September, 1858), pp. 386-388.

18See: Henry K. Rowe, History of Andover. Theological Seminary
(Newton, Mass. : 1933).

19Catalogues of the Teacher's Seminary in Phillips Academy, Andover:
1831-1836 (Andover: 1831-1836); Barnard, "Teacher's Semi-
nary at Andover," pp. 386-387. See also: Claude Fuess,' An
Old New England School: A History of Phillips Academy
(Boston: 1917)i

20Barnard "Teacher's Seminary at Andover," pp. 386-387.
21Catalogues,of the Teacher's Seminary, Andover; Mass., Oct., 1835

(Andover: 1835). See also: Fuess, An Old New England School.
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22Barriardl "Teacher's Seminary at Andover," pp. 386-387.
g3

See: David F. Allmendinger, "Indigent Students and Their rnsti-
,

tutions,` 1 00-1860." Unpublished Ph. D. Dissertation,
University of Wisconsin, 1968.

24
Ce,talogues of the Teacher's Seminary, Andover, 'Mass., 1831-1836.

25
Josiah Holbrook, "Lyceum Seminaries," Family Lyceum, 1 (May

18, 1)333), p, 159. See also: CharlesaA. Bennett, History
of .Manual and Industrial Education up to 1870 (Peoria, Ill. :
1926)'. 1

.)
26

Barnard, "Teacher's Seminary at Andover," pp. 836-387.
27,

"The American School Society, " American Journal of Education,
15 (1869), p. 118; see also: Josiah Holbrook, "School Agents'
Society, " Family Lyceum, 1 (July 28, 1832), p. 3; and0 "American School Society," Cyclopedia of Education, 1 (New
York: 1911), pp. 112-113; "School Agents' Society, American
Annals of Education and Instruction, N. S. 3 (Sept. 1, 1832),
pi). 443-445; (October, 1833), pp. 463-474; (Nov., 1833),
pp. 524 -530.

28 - oHolbrook, "School Agents' Society," p. 3.

-29Josiah Holbrook, The American Lyceum, or Society for the Im-
provement of School and Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Boston:
1829), in Old South Leaflets, 6, No. 139, ,p. 293. See also:
S. R. Hall, Lectures on School-Keeping (BostOn: 1829). For
Hall's description of this massive need, seek._ 5, R. Hall,
"On the Necessity of Educating Teachers," Lectures and Pro-
ceedings of the American Institute of Instruction, 4 (1834),
pp. 2411259. \

30
Dumas Malone et al .\ (eds.), "Josiah, Holbrook, " The Dictionary of

American Biography (New York: 1929), 9, p. 130-131; see
also: Carl Bode, 'The American L'yeum: TowKisMeeting of
'the Mind (New York: 19560, p. 7, 10 ff.

31Josiah
Holbrook, "Constitution of the American School Agents! So- `'s

ciety, " Family Lyceum, 1 September 1, 1832), p. 11.
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Josiah Holbrook, 'ALyceum Seminaries, " Family Lyceum,
(April 27, '1 33), p.' 147. v

33
Barnard; "Anae can School Society, " 118-119;

34
Holbrook, "Lyc um Seminaries," p. 147:

35 Josiah Holbro i k, "School Agents' Society, "
(October 7, 1832), p. 43.

36
Josiah Holbro

(May 4,
37 -.

Barnard,
38Ibid., p. 1221

a

Family` Lyceum,

k, "School Agent $Q,ciety," Family.Lyceuna., 1
833), p. 151,

dric an School Society" pp. 121-122.

39 Hall, Lectures on School-Keeping (th ed. rev.;
Bodoni, 1832), p. 76.

`40

6

377

See, for example, Horace Mann's own assertion, delivered in
1838 to prepare the public mind for the experiment of the
first state-supported normal school in the United States:
"Every mother is ex officio a member of the College of
Teachers." Horace Mann, Lectures on Ediication"(Boston:
1845). .

41
Josiah Holbrook,. "Prospectus of the Family Lyceum," Family

Lyceum, 1 (July 28, 1832), p. 1.
42By "itinerant teachers ", here reference is made on.y to thosetravel-

ling teachers affiliated with the School Agents' Society. During
this period many teachers not affiliated with the Society travel-
led the countryside and taught schools in numerous towns.
In the educational literature such itinerants were usually -6f
dubious reputatiOn and were regarded as a. higher form of
f)eddlar. Even when they were proficient in their work, as
in the cask of Horace Mann's tutor in the classics,, rumors
of intemperance and undisciplined habits which were associated

, with such persons precluded communal favOr and in a sense
insured their itinerancy. See the description of the itinerant
in Louise Hall Tharp,' Until Victory: Horace Mann and. Mary
Peabody (Boston, 1953), pp: 30-31.-
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43Catalogue of the English Department in Phillips Academy, Andover,
fr Mass. ,Established as-a Seminary for Teachers. Fall Term,

1831 (Andover: 181).
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PART III
fl

1
The ge rations designate roughly two cohorts of schoolmen,

ba ed largely but not exclusively upon the membership
of the American Institute of Instruction (1830-1908). The
first cohort consists of those born within five years of 1796,

...Horace Maim's birth date. His place in the profession,- one
of 'the themes of this essay, argues this use of him, not to
mention the important fact that a remarkable number of the
prominent schoolmen ,of the period were of his age. There
are several important figures who shared many of the values
of one cohort or the other but who go not fall neatly near the
key date 1796 and 1821 to forni the 25-year split in genera-
tional patterns. Still, the number of pivotal figures who
cluster about these dates account for the rnjority of school-
men instrumental in the shaping of the`nineteenth century
profession of teaching. The years of maturity for the first
cohort ranges approximately from 1830 to 1860 and the
second froth 1866 to 1890.

In the first group the prominent figures are:' Amos Bronson
Alcott (1799-1888), .William A. Alcott (1798- 1859), Ebenezer
Bailey (1795-1839), Charles Brooks (1795-1872), Gould Brown
(1,791-1857), Warren Burton (1795-1865), William B. Cal-

(1795-1865), James' G. Carter (1795-1849), -George B.'
Emerson (1797-1882), Nehemiah Clea.veland (1796-1877),
Warren Colburn (1793-1833), Lyman Coleman (1796-1882),
Emerson Davis (1798-1866), William B. Fowle (1795-1865),
Samuel G. Goodrich, [ "Pete Parley "] (1793-1860), Samuel
_Read Hall (1795 - 1877), Edward Hitchcock (1793-1864), Walter
R. Johnson (1794-1852), ;John E. Lovell (1795-187 , Lowell
Mason (1792-1872), Samuel J. May (1797-1871 amuel P.
Newman (1797-1842), Denison Elmstead (1791 1859), Cyrus
Peirce (1790-1860), William Rilssell '(1798=1873 , omas
Sharwin (1799-1869), Gideon, F.. Thayer (1793 - 1864), D. P.
Thompson (1795-1868), George Ticknor (1791-187,1), Francis
Wayland (1796-1865), William C. Woodbridge (1794-1845),
Alva Woods (1794 -188' ).
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In the second cohort the Prominent figures, are: William
T. Adams [ "Oliver Optic "] (1822-1897), Lorin Andrews
(1819-1881), John Newton Bartlett .(1823-1895),, Samuel W..
Bates (1822-1882), Jamei P. Blackinton (1819-1891),
Isaac F. Cady (1818-1884), Albert G. Boyden (1827-1915),
Norman A. Calkins (1822-1895), David N. Camp (1820-
1916), Paul Chadbourne (1823-1883), Dana Colburn (1823-
1850), John W. Dickinsbn (1825- 1901), John H. French
(1824-1k88), Benjaniin V. Gallup ('1821- 1878), John M. ,
Gregory D42-1898), Daniel B. Hagar (1820-1896), John
Hancock (1825-1891), Albert Harkness (1$22-1907), John
Kneeland (1821-1914), Dio Lewis (1822-1886), Ltther
Mason (1821-1896), Amory Dwight Mayo (1823-1907),
Lewis B. Monroe (1825-1917), Birdsey G. Northrup .(1817-
1898), Hiram Orcutt (1815-1899), William F. Phelps, (1822-
1907), John D. Philbrick (1818-1886), Eldridge Smith (1818-
1902), Charles V. Spear (1825-1891), Homer B. Sprague
(1829-1918), Admiral P. Stone p(1820- 1902), Thomas Tash
(1816-1889), George Taylor .(18`15-1879); Sanborn Tenney
(1827-1877), Thomas W. Valentine (1818-1879), Electa
N. L. Walton (1824-1908), George A. Walton (1822-1908),
Eben Wentworth (1818-1878), Edward Payson, Weston (1819-
1879), James P. Wicksersham (1825 - 1891).

r "..'"11112-7. A third -cohort begins to form about schoolmewborncwithin -Tr 10 4z_

filie years of the date, 1842. Here the principal figures
would be men like Samuel P. Bates k1847-1902), Thomas
Stockwell (1839-1906), Thomas W. Bicknell (1834-1925),
William T. Harris (1835-1408), and Albert Winship (1845-.
1933). For a theoretical basis for the idea of "generation,
see: K. Mannheim, "The problem of Generations," Essays-
on the Sociology of Knowledge, p. 306.:

0

2Hirani Orcutt, Remiscences of SchoolLife (Cambridge, 1898), pp.
ix -x.

, 3 The only serious effort to explore the connections between the moral
rhetoric and actual behavior of educators in this period is

.WilSon Smith, Professors and Public Ethics (Ithaca, 1956).
Smith restricts the study to the rporal philosophers who taught
in the colleges and usually served as the instktution's preSi-
dent. HO examines in particular four cases which became poli-
tical controversies Sand found in each case that the moral philo-
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sophers gravitated to a distinctly conservative position. Par-
ticularly interesting in this study is the case of Francis Way-
land of Brown University, so often understood as an advo-
cate of university education before that brand of instruction
became a model of,higher education. His adVanced think-
ing, nevertheless, in so many ways,paralle ed his fellow
moral philosophers when fundamental assn ptions and values
were' questioned.

Generally speaking, historians have accepted an easy distinc-
tion between thought and action in their studies of the ante-
bellum period. The abstract and metaphorical language of
Elie ante-bellum educators has therefore .seldom been exam-
ined in terms of its actual connections with behavior. Their
ambiguities were never seen as having functions themselves.
See for example, Merle Curti, 'Social Ideas of American Edu-
cators (Totawa, A. J. 1935), p. 59: "It was easier to formu-
late objectives than to work out concrete methods by which
education was to perpetuate republican institutions."

4.
An important example of this version of character can be found in .

the Yale Report of 1828, cited in Wilson Smith and Richard
Hofstadter (eds), American Higher Education: A Docum ntary
History Vol: I (Chicago, 1961), p 279. At Yale. w4e...re, I

many prominent schoolmen studied or aspired to study, thi
sense of character perdured through the 'century. See t
writings of its later influential president Noah Pa ter, either
The Human intellect (1868) or American Coll :,e- and the
Amdrican Public (1871).

of4

5Examgles of this version of cllaracter abound, particularly in the
fictional, literature of the period. See the writings of men.
from George Ticktior to the post-war writings of George
William Curtis and William Dean Howells. Daniel Aa.on,
Men of, Good Hope: A Story of American Progressives discus-
ses men-who shaped, refined and transformed this ideal in the
nin4teenth, century.

6
Though not a peculiar usage of teachers, this version was perhaps

most frequently, mployed by public schoolmen. Seelor exn
ample lectures of the American Institute of Instruction like
Charle's.,B,rooks' "School Reform. or Teachers' Seininarie$,-"
Lectures and Proceedings of the American Institute of In-
struction, 8 (Boston, 1837), pp. -161-179. Also: Neil McGluskey,
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Public Schools and Moral Education (New York, 1958), esp.
pp. 43-44.

.

Ellwood P. .Cubberley, Public Education in the United Stat .(Cam --
bridge,' 1962), rev. ed. (1st ed. 1934), pp. 18-19. See also:
Freank Tracy Carleton, Economic Influences upon Educational
Progress in the United States (New York, 1965, [1st ed..
1908]), Pp., 8-11. .

8Lawrence
Cremin, American.Education: The. Colonial Experience

(New York; 1971), pp. 181-182.

-9Sees for example: John Witherspoon'.s Account of the College of New
Jersey, 1772 in Hofstadter- and Smith (eds. ) American Higher
Education, .Vol. I, p. 137; and, "Constitution of Phillips Aca-.
demy (1778)," in Theodore Sizer (ed:), TheAge of the Acade-
mies (New York, 1964), pp. 77-78, 86-89.

10"Michael Katz, The Irony of Early School Reform: Educational Inno-
vation in Mid-Nineteenth Century Massachusetts (Cambridge:
1968), p. 112. While this ,citation refers to Katz's summary
on a single page, his entire book contains an exploration, of

°, this fluctuation of hostility. See also David Bruck, "The
= - ----Schools.4A Lowell, 1824-1861,!? s(U,npublisheeLS.enict.t st:41 oA

Harvard University, 1971) and Jay Pawa, "Workingmenand
Free Schools in the Nineteenth. Century: A Comment on the
Labor-Education Thesise," tory of Education Quarterly, 11
(F all, 1971), pp. 287-302.

See Thomas Jefferspn's Notes on the State of Virginia (Harper
Torchbook,' 1964), . especially the summary statement of
"Query XIV: The administration of Justice and the descrip-

_ tion of the taws ?"< pp. "142-143; Horace Mann, "The Neces-
sity of Education in a Republic Government, " Educational
Writings of Horace Mann Vol. II (Boston, 1891), pp. 143-188,
for a: later example. James McLachlanrs American Boarding
Schools: A Historical Study contains an i eresting discussion
of how late in the nineteenth century an en ichea and largely
Republican. section of American society-tu ned this older ethica-
tional tradition to their purposes. (New York: Charles Scrib-
ners Sons, 1670).
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12
Therd.was important symbolic value in the composition of the first

Board of Education of Massachusetts, the first such directo- .

rate in American education. Democrats like Robert Rantoul
and Whigs like Edward Everett were among the'early mein- .
bers of thii group. Shortly thereafter in the early 1840's
when the DemoCratic administration of Gov: Marcus Morton
waged a strong campaign against Horace Marin and the Board
itself, the new state agency weathered the storm with biparti-
san aid.' T,hough Morton was re-elected in 1642 and continued
his efforts, his legislature refused to follow his 'recommenda-
tions against the state board. In this support for the State agen-
cies the Massachusetts legislature followed its sisterlegisla,-
ture i,p'NewYork and elsewhere. See: Rush Welters Popular
Education and Democratic Thought in America (New York, 1962),
-pp. 64=67.

13George IL Martin, The Evolution of the Massachusetts Public School
Systemt(New York, 1894), p. 16. Later historians continued to
be impressed with the delicacy of this distinction. Cubberley's
Public Education in the United States (1934) cited it verbatim,
p. 19.

14[Mary Mann], The Life of Horace Mann (Boston
15

865), pp.

Mann, Educational Writings, Vol. II, pp. 516-5 for a clear en-
. dorsemant of the schoolman's position on th necessity of an

independerit will: "If then in learning, " Mann asserted, "all
wills desires, all costs, labors,. efforts, of others, ar_e de-
pendent, at last, upon the will of the learner, the first requi-
site is the 'existence in his mind o a.desire to learn."

16 The biographies of Horace Mann as one set of examples Of, his point
are examined later in this essay.

17Stanley Elld.ns's study, Slavery: A Problem in American Institu-
. Uonal and Intellectual Life (New York, 1959), esp. pp. 147-156,

"Intellectuals without Irrespbnsibilitaj,'I accuses the abolitionist
frame'of mind of detaching themselves from all responsible be-
havior-because they."abstracted" man. Relying largely on the
writings of Transcendentalist authors (rather than thinkers who
were actors like many of the schoolmen), Elkifts never assumes
that even abstract and non-programmatic thought-can effect
action. Significant ideas reflect organized behavior. Thus, in
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tellectuals Who criticized social organization in a fundamental
way thereby render theinselves useless. By contrast, ideas
can be significant, I am assuming; without adhering to insti-
tutional allegiances. Even more, they often have significant
social functions because of their very inapplicability. This
essay then attempts to provide something of b. counter-argu-
merit to the pragmatic version of intellectual life operating-
in Elkins and kindred studies such as George Frederickson''s
The Inner Civil War (New York, 1965):

Elkins's effort to use the writings of Emerson as if they were
the conclusions of his generationand culture have fa:equently
led to a misunderstanding of both Emerson and other thinkers
of the perk:U. Comparisons of Ralph Waldo Emerson and
Mann are generally rather superficial as in Howard Mutmford
Jones's edition, Emersbn,on Education (New York; 1966) pp.

. 19-23. For a more informative analysis which concerns the
dilemmas associated with nineteenth century careers; see;,,
Henry Nash Smith, "Emerson's Problem Of Vocation," in ,

Emerson: A Collection of Critical* Essays, <edited by Milton
Konvitz and Stephen Whicher (Englewood N. J., 1962),
pp. 60-71.

Lawrence Cremin (ed.), The epublic and the School: Horace Mann
on The Education of Fre Men-(New York, 1957); p. 87. The
quotation is taken from Mann's Twelfth Annual Report to the
Board of Education of Massachusetts (1848).

19Life of Horace Mann, p. 142.
20There is an enormous literature on Horace, Mann, the great bulk of

it is terribly repetitious. See: Clyde( S. King, Horace Mann,
1796-1859: A Bibliography (Dobbs Ferry, New York, 1966).,

. 'Refer to Footnote #1 for an explanation of the generational split.

Ps.

21
Amory Dwight Mayo, Horace Mann and the American Common School

(Washington, 1898), p. 722. This essay was reprinted as a
separate pamphlet.' Originally it was Chakter, 15.of the Report
of the U. S. Commissiciner of Education for.1896-97. Mayo's

A *iewpoint well represents that of his generation of professional
schoolmen.
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22
Ibid.

23
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These notions.are true even in the authors who were nct native to
New Englanql_and who could notice- some limitations to Mann's
work. Even these accounts feel obliged to end their assess-
ments of his work on the positive side. See:. B. A. Hilisdale,
Horace Mann and the. Common School Revival in the United ..

States (New York, 1898), esp. pp. 142-144:

24Mayo, Horace Mann, p. 723. See also Life of Horace Mann, p. ,10.
.;- 25

_ Albert E. -Winship, Horace Mann, The Educator (Boston, .1896), p. 5.
While Winship (1845-1933) belonged to a third. generation
schoolmen and Mayo (1823-1909) to the secbnci, the diffeience
in their accounts are merely idiosyncratic.

26
Ibitl.

27
.

In oneof his important lectures repeated.ofthn to many Public audiences,'
Mann asserted: "Whatever there is of law, of order,. of duty,
in these works of God, or in the progressive conditions of the,
race, all have their spiritual counterparts within him [the man
of special preparation] By. tracing the rations between
causes and effects, he' acquires a kind of prophetic vision d
power; for,. by conforming to the unchanging laws of Nature,
he enlists her .in his service, and she works with him in ful-
filling his prediction." 'Horace Mann, "Special Prepat'ation a
Prerequisite to. Teaching," Educational Writings, Vol. 11, p. 113.

Jonathan Messerli, "Horace 'Mann's, Childhood: Myth and Reality, "
Educational Forum, 30 (January; 1966), pp. 167-168. See also:

-Jonathan Messerli, ."Horace Marin: The Eaxly Years; 1796-1837,"
(Unpublished. Ph. D. dissertation, Harvard' University-1963).

29Donald -M. Scott, "Making It in Ante-Bellum America: Young Men
and Their Careers, 1820-1860, " Paper Delivered to the Orga.niza-
tion)of American Historians, New Orelans,' Louisiana, April 17,
1971: See also: William E. Bridges, "Family Patterns and
Social Values,.(1825-1875), " American Quarterly 17 (Spring,
1965), pp. 3-11.
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30Horace Mann to Charlotte Messer, September 15,- 183O, Mann
Papers, Massachusetts Historical Society, quoted in Messer li,
Mann: The Early Year', p. 145, footnote #2.

,

31 r

David F. Allmendinger, Jr. ," "New England Students and the Reyo-
lution in Higher Education, " History of Education-Quarterly,
11 (Winter, 1971). Many other features of Mann's car'eer
suggest great cakulation. E. I. F. Williams's bio&raphy
provides most of such evidence, but he never draws any in-
ferences which tarnish the older .Version of Mann's humanita-
rianism, "the opposite of oak:u lated self-interest. See Willi-
'ams's discussion of why Mann might have selected Litchfield
Law School, Mrs. Clarke's boarding houSe Or Dedham Mass.
as thetown suitable for beginning a career in the laW. Horace
Mann: Educational Statesman (NeW York, -1937), pp. 30, 34,
& 50;

32William Mowry, Recollections of a New England Edu*eato,, 1838-4908,
(New Yotki, .1908), p. 3., See also: George B. Emerson, Remi-
niscences of an Old Teacher (Boston, 1878), which was serial-
ized in the New Englancyourn'al of Education previous to its
publication in book form; the editors of this serial explicitly
urge scrutiny of Emerson's experience to learn how one teach.-
:er.became.successful. -New England Journal..of, Educa iqn,
(January 29; 1876), p. 55. David N. Camp,. Reminiscences
of a Long and Active Life (New Britain, 1917); Edward Eggleston,
Hoosier Schoolmaster (New. York,, 1961, 1st ed. -nil); Edward
Everett Hale,. New England Boyhood and Other Bits of Autobio-
graphy (Boston, 1900).

33Life of Horace Mann, p. 73.

341n his contribution to the advice literatttre, Mann had written: ''Free
agency necessitates the possibility of perdition; moral compul-
sion, indeed, may save from ruin; but compulsion abolishes
fredm.
Embued, then with these immortal and energetic capacities
to soar or sink; with these heights of glory above him, and this
abyss of wretchecinesS below him; witherward shall a young ;Ilan
set his face, and how shallphe order his steps?" Thoughts for
a_YoUng Man, Monthly Litera.ry Miscellany Vo126, Pamphlets
on Educa4on [University of,, Wisoonsin Collection], p..194.,,
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35
Ibid., p. 80.

36Firt Annual Report of the of the Board of Education of
Massachusettq (1837) in Mann, Educational Writings; Vol. 41,
p. 425. , 4

387

Life of Horace Mann, p. 80.
38Cremin, The Republic Sand the School sustains the conception te

Hcirace Mahn as a "philosopher" of education by editing out
all but the'generalized conclusions of his reports. By cori-

"

trast, the reports theniselves must be seen for their argu-
ment, since Mann developed thein as legal briefs. There was
an underlying coherence to. Mann's. thought but the kind' of ex-
plicit correlation of fundamental assumptions, essential to
philosophy, is, missing from his viritings.

39In Horace Mann's very popular add'ress and essay, Thoughts for a
-Young Man, first published tn,.1850-; several of these terms
are used. Competency a.nd'aptness are among his favorite
words when discussing the improverhent of teachers irhis
Annual Reports (1837-1848)-.- Below the synonym "balance"
is found in the first mentioned essay and discussed. Career

CA ":1',As. `"hold" was a. prominent Idea 'fri.the 'experience:of
men aspiring to the minist, in Donald Scottl;s "Making It in
Ante-Bellum Ainerica."

40 .

Horace Mann, A. Few Thoughts for a Young Man (Boston; -18).
The copy I used was a popularizedwersiOn reprinted in the
Monthly Literary Miscellany. It isb91.1i. the Pamphlets
on. Education in the Memorial Library, Univer0.ty of Wiscori-
sin, Madison. Forthe several v-ilions, see King, Horace
Mann, p. 23:

41Ibid.

42Life of Horace Mann, p. 67.

43See his own accounts of the shifts into Congress out the.re-
maining term left by the death of John Quincy Adams or else
the move to the presidency of Antioch College. In both these
cases, and others as well, one finds much deliberation with
friends without whose, insistence Manp quite likely would not
have accepted.' Note also his public discussion of his doubts
before acceptance as his means of making terms,-- in the one
case with a political pailim4gn the, other with a religious
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sect. Each of these cases resembles his private negotia-
tions with Edmund Dwight, a prominept Boston businessman,
in which he states his terms, one of which is a unanimous -

vote for him a the candidate for the Secretaryship.° See
Life of Horace Mann, p. 79.

44Thomas K. Becher. wrote a classic, confidential recommendation
for a 'acher to Henry Barnard: "She has taught a district
school one term, and has assisted in an academy for some
months. She has nerve and perseverance enough to bear un-
usual.responObility, while in tier estimate of herself she ex-
hibits a self7distrust which in m estimation is more reliable
than showy strength and confide ce." Thomas K. Beecher to
Henry B3rnard, April 4, 1850, henry Barnard Papers, N.Y. U.

45This characteristic did not :pertain simply to schOolmen. Were one
to examine the best of this kind of writing, one might turn to
T,horeauts Walden On the one hand or to The Eduction of Henry
Adams on the other. Both these works as higIlly individualized
adconnts-tell, little about the personal subjects ;except in so, far
as their problems coincide with the larger oiles of their so-
ciety and culture.

. , ,6 - ,
"'-' f7,ci E'rn,,itrfOocb.-SiOna private referefideS schoolmen specifiedfexplicitly:hofv,wr,..-

nothing failed to succeed like success. Ariel Pari, Principal
of Springfield (Massachusetts) High School (1844-J885), expres-

d this occupational discomfort this way: "Having fully dis-j
ch rged my duty in assisting to give this place\ [Springfield
H. S.] a thoroughly' organized system of public schools;
(The school under my immediate charge no longer giviriglme
scope for action, as it has to bring it to its present condition,
the inducements to me for remaining here are less than here-
tofore, except so far as my own ease is concerned), --
my preference is to spend whatever of vigor of age may be con-
tinued to me on a broader field if Providence shall see fit to
open one for me to occupy." (His italics). Letter to Hon.
Loren P. Waldo; Trustee of Connecticut State Normal School,,
October 12, 1852 in Henry Barnard Papers, N. Y. V. Barnard
and Waldo had made overtures to Parish concerning the Connecti-
cut Normal School principalship.
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William A. Alcott, "Missionariees of Education, " American Annals
of Education and Instruction, 7 (April, 1837), pp. 161-162,
N. A. , "District School Missionaries, American Annals of '
Education and Instruction 8 (January, 1835), pp. 22-23,
(February, 1838), pp. 71-75.

o

48
Horace Mann, "Mea.ns and Objects of Common School Education,

Educational Writings, Vol. II, p. 40.
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Some educators; like James G. Carter in Lancaster, Massa-
chusetts,. and the Reverend Samuel Read Hall in Andover,
Massachusetts, opened privately supported teacher training
institutions during the 1820's and 1830's. While they prompt-
ed much discussion, suck schools provided their most last-

\ ing contribution by their failures. Private suppbrewas in-
sufficient basis for such enterprises. The second major model

4, of teacher training was the department for this purpose annexed
. ,

to flOurishing academies; generally in New York. Like the
private institutions devoted solely to teacher training, these
departmental appendages seldom survived beyond the 1830's.
The introduction of the state-supported normal school repre-
sented a qualitatively different level of professional aspira-

, tion but not an essentially different kind of institution.from .

its earlier counterparts. The 'effectiveness of the aspiration
in professional circles can be measured by the extent to which
problems of teacher training distracted schoolmen froth their
original conern, the °reform of the common school. In a seise,
the emergence of professional institutions served tb postpone
for several decades the transformation of elementary instruction.

See: Paul H. Mattingly, "Professional Strategies and New Eng-
land Educators, 1825-1860" (M.adison,_ Wis.: Unpublished doctoral
dissertation, Universityiof Wisconsin, 1968), especially /Chapter
II: see also: WillardS.,Ellsbree, The American Teacher:/ Evolution of a Profession in a Democracy (New York: World

. Publishing Company, 1939); Merle Borrowmdn, The Liberal
and Technical in Teacher Education (New York: Teachers Col-
lege Press, 1956); and Ellwood rson Cubbserley,- Public
Education in the United States ( ge, Massachusetts:
Riverside Press, 1919, rev. ed. 62).

2 %

Vernon Mangun, The American Normb1 Sahool (Baltimore: Warwick
& York, Inc., 1928), pi 135.
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3The origins' the teachers' institute remain disputed. Since. the
most au oritative work in educational history in this period
is still Henry Batnard's,American Journal of Education (32
vols.), I have merely followed the example ofmost writers
on institutes and have assumed that Barnard's claims' to have
been the originator are genuine. The most tritrough; historical
account of the teachers' institute is: "Teachers' Institutes:
Connecticut; New York; Rhode Island; Ohio; Massachusetts,"

_American Journal of Education, 15 (September 1865), pp. 387-
414. 'Also extremely thorough but from the point of view of
those who claim the institute originated in New York is:
Samuel N. Sweet, Teachers' Institutes, or Tempotary,Ndtmal
Schools: Their Origin and Progress (Utica, N. Y.: H. H.
Hawley & Company, 1848). Whatever the origin, the teachers'
institute, like so many other educatiohal institutions ih this
period, ultimately assumed the characteristics' off, the New
England model. Even if Barnard was not the creator of the
institup, he was the commanding figtii-e in its development
and ,influenc e

4, Teachers' Institutes: Connecticut, " American Journal of Education,
15 (September 1865), p. 388.

5
'Henry-Ba.rnard (ed.), Normal School's, 'and Other IhttitutionS; Agen-

cies and Means Designed for the Professional Educati*of
Teachers (Hartford: Case, Tiffany and Company, 1851), p. 76.

6In addition to previously mentioned works, see: M. A. Newell,
"Contributions to the History of Normal Schools in the United
States," in Report of the U. S. Commissions f of Education,

II1898-1899, (Washington, D. C.: Governm nt Printing Office,
1900), p. 2295:

7Sweet, Teachers' Institutes, p. 128.
8Letter bf Emma Willard to S. R. Sweet, November 19, 1847, in ibid.,

pp. 128-136.

9, 'Teachers' Institutes: Connecticut, " American Journal of Education,
15 (September 1865), p. 388.
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.10

Horace Marin, Ninth 'Annual Report of the Secretary to the Board
° of Education of Massachusetts, 18454Boston, 1846), pp.

43-49. 9 Q . ...'

. 11
Letter of Emma Willard November 19, 1847, if Sweet, Teach-

ers' Institutes, pp. 130.
12

See, for example: Wilson Smith, Professors and Public Ethicsv
Studies of Northern Moral Philosphers before the Civil War

\ (Ithaca, N. Y.: Cornell University Press,, 1,956). The parti-)
cular kind' of moral character embodied in the president of the
institution played a singular part in Barnard's own evaluation da>

of schools. In a striking passage from his travel journal
(ax tually letters to'his brother, Chaundey), sometime be-
tiiireen February and March 1833; Barnal-d- described his visit
to Georgetown University, the oldest Catholic instit of
higher education in the United States. After an extensive tour

- of the library (15,000), Which was extremely large for tY
period, and all its scientific facilities by the institution's presir
dent; Reverend Thomas F. Mulledy, Barnard could snot help
expressing approval. Nevertheless, the 'character of the insti-
tution, hbweirer scientific ,and extraordinary, .did not derive
from the technical facilities of the school? "The discipline
of the college, "lBarnard observed: "is very strict;:.and were
it not for its Catholic-A-gm, would be a very eligible situation
for a, youth from 12 toy 17. The situation of the- college is de-
lightful; I can't imagine anything finer." Thispassage is taken
from Henry BarnardoCThe Smith Atlantic Sfates in 1833, as
Seen by a New. Engl<ander, " Bernard Steiner (ed.) Maryland
Historical Maezihe, 13 (September 1918,

/

gyp. 289.

13Swe-stiaehers' Institutes, p. 129.
14For a perceptive examination of the relation between poverty and

piety in this period,, see: David F. Allmendinger, Jr., "Indi-
gent Students and Their Ipstituttons, 1800-1860" (Madison
Wis. : Unpublishled doctoral dissertation, University of Wiscon-
sin, 1968).

15Sweet, Teachers institutes, p. 131.
,, ....

16Henry Barnard, Report to the Regents of-Normal Schools on the Teach-
. ers' Institutes, Held in Wisconsin in 859 in Henry Barnard (ed.),

Papers for the Teacher (New York, 1860), p. 12.
C..
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17For an excellent analysis of revivals .in terms of their conc,eptual
and institutional ramificatigns during this period, see: Donald'
M. Scott, "Watchmen on the Walls of Zion: Evangelicals and
American Society, 1800-1860" (Madison, Wis.: Unpublished
doctoral dissertation, University of Wisconsin, 1968), Also
illuminating-in this regard is: William G. McLoughlin's Intro-
duction to his edition of Charles Grandison Finney,' Lectures
on.Revivals, of Religion (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University
Press, 1960).

18
Recently some of the most interesting history being written about

educational problems triesto account for the lack of contro-
versy in nineteenth-century discussions of common school re-
form. See: Jonathan Messerli, "Coqroversy and Consensus
in Common Schppl Reform, " Teachers College. Record (May
1965), pp. -749758; Michael Katz, The.Irony of Early School
Reform (CambOdge,. Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1968);
Albert Fishlow, "The American Common School Revival: Fact
or Fancy"

'in
HenryRozofsky (ed..), Industrialization in Two

Systems: Essays in Honor of Alexander Gersehenkron (New
York: John Wiley and Sons,. 1966). 0 The-ba:sic omission ina.11
these works, however,' is the failure to account for the moral
dynamic and religious underpinnings which set the context, for

O. la IIv -all discussions of educational and social reform before the ,-.3 .1 4 1- V,

Civil War.
19

William Russell, Suggestions on Teachers' Institutes (Manchester,
N. H.: W. H. Fisk, 1852), p. 33.

20Ibid. I
21Sweet, T achers, Institutes, p. 131.
22The very erm, :'institute, assumed a special meaning and usage in

the e = rly nineteenth century. The peculiarity of this meaning
sugg4.stis mutt; about the concern at this time for effective,
educational techniques. Until the nineteenth century, accord-
ing to the Oxford English Dictionary, an institute referred to
a digest of the elements of a subject, perhaps like John Calvin's
Institutes of the Christian Religion or in America Noah Webster's
Grammatical Institute. Dui-ing the early decades of the nine-
teenth century an institute began to refer to the agency for
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systematizing and disseminating such a &test. In this
transits n,, the word retained several of its former implica-
tions, namely, the delinealion of a specific body of material
or subject, ,the association with,public service, and the inti-
mation of transmitting practical rather than philosophical
knowledge. 'The nineteenth-century version of the institute,
especially in reference to mechanics' institutes, manual la-
bor institutes, or scientific' institutes, like the Franklin Insti-
tute (1842), Marietta Institute (1831), Oneida InstitUte (1827),
and Rensselaer Polytechnic' Institute (1824) 'and most of all,
the Smithsonian (1846), took on the added meaning of trans-

, milting not onlypractical knowledgd but al4o practical skills.
Even among those instituteslhat did not teach practieal skills,
the designation connoted the immediate and constructive appli-
cation of certain-principles. This characteristic pertains es-'
pecially to the major educational association of this period,
the American. Institute of Instruction (1830). At all points,
too, an institute retainedits etymological meaning of "founding",
"initiating, " andmoriginating"; it inevitably was lied to
innovative or experimental effdrts.

23
Professor Noah Porter, Prize Essay on the Necessity and Means of

Improving the Common Schools of Connecticut (Hartford: Ca Se,
Tiffany and Company, 1846). This essay was republished by

'" Barnard as soon as he became editor of the Connecticut Comrrion
School Journal for the second time in 1850. The entire Con-
necticut Common School Journal can be found in the Alitterican
Periodicals on Microfilm Series, Reels 789, 790, 791. .The
processor of this series is University Microfilmp, Inc., Ann
Arbor, Michigan.

Francis Wayland, "Progress of Education for Iheltiast Twenty-
Five, Years, " Lectures and Proceedings of the 4merican Insti-
tute of Instruction, 25 (Boston: Ticknor and Fields, 1855).

Horace Mann, Ninth Annual Report of the Secretary of the Board
of Education of Massachusetts, 1845 (Boston, 1846), pp. 43-49.

f

Nathan Lord, quoted in "Teachers' Institutes::'.Ohio, " American
Journal of Education, 15, (September 1865), p. 403. See also:
Henry Barnard (ed. ), "Progress of Education in Other States:
OhiO: Teachers' Institutes, " Journal of the Rhode Island Insti-
t te of Instruction, 1 (April 1, 1846), Extra No. 10, p. 133.
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Sweet, Teachers' Institutes, pp. 36ff and 78ff.
24"Teachers Institutes: Connecticut," American Journal of Educa-

tion, 15 (September 1865), p. 394. 'Barnas Sears was not
specifically mentioned in this article, but since he was in 1848
the highest educational officer of the-state, I have assumed
the title "Superintendent" referred to him, Some confusion
about this point has been added by a footnote on the page, as
serting that Henry Bariiard,- though at the time head of the

-common school system of Rhode Island, actually wrbte the
reports of the Superintendent of Connecticut's school system
between 1845 and 1849. During these years Btlrnas Sear was
Superintendent of the School Fund of Connecticut. Between
the elimination of the office of Commissibner of Corectiout
common Schools in 1842 and the creation of.a state s`uperin-
tendency in 1850 (both 'offices held by Henry Barnard) there
was no state superintendent of common schools in the state.

25Russell, Suggestions on Teachers' Institutes, p. 7 a .

26Henry Barnard; Report to the Regents of Normal Schools on the
, Teachers' Institutes. Held in Wisconsin in 1859, 5n Henry

Barnard led.), Papers for the Teachers, p. 12.
27Teachers' associations had begun to be established in the late 1840's

and a decade later nearly all the states that looked to New Eng-
land as an educational guide had established them. They were'

_distinguished from the institutes by their shorter meetings of
one- or two -days duration, by holding their meetings in the
cities where they maintained a central office and an official
journal, and by the parliamentary rather than pedagogical
nature of their proceedings. In addition, they were directed
entirely by practicing teachers rather than by a mixture of
educators and established, ,influential citizens of thestate who
often belonged to professions,other than teaching. They were,
much less,than the institutes, arms of the educational policy
of the state yet received substantial government subsidies for
their operation.

28
0

For a more thoro discussion of this distinction and the significance
of thete changes, see especially. Chapters 2 and 4, in my own
dissertation, already mentioned. See also: Stuart G. Noble,
"From 'Lectures on School-Keeping' to 'Introduction to Educa7
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tion,'" School andSociety, 23 (June 26, 1926), pp. 793-802.
29Among other references, see: Cubberley, Public Education in

Drifted States, and Ellsbree, The American Teacher.
30

David Nelson Camp, Report of the Superintendent of Com'inon
Schools to the General Assembly, May Session, 1857-).867
(Hartford and New Haven, 1858-1868). In addition to these
state reports the appropriate portions Of each issue, usually
the section called "Miscellany," in the Connecticut Common
Sc'hoQl Journal( and The Massachusetts Teacher, wer3b con-
sultecl for' the generaliza.tioris in this paragraph.

31ThOmas Woody, "David Nelson Camp," Dictionary of American
Biography, 3 (New York, 1929), pp: 441-443; David Nelson
Camp, Reminiscences of a Long and Active Life (New Britain,

.
Conn., 1917). See also: David Nelson Camp, "Reminis:cqnces.
of Henry Ba.rnard," in Bernard Steiner, Life of Henry 14rnard,
United States E3ureau.of Ed cation Bulletin, No. 8 (Washington,
D. C.: United States GoveMment Printing Office, 1919),
Appendix.

32Merle Curti, "Henry Barnard, The Social Ideas of American Educa-
tors. (Patersdn, New Jersey: Littlefield,- Adams,, and,Company,z
1935, rev. ed. 961), pp. 139=168.

33Canip, Reminiscences, p. 10.
34

Barnard, Normal Schools, pp. 15-16.
7

35," Teachers'.Institirtes," American Journal of Education, 15 (Sep-
tember 1865), pp. 387-414; "Charles Northend, " Dictionary
of American Biography, 13 (pp. 564-565; Bently
Fowle," Dictionary of American Biography, 6, pp. 561-562;
Fciwleia enthusiasm for the institutes took the form of a 'manu-
arfor institute organization and operation, The Teachers'
Institute, Or Familiar Hints to Young Teachers (Boston:
William B.' Fowler, 1847), "James B. Thom6on: President
of the New York State Teachers' Association," American Jour-
nal of Education, 15 (September 1865), p. 487; "Asa Dearborn
Lord: President of the Ohio State Teachers' Association,"
American Journal of Education, 16 (March 1866), pp. 607-608;
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for William S. Baker,. sger John Philbrick, "Henry. Barnard,"
-Connec-ticut Common School Journal and Annals rof, Education,
N.S. '- 2 (January 1855), p. 72, and "The SecOnd Annual Re-
port of the Executive Committee of the Rhode Island Institute
of Instruction, " Journal of the Rhode Island Institute of In-
struction, 2 (1847)1 pp. 1.55-156q

.36
David Nelson Camp, Report of theSuperiritendent of Common Schools

to the: General Assembly, May Session, 1859 (New Have,n, 1859)
pp. 9-10. (Italics added.)

37. .

David Nelson Camp, Report of the Superintendent of Common Schools
to the GeneralAs`sembly, May Session, 1860 (Hartford, 1860).

38
David Nelson, Camp, "We-port of Lecturers and School Visitations, "

p. 113ff., in the Sixth Annual Report of the Superintendent of
Common Schools, May, 1851 (Hartford, 1&51). Appendix.

39Ibid. ;:

40Camp, eport of the Superintendent of Common Schools ... 1860.
p. 31.

41
Ibid.

42Ibid., p. 26.
43Williain Mowry, Martha's Vineyard Summer Institute (Boston:. R.

H. Blodgett and Company, 1905), p. 23.
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1 , .See: Alice Felt Tyler, Freedom's Ferme (Minneapolis, 1944).

', ,
2The

American Institute of Instruction was always given SpOial
. ,

attention even when its activitiftsgirepeated those of the state
teachers' associations after the Civil War and after it was
overshadowed by the National EducatiOnal Association, in, the
1880's and 1890's. Nevertheless,- scanty attention has been
paid by edubational historians to theInstitute's work. The
most recent substantive Mention of the Institute occurs in -

. ' Paul Monroe (ed.), Cyclopedia of Education, 1 (New York .
1911), p. 110. ' This brief article was written by Will S.

liMonroe who simply, condensed t e longer article by Alber
E. Winship on the Institute in th Proceedings of the National
Educational Association (1906), Pp. 457 -463. (An excerpt of

,- Winship's essay appears in Edgar Knight and Clifton Hall
(eds. ), 11(i)adings'in American. Educational History (New York,
1951), pp 409-412). In turn, Winship based his entire essay

, upon a cursory-check of the. Institute's v_olumes and George 13,..
Emerson's The History alid Design of the American Institute
of InstructionlBoqton, 1849). Other than a few remarks in
the Standard educational history textl:iookS, all of which draw
from these two basic accounts by Winship and Emerson, histo.-
rians have simply followed the example of the Institute's later
presidents, repeating the same names and same sentiments
about the unique contribution of this organization.

. ..
3
These generalizations are based upon data drawn primarily from

Allen Johnson (ed.), Dictionary of American Biography, 22
vols. (New York, 1929), from innumerable references in
Henry Barnard's American Journal of Education, 31.'vols.,
1854-1881 and from Henry Barnard (ed. ), Memoirs of Teach-
ers. Of the one thousand two hundred and twenty-three men
who joined the Institute between 1830 and 1860,. I' have detailed
information for seventy eight and piecemeal data from other
educational, journals on an additional one hundred and-ninety-
one. While quantitatively my generalida-tions cannot be sup-
ported conclusively, this evidence must also be viewed in light
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:

of
,
the fact that a large' porkonof this biographical data per-

tains to the founders,00fficers 'and most active participants
of the, Institute during' these three decades.' Further'research;
I do not feel, would substantially modify the assertions which
I make here and "efsewhere in this chapter. ,

. .
- See'alscog H. K." Oliver, "George BarreltEmerson," Lectures

and Proceedings' of The American IriStitute of Instruction, 52
(Boston, 1882), pp'. 290-296.

.
14.

George S. Hilliard, Life, Letters and Journals Of,George 'Ticknor,
1 (Boston, 1876), passim. See also: David B. , Tyack, George
Ticknor and,the Bolton Brahmins (cambridge, Mass., 1967)..

For a thorough description of this crisis and ,the 139ston schools, see:
Mary Ann Connolly, "The Boston Schools, .n the-New Republic, ).
1776-1840, 'Unpublished Ph. D, dissertation, Harvard Univer-
sity, 4963. .

-6
Life, Letters and Journals of George Ticknor, I, p. 23. In July, 1814

'Tickndr:wrote to alawyer friend: "The whble to-LIT MEurope
I Consider a sacrifice of enjoyment to improvement. I value. it
only in proportion to the great means and inducements it will

L.- afford me to study -:not men, ,butbooks.,,Wherever,I establish
myself; it will be only with, View to labor; and wherever I stay,
- even if it be but a we I shall, I hope, devote rnygelf to
some study, many more ours in the day than I do at home."
See also in this same connection: William R. Taylor, Cavalier
and Yankee: The Old South and the American National Character
(New York, 1961), pp. 31-51.

[George Ticknor], "Art. X. -- Letters to William Prescott, L. L. D:,
on the Free School of Ne'v England, with Remarks upon the
Principles of Instruction. By James G. Carter. 8 vols.,
p:. .123. Boston. Cummings, Hilliard, and Co., 1824, " North -

American Review, 19 (October, 1824), p. 451. Verification of
authorship for this essay may be found in Tyack, George Ticknor,
p. 206.

8
Connolly, "Boston Schools, " p. 225 & p. 143.

William Russell, Manual of Mutual instruction: consisting of Mr.
Fowles Direction for Introducing in Common Schools the Im-

.
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proved System Adopted in the Monitorial School; E,oston, with
an Appendix, containing pome considerations in favor of the
moditorkal methcLd, and a sketch of its progress, embracing-
49. view of its adaptation fo instruction in Academies; prepara.-
"tory seminaries, and collegr (Boston, 1826), Apperq.x 75.

10
Quotedin Martin Green, The -Problem a Boston (New York; 1966),

ir
11 '$

6,._ - -
' . George Ticknor, Remarks on G an es Lately Proposed or Adopted

in\Harvard University (Boston, 1.925), p. 36. For a further dis-
cussion of Ticknor's reforms at 'Harvard, see: R. Preeinan
Butts, The College Charts Its Course (New York, 1939), especial-

--L
ly pp. 917,108.

12
. Ticknor, Remarks, p. 45. One must take care to avoid interpret-

ing Ticknor's insistence upon "thorough" education and syste-
matic instruction as rigid and overbearing. It may well have

iiibeen so in effect, but in intent Ticimor believed eac student
became, in proportion as his studies were orderly, ore self-
possessed and individual. At several points his support of the..
monitorial system proved an instance of this belief. While
many criticized monitorial instruction as mechanized, if not
debilitating, and Militaristic, Ticknor and others such as William

'1 ''''' . ':i '-'''Ingtell 'insisted the opposite. ---1The-y felt that oray witha'partrou,-?- ,,,i!
lar kind of departmentalization could sufficient attention be given
by an instructor to detail when teaching large groups. This same
attitude was evident also in Ticknor's explanations of depart- _

. mentalization in his Remarks apropos Harvard University.
13ibieci

14Alexis de Todqueville, "Conversation with Mr. Latrobe, 30th Octo-
ber, 1831, ".Non-Alphabetical Notebooks 2 and 3, in Journey to
America, trans. by George Lawrence and edited/by J. P. Mayer
(New Haven, 1962), p. 78.

15,

16

'The American Institute of Instruction, " _American Journal of Educa-
tion, edited by Henry Barnard, 2 (July; 1956), p. 22.

George Ticknor], "Proposals for Forming a Society of Education,
American Journal of Education, edited by William Russell, 1
(January, 1826), pp. 486-487. Evidence of Ticknor's author-
ship in this untitled essay is given in "The American Institute
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17
Ibid.

43k,

of Instruction, "
Henry Barnard,

401
o.'44

American Journal ofiEducation, ledited 1;y°
2 (Jul;., 1856), p°. 22.

o

18,
" The Ameridan Institute bf Instruction, " American Journollof Educa-

tion, /31.22.
19Ibid.

20Ibid. Although he does not appear to have been among the actual
founders of the American Institute,of Insttuction, Ticknor
'nevertheless joined the association in 1832 and in that year
delivered before the membership his lecture, "The Best
Methods for Teaching the Living Languages." His interest
in the work of the Institute iYanecessarily cut= short after he ,

resigned the Smith Professorship at HaritiAl and in Mar6h,
1834 left for Europeand several years travel abroad. Life
and Letters. of George Ticknor, p. 401.

'Lectures to Teachers)" American Journal of Education and Monthr-
ly Lyceum, edited by William C. Woodbridge, N. S. 1 (July,
1830), P. 315.

22
Ibid;. -Sedalso the account in the,Preface to.the,firssit.volurne, t

The Lectures and Proceedings of the American Institute of In-
struction, Written by George B. Emerson.

21,

23
"The American. Institute of Instruction, " American Journal of Educa-

tion, pp. 23-2.5.
24

Ibid. These biographical remarks are taken from The Dictionary of
American Biography edited by Allen. Johnson and from Henry
Barnard's Aerican Journal of Education a_ s well as the same
educator's Memoirs of Teachers.

25 -sThe details in this and the previous paragraph'were drawn from the
account of the Institute's proceedings for the first decade of
its histo These proceedings area located in published form
with the ociation's annual volumes.
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26

For biographical information of these individuals, see: The
-Dictionary, of American Biography.

27
Lectures and Proceedings of the American Institute of Instruction,

1 (1831), Preface. This statement of purpose was written by
George Emerson.

28
[Ticknor] "Proposals,' p. 487.

291
'Constitution of the American Institute of Instruction, " Lectures

and Proceedings of the American Institute of Instruction, 1
(1831).

30
The monthly salary of district schoolmasters in this period ranged

widely. The lowest salaries of about two dollars per month
were usually paid to women, although many male instructors
did not faiernuch better. Outside the city and large towns
a male instructor rarely received more than twelve to four-
teen dollars per month. See; for example: William' Alcott,
Confessions of a Schoolmaster. _

31[Ticknor], "Proposals," p. 485.
32 .

he actual breakdown of the first meeting in 1830 was as follows:
6 &-from Boston,' 116 from non-Bostoff-Tftssachusettsr12-from
Maine, 10 from New Hampshire, 13 from New York, one from

_ Maryland, 4 from. Vermont, 3 from Connecticut, 6 from Rhode
Island, 9 from Pennsylvania, 2 froin Ohio, one from New Jr-
sey, one from France, 3 from South Carolina, one from Teh-
nessee, one from Michigan, one from Kentucky, and one from
Virginia. For the next five to seven years the annual increase
of the American Institute of Instruction's membership, at least
with respect to the New England states, retained these propor-
tions. The total membership of the first meeting was 250;
however, the Ingtitute would not again admit as many new mem-
bers in a single meeting until 1877. Many members who did
attend the first meeting did not register in that year but later.
The actual membership lists for that reason are not exactly
accurate. See: "The Members of the American Institute of
Instruction from 1830 to 1877," The Lectures and Proceeding
of, the American Institute of Instruction, XLVII (1878), Appen-
dix, pp. 3-61.

N
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33All the meetings between 1830 and 1836 were held in Boston.
The-number of new members for each of these years was as
follows: 1810 - 256; 1831 - 85; 1832 - 58; 1833 - 32; 1834 - 33;

42, 1835 - 34; 1836 - 38. "The Members of the American Insti-
tUte of Instruction from 1830 to 1877," Appendix 3-61.

The actual number of new members in 1837 was 40.

35Charles Northend, The-Annals of the American Institute of Instruc
tiOn 1330-.1883 (New Britain, Conn., 1884), passim..

36See: The members of the American Institute of Instruction, Appen-
dix 3-61.

37
The actual number of new members who joined at this 1849 meeting

in Montpelier, Vermont, was 73.
38

See Chapter ILL
39Northend, Annals,' passim.
40

William Russell, "SuggestionsRegarding the. Operations of the
American Institute of Instruction," The Lectures and Pro-

-`1'"*"-c-eedin'is of the `American InStitufe- of Instruction, 27 (1857)';
pp. 140-148.

41
Allen Oscargilansen, Early Educational Leadership in the Ohio Val-

ley: A Study of Educational Reconstruction through the Western'
Literary Institute and College of Professional Teachersp1829-
1841 (Bloomington, Ill., 1923), and Carl Bode, The American

}Lyceum.Lyceum.
42 See-the statiStical Tables in Burritt, Professional Distribution of

College and University Graduates and Alimendinger, "Indigent
Students and Their Instiations."

43
Cubberley, Public Education in the United States, p. 376, 384-257.

44"The Members of the American Institute of Instruction, " Appendix
3-61.

45
'Northend, Annals, passim. For more detail about the events than

Northend's handy account gives, see the annual proceedings for
the respective years.

60412-
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46

George B. Emerson, Reminiscences of an Old Teacher (Boston,
1878); Papers of George B. Emerson, Massachusetts Histo-
rical Society, Boston; Henry K. Oliver, "George B. Emer-
son, " Lectures and Proceedings of the American Institute of
Instruction, 52 (1882), pp. 290-296; Barnard, Memoirs' of
Teachers, ipp. 333-342.

47°
Ibid.

48Charles Northend, "Biographical Sketches of the Deceased Mem-
° bers, " Lectures and Proceedings of the American Institute

of Instruction] 5,2 (1882), rip. 297-299.
V.

49Barnard, Memoirs of Teachers, p. 341.
50,

'Presidents of the American Institute of Instruction, " American
Journal of Education, ed. by Henry Barnard, 15 (June, 1865)
p. 214.

51
Barnard; Memoirs of Teachers, pp. 218-226; "Presidents of the

American Institute of Instruction, " American Journal of Edu-
cation, p. 214. a

52
Ibid.

53Thomas Cushing, Historical Sketch of Chauncey Hall School with
. Catalogue, 1828.- 1894 (Boston, 1895), gp. 83-179.

54
Barnard, Memoirs of Teachers, p. 220-221.

55Ellwood P. Cubberley, Readings in Public Education in the United
States (Boston, 1934), p. 230.

56Ibid.

57Emerson, Reirdniscences, pp. 66-68.
58Ibid., pp. 82-85.
59Cushing, Chauncey Hall School, p. 22.
60Gideon F. Thayer. "On Courtesy. and Its Connexion with School

Instruction," Lectures and Proceedings of the American Insti-
tute of Instruction, 10 (1841), p. 112.
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Cushing; Chauncey Hall School,

62Thayer, "On Courtesy," pp. 83-112.
63

Gideon F. Thayer, Letters to a Young. Teacher, in Henry Barnard
(ed. ), Papers fox the Teacher (New York, 1860), pp. 7-104.

405

64
Northend, Annals.

65George B. Emerson, `History and Design of the American,Insti-
bite of Instruction (Boston, 1849), pp. 3-12.

66, 'The Members of the American Institute of Instruction, Appendix
3-61.

67
These generalizations Pare based on numerous examples drawn piece-

meal from the Miscellany sections of Connecticut Common
School Journal and the Massachusetts Teacher.

68"The Members of the American Institute of InstruCtion," Appendix_
3-61.

o.

69
Northend, Annals, p. 32. In fact, President Garfield was actually

assassinated as he was about to board a train in Union Station
in Washington, D. C. for the Institute's annual meetirit.'

70Northend, Annals, p. 154.

Th
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PART-VI

"411;6

Horace Mann, "First Report of the secretary of the Board of Educe
1

cation, 1837," Educational Writings of Horace Mann, 2
(Boston, 1891), .p. 425.

2
William.RUssell, "Suggestions Regarding the Operations of the

American Institute of Instruc 'on, " Lectures and Proceedings
of the American Institute of In truction, 27*(Boston,
p. 141.

3Charles Northends The Annals of the A erican Institute of Instruction:
1830-1883 (New Britain, Cbonnecti ut: 1884), p. 60. North-
end's account makes it appear as if there is a perfect harmony
between the Institute and theMassachuseits State Teacher&
Association. Some schoolmen asserted just as 'explicitly that
the organizations represented wholly different attitudes: Rus-
sell himself declared the State organizatidiris were poimpro-
ixdsed agendies.. See: William Russell, "National Organiza-
tiorr of Teachers: An Address to the ,Convention of Teachers
of the United States ...,_Itugust 1857,Ain-the pm:pas@ of
forming a National 'Organization of Their Profession, " Pro,-
ceedings of the National Teachers Association, 1857, I (Syra-
cuse, N. Y.: 1909), p. 22.

For accountsof this split historically, see: Albert E. Winship,
"The American Institute of Instruction," Proceedings of the
National Educational Association (1906), p. 460; George H.

' Martin, The Evolution of the Massachusetts Public School Sys-
tem (New. York, 1923 [1st ed., '1N4]), ypp. 182-183; Raymond
Culver, Horace Mann and Religion in the Massachusetts Publi
Schools (New Haven, 1929); >Mary MannbgLife of Horace
pp. 244-245.

4n. a. , "American Association for the Advancement of Education, "
American Journal of Education, edited by Henry Barnard, Vol. 5;
p..857 and Vol. 25, p. 939; Will S. Monroe, "American Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Education, " Proceedings of the
National Educatiofi Association (1906), pp. 471-474; Ellwood P.
Cubberley, Public Education in the United States (Cambridge,
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1962 rev. ed. List ed. 1934]), -pp. 706 -708.

407

5 . w.

Proceedings of the National Teachers Association, 10 vols: (1857-
1869). These volumes are usually grouped as the first volumes
of the NationalEducation Association. There are only ten during
these years because no meetinks,occurred in-1861 and 1802. Al-
so they remained unpublished until 1909, until they were col-
lecte4 by C. W. Bardeen from the notes and documents of his
friend, Henry'Barnard. See also: Will S. Monroe, "The Na-
tionalVeackers AssoCiation (1857- 1870)," Proceedings of the
National Education Association .(1906), pp. 516-521.

Russell, "Suggestions," p. 143.

7lbid.

8Henry Barnard.(ed.)'"William Russell, Editor of the First Series of
the American Journal of Education, Boston, 1826-to 1829,"
yemoirs of Teachers, Educators, and Promoters.. and Bene-
Pactors of Education, Literature and Science (New York, 1861),
pp. 227-231; Dictionary of American Biography, edited by Allen
Johnson et al. (New York, 1929), pp. Munroe
(ed.), Cyclopedia of,Education; 5 (New yort, 13 [republished
by Gale Research Co., Detroit-, '1968]), r.: 7:41":

9See: William Russell, "The Duties of Teachers: _An_Addres&De-
livered Before the Associate Alumni of the Merrimack Normal
Institute ... September 4, 1850," Manchester; N. It , 1850);
"Encouragements to Teachers: An Address Before the Asso-
ciate Alumni of the Merrimack Normal Institute ... 31st August,
1853," (Manchester, N. H., 1853); "Address at the Dedication
and Opening of the New England Normal Institute at Lancaster,
Massachusetts ... May 11, 1853, " (Boston, 1853)2

10
The manuals abound and are companion pieces to the voluntary asso-

ciations' work. When the domain of the voluptary association
changed and narrowed, the manuals disappeared. Between the
ptiblication of Jacob Abbot's The Teapher (1834) and Gideon
Thayer's Letters to a Young Teacher manuals formed essential.
equipment for/the professional teacher. See: Stuart Noble,
"Froth 'Lectures on School-Keeping' to 'Introduction to Educa-
tion', " School and Society; 23 (June 26, 1926), pp. 793-802.
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As for their treatments of%chool architecture read the re-
-0 cently available re-edition of Hen Barnard's School Archi-

tecture edited by Robert McClintock as the No. 42 volume.of
the Teachers College Series (New York, 1970). Earlier than
Barnard's seminal volume the American Institute of Instruction
popularized William A. Alcott'sEssay on the Construction of
School Houses (Boston, 1832), a composition which theInstitute
awarded its earliest educhtional prize.

Russell, On Associations for Teachers; An Address de-
livered at a Meeting Held in Dorcester, on Wednesday, 8th
of September, for the Purpose of Forming an Assoc,ation, of
Teachers, for Norfolk County (Boston, 1830), p. 11.

12Russell,
"SuggeStions ... Institute, p. 144.

13
Russell,. "On Associations for Teachers," p. 12.

11biE, p. 11.
15

See ray earlier chapter, "The Contours of Unchosen Careers."
16

Ibid.
17Russell, "an Associations for Teachers, " p. 11.
18Russell, "National Organization of, Teachers, pp. 7 -8.
19

William Russell, Normal Training: The Principles and Methods of
Human Culture (Nevi' York, 1863).

20
HoWever sketchy, the only recent discussion Of George Jardine can

be found in J. J. Chambliss, The Origins of American Philo-
sophy of Education: Its Development as a Distinct Discipline,
1808-1913 (The Hague, 1968).

'21
Russell, "National Organization of Teachers," p., 19.

22
Russell's most significant work in behalf of Pestalozzi was Probably

the recruitment of Pestalozzian teachers from Europe.( In
his New England Normal Institute in the mid-1850's his faculty
boasted the Swiss teacher; Herman Krusi, Jr., whose father
was Pestalozzi's first and long-time associate, and the English
art instructor, William J. Whittaker. Also on the faculty were
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some of America's foremost proponents of INstalozii, Dana
Colburn the author of a series of Pestalozzian arithmetic
books [Paul Monroe led.), "Dana ,01burzi (1823-1859), "
Cyclopedia of Education, 2, p. 481 and Sanborn Tenney, the
author of a series of books on natural history [Charles North-
end, "Necrology: Sanborn Tenney (1827 - 1877)," Lectures'
and Proceedings of the American Institute of Instruction, 49
(Boston, 1879), PP. 71-74

See -also: Will S. Monroe, The History of the Pestalozzian
Movement in the United States (Syracuse, New York,' 1907}
and Henry Barnard (ed,) "Memoir of William Russell, "
American Journal of Education, 3 pp. 139-146; Herman Krusi,
Jr., "Sketch of the Life and Character of Pestalozzi, " Lectures
and Proceedings of the American Institute of Instruction, -24
(Boston, 1854), pp. 27-52. 4

George B. Emerson credited Warren Colburn's early text-
book on mathematics as the first Pestalozzian textbook in
America. Colburn taught in Emerson's English High School
in Boston, itself the first -school bf its kind in the United
States. There he and Emerson refined the procedures which
found their way into Colburn's mathematics books and into so

of --many American grammar schoolsy Short gra.phieslof;both ,hort b
men can be found in Henry Barnard (ed.)/ Memoirs of Teachers,
pp. 195-217 for Colburn, pp. 333-343 for Emerson...

William C. Woodbridge wrote the most scholarly account of
Pestalozzian influence before Henry Barnard (ed.) Pestalozzi
and Pestalozzianism (1863). Shortly after he succeeded
Russell [in-the early 18301s] as editor of the only English journa!l
n education:A.1e composed a series of articles on Pestalozzi's
chool at Yverdon and, more intensively, on Pestalozzi's col-

league, Phillipe de Fellenberg. Woodbridge's knowledge was
first hand, since he had spent more than three months with
both men, most-of the time with de Fellenberg at Hofwyl, in e.

Switzerland. "Memoir of William C. Woodbridge, " Memoirs
of Teachers ed. by Henry Barnard, pp. 268-280. In 1842 a
London publisher put out Woodbridge's articles as a book, Let-
ters from Hofwyl, by a parent, on the educational institutions of
de Fellenberg. See: "William C. Woodbridge," Dictionary of
American Biography, 20 pp. 484-485.
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23

Monroe, Pestalozzian Movement.
24

Fora superb analysis whi0 accounts foi- the Calvinist influence
upon Swiss and Scottish educatiori, see: Lawrence Stone,
"Literacy and Education in England, 1640-1900, " Past and
Present, No. 42, pp. 126 ff. For an excellent analysis of
Scottish ec&cation and Cl gow University during. Russell's
formative years there, s W. M. Mathews, "The Origins
and Occupations of Glas w Students, 1740 - 1839," Past and
Present, No. 33 (April, 1 66) and John Clive and Bernard
Bailyn, "England's Cultural Provinces: Scotland and America, "
William and Mary Quarterly, 3rd Ser. 11 (1959), pp. 203-207.

25 The literature on Oswego is not large: Mary Sheldon Barnes, (ed. )
The Autobiography of Edward A. Sheldon (New York, 1911);
Dorothy Rogers, .Oswego: Fountainhead of Teacher Education
(New York, 1961), pp. 44-45. Herman Krusi, Jr. went to
Sheldon's school at Oswego, N. Y. in 1862 from William
Russell's New England Normal Institute, at Lancaster, Mass.

The other experiment in using Pestalozzian educational methodS
to initiate an extensive social reform (though not an urban one)
developed through the work of William MacClure at the Owenite
community, New Harmony in Indiana...See:. .J. F. C. Harrison,

-Qttest for a New Sloral:WorldrrRobe'rtevVemand-Abd-Ovefittes
in Britain and America (New York, 1968); also, Clarence Karier,
Man, Society and. Education (Glenview, Illinois, _19,6.7), pp.
220-226; and Merle Borrowman and Charles Burgess, What
Doctrines to Embrace: Studies in the History of-American Educa-
tion (Glenview, Illinois, 1969), pp. 36-50.

26 The great majority of textbook writers, like Russell, were university
graduates. Among those men the followers of Pestalozzi more
often seem to have employed his ideas in their educational manu-
als than in practical instruction. A large number of those who
receive biographical sketches in the Cyclopedia of Education
(1913)bear out this pattern. (Textbook writers seem to have
received special consideration in that five volume work, since
their American educational historian, Will S. Monroe, was then
compiling material for his study of American textbooks. He he'd
just published his study of the Pestalozzian movement in America.)
One hundred and thirty -three American schoolmen listed here by
Monroe, over ninety percent of the American, educators included,
belonged to the American Institute of Instruction.
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See also: Ruth M. 'Elson, Guardians of Tradition (Lincoln,
Nebraskai 1964) and Clifton Johnson, Old-Time Schools and
Schoolbooks (New York, 1904).

7
Russell, "National Organization of Teachers, " p. 10.

28See.#32.' Even in his essay to the National Organization of Teachers
he attempts to use the "service-to-community" argument,
though only in his introductory remarks. The weight of his
argument rested on other factors, which forced him to discuss
relationships among institutions rather than those between an
institution and its community.

29
Russell, "National Organization of Teachers, " p. 16.

30.0ne of the few major figures who did voice alarm over the increase
of educational institutions was Philip Lindsley, long time facul-
ty member at Princeton and later president of the University
61 Nashville. Actually his objections registered fears for the
waste of resources and the un-Christian intolerance of Pro-
testant sectarianism. As in Russell's case, the problem of
diversityithough suffusing his essays and addresses, never
became the formal subject of any of his writings. See selec-
tions =per the heading, "Philip Lindsley on the Problems of

College in a Sectarian Adel' 1829,T.1WHofetatlfef ancr'Sinitli,`"!
American Higher Education, Vol. I, pp. 233-237.

31
As Undsley's own critical remarks bear witness, diversity in educa-

tional institutions was rampant. See Daniel Boorstin, "Culture
With Many Capitals: The BoosterCollege," The Americans:
The National Experience (New York, 1965), pp. 152-161.

3-2Russell,
"National Organization of TeacherS, " p. 15.

33Ibid.

Proceedings of the National Teachers Association, Vol. I, p. 14.
35Russell, "National Organization of Teachers; " p. 17.

36Ibid.

37Ibid., p. 16.

P
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Ibid.. p. 20.ral
39' p. 18..
40

Ibid.

41Louis AiassiZ (1807-1873), a noted Swiss scientist before coming
to America in 1846, served from 1847 to his death. in 1873
in Harvard's Lawrenc.e Scientific School. -He de$loped an
international reputation as'a teacher, 'wrote a farhous text-
book on'inethods for teaching natural history and founded a
summer school for teachers in 18i73 on the island of Penikese.
Cyclopedia of I,, p. 55.

Arnold Guyot (1807-1884), like Agassiz born in Switzerland
and graduated from the College of Neufchatel, had also de-
veloped a distinguished reputation as a geographer before com-
ing to America in 1848. Between his 'arrival and 1854 when
he began his thirty year tenure at Princeton, he lectured to
normal schools at the request of the Massachusetts Boa.rd.kof
Education. Also like Agassiz, Guyot wrote popular textbooks
on his special interest, geography in this case, Cyclopedia of
Education. III, p. 195.

Russell's special mention of these two Swiss scientists sug-
gests how closely he saw his work for rendering his. dm) spe- .

cial subject, . Elocution, parallel to theirs, In all three cases
the thrust of their writings and teaching was to establish'for
their respective subjects a claim for scientifiC standing: .

42Russell, "National. Organization of Teachers," p. 19.
43Ibid., p. 20.

p. 21.

45For e. shorthand view of the proceedings see Charles Northend, The
Annals of the American Institute of Instructibn. For the re-
maining twenty-five years (1883-1908) consult the Lectures
and Proceedings of the American Institute of Instruction. Edgar
Wesley's NEA: The First Hundred Years:. The Building of the
Teaching Profession discusses few genuine educational contro-
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versies in that organization (hiring the nineteenth century.
When educators become critics in that time, generally they
are speaking to Other critics outside the NEA's membership.

46°
Before Herbert Spencer's Education: Intellectual, Moral and Phy-

sical, (1860), Russell's theory of education was the only body
of thought sufficiently coherent and systematio to merit the
term, philosophy. In many respects his thought resembled
and laid a foundatiOn for Spencer's writing which enjoyed an
extensive vogue in America, particularly-among American
teachers. For an excellent analysis of Spencer, see; Henry
D. Aiken, !'TheApostle of Evolution, Herbert Spencer (1820-
1903), " The Age of Ideology'(New York, 1956), pp. /163-182;
'Richard HofStadter, "The Vogue of Spencer," Social Dar-
winism in American Thought (Boston, 1944), pp. 31-50;
Andreas Kazamias (ed.), Herbert Spencer on Education, (New
York, 1966). Not least among the reasons for schoolmen's
attraction to Spencer was William James's later explanation
of the Englishman's popularity. "Spencei," James wrote,
"is the philosopher whom those who have no other philosopher
can appreciate." In Memories, Studies, p. 126, cited in Hof-
stadter, p. 219.

47
Proceedings of the National Teachers Association, Vol. I, p. 14;

See also: Wesley, NEA, pp. 20-24.
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rtLur Clarke Boyden, Albert Gardner Boyden and the Bridgewater
State Normal School: A Memorial Volume'(Bridgewater,
Mass., 1919), p. 25.

2
Ibid.

3In the Appendix see the graph concerning college' men who belonged
to the American Institute of Instruction. Over the 78 years
of its.existence the scale for this grouping drops slightly.
In the context of the increases over the same period in the
association and More dramatically in the teaching profession
as a whole, the college men compose a progressively narrow-

- er minority among teachers over the nineteenth century.
4See the graph on page 329.

5Albert G. Boyden, History and Alumni Record of the State Normal
School at Bridgewater, Mags., to July, 1876 (Boston, 1876),
p.. 167.

One portion of the tables in this volume shows the number of
Bridgewater graduates, first according to counties, then ac-
cording to States:

COUNTIES

Plymouth 702 Barnstable 132 Hampden 5
Bristol 381 - Suffolk 99 Franklin 4
Norfolk 250 Essex 71 Hampshire 2
Worcester 170 Nantucket 37 Berkshire 2
Middlesex 162 Dukes 14
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Massachusetts
New Hampshire
Maine

r- Rhode Island
Vermont
Connecticut
New York
Pennsylvania
New Jersey

6Rev. Samuel J. May, "Cyrus Peiree, " in Henry Barn rd (ed.) Me-
moirs of Teachers, Educators, and Promoters nd Bener")
factors of Education, Literature, and Science (1\T w York, 1861),
pp. 405-436; also, Paul Monroe (ed. ) "Cyrus Pei, ce, " dyclo-
p_edia of Education, IV, (New York, 1913), p. 62

STATES

2,301
100
85
40
15
10
11

4,
1

District of Columbia 2
Maryland
Ohio
West Virginia
Illinbis

3

1
2

Kentucky 1

Minnesota 2
Michigan 1

Colorado 1

So. Carolina 1
Alabama 1

Texas 1

CaUforia 1

Canada 1

Nova Scotia 3

Burmah J, 2
Japan 1

TOTAL 2, 324

415

71
'Samuel Phillips Newman," Dictionary of American. Bio raphy, d.

by Allen Johnson et al (New York, 1929), Vol. 13, ,pp. 466-
467. As his middle name indicated, Newman belonged to the
Phillips family which founded both Exter and Andoier acade-
mi.- es. ,

Emerson Davis, " Lamb's Biographical Dictionary of the nited
States, ed. by John Howard Brown, oston, 1900); V.so Paul
Monroe (ed. ) Cyclopedia of Education, Vol. 2, p. 258.

9
John W. Dickinson, "Historical Adaress to the Westfield Normal

Association on the Fiftieth Anniversary of the Normal, School, "
Semi-Cenennial and Other Exercises of the State Norjral
School at Westfield, June 25, 1889 (Boston, 1889), pp., 32-33,
35, 62. c ,

10Albert G. Boyden, History and Alu Record, pp. 42- 7.
11"Memoir of Rev. Samuel J. May, " American Journal of I ducation,

ed. by Henry 13arnard, Vol.. 16, p. 141.
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12

Dickinson, "Historic.al Addresk, " pp. 32-33. Dickinson was speakt
ing of David S. Rowe.

13
Charles Northend et al (eds.), "John D. Philbrick,'.' Connecticut

Common School Journal and Annals of Education 5 N. S. (Jan.,
1858), pp. 1-8; also Larkin Minton (ed.) A Memorial of the
Life and Services of John D. Philbrick, (Boston, 1887).

14F

15For John W. Dickinson, see: George Walton, "In Memoriam:
John W. Dickinson," Lectures and Proceedings of the Ameri-
can Institute of Instruction, 71 (Boston,' 1901), pp. 19-23.

or David Camp, see Chapter 3 of this study.

16
For George N. Bigelow, see; Albert E. Winship (ed.), "Diverse

Points, " Journal of Education, 26 (Sept. 1, 1887), p. 125.
17For

Dana P. Colburn, see: Albert G. Boyden, History and Alumni
Record, p. 58.

18Ibid., p. 58; also Arthur Clarke. Boyden, The History of the Bridge-
water Normal School (Bridgewater, Mass., 1933), p. 21;, and,
Paul Monroe (ed.), "Richards Edwards, " Cyclopedia of Educa-
tion, Vol. 2, p. 411. I-

19,
'William Franklin Phelps," Dictionary of American Biography, Ed.

by A. Johnson, Vol. 14, pp. 532-533; also; Rachel M. Jarrold
& Glenn E. Fromm, Time the Great Teacher : One Hundred
Years of the New Jersey State Teachers College at Trenton,
1855-1955 (Princeton, 1955), p. 11.

20Arthur C. Boyden, Histow of the Bridgewater Normal School, esp.
37 ff.

21For classic statements of this 'principle, see: Albert E. Winship
(ed.), "Politics and Pedagogy, " Journal of Education, 24
(Sept. 2, 1886), pp. 148-149; and "The Schoolmaste and Poli-
tick, " Journal of Education, 26 (Sept. 1, 1887), p. 120.

22
Arthur O. Norton (ed. ), The First State Normal School in America:

The Journals of Cyrus Peirce and Mary Swift, (Cambridge,
1926), p. 63:
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° Ibid., p. 60'.

p. 67.
25Ibid., p. 46.

MINFM.MAMO.

26 /Ibid., p. 42.
72

\ Ibid.,. p. 50.
\s

28 .

It was such illnesses and involuntary forces which compelled so
many teachers from their.professional positions. See the
commentary on this facet of the teacher's work in Chapter 3,
"The Contours of Unchosen Careers."

29
From numerous passages one senses how the ?formal restrictions

upon Peirce's official powers did not inhibit his informal.

and "suggestive" powers. One passS.ge, from,October
1840, offers an example:

II... one [of] my Pupils, after s'chool, desired leave of ab-
sence to go to Framingham. I do not like this interruption
in school matters; and mean to grant less and less favors of
this sort. If young, ladies enter the school and mean to make
teachers, efficient Teachers, they must give their minds,
hearts, and time to the Business - They must make school the
great object of their attention and of their affection. It must
be nuppermost in their souls. If they are not willing to do this,
they have not yet countered the'cost, I did not approve the
scheme, --- though I did not refuse, -- she left in TEARS."
Italics and capitals are Peirce's. Ibid., p. 59.

30
Ibid., p. 51.

31
Ibid., p. 65.

32 p. 33.
334

Cyrus Peirce to Henry Barnard, 1851, in Nortori, The First State
Normal-School; p. 283.

34
Rev. A. D. Mayo, "The Oswego Normal School, " Journal, of Educa-

tion 24 (Dec. 16, 1886), p. 391.

4
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35

See the four articles devoted to the "Liberal rts College in the
Age of the University, " History of Educa ion Quarterly 11 .

(Winter, 1971).

Dickinson,. "Historical Address, " pp. 28-29.
37Albert tG. Boyden, History and Alumni Record, pp. 112-136.
38An

analysis of the fathers' occupations of Bridgewater students in-
dicated that the clothing industry of Fall River and the shoe
manufactures of Worcester dominated the ;work of skilled labor-
ers, especially after the Civil War. See Appendix for the
complete breakdown. See also: Joseph Kett, "Growing Up In
Rural New England, 1800 - 1840," in Anonymous. Americans:
Explorations in 19th Century Social History, Ed. by Tamara
Hareven (Englewood Cliffs, N..J., 1971), pp. 1-16.

39Paul Monroe (ed.), "Military Education in the United States, " in
Cyclopedia of Education, Vol. IV (New York, 1913), pp. 238-
242. Even in 1913 West Point insisted that it was not a "war
college" and that the quality of its education rested on the
character of the men rather than the course of study.

°Albert G. Boyden, History and Alumni Record, pp. 80-95,
41

The -collegiate norms, though never flaunted, were most effectively
applied to the schdolmen's work in the first two decades of the
19th century. As other norms crept into professional agencies
like the American Institute of Instruction as well as the normal
school, Henry Barnard attempted an energetic, private effort
to establish Chairs of Education, at least at Yale, Trinity,
Brown and -Michigan. Concerning a Yale professorship, Noah
Porter to Henry Barnard, July 24, 1848; Noah. Porter to Henry,
Barnard, August 21, 1848; Noah Porter to Henry Barnard,
November 20, 1848; concerning Trinity, Rev. Thomas H. Vail
to Henry Barnard, June 28, 1828; Concerning Brown, John Kings-.
bury to Henry Barnard, May 3, 180; concerning Michigan, Dr.
Z. Pitcher to Henry Barnard, May 12, 1848. Henry Barnard
Papers, Fales C011ection, New York University.

Actually the only ckiair to materialize before the Civil War was
at Brown. The Chair of Didactics there was for teachers, was
occupied by Samuel S. Greene, and was quickly transformed
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and reorganized into the Rhode I9land State' Normal School
(3.854). Willard S. Elsbree, The American Teacher, p. 151.

For the rationale of college presidents against such chairs
in colleges, see Thomas Hill, "Remarks on The Study of
Didactics in Colleges," American Journal of Education, 15,
(1865), pp. 177-179.

42Report of the Board of Visitors, May 28, 1857.
43Arthur C. Boyden, Brielgewatiormal School, p. 32.

"Book of the Records, Vol. I (1840-185 Bridgewater Archiver,,-,
, Massachusetts State College at Bridgewater, lAridgewater., Mass.
See also: Jordan Fiore, Bridgewater and the Sciences: Thej
Record -of .the First Century. (Bridgewater, 1964), pp. 4-8.

45
See AppendiX for the Tables of Bridgewatel Normal School, 1840-

1912. The generalization is based on the general assertion
that Massachusetts taught more males in their normal schools
than any other state. According to one history (Richard Boone,
Education in the United Sates (New York, 1889), p. 379), "after
twenty years' experience in Massachusetts with four normal

-schools4in.1886];eightyr seven...peraent. of the- students 3V.
found to be women." In that year Bridgewater,4ts percentage
of women students increasing erratically, enrolled 80% females.
See also: Amy Bramwell & H. U. Hughes, The Training of 4

Teachers in the United States (London, 1894); p. 147.

Richard Edwards, "Memoir of Nicholas Tillinghast, " in History
and Alumni Record, pp. 47-48. Equally practical minded,
Marshall Conant, the second principal at Bridgewater, used a
similar set of norms to describe his work. Marshall Conant
to William F. Phelps., Dec. 26, 1856. Bridgewater Archives,
Massachusetts.State College at Bridgwater, Bridgewater,
Massachusetts.

4

47Edwards, "Tillinghast," p. 50. The cla'ssic statement on "unconscious
teaching" was offered in 1856, the year that Edwards penned this
memoir of his teacher. See: F. D. Huntington, "Unconscious
Tuition, " Lectures and Proceedings of the American..Institute of
Instruction- 2%(Boston, 1856),. pp. 101-139. Boyden's endorse-
ment of this notion can be found in Albert G. Boyden, "The Dis-.
tinctive Principles of Normal School Work, " Journal of Educa-
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tion, 21 (June 11, 1885), pp. 371-372.

A. G. Boyden, flistory and Alumni Iliecrdi, p. 39.\49A. C. Boyden, History of Bridgew er, g. 17. According to an
1853 salary scale a male tea er in Ma sachuselts, which
paid male teachers more than double any them state at that
time, could make about $250 teaching 7 1/2,montha b. year.
The assistants on a normal schoo aa ary like Bridgewater
were paid higher than average tea hers ill pu4blio schools.
Their salaries were "reduced" in erms of the other proles-
-sions and other occupations with greater recompense. For
the appropriate salary table see, Elsbree, American Teacher,
p. 275. ,

Apparently too the "experimental of the normal schoolr
justified a lower salary scale than those In institutions like,
the public high school where assistants were paid half the
principal's salary. In Bostdn, 1861-1862 a high school prin-
cipal was paid an annual salary of $2,400, neither high nor
low by comparison with other cities, and the assistants
(male) received $1, 200. (Female assistants received $500).
Elsbree, American Teacher, p.%278.

48

420

60Register-of Graduates (1912),-- 179-4180,6-atiure...Te.t--

51A. C. Boyden, History of Bridgewater, pp. 20-23, 35.
,02Ibid.,

14. Tillinghast's fellow normal schoglmen delleloped such
objections into a significant profesSiortal problem. See:
American Normal Schools: Their Theory, their Working, and
their Results as4Embodied in the proceedings of the First
Annual Convention of the American Normal School Association
held at Trenton, New Jersey, August 19 and 20, 1859. (New
York, 1860), afterward cited as Proceedings of American Nor-
mal School Association. '

53
Catalogues and Circulars of the State normal School at Bridgewater

1859-1870 (Boston, 1859-1870):, Members of this group were:
E. Ripley Blanchard (Musk), Rev. Birdsey G., Northrup
(Mental Philosophy), Rev. John L. Russell (Botany), Prof.
James C. Sharp (Chemistry), 0. B. q3rown (Music), Dio
Lewis (Gymnastics), Sanborn Tenney (Natural History), William
Russell (Elocution), Hosea E. Holt (Music), Prof. William P.
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Atkinson (English LiteratUre), Joseph White (Civil Polity),
Lewis G. Lowe (Anatomy), Prof. E. 'More (French).

4A. C. Boyden, History of Bridgewater, p. 46.

pp,,r 36-45.

6Dorothy Rogers, Oswego: Fountainhead of Teacher Education (Netv
York, 1961), esp. pp. 58-59, 117; for the emergence of a

w type of teacher-training institution, Nicholas Murray
But , "Founding Teachers College," Across the Busy Years:
Recollections and Reflections, Vol. I (New York, 1939), pp.'
176-187, see also: Bramwell, Training of Teachers, p. 86 ff.

571VP Ledge Moffett, The Social Background and-Activities of Teachers
College Students (New York, 1929), pp. 16-17. .This study
contains excellent Tables which illuminate these patterns.

9

58Charles DeGarmo "The Character of Academic Work in Normal
Schools, " Journal of Education, 24 (October 7, 1886), pp.
223-224.

59It is important to remember that, until the 1890/s nearly half of
the normal schools in the United States were private institu-
tions. Little is known of them, so 'little; ih fact, that their
exact number remains obscure. One account ["This and That, "
Journal of Education, 24 (July 8, 1886), pi -531 insisted that one
half of the normal schools were private and compared the 370
universities and colleges in America with their 65,522 students
to the 255 normal schools, public and private, with their
1, 937 inst'uctors and 60,063 students. For the same year an-
other study [Boone, Education in the United States, p. 135]
computed the tot9.1 number of normal schools at 168. His
breakdown gave: 87.state normal schools with 19, 382; 49
private normal schools with 8, 065 students; and 32 city normal
schools with 4, 9$7. Together the three types accounted for
32,384 students.

While many state normal schools claimed to be the model
of normal school training, the U. S. Commissioner of Educa-
tion, William T. Harris, acknowledged Massachusetts' claim,
in J. P. Gordy, The Rise and Growth of the Nrmal School
Idea in the United States (Washington, D. C. 1891), p. 43.
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In actual fact, most such claims served the celebrationist
graduation or anniversary exercises where they were de-
livered rather than the interests of historical accuracy.
More important, the frequent claim itself reveals much
about the fragmentation of professional values engender-
ed by the normal school's regionalized and localized orien-
tations after the Civil War.

-460George A. WaltOn, Training of Teachers (NP, 1888), .pp. 6-7.
61A.

G. Boyden, History and Alumni Record. p. 167.
62See Appendix for the relatively substantial increase in students

whose fathers were unskilled laborers,
63

Albert G. Boyden, "The General Work of the Normal School,"
National Education Association: Report of Committee on
Normal Schools, July, 1899 (Chicago, 1899), p. 55.

64
Catalogue and Circular of the State Normal School at Bridgewater,

Massachusetts, 1869 (Boston, 1869), P. 9.
6,5Frederick Rudolph, The American College.and..Universitp, .A_History

(New York, 1962), p. 232. "The Lawrence'Scientific School
& Normal Students, " Journal Of Education, 85 (March 24, 1892),
p. 184.

6641. C. Boyden, History of Bridgewater, pp. 57-58. Curiously, the
first mention of these scholarships .in the official catalogue
came in 1896, sixteen years after the relationship between
Bridgewater and Harvard's Lawrence School was actually
arranged. Catalogue and Circular of the State Normal.School
at Bridgewater, Massachusetts, 1896 (Boston, 1896), p. 36.

67
Catalogue and Circular of the State Normal School at Bridgewater,

Massachusetts 1907-1908 (Boston, 1908), p. 54; Catalogue and
Circular of the State Normal School at Bridgewater, Massachu-
setts, 1909-1910 (Boston, 1910). From the view of the normal
schoolmen "many" graduates took advantage of this arrange-

. ment, although until the 1890's the figures argue otherwise.
Apparently so few did apply for the scholarships that in 1904
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they were reduced from eight to four`. Catalogue and Circu-
lar of the State Normal School at Bridgewater, Massachusetts
(Boston, 1904), p. 56.

In some. educational quarters the lack of enthusiasm for the
program was considered "humiliating" or at least "surprising../'
Between. 1880 and 1886 "but three have applied for these
scholarships, and one of these held his but one year." This
same article attributed the circumstance to the great demand
for teachers. To overcome that attraction the author advanced
an argument to take the scholarship in order to gain a good
education at Harvard without incuring the time and expense,
presumably wasted for the teacher's purposes, on the classical
studies of a collegiate course. "Aid ab,Harvard for Normal
Graduates, " Journal of Edtv;ation, 24 (Nov. 18, 1886), p. 325.
See also: A. C. Boyden, Albert Gardner Boyden, p. 75.

6 8State Normal School,. Bridgewater, °Mass. , Semi .Centennial Exer-
cises, August 28, 1890: Dedication of the New Normal School
Building, September 3, 1891 (Boston, 1892), p. 23.

6 9
Boyden would likely have been as pleased as was the editor of the

Journal of Education to report an account of a visit to Bridge-
'''-'water where a professor- of-the-clasSit-s-frOnra, -Western,ctrl

lege admired 33ridgewater's instruction as equal to a "univer-
sity course." "In other words," the editor interpreted," our
friend was disposed to say that the students at Bridgewater
were receiving a liberal education. Indeed we are not inclined
to dispute the statement:" One reason the editor, Albert E.
Winship, would not disptite the statement was because Bridge-
water was not only his alma mater but the school where he had
served Boyden as an assistant teacher for three and a half
years. "The Bridgewater Normal School, " Journal of Educa-
tion; 21 (April 23, 1885), p. 264.

70Ibid. 0.

71,."Teachers in Council: New England Normal School Teachers Asso-
ciation, " Journal of Education, 21 (Feb. 21, 1885), p. 107.

72Albert G. Boyden, "Is Massachusetts Making a Mistake?" , Journal
of Education 23 (March 25, 1886), p. 179. The sentiment was
repeated in the memorial volume to Boyden. A. C. Boyden,
A. G. Boyden,. p. 56.,
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73Journal of Cyrus Peirce, in Norton, The First State Normal School

in America, p. 58.

'Principles of the School," Catalogue and Circular of the Bridge-
water'Normal School, at Bridgewater, Mass. (Boston, 1904),
p. 50.

75For schoolraen both literary culture and vocational training served
as extreme ends of/the educational spectrum. Each excluded
the other. Manual

of/the
continued to be the banner for a

combination'of both as a professional ideal. Albert G. Boyden,
"Manual Training Public Education, " Journal of Education,
23 (May 26, 1886),\ pp. 307-308.

76A. C. Boyden, History of Bridgewater, p. 56.
77The textbook notionythat academies were channels to colleges seems

to be a highly questionable generalization. One extremely
interesting list [ "Statistics of New England Academies, " New
England Journal of Education, 7 (March 28, 1878), p. 205]
of 45 academies (the list is not complete) with 5,111 students,
only one student in eighteen graduated from the academy and
only one in twenty-nine pursued "college- preparatory" studies.
Our understanding of such institutions has been aided by the

'''':redent study of Jaz*" IVIctaChlai;"AifiditedirBcktdifif-StIthola:
A Historical Study (New. York, 1971); but much more needs to
be done beyond this restricted group Of the -academy genre.

78
Initially special accommodations were made on an individual basis,

usually for college graduates who desired some study at a nor-
mal school. Catalogue and Circular of the State Normal School
at Bridgewater, 41st year (Boston, 1881), p. 5. Ten years
later these individualized accommodations became regular fea-
tures in the course offerings, and were designated as "Special
Courses." Catalogue and Circular' of the State Normal School
at Bridgewater, 51st year (Boston, 1891), p. 19.

79
Catalogue and Circular of the State Normal School at Bridgewater,

Mass., 1861 (worth Bridgewater, 1861), p. 6.
80See Appendix for the Tables on students' ages.,
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82
Catalogue and Circular of the State Normal School at Bridgewater,

Mass. ... 1869 (Boston, 1869).

425

Catalogue and Circular of the State Normal School at Bridgewater,
Mass. ... 1873-74 (Boston, 1874), p. 11. Later statements
specifically give the teacher the responsibilities of the parent:
Boyden, "Is Massachusetts Making' a Mistake, " Journal of Edu-
cation, 23 (March 25, 1886), p. 179.

83College Yearbooks ("The Normal Offering"), 1858-1912. Bridge-
water Archives, Mass. State College at Bridgwater, Bridgewater,
Massachusetts. See also: A. C. Boyden, Albert G. Boyden,
pp. 116-118.

84Semi-Centennial Exercises ... 1890, p. 31.
85Jordan D. -Fiore, Leadership in Perspective (Bridgewater, 1967),

pp. 12-15.
86

See: The Autobiography of Ed Ward Sheldon, Ed. by Mary Sheldon
Barnes (New York, 1911), and Rogers, Oswego, pp. 75-116;
"In Demoriam; John W. Dickinson," Lectures and Proceedings
of the American Institute of Instruction pp. 19-23.

87
Arthur C. Boyden, History of. Bridgewater, pp. 21 & 23.

88At At the Boston Normal School, Larkin Dunton served as principal
for 27 years and passed the office on. to Wallace Boyden, a son
of Albert G. Boyden and Bridgewater graduate who served
here for more than 25 years. Wallace Boyden, "A Historical
Address... On the 70th Anniversary of the Boston Normal School.,
May 26, 1923" in School Document No. 20: Boston Public Schools:
Annual Report of the Superintendent (Boston, 1923), pp. 150-169.

89
Register of Graduates [Bridgwater Normal School] (1912), pp. 180-182.

90A.
G. Boyden, "General View of the Work of the Normal School, "

NEA Report, 1899, pp. 52-53.

Vernon L. Mangun, The American Normal School, p. 269.
91

92See Appendix for the fathers' occupations of Bridgewater students.
The 20th century patterns did not change for the better, and
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in some areas the divisions becaine starker: See Moffett,
Social Background, pp. 16-17. -

93Sem....Centennial Exercises ... 1890, p. 31.
94

Daniel B. Hagar; "Prof. Alpheus Crosby," New England Journal
,of Education 1 (Janq.ry 16; 1875), pp. 25 -26.

95
Proceedings of the American Normal School Association 4). 20.

96 Statements supporting Crosby's view are easily found [see,
for example, "Normal Schools," Journal of Education 33
(May 28, 1891),'p. 344]. From theibeginning responsible
spokesmen predicted that normal schools would serve the
poorer classes more than any other. Vernon Ma.ngori, Ameri-
can Normal School, 173.

97Ibid., p. 21.

p. 22.

'991n additidn to the references earlier in this essay, see the more
general remarks in: Henry Barnard to Daniel Coit Gilman,
June 23, 1856 and Daniel Colt Gilman to Henry Barnard (no
date but clearly a reply to the'June 23rd letter of HB); 1856;
Most explicitly see: William Russell to Henry. Barnard, Febru-
ary 4, 1856, where Russell stated: "I can easily imagine how .

irritating you found your connection with Dr. Peters [co-editor
with Barnard4n the first two volumes of the American Journal
of Education], he, as you express it, hide-bound in his no-'
tions of higher education, in the idea of an American College\-
and all improvemvt to be an expansion of that, when your
plan embraced comprehensive views of the entire field. I am
glad that you now stand free fol. a wider scope of action and
usefulness." Henry Barnard Papers, Fales Collection, New
York University.

100The sources foi these statistics are: Book of the Records, Vols.
1-2; Record of Scholars, 1854-1863, Vol. 3; Roll of Member-
ship, 1864-1909, Vols. 4-8. Bridgewater Archives, Massa-!
c1iusetts State College at Bridgewater, Bridgewater, Massa-
chusetts..
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The categories of FARMER and TEACHER are uncomplicated.
The PROFESSIONAL category included doctors, lawyers and
ministers. UNSKILLED LABORER designated those who re-
gistered their occupations as: Laborer,, painter, express-
man, hack driver, teamster, whaleman,. nailer, steward,
hostler, livery, stable keeper, sailor, gardner, pedlar,
drummer, gate-tender, watchman and the like. MECHANIC
and CRAFTSMAN designated: 'wheelwright, shop-foreman,
carpenter, shoemaker, confectioner,' actor, policeman, depu-
ty sheriff, postmaster, dentist, mason, jeweller, weaver,
canner, navigator, carriage maker, architect, land surveyor,
sea aaptain, railroad engineer and the like. MERCHANT re-
presented*'bookkeeper, auditor, paymaster, grocer, hotel
keeper, broker, many varieties of "dealer" - ire, leather,
furniture, grain, etc. - florist, dtuggist, auctioneer, bank
cashier, insurance salesman? clerk, freight agent, real es-

, tate broker, furrier and the like. MANUFACTURER indicat-
ed: paper mill superintendent, mill owner, shoe manufactur-
er, superintendent of gas works, and anyone in general charge
of producing goods or services.

, -

The grou 'rigs span eight' year sequences in order to accommo-
date t e st period for which there are figures. Actually
each year repreger14;two terms in the 3451.-,62 sequence.. ,

The manuscript records contain information on fifteen rather
than sixteen terms. I have averaged the fifteenterms to give me
figures for the sixteenth and'to give me a full eight year se-
quence for comparison with the other groupings._

Corroborating figures for the Salem Normal School. can be found
in Proceedings, at the Quarter-Centennial Celebration of the
State Normal School at Salem, Mass. (Salem, 1880), pp. 26-27;
Also for R. I. Normal School in. 1875 see "State Departments:
R. I.", New England Journal of Education, 3 (February 5,
1876), P. 71.

101A. C. Boyden, History of Bridgewater, p. 116.
102Ibid., p. 79.
103 p. 119.
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Arthur C. Boyden to David Snedden, October 3, 1913. Bridge-
water Archives, Massachusetts State College at Bridge-
water, Bridgewater, Massachusetts. See: Walter H. Drost,
David Snedden and Education for Social Efficiency (Madison,
Wisconsin, 1967), esp. pp. 101-143.

105J. Asbury Pitman (ed.) Essentials of Education: Essays of George
Henry Martin (Boston, 1932). The editor introduces these
essays with a lengthy biographical essay.

Drost, Snedden, pp. 96-100.
106

107Pitman, Essentials,

.4;

O
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PART VIII

1
See Appendix -I.

Albert E. Winship],, "Teachers at Bethlehem, "'Journal of Educa-
j tion, 34 (July 16, 1891), p. 78.

3Ibia.

4One, of the Institute'S presidents, Samuel.S. greene, experienced a-
-

career ip all these offices, ending with a professorship at
Brown University 11855-1875). His experience was not typi-
cal but reflected coMbinations of positions which his fellow
schoolmen also shared. see: "Samuel Stillman Greene, "
Dictionary of American Biography, V. 8, pp. 574-575 and
"Obituary, " Journal of Education, 17 (Feb. 3, 883), p. 89.

See Appendix II. In the process of Compiling Appendix III the super-.

5

intendents there bear out the previous asseKtion.

6See'Appendix III.

7"Who--Where--What, Journal of Education, 55 (Feb.- 20, 1902),
p. 127.

8Edward Krug, The Shaping of the American High School, 188021920
(Madison, 1964), p. 2.

9[Albert E. Winship], "The Institute's Future," Journal of Education,
8 34 (July 16, 1891), p. 72.

10Bailey B. Ihrritt, Professional Distribution of College and Univer-
sity Gralluates, U. S. Bureau of Education Bulletin No. 19
(Washington, D. C., 1912), pp. 74-75, 77.

11,'The Institute's Future, " R. 72; and Lectures and Proceedings of
the American Institute of Instruction (Boston, 1891).
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For Paul Hanus, see especially Arthur Powell's essay on Harvard's
School of Education in Paul Buck (ed.) Social Sciences at
Harvard (Cambridge, 1965), and his essay, "Speculation on
the Early Impact of Schools of Education omEdUcationai Psy-
chology," History of Education Quarterly, 11 (Winter,. 1971)
PP. 406-41.2; and "Who -- Where- =What," Journal of Educes-
titin, 55 (February 20, 1902), p. 124.

For Royce, "Who--Where--What, "Journal of Education; 55
(February 27, 1902, p. 137.
For James, "College Notes,." Journal of Education, 55 (Febru-
ary 6, 1902), p."94.
For Hyde t!Persona1,1' Journal of Education, 22 (August 20,
1885); p. 133. . y 0

For Gates, "Amherst College, " Cyclopedia of Education,
p. 113.

13See Appendix V.

14Ibid. For an illuminating essay on colleges like Dartmouth and the
others of this period, see: Da.v1.d F. .Allmendinger, Jr.,
"New England Students and the,Revolution in Higher Education,
1800-1900," History of Education Quarterly, 11 (Winter, 1971)
pp. 381-389.

15, 'The Institute's Future," p. 72.
16See Appendices II &

17See Appendix II.

18Ray Greene Huling, analyzes the membership 4:!)f the Institute in
Lectures and Proceedings of the American Institute of Instruc-
tion, pp. xxxvi- xxxvii. .

,p

19Ibid. Huling gave, a geographical breakdown on the basis of the
membership's current addresses. Further research should
illuminate that thAtMassachusetts" category here distorts
the number of Massachusetts born teachers in the Institute
or in the profession.
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MAINE 47 members 5.3%
NEW HAMPSHIRE 97 members 10.9%
VERMONT 27 members 3.2%
MASSACHUSETTS 536 members 60.4%
RHODE ISLAND 56 members 6.4%
CONNECTICUT 65 members 7.3%
ELSEWHERE 59 members 6.5%

TOTAL 887 members

431

20The following ten are the only ones iihich appear to me to be pub-
lic grammar schoolmasters of Boston: Thomas H. Barnes,
Alfred Bunker, Quincy Dickerman, Charles W. Hill, Daniel
W. Jones, Charles F. King, James A. Page, John J. Shee-
han, Augustub D. Small, James Webster Walker.

21See Appendix III.
22

See the list of the 137 extant normal schools in operation in 1876,
in Thomas Hunter, "Normal School in the United States, " The
Cyclopedia of Education: Dictionary of Information, edited by
Henry Kiddie and Alexander J. Schem (New York, 1883 [first
ed. 1876], p. 810. The chronological and geographical distri-
bution of these schools are illuminating. It t LW.11, 441..

1835-1839 2 NEW ENGLAND 17
1840-1844 2 MIDDLE ATLAN. 2.7
1845-1849 3 SOUTH 35
1850-1854 6 MIDDLE WEST 55
1855 -1859 6 WEST 3
1860-1864 9
1865-1869 43
1870-1875 61 \
Unknown 7

Later lists include extensive comparative information on the
normal schools. See: "Statistics for Normal Schools for
1877, " American Journal of Education edited by Henry Bar-
nard V. 29, p. 356-365.

23Appendix

24Appendix III.
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25Appendix III.

26Appeistac I.

27See Edgar Wesley, NBA: The f first Hundred Years (New York,
1957), Appendix B.

28
The most acerbic s.nd effective critics were probably Richard

Grant White ("The Public School Failure," North American
Review 131 (1880)) and Gail Hainilton whose criticisms were
collected in Our Common School System (Boston, 1880).
Froth a different point of view, see the iniormative discus,-
sion. of Michael Katz in "The Emergence& Bureaucracy in
Urban Education: The Boston Case, 1850-1884," History
of Education Quarterly 8 (Summer, 1968), pp. 155-188 &
(Fall, 1968), pp. 319-357.

For a convenient, thumbnail sampling of the spokesmen!.s
positions, see Daniel Calhoun's "The Climax of 19th Century
Reform: Fresh' Criticism," in The Educating of Americans:
A Documentary History (New York, 1969), 295-325.

29 Evening Transcript, February 5, 1880, quoted in Michael
Katz, "The Emergence of Bureaucracy," (Fall, 1968), p. 327.

30 - i a

Michael. Katz, "The Emergence of But-j'-eaticArY," (Summer, 1968),
p. 177.

31
Appendix I. See also, Wesley, INEA, Appendix.B.

32
In addition to the Katz articles and the documents in Calhoun,

Educating, Adams's essay can be found in his three-part
pamphlet, The New Departure in the Common Schools of Quincy
and Other Papers. (Boston, 1879).

33Appendix IV.

34Charles Francis'Adams, "The Development of the Superintendency, " .

NEA Addresses and Proceedings (1880), pp. 61-76.
35Marion Foster Washburn, "Col. Parker, The Man, and Education-

al Reformer, " in Memorial Edition: Francis W. Parker,
Talks n Teaching (New York, 1893), esp. pp. 12-14.
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36Arthur C. Boyden, The History of the ridgewater Normal School,
pp. 26-27; and "Examinations of Norfolk County (Mass.)
Schools," National Journal of Education, 11 (March 18, 1880),
p. 185.

37Adams, 'Superintendency, pp. 63-64.
38See Part III, Chapter 10. "The Snares of Voluntary Maneuver."
39A

dams, "Superintendency, " p. 69.

4 0 lb id 75.

41.See his essay A College Fetish: Address ... Harvard Phi Beta
Kappa (Boston, 1884 3rd ed.). For an orthodox collegiate
view taking exception to Adams's 'address, see: Hon. D. H.
Chamberlain, "Net a College Fetish, " Lectures and Proceed-
ings of the American Institute of Instruction,- 55 (Boston, 1884),
pp. 139-182.

42An excellent essay on the political uses of the "scientific" argument
in the redesign of the superintendent, see: Elinor M. Gersman,
"Progressive Reform of the St. Louis School Board, 1897,"

!. .)-:. -History of Education Quarterly, "lam (Spritzg;c1970,s.pp7.: 3-21. It

43Appendix
II.

44
George A. Walton, participating in a discussion of physical culture

in Lectures and Proceedings of the American Institute of In-
struction 62 (Boston, 1891), p. xxi.

45Ibid., p. xxii. The academy men were: Edward P. Jackson, prin-
cipal of the Boston Latin School from 1877 to 1905; George A.
Williams, principal of the Saxton's Riyer.Academy in Vermont;
Moses Grant Daniell, principal of Roxbury Latin School for 17
years and then principal of the Chauncey Hall School in Boston
for 12 years;. William A. Mowry, principal of the classical
school for boys in Providence known as Mowry and Goff's for
over 20 years; and James S. Barrell, long-time master of the
Harvard School in Cambridge, Massachusetts. All were active
in the Institute during Ole middle period and well represent the
second generation schoolmen.
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46See:

Nicholas Murray Butler, Across the Busy Years, Vol.-I
(New York, 1902); Elsie Hug, Seventy-Five Years in Educa-
tion, New York University, 1890-1965 (New York, 1965).

47Wallace C. dyden, "Report of the Committee on Affiliation of New
England Educational Associations, " Lectures and Proceedings
of the American Institute of Instruction, 78 (Shelton, Conn.,
1908), pp. 330-334.
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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTES

There has .been surp'risingly little study of the history of the

American teacher. Apart from the material in such secondary works

on education as Ellwood Cubberley's PublicEducation in the United

States or Lawrence Creminls The Transformation of the School,

there are only a few works that give the teacher primary attention.-

Merle Borrowm.an in The Liberal and the Technical in Teacher Educe-

, tion fashions his picture of the teacher from a study of the debates and

problems concerning curriculum development. In Merle Curti's So-

cial Ideas/ of American Educators the practising teAher is studied on-

ly indirectly, since the author's plirpose is to show the interrelations

of educational and social issues, especially the deference educators

pay to the business community. The encyclopedic work by Willard

Ellsbree, The American Teacher; Evolution of a Profession in a De-

mocracy catalogues impressively the many facets of the teacher's

work. His study is, liowev,er, less about the professional develop-

ment of the teacher than an orderly presentation of the external as-

pects of the occupation of teaching. The dynamics of the development

are omitted.

The present study presumed to examine the teacher in terms
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of the teacher's own experience, to use his own preferences and con-

ceptions and to locate the changes of the profession at those points

in his individual development when one aspect of his work gains or

loses signifi cance for him. The importance of autobiography and

biography in such an effort is self-evident. While the Dictionary of

American Biography contains material on an extraordinary number

of appropriate men in this period (appiO-Ximately one hundred), addi-

tional historical scholarship seemingly has not been able to collect

much information on teachers. There is little manuscript data or

papers, and where that is available as in the case of George Emer-

son's Papers in the Massachusetts Historical Society, the papers are

of a highly, personal nature, pertaining little to his educational work.

The irast collections of Henry Barnard' s'lpapers,at-i\Tew-Yor'k- Uni-

versity and Horace Mann's papers in the Massachusetts Historical

Society and Antioch College have only been partially-- examined. Thislimita-

tion might be very serious had much of their personal and public

writings not already been published or had there been only a small

secondary literature on them. Much biographical inforiii.ation was

collected from a systematic study of the appropriate journals of the

period, particularly in the Miscellany section. Apart from works like

William Alcott's Confessions of a Schoolmaster or David Camp's Re-

miniscences of a Long and Active Life there is little autobiographical
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writings by teachers. Nor is there any fictional literature to spbak

of which might have served the purpose of examining the teacher's

view of hixaself. The tale, Locke Amsden: or The Schoolmaster. by

Daniel P. Thompson falls into this category, however, together with

numerous reminiscences printed in educational a. other journals.

The limited nature of this type of material has been the most serious

restriction: of the present study.

From beginning to end the institutional context for thia dis-,

sertation has been defined by the history and worjci,af the American
I

Institute of Instruction, the first major association for teachers in

the'United States. The seventy-eight volumes of the Institute's lec-

pfoceedings 4a-perhaps-the MostourimgedIfet-autlioritative

collection of educational writing available to-historical research.

After checking all the obvious libraries and societies, such as the

Essex Institute, the American Antiquarian Society, the Boston Atha-

neum, the Boston Public Library and the Massachusetts Historical

Society, I have concluded that the archives .of the Institute are not

still extant. Stillqhe published proceedings afford more than ade-

quate documentation of the problems and strategies of this early and

long-lived association. Its significance to this study may be indicat-

ed by the fact that all the persons treated in detail in this disserta-
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tion belonged to the organization.. A systematic study of Institute

membership has provided the basis for practically all y gen,eraliza-

tions about the profession of teachers. All previous istorical dis-

cussion of the Institute has been highly repetitious d, if it is not

based on George Emerson's short Histo of the A erican Institute

of Instruction, has been drawn from a very curs ry examination of

their published proceedings. The most recent essay on this organi-

zation was written in 1906!

For the study of shifts in rhetoric and conception of teach-

ing by the professional teacher the educational journals of the pe-

riod are indispensable. Fortunately the Memorial Library of the

University of Wisconsin and the Wisconsin Historical Society contain

of tits .materia.1,' and iviiittheY-laasked-SrarsiiiipLiatik- thg high-

lYitieful-American Periodicals on Microfilm,' AntrArbor,- Michigan.

Only those which t primarily used and which I studied volume by

volume for this period are listed under "Journals" in the bibliography.

A large portion of the published material wkich can be used as

primary sources for educational history remains uncatalogued or with-
,

out indexes. There are however a few exceptions which proved very

useful. Joe Park (ed. ), The Rise of American Education: An Annotated

Bibliography (1965) fs the most thorough presentation of sources both

primary and secondary but is by no means comprehensive and com-
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plete. The only comprehensive index fora major educational journal

for the period under study was that compiled under the direction of

William Torrey Harris while he was U. S. Coinmissioner of Educa-

tion. This work, The An<1 alytical Index to Barnard's American Journal

of Education:. 1855-1881 (1892), is far superior to the catalogue com-

piled by. Barnard himself and included at the end of Vol. XVI of the

American Journal of Education as well as in VOL I of the Report of

the U. S. Commissioner of Educator!, 1867 - 1869; \17 -40. ]n addition,

there is much primary material about educational problems in this

period which Clyde S. King has gathered in his book, Horace Marin;

1796-1859: A Bibliography (1966), although, of course, the focus upon

Mann restricts this index. Most of the state educational journals con-

tain indexes at the end of each volume but have published no compre-

hensive index.
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APPENDIX I
A

.

THE MEETINGS OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF INSTRUCTION

-4."1
2

3

4
5

6
7

.

<A

1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1836

256
68
58

) 32

33

34 .

38

Boston, Massachusetts
Boston, i Massachusetts

Boston; Massachusetts
Boston Massachusetts
Boston, Massachusetts

' Boston, Mhssachusetts
Bostoxy, Massachusetts

8 1837 40. Worcester Massachusetts
9 1838 31 -Lowell, Massachusetts

10 I
.
3.839 36 SPritfield, Nisachusetts.

11 1840 19 Providence, R.I.
12 1841 7. Boston; Massachusetts
13 1842 20 New Bedford, Massachusetts
14 1843 10 Pittsfield, Massachusetts

. 15 1844 43 Portland, Maine
16 -, 1845 2/, Hhrtford,\ponnecticirt
17 . 1846 17 'Plymouth, Massachusetil
18 1847 13 Concord, N.H..
19 1848 ,15 Bangor, Maine
20 1849 .73 Montpelier, Vt.
21 1850 50 Northamptcin[Massachudetts

' 22 1851 ' 47 ,Keene, New HaMpshire
23 1852 36 Troy, New'" York
24 1853 43. .New Haven, Connecticut
25 1854 65 Providence, Rhode Island
26 1855 28 Bath, Maine
7 1856 24 Springfield, Nhssachusetts
28 1857

. 39 Manchester, New Hampshiqs
29 1858 35 Norwich, Connecticut .30 1859 28 New Bedford; Massachusetts.
31 1860 80 ,Boston, Massachusetts
32 1861 23 New Bedford; Massachuset
33 1862 . 24 ,Hartford, Connecticut
34 1863 23 Concord, New. Hampshire
35 1864 30 Portland, Maine
36 1865 a 52 New Haven, Connecticut
37 1866, 35 Burlington, Vermont D

38 1867 108 Boston, Massachusetts
, '39 1868 22 Pittsfield, Massachusetts
40 1869 67 Portsmouth, New Hampshire
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NO. YEAR NEW MEM.

1870 24
42 1871 89
43 1872 54
44 1873 40
45 . 1874 57
46 1875 228
47 1876. 233
48 1877 456
49 1878
50 1879,
51 1880.
52 1881
53 1882
54 1883
55
56

1884
1885 '

/ l2697

57 1886
58 188? .

59 1888
60 1889
61 1890
62 1891 121
63 1892 31

1893
64. 1894. 68
65 1895 51
66 . 1896 54
67 1897 49 '

68 1898 63
69 1899 116
70 1900 42
71' 1901 14
72 1902 85
73 1903
74 1904 235
75 1905 75
76 1906 81
77 1907 23
78 1908 67

TOTAL s's' 4,354

.

PLY OE
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S5

Worcester, Massachusetts
Fitchburg, Nhisac usetts
Lewiston, Maine

Providence, Rhoden Island
Plymouth, New Hampshire
Montpelier, Vermont.
Fabayns, White Mts., N.H.
Fabyans, White Mts-.4 N.H.
Saratoga Springs, N.Y.
St.'Albans, Vermont
Saratoga, N.Y.
White Mts:, N.H.
Cottage City, Masaehusetts
Newport, Rhode Island
Bar Harbor, Maine
Burlington, Vermont

41ewport, Rhode Island '

Bethlehem,'N.H.
Saratoga Springs, N.Y.

, ,

Bethlehem, N.H.
Narraganset Pier, R.I..
NO MEMING.
Bethlehem, N.H.
Portland, Maine, '°
Bethlehem, N.H'.
Montreal, P.Q. .

NNrth Conway., NH
Bar Harbor, Maine
Halifax, Nova Scotia
Saratoga, N.Y.
Burlington, Vt:

, v

JOINT StSSION: NEA I{ BOSTON
Bethlehem, N.H.
Portland, Maine
*New then, Connecticut
Montreal, Canada
Bu4ington, Vermont

1830s, 1840s 1850s 1860s 1870s '1880s 1890s 1SOOs
626 244 395 :4614 1,184.g 269, 553., 622
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APPRENDIX II

TILE PR14SIDEITTS OF THE AMERICAN INS2MIIITE OF ItISTRUctION
0

N AME -LIFE pATES
!

(RevaFrancisiMaylaxd, 1796 -
- William -B. Calhoun 1795 -
James G. Carter 71795 -.
George B..Emerp*. 1797 -
Gideon French Tha*,1793
Thomas She rwir \ 1799 -

(Rev.)John'Kinpbury 1801
o John Dudley

Daniel Barpard Hagar 1820',
Admiral P. Stone 1820:::--,

Charles Northend
(Rev.)Birdsey.G. Northrup 1817 -

William E. Sheldon -1832 -
John Kneeland . 1821 -
SamtW4: Greene '1810
Abner J. Phipps

(Biv.)Milan C. Stebbins
Merrick Lyon 1836
Thomas W. Bicknell 1834 -
Issa&L. Carleton 1832
1dEi3lim A. Mom i'..-..1829

Georgd,A- Walton 1822 -
'Homer B: Sprague 1829 -
,TTILTitterstin
J. Milton Hall 1836
Gedite-AL.-Littlefield1851

.',,Ray Greene Billing 1847

OFC NEES

1865 1830 - 1832
1865 '1833 - 1839
1849 c, 1840
188i ,1841 - 1848

64 1849 - 1852
.180 1851 - 1855
1874 . 1856-1457'
1886" 1858'- 1859
1896 1860 - 1861
1902 1862 - 1863
1895 .1864
1898 ,18.65 1866
1900 1867.
1914 1868 - 1869
180-1 1870

1871 - 1872
1873 -1874'

18891 1875 - 1876
1925 1877--- 1878
1902 1879.- 1880.
1932:1-4a.,-; 1882 :..

1908 1883 ,'
1918 1884

.

1885 - 1886
1887 - 1888
1889 - 1890
1891 -.1892
1894George. H. gaitin 1841 - 1;;17

W. Stetson 1849 -1910
Charles W. Pardenter 1852 -
AlbetE. Winbhip 1845 - 1933
Geo; e E.: Church
Orasmus B.. Bruce Leto - Iota

Mason S..Stone.
William F. Bradbury 1829 -
Charles H. Keyes
Walter E. Ranger
Henry,,C. Morrison 1871 -

1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1904
1906
1908

ao
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-
UNIVERSITY PRES. (Frpv:
FRIEND OF EDUC (LAWYER)
FRIEND OF EDUC'(AETHOR)
FEMALE ACADEMY (Bos.).
PVT GRAMMAR (Bos.)
PUB HIGH spoor., (Bos.),

FEMALE ACADM,TY (Prov)
SUFT.OE BOSTON-SCHOOLS-.
PUB HIG(SCHOOL (JamP].n
PUB HIGH SCHOOL (Plymth
SCHOOL VISITOR (NvOrit
AOENTnIASS BD OF ED

. PUB HIGH.SCHOOL (Bos.)
=COL SUPERVISOR (Bas %.
UNIVERSITY PROF.(Btown)
ABENT,.UASS BD OF ED
-PUB HIGH-SCHOOL(Sprngfl

, PVT GRAWARWHOOL (Pro'
ED., JRNL OF ED..-(Prov)

. 'NORMAL SCHOOL (Co

HIGH-SW(10Tc(
AGENT, MASS BD.OF ED
FEMALE HIGN,SCHOOLIBos.

.SUPT OF SCHOOLS (EL%
FUB GRAMMAR.(Providence
SUET OF pcHocas Oleivpd

-PUB HIGH SCHOOL (Niedfr
SCHOOL SUPERVISOR (Dos)
SUPT OF SCHOOLS 'Mime)
PVT HIGH SCHOOL (Cambrd
ED, JOURNAL OF EDUC
PUB GRAMMAR (Prove)
SUPT OF SCHOOLS (Lynn)

'SUPT OF SCHOOLS;(Vt:)
PUB HIGH SCHOOL (Cmbrdg

1905 PRIN OF SO, DIST(Hrtfrd
CCUM OF SCHOOLS (R.I.)
SUPT OF SCHOOLS (N.H.)
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Tli&PLE.SIDENTS OF THE AMERICAN IITST.ITUTE OF INSTRUCTION

iglos. .2.14la 1n50s 3.866s 187os 188Os
. .

SUPERINTENDENT / 1 3 . 1 3.,-
(> .., ,

GRAMMAR SCHOOL 1 -.1 1
..

ACADEMY .-P -\ 1 - 1 .' 1

HIGH:SCHOOL
.,

1 3
.,---- --1

/3.
,

.
NORMAL SCHOOL 1

.t. COLLEGE OR UNIV. , 1
i

1 .
4/ FRIEND OF EDUCATION 1 ?- , 1

e

,

* . ,

, t
1890s. 1900s TOTALS .

3 4 15 49
. ,

1 4 10%
11 :4'10%

1 e 21%.

1 ---
2 1%

1 4 10%

TOTALS. 3 6 6 5,
a

36 100+

a

/1

O
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APPENDIX III 1

498

501-100L POSITIONS IN THE 'YEAR .OF JOINING: MEMBERS OF THE
ittiRRIGAR INSTITUTE Or INSTRUCTION

)i001 teskrioNs - 1830s 1840s

AAR SCHOOL 30 13 ,

ENT . a' 5 ..- 5

,

GEI idf100 I. . 7 5-

air . 30.

.

LLNE Olt 1JNIV, 12 , 8

3,

RMAL aCH001. 4 - , 4.

1850s 1860s 1870s- '1880s
"'"'

29 43.. 57
.,

.13

4

1,3 26 *25 . 23

19 ' 18 *25 16

.,

3.5 19 - 8

9 10 22 13

19 "22 8

1890s 1900s TOTAIS

7 8,, 25%
.

32 4, 47 176

28 27 145
- i

13 '13 . 136
.

19 104

12 97

18%

15%

14%

ii%

OF EDUCATION - 26 4 , 2 10 4 36° -6%

15% 31% 23% ,.32%

( 00486
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.. -
AGES 1830s -1840s 1850s 180s 1870s 1880s 1890s 1900s TOTALSI ,

. i ,
PRE-21 2 2 4 5 Vo

.21 - 25 9 3 4 , 4 4 1 5 -2 32 ,. 6%
..z>26 - 30- 15 5 9 12 4 3 J 3 r.- 52' 10%

31 -' 35 24 6 .18 14 7 18, - 7 1 98 20%

36 - ,40 ' , 16 5 16 17, 14 "10 9 93 1
,41 - 45 22 , 6 3 12 , 12 *.. 3 5 10... 73 15% .

46 - 50 r 11' 3. 5 9 1 12 , '9.
.,,

6. 58' 12%

.51 -.55 1 1 11- _ 10 ' '2 9 3 40 0., ., ,
A56. - 60 .2 3 '4 5 , -3 2 ' 3 22 4%-

APEDIpIX
,,

479

0`.
a

jOIEENG AGE 0-F THE AMERICAN INSTITTITE OF INSTRUCTION 1,62'.10E.RS1EEP

61,- 65 2' .1 4 ,1 ' 4 l 2 .15 3 %.

..1.;, 66 .:- 70 2 . . 1 1 k 1%!..

71 75.
. 3 1 .,,

4 1?4,

OVF:R. 75 1 2 1 4 1%

. ;TOTALS 35 64, 88 70 ' 38 62 46 502



von.

COLLEGE \

*mum,
HARVARD'.

BROWN .

AMHERST

BOI,VDOIN

WILLIAMS

:BATE

4.
MIDDLERWEC

tNION+:,

TUFTS

'MICHIGAN

,

o
APPENDIX V

'COLLEGE GRADUATES IN THE ArSERICAN INXIUTE OF INSTRUCTION

,v07741-
'(3 or less)

UNKNOWN

(spec inst.)

a

..,

le30s .1840s 1850s 1860s 1870s. 1880s
t

..
1890s

0

,7
8 - .., 6 .13- 12 12 6 9

,..
23 1 6 :, 7 , 1.3 6 9

N ,

17 6 7.1 7 't- 4 4"

'. 7 73 17%'.8 61 14%'

6 " 53. 12%

38 . 9%

4 ' 34 8%

3 6

'2
,

3 , 15 4%

'2 13 3%

3 31

1%00s TOTALS

..5 -1%._
,.

1 5 1%'.
-1

.
5 1%

),3.0. -2% .

°6 '4 ..-* .3 2, 4 411

i 3 4 5 . 11 4 2

-3 °4k 3 3

3 2 2, 2

.k 3 4. 1

1 1 13

2 3 (' .3 4.

2 2 2,

2 6

-5

1

2.. 1 -'

.4

3

1 1

7 16 .9 53 13%

1

4 4

7: 2%

TOTALS 69 55 -52 59 42 53 421

, .
NA, n I

The "ASSORTED', category included': Oberlin (1); Columbia (1); Chicago (3); Syraude (2);C) Univ of Ga. (1); South Carolina College (1); West Paint (1); Transylvania b.); NYU (2);
Allegheny College (2);4Trsinity College (1); Princeton (3);Vassar (1); Germany (3)

A Zmany of the above held' German degrees. Here listed are those with only German degrees];
SUniversity of Olasgow( (1); Hamilton College (3); University of Vermont (3); University .<),

of No. Penn.' (1); Ohio Wesleyan. (2); Smith College (1); Cornell (2); Stanford (1);
Denison .,(1); Hobart (1); Rochester (1); Antioch -(1); Queeni College, Belfast (34;
Inchigan State (1); Welisley (1); Cleveland Univ. (1); Monmouth College (2); CCNY (1);



- APPENDIX VI

a

BRIDGEWATER NORVAL SCHOOL STUDENTS IN THE AMERICAN

Name. Class SCHOOL rine

41denl'Adoniran
Allen, Edward A.,H.
Allen, Nathaniel T.
Atwood, John W.
Beal, George W.
Boyden, Alfred G.
Brown, Moses T. °.

Colburn, Dana P.
Diekerman, Quincy E.
Edwards, Richard
DGoodwin, Jbhn A.
.Gordon, William R.
Kendall, Joshua.t.
'Kneeland, John
Ladd William,H.
Littlefield,George T.
manchester,
Metcalf, Robert C.
Metcalf, Thomas
Pannenter,-°Phi31 as
Sawyer,,R
Smiley, Jam eV.
staples, Carleton A.
Skinner, Arthur

Walton,,George A.
Ward, William H.
'White, Mary B.
%Whitemore, James D.

(Entered in

Allen,,James T.
B r Sarah J.
B ThOmas H. -

Bentl y, David

Bigelow, Guilford D;
Bryant, Oliver F.
Bunker, Alfred

Phebe
Camine, Edward I.
Copeland, Warren T.
Dexter, Charles V.
Ellis, Frederic O.
Fredman, Dyer Jr.

10
17
17
21
2

.26

10
fl7

11
,12
13
16.

3
16
21
23
'30

23

12
1.6
11
19

A
10
30
19 Public High Sehool
23 Public Grammar

the 18400

Academy.
Pvt Engand Classical
Public Grammar
Normal
Normal :r
Publie'prammar
Normal
Public Gramma±
Normal
School Agent
Public Gramma/7
Normal
Public Grammar-
: Private Grammar ;

'PUblic Grammar

public Grammar a
Publi-c Grammar
Attie GramMar-(No
Public Grammar
Public Grammar

Clergyman
Normal
Public Grammar

(Entered in. the .1850s) .

34 Pvt Eng and Classical
34 Public Grammar
32' ,Public Grgamar
52 Public Grammar
43 Public ,Grammar
31 Private Grammar
50 Public Grammar

'49
54
41
52

Public Gratmar
Public Grammar
,Normafl

51 Publip Grammar
40

4

INSTITUTE 0F,INSTRVCTION

Bittp7bedth All

lam, a,

;1854.

r 11898 1852
- 1903 .1854

182,2. 1883. 1.847
, 1885 1867 '

1827 1915' 1859
Q. 1900 1853

1823 -1859 1854
rr- 1909 1857\

1822 - 19Ct8 1854 t'

, 1846
41. 1867
1828-- 1913 . 1861
141 - 1914 .1854
1824 r,1895 1875

1867
1875,

1911. X877-91
1851' ,

1849,
1896 1853

- 1883" 1851
- 1904 1875

1899 1854 .

1822 - 1908 1846
- 1907 1857
gr 1895 Ian
- 1,897 1860

0- 1863
5 1877-91

1891'
1832 - A 1.871

-1 1859
1859

1838 1868
1440 - W 1868
1834 = 1907 1870

,, 1867
.1833 - 1904 Igo

-

1'65Gage, George M,LL4_1Li2,Normal : 00489.
0

186? 1860
3:864'
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J a

ts,

Name
. .

Class .spHou TYPE

Gay, Ebenezer Jr, 40
Gilmore, Jane E. 52 Public dramar
Ba#Angs, Abbie S. 53

r HemittEdwin C.
Kingman, Lizzie A.

34.
54

Public Grammarz.(Normal)pa

Linboln, Jairus Jr. 38
Nutting',.- John 44
Parsons, Benjamin W. 53
Penniman, Ann M. 51 Public Grammar
Putman, Granville B. 44. Public Grammar
Root, J. Henry 38 , Public Grammar
Sanbortc, Simson S. 46 Public"High School
Sanfo'd, Akstin 52 Private High School
Sears, 52 Normal:
SeaVer, Edwin P. 46 'Erg. High School (Supt,Boston)'
Smith, Martha J 35
Warren, Levi F. 42 PUblic,Grammar
Waterman, Leander 41 Public Grammar
Willis, Napan E. 46 Engligh High School'

(Entered in'the 1860s)

Adams,,Abbie 73
Ada, Charles F.
Billings, John D. 66
Bullock,,Samuel J. 8

'Campbell; AIffed
Carpenter, Emily F. 4

-0healey;. Evantia F., 70
Dunbar, Lucinda - 65
Dunbar, Simeon J. 59
Fletcher, Granville . 55
Hall, Issac Freeman 63
,Phity J. Milton 59
Haskell,. Annie El 62.
Inns, Helen M. 74
'Howard, Henry F. 55,

McManus, Edward T.- 62
Maglathlin, Edw. B. - 73
Martin, George Henry 59
Peabody, laward H. 59
Prince, John T. 61
Randall, Dina A. 73
Russell, Barrett B. , 69
Sanderson, William-A.. 74
Sawin, Henry C. 61 '-

Sawin James W. 61'
Southworth Edward 55,
Stephenson, Edward W. 63

Winn,.
Sarah R.

ttinnl. Sarah C.
68
73

Normal . .

-Public. Grammar
Mlle Grammar
PriVate Grammar School
Public Grammar
Public, Grammar
Public Grammar
Publics Grammar
Notmal
Supt Of Schools
Public Grammar.

Supt d'SchOolg
. Normal
Editor
Supt,of,Schools

Public Grammar
Farmer
Public Grammar
Public Grammar
Public Grapmar
Normal 00490
Public Gramiar.

; .

.

Blrth - Death AII-.

-

:j168 1858'
1 3 . 1877-
1843 1870
1828 - 1905 1858
1841 - 1901 1877

1858
2824 -1887 1860
1837 - 1864 1857
1836 - 19091 1876
1835.- 1900 1869

1856
1835 - 185* 1866
18 0 - 1908 1:775

18
1838 1904' 1856.

- 1907 1875
-.1897 187F1-

1832 - 1881 1860
1838 - 1874 1867

,1877tui 1871.
1873
1877
1877 -

1904

1874
1841 -: "1867
1835 -,1911 1871

. 1904
1837 -

-
1877
1875
1877

1826 - 1871 1865
1867

, 1895
1841,- 19171 1867
1828 - i 1867

1871
- 1905 1877

1871
1271,

- 1905 1877
- 1912 1877

18381-,1914 1904
- ,1867 1867

1871
1877

:1850



0

Name Clasg. SCHOOL TYPE. Birth-Death

Allen, Clara F.
Arhold,'Sarah L.
Bartlett,-Nfercie
Toydenr.Arthur C.
Boyden, Wallace C.
Bunker, Augusta
Burdett, James H,.
Courtenay, Frank F.
Cox, Edward J.
Fogg, Levi W.
.Grove4E. cans

Hotea, Beisie .

Lawrence :Eudora
bfamsonl imma F.
NartiniAthanda'L.
Merrick,' CharldS F.
Morse,. Caroline E.,-
Morsel, Char1os H
Morse, Herbert L.

,,Morton, Lucy D.
\-6, .41agh, Louis P.

boom

iemton, Hotatib Dali
*oyes, Anna L.
Par r Henry C.

'Pratt, George- yr.
ke,*

Shute,' Edward P. -
Stanley, Arthur
Thompson, Mary E.

(Entered in tle 1870s)

77
87
76.

74
87
82
92
92

. 8$
77
'88

90,

-79
$1
86

94
82
91
80
76
92

forth 82''

Normal'
'College

,

Normal t.

Normal'

,.Ptblic Grammar
Public Grammar
Publib Grammar

Public Grammar
NOrthal

Public Grammar..

POlic Grammar.
pUblic Grammar

Public Grammar

Supt of Schools
Public Grammar

80 Public High Scbool
90 ioulitic Grammar
80
83 Public Grammar
89 Public Grammar

Public Grammar

latered in the 1880s) ..

45''

Atkinson, Fred W.' 100
Barton, -Armie J. 95
Blake, Elsie M. .104%
Cate, Eleazor 112
George, Annie F. 114
Jackson, Melzar 105
LindoIn, Arthur A. 104'
Litchfield, Joshua Q. 106
Morgan, .Marion H. 02
Nowland, -103
Packard, Herbe S. 112
.Parker, Eftard'D. 109
Ray,'Eliobeth H. 110'
Ridh, NarthiL. 106
Rogers,, Mabel ; 96
Scully,,John F. ; 106
Sheehan, John J. .(99

$mith, George A.
:Tppmpson, Frederick,B. 110

Publid High School

blic High School
mess

Public
Public
Public
Public

Grammar
Grammar
Grammar
Grammar

Public High School

Sup' of Schools
Public-Grammar'

105 Public Gramthar

,t9Public Grammar .04701.
a

1872
1,882°

1897 -1876
1852 - 1933 1871

,1894,

1877
1904
1904
1900
1876°

-.1909 1904
.1897

.1871

1877
1875

1861 - '1904

1876
1891'

1897,.
1877'

1860 - :1904
1852? T. 1902

1877.

1904
1896 ??

1904
1904
1877

185i)

. 1851

,"

1865-

1868 -
1865 -
1863

1868 -
1863 -
.1861 7- -

101 - 1908

186%-
1860-
1866 -
1864 -
18647 -

1866 -

0.

,

1896
198
1902
1899
1896
1904
1904
1994
1504
.899
1904,
1895
1891
.1899

1899

.1894
1891
1964
1894



e

Allen, Lyman
Bowen, Archer C.
Gibson, Helen V.
Goodr4ch, Adella R..

If Holmes, Lena 17:-

,'Keith, Allen P.
Morrill, Charles H.
hhirphy, George. E. .

Perry, Eugene A.
Putnam, Dieter L.
Roaheforp, Etta-C.
Swan, TmdericliW,
Webberl'Adele,J.
White, FranCes J.
Williams., Alice t.

Class -SCHOOL TYPE

{Entered' in the 1890e)

Normal
Normal

116
.125

124
124
121:
115
.122
119
117.
122
118.

'120

129,

115
116

Public High. School
Public Grammar

.--Stpt of Schools
Hormel
Public Grammar

, .

lkftaiOGembaler\
Public Grammer

A

. ."
(Entered in the 1900s)

Bell, Ethel B. 130
Irish, Emma S. '131

A

O,

I

.9-
0J.

485
o

BirthLDeath \-AII.

1873 - A907

12
- 1912 ;1908

,

A

1899

112: 't: ll
1872.- 18.97

r

1873 -
1874.-'.

-.

1872-
1872,-

', I

1873 -1.902 1898

1902
1904
189.8

1905
1896

'1895
1898

1879 - '1902
1863 - ".'1898

r

0 .



'4862.9

ir.DOEIATER NORMAL SCHOOL STUDENTS IN THE-VERICAN INSTITUTE OF INSTRUCTION.

184.0s 1850s 1860s-1.870s 1880s 1890s 1900s TOTAL
GRAMMAR (public) 11. 12 13 ,. 12.,

.. 7 4 0 .59 39%(private) 1 1 1
4.3HIGH SCHOOL (public) 1 4 0 0 1 1(private) 2 1 0 0 0 0

4

.

,NORMAL SCHOOL
. , 4 4 .4. 0 3 , 0 .--

s.COLLEGE/UNIV. . .0 ..0 1 o. o
'SUET/A* 1 0 3

4 o

1 2 , -1 0 8.t
2 o 1 0 1 0 0

4/1
t

. /INKNOVIN
-4 -.9 8 I 8 8 6 2 45 30%

0 7
3

20 13%

0 1

DT

-4'":i4 MALE
g

EtALTJE

26 23 21 14 12
1 8 9 12 7

FATHERS'OCCURATIONS
unknown 26 17 23. 21 .5farmer .

....., 0 5 4 1 2
,

unskilled -0 0 0 0 2mechanic 1 4 2 , 2 3merchant/mfgr 0 1 1 1 , 6
,,,,professions) 0 3 ,0 Q 1teacher 0 CI Or 1 0

TOTAL 150

8 0 104 655
7 2 46 350

6, 98
1 2 15
2 0 4
3 0 15
2 0 11
1 0 5
0 0 1

YEARS BETWEEN
BRT.DGEWATER NORMAL SCHOOL ENTRANCE AND JOINING A.I.I.6 or leas 4

6 to 12 12
1,2 --or more-- 1.1

.8

12
11 '

11-
12
7

4

11

4r. 00493

1 4 2
8 8 0 5311 3 0 57


